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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The development of lattice theory may be divided into three stages. First,

following the publication in 1847 of Boole’s ^‘Mathematical Analysis of Logic,”

various mathematical logicians made postulational analyses of Boolean algebra

and the algebra of relations. Their main results may be found in Schroder’s

monumental “Algebra der Logik” (1890-95), and scattered through Whitehead
and Russell’s “Principia Mathematica.”

The second stage began two years after the publication of van der Waerden’s

“Moderne Algebra.” A series of articles published in 1933-7 by myself, von
Neumann, Ore, Stone, and Kantorovitch showed that generalizations of Boolean
algebra to suitable “lattices” had fundamental applications to modern algebra,

projective geometry, point-set theory, and functional analysis, as well as to

logic and probability. Some of this work had been anticipated in two little-

noticed papers by Dedekind, and in the writings of Menger, Tarski, and Fritz

Klein. The first edition of “Lattice Theory,” written in 1937-9, attempted

to unify and extend the results of these articles.

As a result of all this pioneer work, lattice theory became recognized as a

substantial branch of modern algebra, and a steady flow of contributions to it,

by numerous mathematicians, has appeared in the last decade. Dilworth,

Frink, Tarski, and Whitman have especially enriched and clarified the subject.

These contributions constitute the third phase of development of lattice theory;

it is continuing.

A minor revision of the first edition would have left the book quite out-of-

date for the research worker. Thus of the seventeen “unsolved” problems

listed in the first edition, eight have been essentially solved- It is to be hoped
that the 111 unsolved problems described in the second edition will meet with

the same fate.

The size of the first edition has been nearly doubled, in order to give an

adequate account of the discoveries of the last decade, including unpublished

results of my own. Even so, many interesting results have been stated without

proof as '^exercises,” while for others, only bibliographical references have been

possible. On the other hand, I have been able to include more complete and
self-contained accounts of various topics inadequately treated in the first edi-

tion, though already known then.

I wish to thank the University of Washington for the opportunity of present-

ing much of the material as Walker Ames Lectures, during the summer of 1947.

I also wish to thank Andrew Gleason, Orrin Frink, Marshall Hall, and Irving

Kaplansky, for improving various parts of the manuscript.

Like its elder sister group theory, lattice theory is a fruitful source of abstract

concepts, common to traditionally unrelated branches of mathematics. Both
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iv PREFACE

subjects are based on postulates of an extremely simple and general nature. It

was tbis which, convinced me from the first that lattice theory was destined to

play—^indeed, already did play implicitly—a fimdamental role in mathematics.

Though its importance will probably never equal that of group theory, I do

bdieve that it will achieve a comparable status.

For this to be true, continued creative work will be needed in the future,

building on that of the past. It is to the creative efforts of both past and

future, and to the memory of my father’s faith in the value of such efforts,

that the present volume is affectionately dedicated.
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FOREWORD ON ALGEBRA

It will be assumed that the reader is acquainted with some, at least, of the

following kinds of algebra: group, ring, field, vector space, linear algebra; they
will not be defined here/ On the other hand, in order to state many theorems

below with the appropriate degree of generality, we shall want some extremely

general definitions applying to all such algebras, in a way which we shall now
make precise/

By an algebra A, we shall mean below a set of elements, together with a number
of operations /« . Each /« shall be a single-valued (univalent) function assigning

for some finite n = nia) to every sequence (rci ,
• •

•
, Xn) of n elements of A, a

value, fa(xi ,

• •
•

, ojn) in A. It is to be emphasized that though the number of

different operations /« may be infinite, each individual is finitary, i.e., applies

to only finite sequences of a fixed length depending on a.

By a “subalgebra’’ of an abstract algebra, we mean a subset which includes

every algebraic combination of its own elements—^this definition includes the

usual definitions of subgroup, subring, subfield, subspace, subalgebra, etc., as

special cases. By an “isomorphism” between two algebras admitting the same
operations (e.g., two groups or. two rings), we mean a one-one element-to-

element correspondence which preserves all combinations. By
.
a ‘‘homo-

morphism,” is meant a many-one correspondence with the same property.

An isomorphism of an algebra with itself is called an “automorphism”; a homo-
morphism of an algebra with itself (or a subalgebra of itself) is called an “endo-

morphism.”

By a “congruence relation” on an algebra A, is meant an equivalence relation^

X ^ y {$) with the Substitution Property for each/ai

If Xi = 2/i (^) for i = 1,
• •

•
,

n, then

(1 )

fa{Xl ,
• •

•
, Xn) S fa{yi ,

* "
'

, 2/rt) (^).

This means in effect that if we divide A into subclasses of elements “equivalent”

mod then for any sequence Zi ,
• •

•
, Zn of such subclasses, with n = n(a),

1 For the basic concepts of modern algebra, see van der Waerden [1]; Birkhoff-MacLane

[1]; Albert [1]; or C. C. MacDuffee, Intraduction to ahBtract algebra.

2 The study of such general concepts, implicit in van der Waerden [1], was first made
explicitly in G. Birkhoff [3]. For a survey and further references, see Universal algebra,

by G. Birkhoff, Proc. First Canadian Congress (1945) ; also K. Shoda, Uher die allgemeinen

algebraischen Systems, eight notes in Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, vols. 17-19 (1941-1944);

A. Church, The calculus of \-conversion, Princeton, 1941.

» An “equivalence relation” is simply a binary relation satisfying identically a? s x,

that y implies y ^ x, and that y and y ^ z imply x ^ z. An elementary exposi-

tion of congruence relations and homomorphisms may be found in Birkhoff-MacLane,

Ch. VI, §14.
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the set of fa (ari ,

• •

, 3:n) ^'•ith Zk 6 Xk lies in a single subclass Y, which we may

define to be /<, (-Yi ,
• •

,
A''»). This defines a homomorphic image At of A,

with the same single-valued operations as A. Conversely, if
<f>
maps A homo-

morphically onto an algebra B, and we define x ^ y(^) in Al to mean that 4>(p:)
=

4>{y) in B, we get a congruence relation. This establishes a many-one cor-

respondence between the congruence relations onA and its homomorphic images.

Agmn, by the “direct union” X X F of two algebrasX and Y having the same

operations /„ is meant the algebra whose elements are the couples [z, y], with

a: € X and y g F, in which algebraic combination is performed component-by-

component—^i.e.,

(2) , yJj , [®n , y»]) ~ j
‘ ‘

‘
> ®n)) faiyi j

*

, yn)].

The direct imion of n algebras is defined similarly.

With any class SI of algebras having the same operations , and any cardinal

number n (fimte or infinite), is associated the free ^-algebra with n generators

Ok

,

such that every singje-valued transformation 4> of the a* into elements of

an j-1 € 31 can be extended to a homomorphism of F into A. (A subset Q of

an algebra Q, is said to “generate” Q, if the smallest subalgebra of Q containing G
is Q itself.)

Clearly j'«(3t) is imique to within isomorphism. For if F and F', with gener-

ators Ok and a*
,
both satisfy the definition, then the correspondence *-=* ai

can be exteided to a two-way homomorphism, which is an isomorphism. Again,

if 3( is d^Sned as the set of all algebras satisf3dng a set @ of idmitities or identical

implications, we may describe jP„(SI) loosely as the algebra with n generators

satisfying ©, of which every other algebra with n generators satisfying <S is

a homomorphic image.

In the applications below, we shall exhibit certain free lattices explicitly,

and prove that they satisfy our descriptive definition. Nevertheless, it may be

of interest to give a construciwe definition of F„(S[) which proves the existence

of F„(8l) in all cases. To do this, we first take n s3nmbols o* , and call each

sin^e-valued transformation <t> of the o* into elements of an A g SI, a “valua-

tion” of the Ok . Again, we call the /« “functions of order one,” and define a
“function order m” recursively as an operation of the form

(3) ,
•

• , ‘ } ?«(*! ,
• •

•
, ®?(n))),

where the y* are functions of order to — 1 or less. Clearly any function of order

TO determines, for each valuation of the o* and each substitution of Ok for the

Xj of (3), an element yCri ,
* • •

, ®?{«)) of the A containing the o* . Thus, if

we r^ard a group as an algebra wi^ the operations x~^ and xy, then (.x~^y)x

is a function oS order three.

We are now ready to define F«(8[). The elements of F„(3l) consist precisely

of the symbols giai ,
• •

•
, a:?c«)), with one o* substituted for each x} . Two such

symbols are conMdered equal if and only if they give the same result for every

valuation 4>- By definition, these equalities are precisely the identities valid m
every A g S.
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It follows that Fni%) is a subalgebra of a direct product of replicas (i.e., iso-

morphs) of the A € 21, one factor for each valuation Moreover any algebra

B with n generators satisfying all identities true in any A is a homomorphic
image of Fn(^); hence Fn(%) is the free algebra with n generators determined

by §1, in the sense of our descriptive definition.

Ex. 1. Let A be any algebra, S any subaigebra of A, and S any congruence relation on A.
Show that the set of all elements of A congruent mod $ to at least one x ^ S forms a

subalgebra.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if A is any abstract algebra, and A, is the “quotient-algebra” of A
modulo any congruence relation $ on A, then the congruence relations on Aj correspond

one-one in a “natural” way to the congruence relations 0 on A which “include”

in the sense that y {$) implies y (4»),

(b) In what sense does this generalize the so-called Second Isomorphism Theorem?
(Of. van der Waerden [1, vol. 1, p. 136].)

Ex. 3. (a) Show that if a linear algebra is treated as a group with left and right-multiplica-

tions by fixed elements as unary operators, then the concept of “subalgebra” defined

above is equivalent to the usual concept of “two-sided ideal.” How can left-ideals

be regarded as subalgebras?

(b) Show that if multiplication by any scalar is also regarded as an operation, the

concept of “subalgebra” coincides with the usual definition.

Ex. 4. Let /S be a set, and G any group of one-one transformations of S,

(a) Show that ((?, S) can be regarded as an algebra with elements from S and (un-

ary) operations from G.

(b) Show that the “congruence relations” on (ff, S) correspond one-one with what
are usually called partitions into “imprimitive subsets”.

Ex. 5. Show that any equation /(»!, • *
•

, Xr) = , Xr) identically true in a set 21

of algebras is true in any subalgebra, homomorphic image, or direct union of the algebras

of St.

Ex. 6. Show that if an algebra has v operations and n generators, and if n is infinite, then

it has at most MaxCi', n) elements.

Ex. 7. Show that if A contains r elements, then the free algebra F„(A) is a subalgebra of

A**^, and contains at most r**” elements.

Ex. 8. Show that an algebra A is the “free algebra with n generators” for some set of

algebras (or postulates) if and only if it contains elements ai, *
•

, On such that any

correspondence a a'i [a^ g A] can be extended to an endomorphism of A.

Ex. 9. A set G of generators of an algebraA is called “independent” when no proper subset

of G generates A. The intersection of the maximal subalgebras of A may be called the

‘V-subalgebra” of A. Show that, ifA is finite, its0-subalgebra consists precisely of those

elements occurring in no set of independent generators of A*

Ex. 10,^ (a) Show that any abstract group G is isomorphic with the group of all auto-

morphisms of a suitable abstract algebra, A,

(b) What is the smallest /(n) such that if 0 contains N elements, then A can

be found containing at most /(JV) elements (Unsolved Problem),

^ References G. Birkhoff [3, p. 445]; R. Frucht, Compositio Math. 6 (1938), 239-260; G.

Birkhoff, Revista de la Union Math. Argentina 11 (1946), No. 4; R. Frucht, ibid., vol. 13

(1948), No. 1. For an analogous problem on Galois groups, see E. Noether, Oleichui^gen

mit vorgeschriehener Oruppe^ Math. Ann. 78 (1918), p. ^1.



FOREWORD ON TOPOLOGY

The fundamental ideas of point-set theory (i.e., general topology) can be most

simply introduced through the concept of a metric space.

A metric space is a collectionM of elements (points), together with a definition

of distance d(x, y) between any two points x,y£ M, satisfying identically:

(i) 8(x^ x) = 0, while 8(x, y) > 0 M x 9^ y^

(ii) 5 (0:, y) = 5 (2/, x),

(iii) 5(x, y) + d{y, z) ^ 8{x, z) (triangle inequality).

A subset 5 of a metric space is called open if and only if, for any a £ S, o,

constant c > 0 can be found, so small that \x — a
\

< e implies S, A sub-

set S of M is called closed if and only if its complement^ /S' is open. One

easily sees that

(1) the sum of any number of open sets is open, and

(2) the intersection of any two open sets is open.

Dually, since complementation interchanges sums and products of sets,

(!') the intersection of any number of closed sets is closed, and

(2') the sum of any two closed sets is closed.

Also one verifies trivially

(3) ^'Space’’ M is closed, and any point is closed.

Various more general classes of abstract spaces can be defined as follows.

Any space with a family of “closed sets” satisfying (l')-(2')-(3) is called a

Ti-space. The intersection of all closed sets containing a given set X is called

the closure of X, and denoted X; one easily verifies

Cl. X ^ X, C2. 1 = X, .

C3*. X + F == + F, C4. If p is a point, then p = p.

Conversely, C1-C4 imply (l')-(2')~(3), X being closed if and only if X = X.
In fact, Cl follows from C3*-C4, If C4 is replaced by the weaker condition

that p = g implies p = g, we have defined a To-space.^

A family T of closed sets in a To-space T, with the property that every closed

subset of T is an intersection of members of F, is called a hoMs of closed sets.

Dually, a family A of open sets, such that every open subset of T is a sum of

sets of A, is called a basis of open sets. A sub-basis of closed sets is a family

S of closed sets, such that every set of some basis is the sum of a finite set of

^ The reader is assumed to know what is meant by the set-union or sum, intersection or
product, and complement of sets (cf. Birkhoff-MacLane, Ch, XI). Below, F -f- ^ means
the sum of F and Z.

2 Cf. F. Riesz, Atti del IV Congr. Int. dei Mat,, Vol. II (1909) where conditions C1-C4
were first discussed; the concept of a metric space is due to M. Fr^chet, Sur quelques points
du calculfonctionnel, Rendic. di Palermo 22 (1906), 1-74. See also Ch. IV, |1.
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sets of 2—whence such, that every closed set is an intersection of finite unions of
sets of 2. It may be shown (Ch. IX, §11 ) that the intersections of finite unions
of the sets of any family 2 satisfy (l')-(2'). The concept of a sub-basis of

open sets is defined dually. Again, a neighborhood U(x) of a point x is an open
set which contains .r.

The Cartesian product (or topological product) X = X X X® X • • •

of topological spaces X^, X^, X^, • • • is defined as the space whose points are the
X = X

^
* •

* )? ^vith X* 6 X\ and having as a sub-basis of closed sets, for

each closed set C of a sub-basis of each X*, the set of all x with x' 6 C. Thus
closed intervals form a sub-basis of closed sets for a line segment, and rec-

tangles for the square. By (1'), a sub-basis is also constituted by the set of all

X with X* 6 C\ for the different choices of a closed set C* from a sub-basis of

each X\
An infinite sequence Xi , , xz ^

• • • of points of a metric space is said to
converge to the limit a, if and only if B{xn ,n)—>0asn—>-00. Ifa sequence
{xn\ converges, then it satisfies the Cauchy condition: Limm,r,^oo d{xm , Xn) = 0 ;

such sequences are called Cauchy segu&nces, A metric space in which every
Cauchy sequence is convergent is called complete. Each metric space M deter-

mines a unique complete metric space, defined as the set of all Cauchy sequences

{yn]y “S 5({xn}, {2/n}) = Limn-*oe 5(xn , 2/n), and pouxts whoso distauce
apart is zero are identified.

In more general topological spaces, one must discuss also the convergence
of general directed sets.®

Readers unfamiliar with the subject will find it suggestive to apply the results

below to the case of sequences. Convergence as defined below then has its

usual meaning, while a ^^cofinal subset^’ is simply a subsequence.

A directed set of indices is a class A of indices a, with a transitive relation

ot ^ (read, a is a successor of P) having the so-called Moore-Smith Property.

(4) Given a, p 6 A, some 7 € A satisfies 7 ^ a and 7 § p]

in words, any two elements of A have a common successor. A directed set

{xa\ of points is a function assigning, to each index a of a directed set A, a point

Xa •

IfM is any space with a family A of “open” sets, the convergence of a directed

set {x«} of points of M is defined by the rule

(5) Xa—* a means that for every open set U containing a,
|
3 (i7) exists, such

that Xa € U for all a S I3 ( 17),

The following law of convergence is easily proved,

(6) If x« = a for all «, then x. a.

» The eoneept of a directed set is due to E. H. Moore, Proe. Nat. Acad. Sci. (1915), 628-
632; its application, to general topology to the author, HiooTe-Smith convergence in general
topology, Annals of Math, 38 (1937), 39-56; of. also H. Cartan, C. R., Paris 205 (1937), 695-
698 and 777-779 and J. W. Tukey, Convergence and uniformity in topology, Princeton, 1940,
esp. Ch. III.
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One also shows without much difficulty that if a spaceX is the Cartesian product

of spaces X}, X', -Y®, • •
•

,
then x„ a in X, where x„ = (xi , xl , xh ,

’ • •) and

a = (tf, a®, o®, •
), is equivalent to ari a‘ in every X*.

Again, we define a cofinal subset of a directed set {*«}, as a subset [x,] of

{xa| such that everj’ term of {Xa} has a successor in {x,}. There follows

directly

(7) If Xa —+ a, and {x,} is a cofinaJ subset of {x,,}, then x, a.

If a subset {x*} of {x«| is not cofinal, then some {xa} has no successor in (x,}.

Hence if x^ € {a:«} , any common successor of x« and will be in the comple-

ment of {x,} . But such a successor exists, by (4), and we infer

(8) If a subset of a directed set is not cofinal, its complement is.

If the family A of open sets satisfies (l)-(2), then

(9) A subset X of Jlf is closed if and only if X contains the limit of any con-

vergent directed set of its points.

Proof. If the complement X' of X is open, then Xa-^ a, a € X' imply that

every x« has a successor in X'; hence {x«} cannot lie in X. Hierefore if {xa}

is in X, and Xa a, then a C X. Conversely, if X is not closed, then there

exists a point a not in X, yet in every closed set containing X (since by (1) the

intersection X of all the closed sets containing X is closed, and so is not X).

Hence every open set U which contains a has a closed complement U' which

does not contain X, and so we can choose* Xt; inX and U. But now if we define

the successors of U to be the neighborhoods contained in it, by (2) the Moore-

Smith Property holds, and so {xp} is a directed set of points of X, which clearly

converges to a in the sense of (5).

Again, letM be any “space,” and let a rule be given which decides, for every

directed set {xo} and point a, whether or not x« —» o. If we define “closed”

sets by (9), then obviously (l)-(l') hold. Moreover, if (7) is assumed, then

one can show, using (8), that (2)-(20 hold; if Xa o, where x« is in F + Z,

Y and Z being closed, then either the subset of x« in F or that in Z is cofinal by

(8) ;
hence o is in F or Z (i.e., a 6 F -f- Z) by (7). Finally, if x« —> o, and U is

any open set containing a, then the complement U' of U is closed, and a> C U'.

Hence the subset of {x«} in U' is not cofinal, and fiiU) exists, such that no x«

[a ^ /5] is in U'; that is, x« 6 17 for all a S
This diowB that if we reapply (5), we get at least aS many “convergent”

directed sets as we had originally. The exact conditions under which con-

vergence retains its ori^nal meaning—^i.e., an abstract characterization of the

properties of convergence—^is however more complicated.®

* This requires the Axiom of Choice discussed in Ch. lU, §6.

* What we have shown is that, for any aggregate M, definitions (5) and (9) define a

“Galois correspondence” in the sense of Ch. IV, $6. The condition is stated in G. BirkhoS,

op. cit., Thm. 6. For the most recent work, see M. M. Day, Duke Jour. 11 (1944), 181-229

(two articles); also L. Alaoglu and G. Birkhoff, Annals of I^th. 41 (1940), pp. 2^295.
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Ex. 1. (a) Show that a point a is in the closure X of a set X, if and only if erery open set U
containing a contains a point of X.

(b) Show that this result requires only (1). (O. Ore)

Ex. 2. (a) Show that any countable directed set {a:^} either has a last element, or a co-

final subset which is an ordinary sequence a5«i , .

(b) Let S be a To-space in which a subset is closed when it contains all limits of

countable directed sets. Show that the closureX of any subsetX consists of X and the
limits of ordinary convergent sequences.

(c**) Obtain analogous results for uncountable directed sets. (cf. J. Tukey)
Ex. 3. Show that, in a Yi-space, a and 6 imply a = 6 if and only if some psdr of

open sets U containing a and V containing b are disjoint. (Such a Ti-space is called

a Hausdoifi^ space; also a Sfa-space.) _
Ex. 4. (a) Show that if we define, for any set X, X as the set of limits of directed sets of

points of X, then Cl follows from (5) ,
C4 from (6) and the assumption of Ex. 3, and C3*

from (7) (as in the proof of (9)).

(b) Find a necessary and sufficient condition for C2. (Hint; Try the condition

of G. Birkhoff, op. cit., Thm. 5.)

(c) Show that for sequences, it is necessary and sufficient that if x) — Xi for all j,

and then x}(i) —> x for 8omej(t).





CHAPTER I

PARTLY ORDERED SETS

1. Fundaxnental definition. It is characteristic of mathematics as a deductive

science, that it uses very few undefined terms. This is especially true of lattice

theory, all of whose concepts can be defined in terms of one undefined relation

includes ?/” meaning is a part of a?.’’ There are innumerable examples
of such relations, in a sense which w-e shall now make precise.

Definition. By a ''partially ordered set,^* or "partly ordered sety^^^ is rneant

a system X in which a binary relation x'^y is defined^ which satisfies

PI: For all x, x S x. {Reflexive)

P2: If X ^ y and y x, then x = 2/. (Antisymmetric)

PS: If X y and y ^ Zy then x ^ z, (Transitive)

The symbol is read ‘‘contains,^’ ‘‘includes,” or “is greater than or equal

to.” li X y but X 9^ yy one v>Tites x > yy and says x “is greater than” or

“properly includes” y. The relation x y also witten y ^ Xy and read x

is contained in y (or is included in, or is a part of, y). Similarly, x > y is also

written y < x.

This notation and terminology are generally accepted. Some simple laws

governing the inclusion relation, w^hich follow from P1-P3, are stated in Exs.

1-2 below.

If a ^ 6 in a partly ordered set P, the set of x satisfying a ^ a; ^ 6 is called

the closed interval [b, a]. The elements x satisfying a ^ x ^ b are said to be

between a and b\ see Ex. 4 below, and Ch. Ill, §5.

Finally, by the order n(P) of a partly ordered set P, we mean the number
of its elements- This may be finite or infinite.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that a; > a; for no x, and that x> y and y > z imply x> z.

(b) Show that if >5 is a system with an inequality relation x > y satisfying the pre-

ceding conditions, then ^ is a partly ordered system if x ^ 3/ is defined to mean x > y
or X = 3/.

Ex. 2. Show that if Xi ^ Xa ^ ^ x„ ^ Xi , then Xi « x* Xn .

1 From the German “teilweise geordnete Menge,” Hausdorff [1], first ed., Ch, VI, §2.

The assumptions go back to C. S, Peirce [1], and were also studied by SchrSder [1]. They
occur in a fragmentary way in Leibniz’ works (circa 1690) ;

see C. I. Lewis, A survey of

symbolic logiCy Berkeley, U. S. A., 1918, pp. 373-87; fora fuller account, see L. Couturat,

La logique de Leibniz dfapr^s des documents inbditSy Paris, 1901, Ch. VIII. Thus PI

is Leibniz’ Property 7 (p. 3^), P2 his Property 17 (p. 382), and P3 his Property 15 (p. 382).

The author also suggests the convenient abbreviation ^^poset,” for partly ordered set.

* The related concept of quotient is discussed in Ch, V
;
the term interval is more descrip-

tive here; cf. also Ch. II.

1
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Ex. 3. Show that there are just three possible ways of partly ordering a set of two elements.

Ex. 4. (a) In a partly ordered set, define the ternary relation (caA)p to mean a ^ x ^ b

or a ^ x ^ 6. Prove that (axb)0 implies (bxa)fi; that (,axb)0 and (abx)^ imply x — b;

that [axb)fi and {ayx)^ imply (.ayb)fi; that {xby)^, and Xj^b imply (aby)ff; that

(a6c)d and (acd)p imply (bcd)0

.

(b) Prove corresponding results for the ternary relation (a:d>)y, defined to mean

a<x<boTa>x>b.
Problem 1 . Discuss the independence of the preceding conditions. Discuss their complete-

ness (a) if there east 0,

1

such that (OxI)P for all x, (b*) if no such “extreme” elements

exist. (Cf. E. Pitcher and M. F. Smiley, Transitivities of betweenness, Trans. Am. Math.

Soc. 52 (1942), 96-114; M. F. Smiley, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 49 (1943), 246-52 and 280-87;

also §5 below.)

2. Eiementaiy examples. The world around us abounds with examples of

partly ordered sets. Any hierarchy essentially forms a partly ordered set; so

do the different parts of any whole. We shall now give some simple mathe-

matical examples of partly ordered sets.

Example 1. P consists of all the subsets of any class I (including I itself

and the void cla% 0),x means that x includes y as a subset.

Example 2. P consists of the positive integera, and x ^ y means that x

divides y.

Example 3. P consists of the ideals H, J, K, ••• of any ring R, and H K
means that iC is a subset of H.

An ideal is of course a subset jff of a ring R distinguished from other subsets

of R by the properties (i) a ^ H and b £ H imply o ± 6 & H, and (ii) o ^ H
and & 6 B imply ch ^ H and ha € H. More generally, the subsets of a class

“distinguidied” by any special property form a partly ordered set under set-

inclusion. Thus this is true of the subgroups of any group, the subspaces of any
vector space, the “measurable” subsets of the line, the topologically closed sub-

sets of any To-space, etc.; cf. Chs. Ill, IV. These examples should make it

evident that a partly ordered set will in general contain pairs of elements H, K
which are incrmpardble, in the sense that neither H K nor K ^ H holds.

More generally still, let A be any partly ordered system, and X any subset of

A. Then a relation x y may be defined in X to mean a: ^ y in A—^i.e., by
“relativization.” If P1-P3 are satisfied by S in A, then they are satisfied a
fortiori by ^ in X. We thus obtain the following result.

Theoeem 1. Any ai^set of a yartly ordered set is itself partly ordered by the

same inclusion relcUion.

Example 4. Let R be the real numbers, and let x ^ y have its usual meamng
for real numbers.

Example 5. Let F consist of all real single-valued functions f(x) defined on
— 1 ^ X g 1; and let/ ^ g mean that/(x) ^ g{x) for all x.

Example 6. Let P consist of the partitions of a set S, or divisioi^ w, v',

‘ir", — oi S into non-overlapping subclasses, and let ir ^ t' mean that w is a
sub-parUHon (or “refinement”) of iri.
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Example 7. Let P consist of those partitions 6, O', 6", • • • of an abstract

algebra A which are “congruence relations”—^i.e., have the Substitution Prop-

erty described in the Foreword on Algebra. Define d ^ 0' as in Example 6.

Ex. 1. Show that Examples 2, 3, 5 can be considered as special eases of Example 1, if iso-

morphic partly ordered sets are identified, and Theorem 1 is used.

Ex. 2. Define an example of partly ordered set by adding — » and -j- “ to Example 4.

Ex. 3. Show that special relativity partly orders space-time by a relation according to

which (x, y, z; t) S (xi ,yi,Zi, h) if and only if [(* - a:,)® + (y - yO* -1- (z - zi)*]*'=

^ t — h . Describe the physical meaning of this relation.

3. Isomorphism and duality. By an isomorphism between two parti}'' ordered

sets jS and S*, is meant a one-one correspondence 6 between S and S* such that

(1) X ^ y implies 6(x) ^ e(y), and

(10 0(x) S 6(y) implies x ^ y.

Two partly ordered sets are called isomorphic if and only if there exists an
isomorphism between them; an isomorphism of a partly ordered set with itself is

called an automorphism. A many-one corregiondence satisfying (1) is called

isotone, or order-preserving.

By the converse of a relation p is meant the relation p such that xpy (read,

“x is in the relation p to y”) if and only ify px. Thus the converse of the rela-

tion “includes,” is the relation “is included in”; the converse of “greater” is

“less.” It is obvious from inspection of conditions P1-P3 that

Theorem 2 (DuALrrr Principle), The converse of any partied ordering is

itself a partied ordering.

Deeinition. By the “dual” Si of a pardy ordered system, X is meant that

partly ordered system defined by the converse relation on the same elements.

Since X = X, this terminology is legitimate; we sl^l also speak often of

systems isomorphic with X as dual to X—^though it might be better to speak of

them as “anti-isomorphic” to X. Obviously partly ordered sets are dual (or

anti-isomorphic) in pairs, whenever they are not self-dual. Similarly, the

definitions and theorems involving partly ordered sets are dual in pairs, when

they are not self-dual; if any theorem is true for all partly ordered sets, so is

its dual.®

This “Duality Principle” extends to algebra, to projective geometry, and to

logic, as we shall see later.

Clearly if e is an anti-isomorphism, then

(2) X y implies 0(^x) ^ tf(y), and

(2') S(a:) g 0iy) implies x y.

More generally, a many-one corre^ondence is called anUtone if it satisfies (2).

• This was SchrSder’s formulation of the duality principle £1, vol. 1, p. 315, Thm. 36].
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Many important partly ordered sets are self-dual (i.e., anti-isomorphic with

themselves). Thus Example 1, §2, is self-dual; the correspondence which carries

each subset into its complement is one-one and inverts inclusion. Similarly,

the set of all linear subspaces of n-dimensional Euclidean space which contain the

origin is self-dual; the correspondence carrying each subspace into its orthog-

onal complement is one-one and inverts inclusion.

In these cases, the self-duality is of period two: the transform (x'Y of the

transform x' of any element x is a;. "Pi/e shall call self-dualities (or anti-auto-

morphisms) of period two, “involutions”.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that there are just 2 non-isomorphic partly ordered sets of two elements,

both of which are self-dual.

(b) Show’ that there are 5 non-isomorphic partly ordered sets of three elements,

3 of which are self-dual.

Ex. 2*. (a) Let Gin) denote the number of non-isomorphic partly ordered sets of n ele-

ments. Show Gii4) - 16, ft (5) =: 63. (I. Rose)

(b) Let denote the number of different partial orderings of n elements.

Show ft* (2) = 3, GliZ) « 19, ft(4) - 219. Does (?J(5) « 4231?

(c) How many of the preceding give self-dual partly ordered sets?

Ex. 3. Show’ that the partly ordered sets of three elements have isotone mappings onto

partly ordered sets of tw’o elements, in 7 cases out of a conceivable 10.

Ex. 4. (a) Show’ that the system of all closed linear subspaces of Hilbert space, partly

ordered by set-inclusion, has an involution.

(b*) Show’ that the system of all linear subspaces of Hilbert space does not have

an anti-automorphism. (Hint: The dual of the property of Ex. 3 (b), Ch. IV, §9,

is not satished.)

Ex. 5. Show that any isotone correspondence d of one partly ordered set onto another

can be uniquely represented as a product of a strengthening of the order and a “con-

traction^’ (§4, footnote).

4. Quasi-ordering. Many mathematical systems possess relations p which

satisfy Pi and P3, but not P2. We shall call such relations quad-orderings.

For example, let R be any ring of integrity with unity, and let a p 6 mean
cw: = 6 for some x in R. Or let F be a class of topological spaces, and let S pT
mean that T is homeomorphic with a subset of S. Again, let $ consist of the

real functions defined on the unit square 0 S x,y ^ 1, and let f pg mean that

f(x, y) g{x^ y) except on a set of measure zero (“almost everywhere”). Other

examples are given as exercises.

Each such quasi-ordering is associated in a natural way with an equivalence

relation (i.e., a reflexive, sjrmmetric, and transitive relation) and a partial

ordering.

Theorem 3.^ Let p be any quad-ordering of a set X. The relation x y^

meaning that x py and y px, is an equivalence relation. If ^^equivaUnV^ elements

are identified^ p becomes a partial ordering.

^ The result is due to Schrdder [1, p. 184]. Cf. also H. MacNeille [1] and [2, §2]. The
partly ordered set obtained from X by the construction of Thm. 1.3 has been called the
“contraction” of X by M. M. Day, Generalizations of partly ordered sets are also dis-

cussed by E. Foradori, Grundgedanken der Teiltkeorie, Leipzig, 1937, 77 pp.
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Proof. By Pi, X ^ a;. It is obvious that x y implies y ^ x. Finally, if

X y and y then x pz since x py and y pz^ while z px since z py and y px
(by P3 also); hence x ^ z. This shows that is an equivalence relation, or

(Birkhoff-MacLane, Ch. VI, Thm. 27) that there is a partition of X into non-

overlapping subclasses, such that x ^ if and only if x and y are in the same
subclass. Moreover x py^ x ^ x^^ and y ^ 2/*> then x^ px py py*^ whence
X* p y

*

—

^that is, the relation p is defined consistently over entire subclasses.

It follows immediately from this that p satisfies PI and P3 in the system formed
by these subclasses, and that x py and y px imply x '^y (i.e., x yin the sys-

tem formed by the subclasses).

The preceding construction has numerous applications. Thus it specializes

to the usual definition of associate numbers in the first example, to Fr^chet’s

definition of topological dimension in the second example, and to the usual

definition of equivalent functions in the third example listed above.® Other

examples are given as exercises.

Ex. 1. Let A be the class of topological linear spaces, and let jS p T mean that Tis topologi-

cally isomorphic with a subset of 5. Define a partly ordered set of “linear dimensions”,

as in Thm. 3. Cf. S. Banach [1, Ch. XII].

Ex. 2. (a) Let ^ be the class of groups, and lei GpH mean thatH is isomorphic with a sub-

group of G. Show that p is a quasi-ordering of groups.

(b) Generalize to other classes of algebraic systems.

Ex. 3. (a) Show that in the case of finite groups, G^ H means that G is isomorphic with

i7 in Ex. 2. Generalize.

(b) State analogous results for filnite-dimensional vector spaces and for infinite

cardinal numbers.

Ex. 4. For real-valued continuous functions with domain 0 ^ x < <«
, define/ « 0 {g) to

mean that for some constants X, V, /(») ^ Kg{x) for all x > iV. Show that this is a

quasi-ordering, and define the associated equivalence relation/^ g.

Ex. 5, Show that from any relation p, a transitive relation <r can be obtained by letting

xtry mean that for some finite set ao ,
• •

* , a» , ao
“ x, — y, and a,--i p a< [t =* 1,

• -
•

,
n].

5. Diagrams. In any hierarchy, it is important to know when one man is

another's immediate superior. The notion of an immediate superior can be

defined abstractly in any partly ordered set, as follows.®

Definition. By “a cavers 6,^’ it is meant that a> b and that a> x > bis not

satisfied by any x.

This leads to a graphical representation of any finite partly ordered set X.

Small circles are drawn to represent the elements of X, so that a is higher than

b whenever a > b. A segment is then drawn from a to 6 whenever a covers 6.

® Cf. Birkhoff-MacLane, Ch. IV, §5; M. Pr4chet, Les dimemians d^un ensemble abstrait,

Math. Annalen 68 (1910), 145-68; S. Saks, Thtorie de IHntbgrale, Warsaw, 1933, p. 36. Fr4-

chet dimension has been generalized by M. Kondo, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 19 (1943),

215-23.

« This definition is due to Dedekind [2, p. 252], who calls a a “next multiple” of 6. See

also G. Birkhoff [1, p. 445]. Pr. Klein and O. Ore say “a is prime over 6.”
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Any figure so obtained is called a diagram^ ofX ;
examples are drawn in Fig. la-le

below.

It is easily shown that any finite partly ordered set is defined up to isomor-

phism by its diagram; a > h if and only ifa sequence * •
• ,a;n exists such that

a == xo ,
6 = , and Xi^x covers Xi for t = 1,

• •
•

,
n. Graphically, this means

that one can move from a to 6 downward along a broken line. This principle

makes it easy to construct abstractly examples of partly ordered sets.

Fig. la Pig. lb Fig. Ic Fig. Id Fig. le

The isomorphism or non-isomorphism of partly ordered sets having few

elements can be tested most simply by inspecting their diagrams. Any iso-

morphism must be one-one between lowest elements, between elements just

above lowest elements, and so on. Correq)onding elements must be covered

by equal numbers of different elements, etc.
;
with a little imagination, it does

not take long to complete the test.

The dual 5" of a partly ordered set X is obtained simply by turning the dia-

gram of X upside down.

Finally, by the graph of a partly ordered set is meant the graph (one-dimen-

sional complex, cf. §10) defined by its diagram; this is however less important.

Ex. 1. Which of the diagrams of Fig. 1 represent self-dual partly ordered sets? Define

two new self-dual partly ordered sets by means of diagrams.

Ex. 2. Make a square table with 64 entries, showing which pairs of the eight elements 0,

X, pf z, u, V, to, J of Fig. la satisfy the relation a>h.
Ex. (a) Show that the diagram of a partly ordered set is an oriented graph,® if we draw
an arrow from x to y if and only if x covers y.

(b) Show that a finite oriented graph is associated with a partly ordered set if and

only if oeGi , CiUa ,
• •

• , is incompatible with aoa» .

(c) Show that any oriented graph defines a quasi-ordered set, if a > 6 is defined to

mean a «= 6, or oui , aiCa ,

• •
•

, Onb,

Ex. 4. Show that the ‘^covering relations” of any partly ordered set form a new partly

ordered set if C*x covers y”) > (*% covers v**) means that Apply to the examples
of Fig. 1.

Ex. 5. Show that any isotone transformation P — Pi of one partly ordered set P onto
another Pi carries connected components of the graph of P into connected components
of the graph of Pi .

Ex. 6.® Show that no finite partly ordered set of more than two elements is defined to within

isomorphism by its graph.

’ Often, “Hasse diagrams,” because of their effective use by H. Basse. The scheme
goes back at least to H. Vogt, B^oltUion oLgkbrique des iqatians^ Paris, 1895, p. 91, and has
been used for many years in genealogy.

® For the concepts of graph and oriented graph, see D. Koenig, Theorie der endlichen
und unendlichen Graphen, Leipzig, 1986, esp. Chs. VII-VIII-
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6, Greatest and least elements; atoms. It is easily shown that a partly

ordered set X can contain at most one element a which satisfies a ^ x for all

X € X, For if a, & are two such elements then a ^ b and 6 g a by hypothesis,,

whence a = 6 by P2. Such an element, if it exists, is denoted 0, and called the

least element (or null element) of P-

More generally, by a least element of any subset X of P, we mean an element
a £ X such that a ^ a; for all a: 6 X. Dually, by a greatest element of X, we
mean an element b ^ X such that b x for all rc 6 X. The greatest element

of P, if it exists, is denoted I
;
it has also been called the all element of P.

The preceding concepts are not to be confused with the concepts of minimal

and maximal elements. A minimal element of a subset X of a partly ordered

set P is an element a such that a > rc for no x 6 X; maximal elements are de-

fined dually. Clearly a least element must be minimal and a greatest element

maximal, but the converse is not true (see Fig. lb).

Theorem 4. Any finite subset X of a partly ordered set has minimal and maxi-
mal members.

Proof. Let the elements of X be ici ,

• •
•
, ain ;

define mi =
,
and m* as

Xk if Xh < mk^i and otherwise. Then m^ will be minimal. Dually, X
will have a maximal element.

An element which covers 0 in a partly ordered set P (i.e., a minimal element

.
in the subset of P obtained by excluding 0) is called an aUm or point (Euclid:

‘^A point is that which has no parts”).

Ex. 1. Which of postulates P1-P3 is needed to prove that every least element is minimal?

Ex. 2. In the system P of all subsets of a “space*' 8, partly ordered by the inclusion rela-

tion, what are 0, /? What sets do the “points” ofP represent?

7. Cardinal arithmetic operations. Many important partly ordered sets

can be most conveniently represented as arithmetic combinations of smaller

ones, using six generalizations of the ordinary arithmetic operations of addition,

multiplication, and exponentiation. The first two of these operations can be

defin^ for arbitrary relations, as we shall now see*^; we shall however conserve

the ^ notation.

Definition, Let X and Y be sets, each with a relation By the cardinal

mmX 4- Y ofX and Y, we mean (he set of all elements in X or Y, where ^ keeps

its meaning within X and Y^x'^ylx 6 X, y € Y] never holds, andX and Y are

considered as disjoint. By the cardinal product XY, we mean the set of all couples

(x, y)[x € X, y 6 F], wh^e (x, y) ^ {xi , y{) means x ^xiinX and

y

^ yi in F.

® Definitions may be found in Whitehead and Russell [1, §162 and §172], which contain

those of addition and multiplication given below. Useful applications to partly ordered

sets were given by F. Hausdoiff, Orundzuge der Mengenlehre, 1st edition, Leipzig, 1914.

The definition of cardinal exponentiation given below and its properties were first given by

G. Birkhoff, An extended arithmetic, Duke Jour. 3 (1937), 311-16; see also G. Birkhoff [5].

The most complete study is by M. M. Day [IJ. See also J. M. H. Olmsted, Bull. Am. Math.

Soc. 61 (1945), 776-80. J. Riguet, Comptes Rendus Acad. Sci. 226 (1948), 40-1 and 143-6.
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Graphically, the addition of two partly ordered sets amounts simply to laying

their diagrams side-by-side. Multiplication amounts to forming their com-

binatorial product (cf. §10 below). It is easily shown that the cardinal sum

and product of any two partly ordered sets is partly ordered.

It is also easily seen that if m, 7i, • • denote the finite or infinite unordered

sets of m, n, • • • elements, in which ^ means = ,
then m + n and mn have their

usual meaning (cf. Birkhoff-MacLane [1, Ch. XII]). Further, lA = A, 2A =
A -I- ..4, etc., for all A. In addition, one easily proves the following generaliza-

tions of the usual arithmetic identities

(3) X+Y=Y + X, X + iY + Z) = iX + Y) + Z,

<4) XF = YX, XiYZ) = iXY)Z,

(o) XiY + Z) = XY+ XZ, iX 4- Y)Z XZ + YZ.

Here the equality sign means “is isomorphic with.”

Definition. Let X and Y be any partly ordered sets. The cardinal power

with base Y and exponent X is the set of all isotone functions y = fix) from X
to Y, partly ordered by lettingf ^ g mean that fix) S gix) for all x € X.

We omit the proof that Y^ is always a partly ordered set, as well as the proofs

of the identities

(6)
= X^X^, iXY)^ = X^Y^, iX^)^ = X^^.

We also omit the proofs of the duality relations

(7) = a + S, AB = I£, ^ = 5^.

These proofs, together with the proofs of many other relations, may be found

in G. Birkhoff [5] and M. M. Day [1].
*

Ex. 1 . Show that the partly ordered set of Fig. la is 2», where 2 is defined in §8.

Ex. 2. Show that if X and V are partly ordered sets, then so are X + F, XV, and 7^.

Ex, 3. (a) Prove (3)*-(5)..

(b) Prove (6).

(c) Prove (7) •

Ex. 4. Prove that if n(X) is defined as the order of X, then n(X 4* 7) — n(X) + n(V) and
n(XY) - n(X)n(r), but that n(r^) < n(7)’»<^> is possible.

Ex. 5. Prove that X^ — X, while X”*X’‘ = X’"’*"’' for any cardinal numbers (unordered

sets) m and n.

Ex. 6. (a) Show that the set of intervals of a partly ordered set P, partly ordered by
set-inclusion, is isomorphic to a subset of PP.

(b) Show that it is in one-one correspondence with P^, where 2 represents the or-

dered set of two elements.

(c) Show that if (with Ore [1, p. 425]) we define [a;, p] ^ [xi , pi] to mean x ^ Xi

and p^ Pi ,we get P^,

Ex. 7. Show that, in the notation of §8, the order /(m, n) of mP is defined by the special

values /(I, n) = l,/(m, 1) =* m, and the recurrence relation /(m, n) « /(m — 1, n) -j-

/(m, n - 1).

Ex. 8. Show that X® = 1 for all X, but 0^ — 0 for all X, if 0 is the void set. Infer that 0®

is meaningless.
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8* Ordinal arithmetic. By the finite ordinal number n, written in bold-face

type, we shall mean throughout the set of integers 1, 2,
• •

-
,
n in their natural

order—or any isomorphic set. We shall now define three operations on partly

ordered sets which reduce in the case of ordinal numbers to ordinary’' addition,

multiplication, and exponentiation—except that powers of ordinals with infinite

exponents need not be ordinals,^® and powers of infinite partly ordered sets need

not be partly ordered.

Definition. The ordinal sum X @ Y of two (non-overlapping) partly ordered

sets X and Y is the set of all x £ X and y £ Y, where x S xi in X and y S Vi

in Y preserve their original meaning, and x ^y for all z ^ X,y £ F. The ordinal

product X o Y is the set of all couples (x, y), where (x, y) S (xi , yi) is defined to

mean that either x < Xi, or x — Xi and i/ ^ 2/1 . The ordinal power ^Y consists of

all functions y = f{x) from X to F, where f ^ g means that for every x such that

f(^) > 9(^)i there exists an xi < x such thatf(xi) < g(xi).

Though ordinal addition and multiplication are commutative when applied to

finite ordinals, they are not for infinite ordinals. However, they are associative,

(8) X @ (F 0 Z) - (X © F) © Z and X o (F o Z) = (X o F) o Z.

Multiplication is also semi-distributive on sums, and exponentiation on sums.

In formulas, we have for any partly ordered sets X, F, Z,

(9) (X © F) o Z = (X o Z) © (F o Z), and o ^Z .

It should also be observed that there are many identities relating ordinal

operations and cardinal operations.^ Finally, it should be remarked that the

three ordinal and two of the three cardinal operations are all special cases of

two generalized operations.^^ We define the lexicographic sum F* of a family

of (non-overlapping) partly ordered sets F*
,
one for each index x in a bas'c

partly ordered set X, as the set of all elements yx in some F^, partly ordered by

letting yx ^ yt* mean that x < z* or x === x* and y ^ y*. Similarly, we define

the lexicographic product as the set of all functions /(a;) which select, for

each X 6 X, a 2/ = f{x) € F*
,
partly ordered by letting f ^ g mean that if

f(x) > g(x) for some x, then/(xi) > gixi) for some xi < x.

If X is the unordered set 2 of two elements, ^2 F® = Fi + F2 ;
if X is the

ordered set 2 of two elements, ^2 F* = Fi © F2 ;
if all the Yx are isomorphic to

a fixed F, F^, = X o F. Graphically, Yx may be constructed by re-

placing each element x in the diagram ofX by the diagram of Yx .

10 An infinite ordinal means a well-ordered set; the difficulty of exponentiating infinite

ordinals and partly ordered sets is related to the problem of well-ordering an uncountable

set (see Ch. III).

The interested reader will find many in the references given above, esp. in the articles

by M. M. Day and the author.

^ This is implicitly shown in Whitehead and Russell, loc. cit.; see also G. Birkhoff,

An extended arithmetic, Duke Jour. 3 (1937), pp, 316-16, and M. M. Day, loc. cit,, who have

modified (for infinite exponents) the definition of lexicographic multiplication.
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Similarly, if X = 2, then II2 F* = F1F2 ;
ifX = 2, then Ha F* = Fi o Fa

;

if all the F* are isomorphic to a fixed F, then nxF, = "F.

We omit the proofs of the preceding results, as we shall not require them in

the sequel.

Ex. 1 . Let a denote the ordered set of the positive integers. Prove that w ® 1 1 © £>

and that

2 o ca *= (1 © 1) « o) = (w ® 1) © (« ® 1) 7*^ CO » (1 © 1) = CO ® 2.

Ex. 2, Show that the ordinal sumX © F and the ordinal product X « F of any two partly

ordered sets are always partly ordered.

Ex. 3. Show that if J denotes the set of all integers 0, +1, +?, • • • in their usual ordering,

then is not transitively ordered. Infer that ordinal powers of partly ordered sets need

not be partly ordered. (This corrects an error in G. Birkhoff [6, p. 251].)

Ex, 4. Show that "B is not well-ordered, being in fact isomorpMc to the Cantor discon-

tinuum.

Ex. 5. Prove the identities of formula (8).

Ex. 6. Prove the identities of formula (9).

Ex. 7. Prove that

X© F« F©X,XoF = Xoy;and(^X) - ^X.
Ex. 8. (a) Let r[A] denote the number of ordered pairs (a:, y) of elements of a partly ordered

set A satisfying X ^ F. Prove that: n[A\ ^ rfA] =* (n[iL])*, r[A + B] r[,dl + r[B],

t[AB\ « rWMB], r[A © B] « rlA] + r[B] + «Iil]n[B], r[A « B] « (rlA] - l)(n[B])2.

(b) ''^at about r[24^] and r{^A]>

Problem 2. Decide whether or not there exists a ‘‘natural*' simple ordering of the class

of all real functions. What about (B denotes the rational numbers.)

9. Chains; Jordan^Dedekind condition. The relation of inclusion in many
partly ordered sets satisfies

P4. Given x and y, either x^yovy^x.
In other words, of any two elements, one is less and the other greater.

Debinition 6. A partly ordered set scM^ying P4 is said to be ^‘simply ordered^^

and called a ^^chain”.

The positive integers, ordered with respect to magnitude, form a chain; so

do the real numbers. Clearly any subset of a chain is a chain; so is the dual of

any chain. Moreover

Theoeem 6. With chains, the notions minimoi and least (maximal and greatest)

are effectively equivalent. Hence any finite chain has a least (first) and greatest

(Jmt) element.

Proof. If a; < a for no a; 6 X, then, by P4, a: ^ a for all x ^ X.
Now writing down in order the first (smallest) element of a finite chain, then

the first of the remaining elements, etc., we see that each element is contained
in all later elements and (by P2) no others. We conclude

Theobem 6. Every finite chain of n elements is isomorphic with the chain of
integers 1, • •

• ,n .
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By the dimension or height d[x] of an element a; of a partly ordered set P,

we mean the maximum “length” d of chains xq <xi < • < xa — xiaP having

X for greatest element—^in case d is finite. Similarly, by the dimension or length

d[P] of P, we mean the maximum length of a chain in P.

It is clear that d[P] is the maximum of the d[x]; it is also clear that in deter-

mining dimensions one need only consider chains Xi^ < xi < • •
• < Xd = d

which are “maximal” or “connected” in the sense that Xi covers a;*-! for all i.

The notion of dimension is especially important if P has a 0 and satisfies the

Jordan-Dbdekind chain condition. AU finite connected chains between fixed

end points haoe the same length.

This condition is satisfied by Examples 1-3 of §2, by the irreducible algebraic

varieties in n-space, and by many other important examples (cf. §11). If it is

satisfied by P, it is convenient to represent each x 6 P by a small circle (vertex)

d[x] units above 0. If x covers then there is a connected chain x > y > yi >
• • • > 0 of length d[y] + 1 from x to 0, and conversely. Hence x covers y if

and only ifx > y and d[x] = d[y] + 1—^and segments in the diagram of P con-

nect elements on adjacent levels only.

Lemma. Let P be any partly ordered set which has a 0 and I and in which all

chains are finite. Then P satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition if and

only if there exists an integer-valued function d[x] such that

(*) X covers y if and only if x > y and d[x] = d\y] -f 1.

We leave the proof to the reader; the result may be extended to the case that

the Moore-Smith condition is satisfied and all bounded chains are finite.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that in Example 1 of §2, d[P] is the number of distinct paints in J, and the

Jordan-Dedekind chain condition is satisfied.

(b) Show that in Example 2 of §2, the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition is satisfied,

but that no element covers 0.

(c) Show that the condition is satisfied in Eigs. la-lc, but not in Fig. Id.

Ex, 2, Show that the elements of dimension one, in a partly ordered set with 0, are its

“points”.

Ex. 3. (a) Show that if X and Y are (finite or infinite) chains, then so are X © F and

X o F.

(b) When is XY a chain?

Ex. 4* (a) Show that if X and F are partly ordered sets of finite length, then d[ZF] *=

d[X e F] « dlX] + <i[F], while dlX o Y] * d[X]dlY] + dlXY],

(b) Show that d[X + Y] = Max{i[Zl, dlH}, d[^Y] + 1 = (d[r] + and

d[F^l +• 1 « (d[F] + l)n[Z], where n[Z] is the order of X.

(c) What can you say about individual elements in the preceding cases?

Ex. fi. Construct a partly ordered set of five elements which satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind

chain condition, but does not possess a dimension function d[x]^ such that d[xl ^ d[y\

-b 1 if a? covers y.

Ex. 6. (a) Prove (or disprove) that the cardinal product of any two partly ordered sets of

finite l^gth which satisfy the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition dso satisfies it.

(b) Show that 2“ does not satisfy the infinite Jordan-Dedekind chain condition of

[LT] (that all maximal chains between the same end points be isomorphic)

.
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Ex. 7*. Show that a finite partly ordered set P is a set-union of n chains if and only if

every (n -f- l)-element subset of P contains a comparable pair.'® (R. P. Dilworth)

10. Abstract configurations and topological complexes. The concept of an

abstract configuration is a more or less vague one, which has been defined in

different ways by various authors.” It is however generally agreed that the

concept should include the concepts of combinatorial complex (in the topolog-

ical sense) and of a projective geometry, and be included in that of a partly

ordered set. We shall therefore introduce our oum definition.

/\
Fig. 2a Fig. 2b Fig. 2(3

’

Definition. A configuration is a partly ordered set of finite length with I

which satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition. Two elements x, y 6 P
are called incident if x ^ y or y x.

In all practical applications, it is also true that x > y implies that x contains

a ^‘point” not in y.

We shall see in Ch. VII that the points, lines and planes of Euclidean, projec-

tive and hyperbolic geometry form (with or without the void set) are “configura-

tions’’ in this sense. “Points” have dimension one (zero if the void set is ex-

cluded); “lines” have dimension two in this abstract configuration. This is

obvious to anyone with the relevant geometrical background; also that similar

examples can be found in n dimensions and (except in the hyperbolic case) over

arbitrary fields.

Our concern here is rather with topological complexes as abstract configura-

tions. Again, any topological complex^® is a configuration, and topological

“p-cells” (or p-dimensional elements) are the elements with d[x] = p. The
incidence number [x:y] differs from zero if and only if x “covers” y. Further,

“products” in the sense of §7 correspond to Cartesian products in the usual

sense this is illustrated in Figs. 2a-2c where the diagrams of the abstract config-

For a related analysis of P as a product of chains, see B. Dushnik and E. W. Miller,

Am. Jour. 63 (1941), 600-10. See also Ch. II, §4, Ex. 6.

Cf. E. H. Moore, Tactical memoranda, I-III, Am. Jour- 18 (1896), p. 264; A. B. Kempe,
Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. 21 (1890), 147-^2; F. Levi, Geometrische Konfigurationen, Berlin,

1927; S. Corn, On incidence geometry, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 46 (1940), p. 168-67.
** In the sense of S. Lefschetz, Algebraic topology, p, 89; cf. also [LT, §18]. Simplicial

and polyhedral complexes are special cases.

Cf. E. R. van Kampen, Die konMnatorische Topologie, Hague, 1929, p. 17; also Alex-
androff-Hopf [1, p. 299]. We must omit the void set to make this happen*
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urations representing a segment Si (1-simplex), square SiX Si, and triangle (2-

simplex) S2 are drawn. The topological “sum'' of two manifolds also cor-

responds to the cardinal sum (cf. §7) of the corresponding configurations.

Finally, if we include the void set, the configuration determined by the topo-

logical “dual”^' of a complex C is the dual (in the sense of §3) of the configura-

tion determined by C.

Moreover the configuration determined by an ri-simplex is simply (2

denotes as always the ordered set of two elements) with 0 deleted. Hence
one can easily characterize those configurations loMch represent simplicial complexes.

However no abstract characterization of polyhedra (subdivisions of the -sphere)

is knovtm; hence it is not clear how to characterize configurations which rep-

resent polyhedral complexes.

Lefschetz (loc. cit.) has proposed in effect calling an abstract configuration

a “complex" if and only if it satisfies the follo^nng self-dual Orientability Con-

dition: values ztl can be so assigned to the covering relations (alias incidence

relations) that, for any x and x'' with d[x] = d[x"] -f 2, X)*' “-a;"] = 0.

He has shown, following earlier ideas of M. H. A. Newman,^® A. W. Tucker,^® and

W. Mayer, that many of the most important concepts of topology apply to such

“complexes," More research should further clarify the situation.

Ex. 1. (a) Draw the diagram representing a triangular prism (product of simplex and

segment ;
.cf. Figs. 2a, 2c).

(b) Draw the diagram representing a cube.

Ex. 2. Draw the dual of the diagram with 0 representing a cube, and show that it represents

an octahedron.

Ex. 3. (a) Characterize the abstract configurations which represent polygonal subdivisions

of a 1-sphere (circle).

(b) Same for polyhedral subdivisions of the 2-sphere. (Hint: Each edge has two

vertices, and the faces meeting at a point are cyclically ordered.)

Ex. 4. We shall call a configuration P of finite length “symmetric” if its automorpliisms

are transitive on elements of each dimension. Show that a symmetric configuration

satisfies the condition of E. H, Moore, that the number (w, k) of n-cells incident with

a A;-cell is a single-valued function (n, k) of n and k.

Problem 3. Characterize combinatorially all the abstract configurations which represent

polyhedral subdivisions of the n-sphere.^®

Problem 4. Obtain an easily applied test which will show whether a given configuration

satisfies the Orientability Condition.

Problem 6. Determine all symmetric configurations having small length and few elements.

(Cf. E. H. Moore, loc. cit.; also R. D. Carmichael, Groups of finite order, Boston (1937),

Ch. XIV ;
also Problem 53 below.)

11. Partly ordered sets and To-spaces. There is another important simple

For “dual complexes,” cf . Alexandroff-Hopf [1, p. 427], Lefschetz, p. 9, or 0, Veblen,

Analysis situs, p. 8S.

See M. H. A. Newman, Proc. Akad. Wet. Amsterdam 29 (1926), 611-41; ibid, 30 (1927),

670-73; E. R. van Kampen, op. cit.

^® A. W, Tucker, An abstract approach to manifolds, Annals of Math. 34 (1933), 191-243,

and Cell spaces, ibid., 37 (1936), 92-100. See also J. W. Alexander, Gratings and homology

theory. Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 53 (1947), 201-33, and Ch. XI, §2 below.
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connection of partly ordered sets with topolog}", through the concept of ro-space"*^

as defined in the Foreword. We define the M<hsure of any subset /S of a partly

ordered set Z”, as the set S of all t such that t g s for one or more ^ _
By PI, S ^ /S, and by P3, S = S, Again, clearly S + T = B + T. And

finally, by P2, p = q implies p = g. Hence X is a To-space. Moreover in this

space, q z p if and only if 5 g p. But conversely, the definition of g ^ p as

meaning g 6 p partly orders the points of any To-space. (Proof: p € p; again

p € g and g 6 p imply p = g, and so p = g; finally, p € g and g G f imply

P e f ^ f),
- V^n .

Xow if we consider only finite sets S = ^LiP» ,
then B = ^ f'h.e

set of g ^ Pi for one or more Pi € S, and so the correspondences are reciprocal.

We conclude

Theorem 7. There is a mie-one correspondence between finite pard^ ordered

sets X and finite To-s-paces ^;q ^ pin X means q £ pin Jc.

Theorem 8. In the preceding theorem^ 2^ is isomorphic with the ‘^ring” of all

open subsets of S ,
and hence anti-isomorphic with the ring of ad closed s^sets of 3£.

Explanation. A collection of subsets is called a “ring” if it contains with

an^^ two subsets S and T, their union S ^ T and their intersection S
Proof. Associate with each subset B oi X its “characteristic function”

fs : fs(p) = 1 or 0 according as p € iS or p ^ iS. Then 3 ^ T if and only if

fs ^ fr 5 and 3 is closed if and only if g ^ p implies fs(q) ^ fsip)—and hence

open if and only if fs is isotone. This establishes the isomorphism asserted.

Ex. 1 . Define the J-closure of a subset 5 of a partly ordered set X, so as to be dual to its

Jf-closure.

12. Methods of enumeration. Let P be any partly ordered system with 0,

all of whose intervals [0, a] (sets of x satisfying 0 g x ^ a) are finite. Various

aiithors^^ have defined the Mobius function p on P recursively by:

The analogy between polyhedral complexes and To-spaces is pointed out in different

language in Alexandroff-Hopf [1, p. 132].

21 For the Mdbius function of number theory, cf. Uspensky and Heaslet, Elementary

number theory^ Ch. V. The computation of the number of ways of coloring a map in X

colors was first done by G. D. Birkhoff (A determinant formula for the number of ways of

coloring a map, Annals of Math. 14 (1913), 42-6; see also Proc. Edin. Math. Soc. ser. 2, 2

(1930), and Annali di Pisa, ser. 2, 3 (1934)); H. Whitney, The coloring of graphs, Annals of

Math. 33 (1932), 688-718; and the reduction formulas on p. 362 of G. D. Birkhoff and D. C,

Lewis, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 60 (1946), 356-451. The applications of the preceding tech-

nique to the enumeration of subgroups of p-groups, and of the number of ways of generating

a group, are due to P. Hall (Proc. Lend. Math. Soc. 36 (1933), 26-95, and op. cit. infra).

L. Weisner (Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 38 (1935), 474-84) first, and P. Hall (Quar. Jour. 7

(1936), 134r>51) more generally formulated the method; see also H. Whitney, A logical

expansion in mathematics. Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 38 (1932) , 572-9, and M. Ward, The algebra

of lattice functions, Duke Jour. 6 (1939), 357-71.

There is a connection between the Mobius function of a topological complex and its

Euler-Poincar6 characteristic.
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(10) mIO] = 1, and /t[a;] = — S mD/I if x > 0.

s<l

The reason for calling this the Mobius function is that it reduces to the Mobius
function of number theory in the case of the positive integers, if x ^ y means x

divide y (dual of Example 2, §2).

Philip Hall (op. cit.) has showed that if X(x; n) denotes the number of chains

of length n which can be interpolated betw'een 0 and x, then

(11) -/x[x] = X(x; 1) - X(x; 2) + •••.

He also showed that if P is a lattice in the sense of Ch. HI, then fi[x] = 0 unless

x is the join of points.

If P satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, and d[x} denotes the

dhnenaon of x € P, then we can associate with every x 6 i a “characteristic

polynomial,” defined by

(12) pjxi = x««-

E

s,w.
»<*

This is related to the Mobius function by the fact that if /i„[x] denotes the Mdbius

function for x in the subset P„ of x ^ y, then

(13) 2>»W = E /%N = mMx + • • •

.

For example, consider the mapKsoloring problem. We define a “submap”

of a map £2 to be one formed from £2 by obliterating boundaries. The “submaps”

of any £2 form a partly ordered set with 0 which satisfies the Jordan-Dedel^d

chain condition; the dimension of any submap is one less than the number of

its regions. Moreover since there are X* ways of coloring n regions in X colors,

each of which colors either £2 or a unique submap of £2 so that no two adjacent

regions have the same color, we see by (12) and induction that there are exactly

po[X] ways of coloring £2 in X colors so that no two adjacent regions have the

same color.

Other examples are given as exercises.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that in the example of the original MSbius function mW = 0 unless n

is square-free, while /B[n] « (—1)* if n is square-free, with s distinct prime factors,

(b) Show that if » = pi • •
• p, ,

where the p,* are primes, then p„[X] = X(X - I)*".

Ex. 2. Wluit is the number of wajrs of coloring the map of n triangles, whose sides are

the edges of a regular n-gon and radii to its center?

Ex. 3. Any selection of X elements of a group G of finite order g generates either ff or a sub-

group S of G. Infer that the number of ways of generating by X elements is Pg [X],

determined recursively by P(j(x) X' — Ss<<jPs[^]-

Problem 6. Which finite partly ordered sets with 1 satisfying the Jordan-Dedekind con-

dition are characterized to within isomorphism by prW? % set trf all p*[X]?



CHAPTER 11

LATTICES

1. Defimtion^ The general theory of partly ordered sets is based on a single

undefined relation. That of lattices is also based indirectly on this relation,

but directly on two dual binary operations which are analogous in many ways

to ordinary addition and multiplication. It is this analogy which makes lattice

theory a branch of algebra.

By an upper hound to a subset X of a partly ordered set P is meant an element

a 6 P which contains every x ^ X. A least upper bound is an upper bound
contained in every other upper bound (see Ch. I, §6). The notions of a lower

bound and a greatest lower bound are defined dually. It is clear from P2 that

a subset of a partly ordered set can have at most one l.u.b. (least upper bound)

and g.Lb. (greatest lower bound).

Definition.^ A lattice is a partly ordered set P any two of whose elements

have a g.Lb. or ^^meet” x and LuJb. or x ^y.

Evidently the dual L of any lattice L is again a lattice, with meets and joins

interchanged. Also it is easy to show by induction that any finite subset has a

g.l.b. and a l.u.b. Partly ordered sets in which every subset has a g.l.b. and
l.u.b. are called complete lattices, and are discussed in Ch. IV.

Let X be any subset of a lattice L. Choose Oo 6 X. Either Oo is an upper
bound to X, or there exists Ui 6 X such that ai g Oo ; in this event, define hi =
Oo ai - Again, either 6i is an upper bound of X, or there exists 02 $ &i ;

in this

case, define 62 = 61 w U2 = (oo w ai) 02 . Either the chain Oo < < 62 <
• ‘ • so constructed terminates after a finite number of steps in an upper bound
hn of X—^which is certainly a least upper bound (cf

.
§3)—or L contains an infinite

ascending chain Oo < < ^>2 <•*•<&«<•••

.

In summary, X has a least

upper hound or L has an infinite ascending chain.

It is a corollary that if all chains are finite in a lattice L, then every subset of

L has a l.u.b. and g.l.b. (L is a complete lattice). In particular, L itself has an
upper bound I and a lower bound 0.

We shall find it convenient to use the terms ‘‘supremum” and “sup” synony-
mously with l.u.b., and “infimum” and “inf” synonymously with g.l.b. The
terms “superior” and “majorant” are also suggestive synonyms for upper
bound, but w’e shall not ordinarily use them.

Ex. 1. Show that if sup X exists, then the upper bounds of X are precisely the elements
which contain sup X.

^ The definition of sums and products in terms of inclusion is due to C. S. Peirce [1,

p. 33] ;
see also E. Schroder [1 , p. 197], Th. Skolem [1]. H. Whitney has suggested the names

“cap'’ and “cup” for the symbols and

16
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2, Examples. A large fraction of the most important partly ordered systems
considered in mathematics are lattices. Moreover in these systems, the opera-

tions ^ and usually correspond to familiar and significant constructions.^

Example 1. Let 2 consist of all the subsets of any aggregate /, and let in-

clusion mean set-inclusion. Then ‘^joins’’ are sums of sets and “meets^’ are

set-products.

Example 2. Let J be the set of positive integers, and let m g n mean
divides n/’ Thenm = g.c.d. (m, n) and m Lc-m. (w, n).

Example 3. Let 2 consist of the subgroups of any group, and let inclusion

mean set-inclusion. Then the terms “join^' and ^^meet” have their usual mean-
ing (also called union and intersection).

Other simple examples are given in each later chapter. We shall find the

following more technical example useful now.

Example 4. Let H consist of the congruence relations^ on an abstract algebra

A; let ^ ^ mean that 0 is a subpartition of —^i.e., that x (mod B) implies

X ^ y (mod S'). Then is a lattice. Moreover B ^6^ defines the product of

the partitions 6 and B', in the usual sense that x (mod B ^ B^) means x ^ y
(mod 5) and x ^ y (mod 0'}, In the degenerate case that A has no operations,

E is the lattice of all partitions of A.

Ex. 1. (a) Obtain diagrams (Ch. I, §5) of 5 non-isomorphic lattices of five elements; 3

are self-dual.

(b) Show that every lattice of five elements is isomorphic to one of these.

(c) Show that there are just 4 non-isomorphic lattices of less than five elements.

(d) Show that there are just fifteen lattices of six elements, of which exactly seven

are self-dual. (Hint; Add 0, 1 to partly ordered sets of four elements.)

(e) How many are there of seven elements? (Hint : Add O, I to posets of 5 elements.

How many are lattices? Make table.)

Ex, 2. Show that the ^‘cells’' (i.e., vertices, edges, faces, etc.) of a polyhedron in Euclidean

space form a lattice, provided all the cells are convex and the void set is called a cell (cf

.

Ch. I, §10).

Ex. 3, Show that the “submaps” of a finite map (Ch. I, §12) are a lattice.

Ex. 4. Show that the convex subsets of space form a lattice.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that if E*{n) denotes the number of partitions of an aggregate of n ele-

ments, then

H*{n + 1) « 2^ (j^
where Q = n\/h\{n - h) !.

(b) Show that (cf. G. Williams, Am. Math. Monthly 52 (1945),

323-7).

3. Lattices as abstract algebras. Thfere is a profound analogy between the

* The abundance of lattices in mathematics was apparently not realized before Dede-

Jdnd [1, pp. 113-4]. Following Dedekind, Emmy Noether stressed their importance in

algebra. Their importance in other domains seems to have been discovered independently

by Fr. Klein [1], K. Menger [1], and the author; of. also A. A, Bennett, Semi^serial order,

Am. Math. Monthly 37 (1930), 418-23.

» In the general sense of the Foreword; ef. also Birkhoff-MacLane, Ch. VI, §14.
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expressions x ^ y, x ^ (y ^s), met with in lattice theory, and expressions

like X + y, x{y + 3),
• • • familiar from ordinary algebra.* For instance, one

readily verifies as immediate consequences of our basic definition, the identities

LI. X ^ X — X and x = x,

L2. X ^y = y ^x and x ^ y = y ^ x,

L3. X ^(y = {x r-^y) /-^ z and x (y ^ z) = (x ^ y) -^z,

L4. a: ^ <x ^ y) = a: and x (x ^y) = x.

These are called respectively the idempotent, commutative, associative, and

absorption laws (the names are mostly Boole’s).

Theorem 1. Identities LI—L4 completely characterize lattices.

Proof. In any system satisfying L1-L4, x = y ii and only if x ^ y =

X (x ^ y) = x; moreover if one defines x ^ y to mean x ^ y = y, then one

gets a hUice in which x ^y and x y are the greatest lower and least upper

bounds of x and y, re^»eetively.* For example, x x = x implies PI. Again, if

X ^ y and y S x, then y = x^y = y^x = xbyL2 and hypothesis, proving

P2. While if X ^ y and y ^ z, by L3, x z = x ^ (y ^ z) = (x.-.y) ^ z

= y ^z = z, whence x S a. Finally, since by L1-L3 x ^ (x ^ y) = (x .-n x)

^y — X r-..y,x ^y ha, lower bound to x; by L2, it is therefore a lower bound

to y also. But it is a greatest lower bound since x ^ 2 and y ^ 2 imply (x ^ y)

^z = X ^(y ^z) = X /-^2 = 2byL3. Dually, x ^ y is the least upper bound

of X and y, completing the proof.

We note that the elements 0 and I satisfy

(1) 0 ^ X = 0, 0 w X = X, X ^ I — X, X I — I for all X.

The first three of these identities are analogous to the laws Ox = 0, 0 + x = x,

and xl = X of ordinary arithmetic.

Ex. 1. Let S be any algebraic system with an idempotent, commutative, and associative

binary operation xoy. Show that Sis a, partly ordered set in which a/-^y<=x®yif
a ^ y is defined* to mean a ® y = y.

Ex. 2. Show that a system with finite chains which satisfies the conditions of Ex. 1 is

really a lattice if it has an I.

Ex. .
3*. Are the six identities of L2, L3, L4 for a lattice independent postulates, or is it

possible to prove half of one of these conditions from the other five?

Problem 7. l^at are the consequences of weakening LI tox/^® = Xv.^® and L4 to

X ^ y) = « (» /-N y)?

* This was first pointed out a century ago by Boole [1], before the technique of postulate

theory existed. LI and L2 on addition occur in Leibniz, who also in a sense anticipated

Thm. 2 (cf. C. I. Lewis, A survey of symbolic logic, Berkeley, 1918, p. 376, Thm. 6, and p.

383, Prop. 21).

* As Dedekind noted [1, p. 109], Ll can be proved from L4, since x~ x,r-^[x^ (xr^y)] •=

X /-N X and dually. The separation of L1-L4 from the other identities of Boolean algebra

was first accomplished by E. SchrSder [1].

* See Huntington [1, p. 2941; G. Birkhoff [6, Thm. 2); J. C. C. McKinsey, Jour. Symbolic
Logic, 8 (1943), p. 72, Lemma I. Such systems may be called semilcatices (HalbverbSnde
by Ft. Klein, Math. Zeits. 48 (1943), 276-88 and 715-34).
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4. Sublattices and polynomials. The analogy between the characterization

of lattices by L1-L4 and the usual definitions of groups, rings, etc., suggest

applying the general terminology" of abstract algebra to lattices.

Thus they lead us to define a sublattice of a lattice L as a subset which contains

with any two elements their join and their meet. The reader should be cautioned

that, as in the case of Examples 1, 3 of §2, a subset of a lattice L may be a lattice

wdth respect to the inclusion relation of L, without being a sublattice of L.

We also define a lattice 'polynomial as a function of variables .ti ,

- •
•

,
which

is either one of the Xt ,
or (recursively) a join or meet of other lattice polynomials-

Thus lattice polynomials are composite functions obtained from the primitive

operations of join and meet, and the sublattice generated by any subset X of

a lattice L consists of the lattice polynomial functions of the elements of X.
Since the lattice operations are associative, %ve can define recursively, by anal-

ogy^ wdth the usual H-S notation,

n n

(2) A 35* = Xn and V a;,- = xi x„

.

<=1 i.l

This notation is due to C. S. Peirce [2].

A number of formal laws satisfied by lattice polynomials are useful. Thus
we have

Theorem 2. LaUice 'polynomials are isotone junctions of their vari-

ables: if f(xi, • •
•

, Xn) is any lattice polynomial, and Oi g hi for cdl i, Oven

fiai, , On) S kh, •
, hn).

Proof. By induction, it suffices to show that x ^x' implies x ^ y ^ x' r-.y

and X ^ y ^x' y. But Hx ^ x', then

X ^ y = {x ^ x') ^ y = x ^ {x' y) x' ^ y,

and dually

x' y = (x' x) ^ y = xf ix y) ^ X y.

We have as a special case the one-sided distributive laws

(3) X ^ iy y-' z) (x ^ y) y^ (x ^ z) and x y^ ^ z) ^ (x y^ y) ^ (x y^ z).

For by Theorem 2, x r-. (y y^ z) is an upper bound to both x ^y and x ^ z;

hence it contains their join. The second law follows by duality. Assuming

a: ^ 2 in (2), we get the one-sided modular law

(4) If a: ^ 2
,
then x ^ (y y^ z) ^ {x ^ y) y^ z.

A more general consequence is the following Minima^ Inequality!^,

m / n \ » /«* \
A (

V ai,i) ^ V
(
A Oi.,)-M \iml /, f-1 \i-l /

^ This is discussed at length in the case Of real nunlbers by J. von Netirnann and O.

Morgenstem [1, pp. 89-91]. The present generaliaation is irrimediitei.
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Stated at length, let aij be defined for i = 1, — ,
and j = Then

the greatest lower bound (as i varies) of the least upper bounds V y Of,y of the

a,-.y (as i is fixed and j is varied) contains the least upper bound (as j varies) of

the greatest lower bounds of the Oi.y (as j is fixed and i varies). The

proof is immediate since, for all i, j

bi = V a,-,y ^ Oij S A a.-.;- = c,-,

J »

whence A % is an upper bound to the Cj
,
and hence to V j Cj .

Ex. 1 . Prove that {a h) ^ {c ^ d) (o ^ c) (6 d) identically.

Ex. 2. Prove (4) directly from L1-L4.

Ex. 3. Prove that any interval of a lattice is a snblattice, and that so is any intersection

of intervals.

Ex. 4. An element a of a lattice is called join-irreducible If Xs^y ^ a implies x — a or 2/
=* a.

Show that if all chains in a lattice L are finite, then every a ^LcaJX be represented as a

join o Xi V-/ • • * w «» of a finite number of joindrreducible elements.

Ex. 5. Let J be the set of join-irreducible elements of a finite lattice L. Associate with

each o € L the set S(a) of x^ainJ. Show that this represents L order-isomorphically

by subsets of J, and that meets in L correspond to intersections in the representation.®

Ex. 6. We define the (meet) breadth of a finite lattice L, as the smallest integer b such that

any meet Xi ^ ••• ^ [n > &] is always a meet of a subset of b of the Xi .

(a) Show that 6 — 1 if and only if L is a chain.

(b) Show that if the diagram of L can be drawn in the plane without having lines

cross, as in Ex. 7, then 6^2.
(c) * Show that if biL) =» n, and S ia & sublattice or lattice-homomorphic image

of Lf then b{S) ^ n.

(d) Show that b(LM) = 6(L) + 6(M).

(e) Show that the smallei^ lattice with b(L) = n is 2^,

(f) Show that b(L) — i(If). (I. Rose)

(Hint: Form joins of (n — 1)-element subsets of n meet-irredundant elements.)

Ex. 7. (a) Show that a finite partly ordered set P whose Hasse diagram can be embedded

in the plane is a lattice, if and only if P has an 0 and an J.

(b) Show that any lattice L whose graph is planar contains a join-irreducible ele-

ment not 0 or /.

(c) * Show that a finite lattice L has a plane diagram if and only if there exists a

^‘complementary” partial ordering < among its elements such that o, 6 6 L are

<-comparable if and only if they are incomparable under < . (J. Zilber)

Ex. 8. (a) Show that any lattice L is a sublattice of a complemented lattice, containing

only three additional elements.

(b) Show that if L is finite, only one additional element is needed.

Ex. Q”**. The ^-sublattice ^(L) of a lattice L is defined as the intersection of its maximal

sublattices. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on L for 4>{L) to be void.

Problem 8. Find a necessary and sufficient condition on a lattice L, in order that every

lattice M whose (unoriented) graph is isomorphic with the graph of L be lattice-iso-

morphic with L. (See Ch. I, §5, Ex. fi*.)

5, Homomorphisms and ideals. An isornorphism between two partly ordered

sets P and P* was defined in §3 of Ch. I as a one-one correspondence which

* Cf. A. D. Campbell, Set-coordinates for lattices^ Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 49 (1943), 395-8.

For any finite lattice L, it is interesting to find the “representation” in the above sense

which minimizes the number of points needed.
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preserved order, so that

(6) a: ^ 2/ in P if and only if d(x) k e{y) in P*.

Such a correspondence must preserve joins and meets, whenever they exist,

so that if P, P* are lattices

(60 6{x ^ 2/) = e{x) ^ eiy), (6'0 d{x ^ y) = e{,x) 6iy).

An automorphism of P is an isomorphism of P with itself.

Now consider many-one correspondences 6: L L* between lattices. As
first observed by Ore [1, p. 416], they may satisfy

(7) X y implies 6(x) ^ e(y),

but neither (60 nor (6'0; they may satisfy (60 but not (6'0; or (6'0 but not

(60; or they may satisfy both. We shall term such correspondences isotone,

meet-homomorphisms, join-homomorphisms, and lattice-homomorphisms, respec-

tively.

It is easily shown that (60 or (6'0 implies (7). Thus since x y means
X ^y = y, using (60 it implies 9{x) ^ e{y) = e{x ^y) = 6{y), whence (7)

follows. It is also easily shown that the set J of antecedents of 0 under any
lattice-homomorphism or join-homomorphism is an ideal, in the following

sense.*

Dehnition. a subset J of elements of a lattice L is an ideal if and only if

(8) X Q J and y ^ J imply x ^ y £ J, and

(80 X ^ J and t ^ x imply t ^ J.

The dual of an ideal is a duel ideal.

Proof. If d{x) = &(y) = 0, then 9{x y) = d{x) ^ ^(y) = 0 >_/ 0 = 0,

and, Mt^x, 6(1) ^ 6(x) = 0.

It is also easily shown that (80 is equivalent to

(8") X ^ J and a ^ L imply a ^-.x = x a £ J.

For a: ^ a ^ X for all a, whence (80 implies (8'0; conversely, t ^ x, then

t = X whence (8") implies (80-

If we continue to regard x ^y as the analog of xy, and x ^y as that of x + y,

conditions (8), (8") are the exact analogs of the usual definition of an ideal of

a ring. But whereas in a ring, every homomorphic image is determined to within

isomorphism by the ideal of elements mapped on zero, this is not true in many
lattices. Thus the chain of three elements can be mapped lattice-homomorphic-

ally both onto itself and onto the chain of two elements, so that the only ele-

ment mapped onto 0 is 0. Cf . however Thm. 3 below.

To maie the general situation clear, we define (just as in the Foreword on

Algebra) a congruence relation on a lattice P as an equivalence relation 0 with

the Substitution Property-

• This definition is due to Stone [1]; cf. also TarsM [1] and Moisil [1, p. 17].
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(S) If a? = and y s y*{B), then x ^ y = x* ^ y*iB)

and X v_/ 1/
s X* w 2/*(^).

We observe that, as usual, identification of congruent elements yields a

lattice-homomorphic image of L, and all lattice-homomorphic images of L can

be obtained in this way.

We note the following result for future reference.

Lemma. If u s v (mod 6) in a lattice L, then x ^ y (mod 6) for all x, y in the

interval u x^y S n ^v.

Proof. Under the assumptions, x — x ^ ^v) ^ x ^ {u ^ x ^ w

(mod ^), and dually x = x ^ (w w) ^ x ^ (n = x (mod 0). Hence

u — u ^ (ti ^ x) ^ u ^ X = X (mod 6),

Similarly u ^ y (mod 6), w^hence x = y (mod 6),

That is, the antecedents of any element under any lattice-homomorphism

form a convex eublaitice, or sublattice which contains with any a, b, all elements

between a and b.

CoROLLABY. -4. congruence relaiion 0 on a lattice L of finite length is deter-

mined ify whenever x covers y, we know whether x ^ y (mod 0).

Proof. For any -w, v £ L, form a chain u ^ v — Oq < ai < • • • < =
u such that ai covers . Ifn^v (mod d), then every a, ^ ai-i (mod 0)

by the lemma; conversely, if every a* ^ at-i (mod 0), then u ^ u (mod

6)y Avhence u ^ v (mod 6) by the lemma.

Ex. 1 . Show that the ideals of any lattice themselves form a lattice.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if L is any lattice, and a is any element of L, then the set of all x ^ a

is an ideal (such an ideal is called a principal ideal)

.

(b) Show that if L has finite length, every ideal is principal.

(c) Show that in any case, the principal ideals form a sublattice of the lattice of

all ideals.

Ex. 3. (a) Show' that the congruence relations on a finite chain correspond one-one to its

subdivisions into intervals.

(b) Show that every isotone transformation of a chain is a lattice-homomorphism.

Ex. 4. Show that in the case of a lattice of finite length, the antecedents of any element

under any lattice-homomorphism form an interval [a, 6].

Ex. 5. Show that if, in a lattice, we define (axb)p (with Glivenko) whenever a 5 ^
a ^b, many of the formal properties of betweenness are valid, but that {axb)0 and {abx)fi

need no longer imply x - b, (Cf. Ex. 4, §1, Ch. I.)

Ex. 6*. Find a lattice of length 5 and 18 elements which has a dual automorphism, but no
involutory dual automorphisms.

Ex. 7. (a) Show that a meet-homomorphism of a lattice L onto a lattice M is necessarily

an isomorphism if a; < «' implies eix) < e{x')^

(b) Show that this is not true of all isotone transformations.

Ex. 8. (a) Show that the correspondence from each subset of a group 0 to the subgroup
B which it generates is a join-homomorphism of the lattice of all subsets of G onto
the lattice of all subgroups of G,

Cf . Birkhoff-MacLane, Ch. VI, §14. In the present case, by commutativity, (S) can
be replaced by the weaker condition thatx^x* (S) implies a;^ a ^ a (0) and a; w a =
x*^ a A useful notation is a; d a;* instead of a; ^ a:* ($)

.
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(b) Obtain an isotone map of 2® onto the ordinal 4 which is neither join- nor meet-
homomorphic.

Ex. 9. Show that not every congruence relation on the complemented lattice of Fig. Id,
Ch. I, §5, is determined by the ideal of elements congruent to 0.

Ex. 10. (a) Show that a subset of a lattice L is an ideal if and only if it is the inverse
image of 0 under some join-homomorphism of L (cf. §6, Ex. 3b),

(b) Show that X is an ideal if and only if a, 5 6 J" implies a b ^ J and conversely
a b ^ J implies a, b ^ J.

Ex. 11. (a) Show that, for any a, h of a lattice I/, the correspondence ^b) ^ x] ^
[aw 6] is an isotone and idempotent map of L onto the interval [a .-n 6, owhl consisting
of fixpoints.

(b)* Show that if 9 and 4» are both isotone transformations of a partly ordered set

P, then the set of fixpoints of 9<f> is isomorphic with the set of fixpoints of 4^0, (W. Schwan)
Ex. 12. (a)* Show that any lattice of n > 6 elements contains a sublattice of exactly six

elements. (I. Kaplansky)

(b) Show that the analogous assertion for 7 elements is false. (Hint: try 2».)

Problem 9. Given N, what is the smallest integer ^(AT) such that every lattice with n >
^(iV) elements contains a sublattice of exactly N elements.

6. Further results; complemented lattices. In certain lattices, every con-

gruence relation is determined by the ideal of elements congruent to 0.

Definition. By a complement of an element x of a lattice L with O and I is

meant an element y ^ L stick that x y ^ 0 and x w y = I; L is called

complemented if all Us elements have complements. A lattice L is called reUxtively

complemented if all its closed intervals are complemented.

That is, L is relatively complemented if and only if, given a ^ a? ^ an ele-

ment y exists such that x — a and x ^y — h. This element is a “relative

complement” of x in the closed interval [a, h].

Theorem 3. In a relatively complemented lattice with O, or even in a lattice

with 0 where all closed intervals [0, a] are complemented, every congruence relation

is determined by the ideal of x ^ 0 (mod 0).

Proof. It is easily shown that the ^ = 0 (^) form an ideal Je . By the lemma
of ^5,x^y {&) if and only ifa; ^ x ^y {0). Let x — v, x y = u;

by hypothesis, w exists such that v ^w == 0,v ^ w = u. Moreover v ($)

implies^/? = u ^w ^v ^w — 0(^),andio « O(^) implies = v ^w^v v-/0 =
V (0). In summary, x^y{6)}£ and only i£w ^ J0 exists such that x ^w —
0 and (x ^y) ^w ^ X thus J9 determines 0.

The following result holds not only in every lattice, but more generally in

every algebra in the sense of the Foreword on Algebra.

Theorem 4, Let A be any algebra, and let C be any set of congruence relations

Bon A. We define new relations J and 1? by

(i) a s b ({) means a ^ b {$) for aU 0 g C,

(ii) a s b (17) means that for some finite sequence

a^Xo,xi,--,Xn,==^h, Xi^i s Xi {0i)foT some 0t € C.
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Then n are congruence relations-, moreover ^ is the g.l.b. and ij the l.u.b. of the

e ec.

Remark. The congruence relations on A are understood to be partly ordered

as in Example 7 of Ch. I, §2.

Proof. It is obvious that i ^ 0 ^ v all ^ € C*; further, it is obvious that

if ^ 0 ^ v' for all 0 € C and i', n' are equivalence relations, then ^ S

^nrl yf g 17. Moreover it is easily checked that | and v are equivalence relations:

reflexivity and S5unmetry are immediate; so is transitivity for |, assuming it

for all € C; transitivity of ij follows from the definition, since if o s 6 (17) and

5 s c ()?), then there exists a finite sequence a — xc, xi, , Xm = b =

VnyVi, , 2/n = C such that Xi-i ^ Xt (9i) for some 9{ G C and y,_i = ys (9/)

for some 9 i e C [i = 1,
• -

-
,
m-, j = 1,

- -
• ,n]. It remains to prove the Sub-

stitution Property for i and v-

Again, it is obvious that $ has the Substitution Property: if Xi s yf(|) for all

i and / is any n-ary operation of |, then f(xi ,
• *

•
, Xn) ^ /(yi >

• •
*

> 2/n)(l) since,

for all i, Xi s 2/< (.9) and so f(xi ,
• •

•
, a;„) = f(yi ,

• •
•

, |/») for all 0 € C. This

is true even if the operations of A are not finitary. Finally, to show that ri has

the Substitution Property for /, we observe that if a, = 6,(ij) for i = 1,
• •

•
,
n,

we can form chains ai = Xio,x,i, - -
•

, Xim = bi so that Xi-i , y = Xi,ji9ij) as in (ii)

.

Then we can replace each Xi-i,j by Xi,j without changing /(oi , , On) mod 17;

after mn steps, we get^ f(bi ,

• •
•

,
b«).

Theorem 5. The congruence relations on any lattice L satisfy the infinite

distributive law,

(9) 9 ^ V ^ ^
c c

Proof. By (5) and P2, it suffices to prove that

(9') 0 = 6 (mod 9 ^ V 0y) implies a = b (mod V (9 ^ 9f)).
e c

In the notation v ^ V of Theorem 4, this is the statement that a (B) and

a = h(7j) imply that there exists a sequence a = ,

• •
*

,
= 6 with s

2/i (6) and yi^i = yt (di) for some Bi G C. But a^h {rj) implies that a « rco

,

, Xm exist with Xi-^i s Xi (Bi). We now set yi — [(a fc) ^ xi\ ^
(a y^b); clearly yo = a, b, yi^i = yi (B)—hy the lemma of §5—and

^ yi (Bi), since Bi enjoys the Substitution Property.

Ex. 1. Let L be the lattice of congruence relations on an algebra A with finitary opera-

tions. Show that if B is obtained from A by introducing further finitary operations,

then the lattice of congruence relations of J5 is a sublattice of L. (A complete sublattice

;

cf. Ch. IV.)

Ex. 2. Simplify the proof of Thm. 4, in case L is a lattice.

“ Theorem 4 is due to G. Birkhoff [3, Theorem 24], and V. S. Krishnan, Binary relatiom^

congruences and homomorpMsms, Jour. Madras XJniv., B, vol. 16, p. 16. Theorem 5 is due
to N. Funayama and T. Nakayama, On the distributivity of a lattice of lattice-congruences^

Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 18 (1942), 553-4. Cf. N. Funayama, On the congruence relations

on lattices^ ibid., pp. 530-1; also Ch, VI below.
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Ex. 3. (a) Show that the ideals H,K, • • • of any lattice L themselves form a lattice under
inclusion, in which K means a^ 6 for some a£H and b ^ K.

(b) Show that the Join-homomorphisms of a lattice L into the two-element chain 2

form a lattice A/ dually isomorphic with the lattice of ideals of L, (A. Komatu, Proc.
Imp. Acad. Tokyo 19 (1943), p. 119.)

Ex. 4. Let A, J5 be systems with one idempotent, commutative, associative “join” opera-

tion -f (i.e., semi -lattices; cf. Ex. 1, §3) and an identity 0.

(a) Show that each suitably defined “ideal” jET of A determines a least congruence
relation Be, and that x ^ y (0s) means a; -{- a — y -f a for some a £ H.

(b) Show that every homomorphism A B can be uniquely represented as the
product of a “regular” homomorphism of the type described in (a), and an “ir-

reducible” homomorphism under which^* the inverse image of 0 is 0.

Problem 9. Try to generalize Thms. 4r“5 to “centerless algebras” in the sense of Jdnsson
and Tarski [1]—i.e., to algebras with a unit e, such that a + (a; + y) = (a -f- a:) 2^

—
a? -h (a 4“ 2/) for all Xj y, and a 4- a' =* e for some o', imply o = e.

7. Products and powers. In the terminology of Ch. I, §§7-8, the ^^cardinal

sum’^ of two lattices is never a lattice, for if z and y come from different sum-
mands, they have no upper bound. On the other hand, the “ordinal sum^’

L © M of two lattices is always a lattice.

Theorem 6. The cardinal ‘^producf^ LM of two lattices L and M is the direct

union of the lattices, considered as abstract algebras; hence it is always a lattice.

So is ifM is a lattice andX is any partly ordered set.

Proof. Let [z, y] and [a;', y'] be any two elements of LM. Then [x ^
y ^ y'], where x ^ z^ ^ L and y ^ y^ ^ M, is easily shown to be an upper

bound to [x, y] and [a;', y'], which is contained in every other upper bound.

The proof that LM is a lattice is completed by duality. As regards let

y = f(x) and y — g{x) be any two isotone, single-valued functions fromX to M.
Then if for all x, we define h(z) == f(z) ^ g{z) 6 M, we get a function h which is

isotone, single-valued, and a least upper bound of / and g in M^.. Dually,

h^ix) = f{x) <-N g{x) is a greatest lower bound, completing the proof.

Ex. 1. Show that the conditions of Theorem 6 are necessary, as well as sufficient, for LM
resp. to be a lattice.

Ex. 2. Show that the ordinal product L » ilf is a lattice if and only if L, M are lattices and,

in addition, L is a chain orM has an 0 and an J.

Ex. 3. Show that the ordinal power is a lattice if and only if one of the following three

conditions holds: (i) M is a lattice and X is unordered, (ii) ilf is a lattice with 0 and

J, (iii) Jf is a chain while the elements above each fixed a 6 X form a chain.^*

Problem 10. How generally is it true that, if an operation x^ y is defined in terms of a

relation p, the cardinal product XY of two sets with a relation p, under the definition

[x, y]plx*, y*] means xpx*, and ypy* makes [x, y] <> [x*, y*] [x^x*,y^

8. Unique factorization theorem. Let P be any product of partly ordered

Xi
;
we assume in §§8“-9 that P has a 0 and I. Clearly each component of

I 6 F is a 7 for Xi ,
and dually for 0; hence the X* all have a 0 and a 7.

V. S. Krishnan, The theory of homomorpMsins and congruence relations for partially

ordered sets, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 22 (1945), W9.
The result of Ex. 2 is due to M. M. Day [1, Thm. 7.10]; that of Ex* 3 to the author

[5, Tlun. 12J.
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We define as the element of P whose .Yrcomponent is /^and whose other

components are 0. Then the t ^ Ci of P will form a subset A* of P isomoiphic

with Xi . :Moreover for any a = [ai , ,
ag

,

• •
•
] 6 P, the Xrcomponent of a is

(li = a ^ , which thus exists, and is the Xrcomponent of ai . The other

components of at are 0. Hence a* c X* and ai = supt

.

Again, the t ^ a

in P are the elements each of whose components U is contained in the correspond-

ing component of a. Hence

Lemma. The set A of t ^ a in P is the product of factors isomorphic with the

sets Ai of t g a»

.

Now suppose P can be factored into X* and also into Y

j

. Define elements ei

as above, and analogously elements c/ such that the x ^ Cj form a set Y/ iso-

morphic with Y

j

. Finally, denote by Z) the set of i ^ Then by

the lemma, each X* is the product of the Z\ with superscript i, and each Yj

that of the Z) with subscript j. We infer

Theorem 7. Associated with any two factorizations of a partly ordered set P
with 0 and /, into factors Xi and Yj respectively, is a faxiorization into Z) ,

such

that the product of the Z] with fixed i is Xi ,
and the product of the Z) with fixed j

is Fy.

CoROLi^RY. If P can be factored into indecomposable factors, this factorization

is unique, in the strict sense that any factorization of P is obtainable by grouping

these indecomposable factors into subfamilies}^

Theorem 8 (Dilworth). Any relatively complemented lattice L of finite length

is a cardinal product of ‘‘simple^^ relatively complemented lattices.

Proof. Let d be any congruence relation; J the ideal of x = 0 (mod d), and J
the dual ideal of x ^ / (mod 6). Since L has finite length, J is a principal idea

with greatest element a, and is a principal dual ideal with least element a\

Consider the correspondencex—^-XwC. lix^y (mod 0), then x ^w ^ 0
and {x ^ y) w ^ X ^ y for some w S a, hy Thm. 3. Hence {x ^ y) ^
a^{x^y)^w^a — x^y^ a, whence x a ^ y ^ a. Conversely,

if X ^ a ^ y ^ a, then x = Xv^a = ywasy (mod 6). Therefore x

X w a maps x on the largest element of the residue class containing x, and is an

idempotent Iqttice-endomorphism. Dually, x x ^ a' is an idempotent lattice-

endomorphism mapping each x on the smallest element of the residue class

containing x. From these, we get in particular a' ^ a ^ I and a ^ a' — 0]

thus a and a' are complements.

“ These results were proved by the author for distributive lattices in [1, p. 457], and later

for general lattices [3, p. 616]. A similar theorem which applies to other algebraic systems

has recently been proved by B. Jdnsson and A. Tarski [1]. Throughout, we ignore one-

element factors; otherwise there would be no indecomposable factors. A trivial inductive

argument shows that if P has finite length n, then it can be represented as a product of at

most n indecomposable factors. T. Nakayama [1] has shown that the unique factorization

theorem is valid in any directed set whose dual is also directed.—but not in all partly ordered

sets, since (1 + 23) (1 -h 2 -h ;2*) « (X + 2» 2*).
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Again, if a: ^ a' = 0, then

a “ 0 CL (ic CL ) CL ““ (aj ct^ (a a} ” x a

and so a; g a. (In this sense, a is a strong complement of a'). But now, for any
X, a has a relative complement t in o, such that (a ^ a:) ^ t = 0 and
{a ^x) ^ t — X. Clearly a ^ (x ^ t) = 0, whence t = x ^ I ^ a', as well as

t ^ X. Hence

{a ^ x) vy (a' x) (a ^ x) t = x.

It follows that the correspondence a; —> (a a:, a' ^ a:) is an isomorphism of

L with a cardinal product of J and the ideal of a: g o'. Hence unless L is simple,

it is a cardinal product, q.e.d.

Ex. 1. (a) Show by direct calculatioa that if e e' = 0 and e e' = f in a lattice L, and if

* = (a ^ e) w (x ^ e') and dually for all ® € L, then L is the direct union of the
sublattices of s £ e and the t S e'.

(b) Show that if the modular law holds, the dual of a: =» (x/-^e)^ need not
be assumed.

Problem H. Is Theorem 7 still valid for lattices? For partly ordered systems with an 0
but no /?“

9. Center of a lattice. The preceding proof sugg^ts defining the center of a
partly ordered set P with 0 and I as the set*® of elements e € P which have one

Zj-component I and the others 0, under some direct factorization of P.

Since cardinal multiplication of lattices is commutative and associative, we
see that for this it is necessary and sufficient that e = [1, 0] under some represen-

tation P = Z.Z of P as a product of two factors. Using this, we prove easily the

Lemma. EclcH element of the center has a unique complement, also in the center.

The center of any partly ordered set is preserved under dual automorphisms.

Proof. Clearly [/, O] [x, y\
= [a:, 0] and [1, 0] w [x, y\

—
[I, y]; hence [x, y\

is a complement of [/, 0] if and only if [x, y] = [0, 7], which is unique. Again, P is

the product of the x ^ [1, 0] and y ^ [0, 1] if and only if it is the product of the

s ^ [J, 0] and the [0, 7]; hence if [7, 0] is in the center of L, it is also in the

center of the dual of L.

Now note that the proof of Theorem 7 shows incidentally that if e,- and e# are

in the center of L, theri e< y-^ e'j exists and is also in the center. By duality (i.e.,

the preceding lemma), so does «,• w e\
, wh^ce we conclude,

Theobem 9. The center of any lattice wi^ 0 and I is a suMattice invariant

under dual isomorphisms.

10. Neutral elements. A lattice L is called distribiUive if and only if, for

every x, y, z 6 L,

(10) » y-N (y «) == (x y) w (x ^ a) and x (y ^ z) = (x ^y) ^{x ^ z).

w Tfiis defixptioa is generalised from tbe notion of “center” of a oompleinentod modular

lattice as defined by J. von Neumann [2, Part I, pp. 38-40, and Part III, p. 1].
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Distributive lattices are discussed in Ch. IX.

Deedhtion. An element a of a lattice L is neutral if and only if every triple

{a,x,y] generates a distributive siMattiee of L.

T.-ptuttwa 1. If a is neutral, then (i) the dual correspondences x x ^ a and

X —* X a are endomorphisms of L, and (ii) a; = y ^ a and x ^ a = y a

imply X = y.

Proof. Ad (i), observe that (x ^y) ^a — {x ^ a) ^ (p ^ a) by L1-L3

and (x y) ^ a = (x ^ a) (y a) by (10)—and dually. Ad (ii), ob-

serve that by direct computation, using (10) twice,

X = X y~^(x a) = X r-^(y a) = (x ^y) (x ^ a) = (x ^y) ^ (y ^ a)

= y ^ {x ^ a) = y ^ (y ^ a) = y.

It follows from Lemma 1 that the correspondence x —» [x ^ a, x >.> 0] from L is

an isomorphism between L and a sublattice of the cardinal product AB of the

lattice (ideal) A of x ^ a and the lattice (dual ideal) 5 of x ^ a. Moreover

under this correspondence a —> [a, a] = [/, 0], since a = 7 in A and a = OiaB.

Conversdy, [7, 0] is obviously neutral in A5 or in any sublattice of AJ5, since

{I, x,y\ and {0,x,y\ always satisfy (10);we leave the twelve calculations to

the reader; they reduce by duality and symmetry to four. Consequently

Theorem 10. An element of a lattice L is neutral if and only if it is carried

into [1, 0] under an isomorphism of L vnth a sublattice of a {cardinal) product AB}^

Corollary. An element is in the center of L if and only if it is neutral and

complemented.

Proof. By the lemma of §9, any element of the center of L is complemented;

by Thm. 10, it is neutral. Conversely, by Thm. 9, if a neutral element [7, 0] = a

has a complement a' = [x, y], then [0, 0] = [7, 0] --n [x, y]
= [x, 0], whence x = 0;

dually, ^ = 7. Hence [x,y] = [0, 7], and (by Thm. 9) is itself neutral. It is now
clear that the correspondence z {z ^a, z ^ a') represents L as the cardinal

product of the ideal A of t ^ a and the ideal A' of t ^ a', and that hence a
=

[7, 0] and a' = [0, 7] are in the center of L.

Theorem 11. The set of neutral elements of a lattice L is the intersection of its

maximal distributive sublattices.

Proof. First, if a is not neutral, then some triple {a, x,y] is not distributive.

Hence no maximal distributive sublattice” obtained by enlarging the distribu-

tive sublattice generated by {x,y} can contain a. We conclude that the inter-

section of the maximal distributive sublattices of L contains no non-neutral

elements.

The results of §10 are due to the author. Neutral elements in general lattices. Bull. Am.
Math. Soc. 46 (1940), 702-5; in modular lattices, the concept is due to 0. Ore [1, pp. 419-21].

In assuming that any distributive sublattice can be extended to a maximal distributive

sublattice, we anticipate Ch. Ill, §6—^being a distributive sublattice is a property of finite

character.
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Conversely, let S be any maximal distributive sublattice of L; let a be neutral.

Using Thm. 10, it is easily showm that the-sublattice {a, S\ of L S generated

by a = [I, 0] and aS is distributive—^whence, S being maximal, a 6 /S. (De-

tailed proof: It is sufficient to prove that the *4-components of ja, aS} and the

5-components of {a, 5} form distributive lattices—and for these, we only

adjoin I resp. 0.)

Corollary. The neutral elements of any lattice form a distributive sublattice.

Ex. l.(a) Show that conditions (i)-(ii) of Lemma 1 are sufficient as well as necessary for

neutrality.

(b) Using Fig. Id of Ch. I, §5, show that neither condition alone is sufficient.

Ex. 2. Show that the sublattice of neutral elements of a lattice L is invariant under all

automorphisms and dual automorphisms of L.

Ex. 3. Prove the Corollary of Theorem 11 using only Theorem 10.

Ex. 4. Show that no neutral element of a lattice can have more than one complement.

11. Free lattices. The “free’’ lattice FL(fc^) with generators has been

explicitly determined by Whitman,^® for any cardinal number We construct

it as follows.

First, FL(N) includes “generators” Xa ,
where the subscripts a run through a

class of elements; thus if is finite, they may be written Xi^ • •
•
,

. These

generators will also be called “expressions of weight zero.” We then define

inductively an “expression of weight ty,” as any expression p ^ q or p s-/ g,

where the sum of the weights of p and qisw 1. Thus the “weight” of any

expression, is the total number of connectives ^ and w occurring in it. The
elements of FL(H) consist of all “expressions,” it not being however supposed

that distinct expressions represent distinct elements.

We now quasi-order (Ch. I, §4) FL(K), by systematic iteration of the fol-

lowing four basic rules,

(11) p^g^aifpga and g ^ a,

(11') b^p^qUb^p and 6 ^ g,

(12) p^g^a if or gg a,

(12') b ^ p ^ q a b ^ p or b gg.

Clearly (11) and (11') are dual, and so are (12) and (12'). For instance, if we

wish to find out whether p q ^ r s, wo first apply test (11) to p w g, treat-

ing r s as a, and then (12') to r w s, treating p g as b. Hence p w g ^
r 5 if and only if (i) p ^ r 5 and q ^ r ^ s^ or (n) p ^ q ^ r, or (iii)

p g ^ s. In this way the verification ofpv.^g^rv-/5is reduced to com-

binations of four or fewer questions, in each of which the total weight of the

expressions involved is reduced by one. Hence, repeating this process of reduc-

tion, if the sum of the weights of a and b is te? + we can test for a ^bby
or fewer elementary tests, of the form Xi ^ x^ (which is true if and only if i = j).

P. Whitman, Free lattices, Annals of Math. 42 (1941), 325-^, and Free lattices. II,

ibid, 43 (1942), 104-15, Further results may be found in Dilworth [21.
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Lemma 1. is a quasi-ordered set.

Proof. Inductively, p ^ p and q q imply p ^ p q and q ^ p y'

(12'), whence p...,q^p^qhy (11). Hence, by duality and induction, the

relation is reflexive. We now prove tranativity: that a ^ b and b ^ c imply

a ^ c. We first consider the case that one of the extreme terms o, c is involved

in reducing one or both of the two inequalities.

If p w g g 6 by (11) and 6 ^ c, then p ^ b ^ c and q ^ b ^ e, whence by

induction p ^ c and q ^ c, and so by (11) p q ^ e. Again, if p ^ g ^ by

(12) and b ^ c, then pgfegc or gg&Sc, whence by induction p ^ c or

g g c, and so by (12) p^q^c. Dually, '^a ^p ^qot a ^b -^p q

follows by a decomposition of p ^ g resp. p q, we can prove a ^ p ^ q resp.

There remains the case that both a g b and b ^ c are first reduced by writing

^ (or b = p 5). If a ^ p V-/ $ by (12^) and p w ^ by (ll)j then

a ^ p or a ^ 2, ani p ^ c and Q ^ c* Hence a^p^c or a^ 2 ^c; in either

case, by induction, a ^ c. The case (i ^ p ^ Q, ^ ci^ dual, completing the proof.

Now using Thm. 3. of Ch. I, we infer the following

CoBOLLARY. If we define a = h in FL(^) to mean that a ^ b and b ^ a, then

FL(K) is a partly ordered set

Lemma 3- FL(f^) is a IcUtice, in which the expression a b is g.l.b> {a, b)

and a ^ bis l.u.b. (a, b).

Proof. By (12) and Lemma 1, a ^ b ^ a and a^h ^b. By (11'), ^ and

X ^ b imply x ^ a ^ b. Hence a ^ b is g.l.b. (a, b). Dually, a v-' b is l.u.b,

(a, b).

Theorem 12. J’L(1^) is the free lattice generated by the symbols x^

.

Proof. Choose elements Qa in any lattice L, one corresponding to each Xa .

By direct substitution, each a 6 FL(tt) determines a unique element G L.

By Lemma 2, this correspondence is homomorphic, from FL(l<) onto the sub-

lattice of L generated by the g«t .

Ex. 3 . Show that FL(2) has four elements.

Ex. 2*. (a) Show that FL(3) is infinite.

(b) Show that FL(3) contains an infinite chain.

Ex . 3. (a) Showthat the Xi are the only set of generators of FL (n) which is not redundant

(b) Show that the group of automorphisms of FL{n) is the symmetric group on

the Xi .

Ex. 4*. Show that of all the elements equal to a given element in FL(H), there is only

one of shortest length, apart from those equivalent to it under the commutative and
associative laws-

Ex. 5*. (a) Show that FL{3) contains FL(n) as a sublattice, for any finite or countable n,

(b) Show that FL(3) does not contain 2» (the Boolean algebra of order eight) as

a sublattice.

Ex. 6*. Show that in FI/(n), V?-i covers V2«2 a?f ,
and that V ?«-2 covers

V<L2 Xi^ .

Exs, 3-6 state results proved in the papers of Whitman listed earlier; Ex. 2 is due to
4lv.. ro -V /icm. T ti s 1— rmu-x—
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CHAINS AND CHAIN CONDITIONS

1. Chains ot real numbers. In Ch. I, §9, a chain was defined as a partly

ordered set satisf3dng

P4. Given x and y, either x or y ^ x.

Other equivalent definitions are possible (see Exs. 1-2 below).

Every finite chain of n elements is, by Thm. 6 of Ch. I, isomorphic with the

chain of positive integers 1,
• •

•
, n. We shall denote this chain by boldface n.

We diiall also let a denote the chain of all positive integers, J the chain of all

integers, R the chain of all rational numbers, and R* the chain of all real num-
bers. Many chains can be represented as subchains of the latter, and hence

pictured as sets of points on a line. This graphical picture is very suggestive.

For example, it makes it easy to visualize the meaning of the following

Definition. A chain C is called dense~inr4tself if and only if, given a < b

in C, ihere exists c 6 O' sati^ying a < c < b. A subset S of a chain C is cciUed

order-dense in C if and only if, for every a < bin C, not in S, an element s of S
can befound stUisfyinga< s <b.

Theobem 1. Amy counidble^ chain is isomorphic mOi a snbchmn ofike chainR
of rational numbers. Any countable chain which is dense-indiself is isomorphic

with eiOier R, R @ 1, 1 ® R, or 1 @ R ® 1.

Proof. The rational numbersmay be enumerated, as n ,
r*

,
r*

,
• •

•
;
similarly,

the elements of the given chain can be enumerated as ai , a*
,
oj ,

*
. Set

f(ai) = 0. By induction, we know that either (i) o» exceeds oi ,

• •
•

, a»_i

,

or (ii) o» is less than ai ,
•

•
, a«_i ,

or (iii) a„ is between a^and o# for some great-

est Of < a« and least aj > On [t, j < n]. In case (i), set /(a«) = »; in case (ii),

set /(a») = —
,
in case (iii), de^e/(a„) as the first n in the same order-relation

to f(ai), • •
•

, /(on-i) as On is to fli ,
• •

•
, a»_i . Since R is "dense-in-itself,”

such an /(o..) will always exist. The correspondence is evidently isotone, and

makes flon) distinct from /(oi), • •
, /(On-i). Furthermore, if C is dense-in-

itself, the image of C includes all rational numbers between some —m and n:

it cannot omit any (first) rt between two rational numbers of the form /(a»).

Here either —m or n may be infinite, and there are four cases accordingly.

' We assume that the reader is acquainted with the definitions of countable and un-

countable sets; cf., for example, BirkhoS-MacLane, Ch. XII. An excellent introductory

account <rf simply ordered sets is E. V. Huntington’s The eontinym, and other types of serial

order, Harroid University Press, 2d ed., 1917.
^

Por more advanced treatments, see Haus-

dorff IIJ; W. SierpinsH [1]; A. DenjOy, L'ihtmeT^ion iransfinie-, litre I, Paris 194A

31
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Again, we note that R is order-dense in R*. This is typical, in the fol-

lowing sense.

Theoeem 2. .4 chain C is isomorphic with a siibchain of 2?*, if and only if C

contains a countable order-dense subset.

Proof. Suppose C contains a countable order-dense subset *4 = { Oi ,
02 ,

Oj ,
• •

• } ;
without losing generality, we may suppose that A contains the greatest

and least elements of C, if they exist. By Thm. 1, we can map *4 onto a sub-

chain of the chain of rational numbers. By hypothesis and Definition 1, every

cmC — A (every c in C but not in A) is uniquely determined by the cut which

it defines in A, i.e., by the partition of A into the set of o, < c and the set of

a, > c. Let ri = l.u.b. /(«<) wdth o,- < c, and = g.l.b. /(a,) with at > c;

we define 2/(c) = n -1- rj . ITus defines an isomorphism between C and a

subset of R*. We omit details, because Theorem 2 plays no rdle in advanced

theory, and because the reader should be able to supply them.

Conversely, if C is isomorphic with a subset of 2Z*, we can find a countable

dense subset of C by enumerating the intervals li : mi/nt ^ z ^ mifniol R*

having rational end points and choosing one c,- from each J,- except when no

element of C corresponds to an element of /,•

.

Ex, 1. Show that a chain can be defined as a set of elements in which a transitive relation

x> y IB defined, such that for any elements w, one and only one of the relations u> v,

u- VfV> u holds. (You may assume that equality is a reflexive, symmetric and transi-

tive relation.)

Ex, 2. (a) Show that chains are those partly ordered sets, all of whose subsets are lattices,

(b) Show that an isotone transformation of a chain is always a lattice homomor-

phism.

(c*) Show that if every isotone transformation of a lattice L is a lattice-homomor-

phism, then L is a chain.

Ex. 3. Characterize the relation of betweenness in a chain, by its abstract properties.

(See D. Hilbert, Grundlagen d&r Geometries 7th ed., p. 5 ff.; E. V. Huntington, Interrelations

among the four ^principal types of order

^

Trans, Am. Math. Soc. 38 (1935), 1-9; also Ex. 4,

Ch. I, §1).

Ex. 4, Show that JR 0 jR and Rave both isomorphic with R, first by giving an explicit

construction; and then by using Thm. 1.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that R* 0 R* is isomorphic to a subset of R*
^
obtained by deleting 0,

but not to itself.

(b) Show that if X and Y are both isomorphic with subohains oi R*

,

then so is

xe r.

Ex. 6*. (a) Show that R* ® 12^ is not isomorphic with a subchain of R^ .

(b) Show that if X and Y are isomorphic with subchains of
,
and Y contains two

or more elements, then Y ^ F is isomorphic with a subchain of 12^ if and only if X is

countable.

2. Well-ordering. A fundamental concept in the higher theory of infinite

chains is that of a well-ordered set.

Definition. A partly ordered set W is called well-ordered, or an ordinal,

if and only if every non-void subset of W has a first (i.e,, least) element
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Applied to subsets of two elements, this implies that W must be a chain (given

a 9̂ b, either a < h or b < a). Moreover by Thm. 6 of Ch. I, in the case of

finite sets, the concepts of being well-ordered and of being a chain are equivalent.

It follows immediately that any subset of a well-ordered set is well-ordered.

The property^f being well-ordered is not self-dual in the infinite case; in fact,

W and its dual W are both well-ordered if and only if PT is a finite chain.

The simplest infinite ordinal (i.e., well-ordered set) is given by the sequence «
of positive integers 1, 2, 3,

- •
. The statement that this is well-order^ is one

form of the Principle of Finite Induction.® This principle can be extended

(cf. §4) to the following

Principle op TitsjsrspiNiTE induction. Let {P<,} be any well-ordered set of

'propositions. If we can prove, for every a, that the tndJi of Pa is implied by the

truth of all P^ with P < ct, then every Pa is true.

Proof. There can be no first false Pa ; hence the set of all false Pa is void.

We can restate this in another form. By a limit-nuniber in a well-ordered

sequence, we mean a term a such that, given ^ < a, there exists y satisfying

13 <y < a. Then, by definition, we get as a corollary the

Second PRINCIPAL OF transpinitb INDUCTION. Let {P«} be any well-ordered

set of propositions. In order to prove the truth of all Pa, it suffices to prove that:

(i) Pi is true, (ii) if Pa is true, then Pa+i is true, (iii) if a is a limit-number, and

all Pjs with < a are true, then Pa is true.

Other ordinals can easily be constructed by performing ordinal operations.

Theorem 3. The ordinal sum and product of any two ordinals V, W are them-

selves ordinals.

Proof. If <S is any non-empty subset oiV@W, then either S ^ W contains

a first element, or the intersection S ^ F of /S and V is non-empty and contains

a first element, which is (since v < w for any v ^ V, w ^ W) a first element

of S. Again, if is any non-empty subset V oW, then the set T of a € F such

that (a, w) £ S for some w is non-empty, and must have a first element »i

.

The set of to € IF such that (vi, w) ^ S is not empty by construction; let wi

be its first element. Then (ai , wf) is the first element of F o W.
It follows that we can construct many ordinals: a3©l,w©2, •••,co@« =

2 o M, (2 o «) © 1, etc. It is usual to write these using the ordinary (i.e., cardinal)

symbols for addition and multiplication, thus, w + 1, « + 2,
• •

•
,
2w, 2&) 4- 1,

• •
•

,
but for consistency we shall adhere to our general notation.

Let IF be any well-ordered set. Then TF must contain a first elemait, wi

;

W — Wi must contain a first element Wz ;
- . Hence, ifWis infinite, it must

contain an initial interval isomorphic with «, consisting oiwi,wt,Wz, ' • • . Hence

we can write IF = w © P, where P is the residual final interval. Repeating

the process, we either have TF = « @ n for some finite ordinal r, or IF =
w © « © /S = (2 o m) -4- (S, where S is a residual final interval.

* See BirkboS'MacXiane, Ch. I, §§4, 5; esp. p. 13, Ex. 8.
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We can continue this process, to show that W either is of the
^

form

(m o «) + n, or contains an initial segment isomorphic with (i.e. the ordinal co

raised to the ordinal power with exponent ordinal two). Continuing further,

Ave get the ordinal polynomials in co

(1 ) w © - - © flo ,
whcrc flo are finite ordinals.

Our construction shows that eArery ordinal which is not isomorphic to an ordinal

polynomial in a) contains initial segments isomorphic with every such polynoimal,

and in this sense is ^‘bigger’* than all of them. Our construction further indi-

cates the possibility that the ordinals themselves form a well-ordered set 1? 2,

3,
• •

•
;
w, CO © 1, CO © 2,

• •
•

;
2 o co, (2 o w) © 1,

• •
•

;
3 ^ (3 o co) © 1,

• • • .

We shall prove this formally in §3.

Let us first take stock of what we have achieved so far. We have exhibited

in fairly concrete form a large number of countable well-ordered sets. How-

ever, we have failed to construct any uncountable well-ordered set. The problem

of constructing^^ an uncourUoble welUordered set is probably the most important

unsohed problem of set theory.

Ex. 1. Eepresont (3 ^ © 4 and as subsets of 22* .

Ex. 2. Prove in detail that every ordinal polynomial is countable.

Ex. 3, (a) Show that "2 is a chain, but not a well-ordered set.

(b) Represent it as a subset of i?* (“Cantor discontinuum”).

(c) Represent 22* with — «> and +«» adjoined as an image of "2 under an isotone

transformation.

Ex, 4. Show that for to be a chain, it is sufficient for Yto be well-ordered andX a chain.

What conditions are necessary and sufficient?

Ex. 5*. We define a selection operator on a set as a single-valued function which assigns,

to each non-empty subset T of 3^ an element ^{T) of T. Show that 3 can be regarded

as a well-ordered set, and^ as the operator of selecting the first element of T, if and only

if it has the absorption property 4^{VT^) = (Here V denotes the set-union for

all values of <r.) If we denote ^(a, 6) as a ^ 6, what formal properties can you show that

4 possesses? (Of. L1-L3 infra.)

Ex. 6. Show that every aseenffing well-ordered Bci xt < Xi < Xz < • • • < x„ < - • * of real

numbers is countable.

Ex. 7. (a) Show that a chain is either well-ordered or contains the dual w of <*».

(b) Show that if a chain and its dual are both well-ordered, then it is finite.

(c) Let C be a conditionally complete chain in which every element has an immedi-

ate predecessor and an imediate successor. Show that C is J.

Ex, 8. Show that if a well-ordered set 3 can be mapped onto a set T by an isotone trans-

formation, then T is well-ordered.

Problem 12*. Well-order by a specific construction some uncountable set. Well-order

by a specific construction the real numbers.

3. Ftmdamental theorem about ordinals. We shall now obtain some im-

portant properties of ordinals, based on constructions involving ideals. We
note that an ideal of a chain (7 is a subset of C which contains, Avith any c ^

all X < c; i.e., it is an initial interval. The void set is not excluded.
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Lemma 1. The ideals of a well-ordered set W consist of W ilself^ and for eadi

a € W, the set of x < a.

Proof. For each a £ the set of a; < a is an ideal. Conversely, if J is

an ideal of W other than TT, then there must be a first element a olW not in /;
clearly J contains all a; < a, but not a or any c > a.

Lemma 2. There is at most one isomorphism between ideals J and K of well*

ordered sets F, TF.

Proof. Suppose there are two, say 6 and $*, Since J is well-ordered, there

must be a first a ^ J such that ^(a) ^ say 6(a) > 6*(a) . Then the xma^e
e{J) of J cannot contain 6*(a), since 6(6) > 6*(a) if 6 ^ a, and 6(6) == 6(6*)

< 6*(a) if 6 < a. Yet 6(a) > 6*(a); hence 6(F) is not an ideal, contrary to

hypothesis.

We now observe that if 6« is, for each a, a single-valued correspondence of

a subset Sa of a set X into a set F, and if 6«(ar) = d^{x) for all a, whenever both

are defined, then the 6« have a greatest common extension 6, which is single-

valued, defined by making dix) = ejjt) if 6«(a;) is defined for one or more a.

It follows from Lemma 2 that there is a most extensive isomorphism between

ideals of well-ordered sets F and W, By Lemma 1, this involves either all of

F or all of TF, or is between the set of x < a and y <h iov some a € F and
6 < TF. But in the last case it could be further extended, by letting 6(a) = 6.

Hence we include

Lemma 3. Of any two well-ordered sets F, TF, one is isomorphic with an ideal

of the other.

It follows that if we let F g TF mean that F is isomorphic wth an ideal of

TF, then P4 holds. But PI, P3 are obvious, and P2 (with = meaning iso-

morphism) is a corollary of Lemma 2, Finally, if 0 is any non-void set of

ordinals (well-ordered sets), take some TF € Q. The set of F > TF consists

by Lemma 3 of ordinals isomorphic with ideals of TF, and these form a w^ell-

ordered set by Lemma 1. We conclude

Theorem 4. Any set of ordinals is well-ordered, if we define V S W to mean
that V is isomorphic with an ideal of TF; here F = TF means that V and TF are

isomorphic?

By Lemma 1, each ordinal TF is isomorphic with the well-ordered set of

ordinals F < TF.

Lemma 4. Let W be a well-ordered set, and letyphe any rule which determines,

for each a 6 TF and choice of \p{b) far all h < a, a unique P(a), Then i/(a) is

uniquely aiid consistenUy defii^ for ail a £ TF.

» For Theorem 3 see Hausdorff [1, §13], who attributes the result to G. Eesseuberg Cfnmd-

begriffe der Mengherdekre, 1^)6). The ideas go back to Cantor and Dedekind. Of. also G.

Hesseiiberg, Keiierdheorie und Wchlordnung, Jour, f. Math. t35 (1910), 8^“:133; J. von Neu-

maan, Aiiomatisterung der Men^nlekre, Math. Zeits, 27 (192®), ^^70*-752,
’ ^
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Proof. For each initial interval -4 of W, let P(A) be the proposition that

iff(a) is uniquely and consistently defined for all a £ A. Since the A are well-

ordered, it is ftnfmgh to dlow that there is no first A for which P(A) is false.

But this is obviously impossible if A has a last element a; since ip is umquely

and consistently defined for all B < A, we can also make a common extension

(uniquely and consistently defined) to A, if .4. is the union of the initial segments

B < A. (Cf. van der Waerden [1], 1st ed., vol. 1, p. 197.)

Ex, 1. Show that in a well-ordered set, every element ot not the last has a unique successor,

denoted a + 1 •

Ex. 2. (a) Show that F ^ IF if and only if F is isomorphic with a subset of W .

(b) Show that there is no isotone transformation of w 0 1 onto all of

Ex. 3. (a) Show that F ^ IF is equivalent to TF * F © Z for some X, and that this X is

umquely defined.

(b) Infer that we have one-sided subtraction and cancellation.^

(c) Show that, however, X 0 F == F 0 F does not implyX « F,

Ex. 4. Show that X ® F = F ® F implies X = F, unless F = 0, whereas to 2 = « ® 1.

Ex. 6- (a) Which polynomials pM « W are isomorphic with all their dual ideals**— i.e.,

satisfy F « X 0 PF for all X < W?
(b) Which polynomials pM =* W are isomorphic with all their ''cofinal” subsets

—^i.e., with all subsets S such that every w ^ W satisfies to < $ for some s £ S? Cf.

Ex. 6(b).

(c) An ordinal which is isomorphic with all its dual ideals is called by Sierpinski

"indecomposable.” Show that any ordinal has a unique representation as a sum of

non-increasing indecomposables.

Ex. 6. (a) Which polynomials p(<«j) = W have the property that, for all X ^ w, F =

X for some T?
(b) Which have the property thatF = F °X for all X < F?
(c) Show that 2 and « have no common right-multiple.

(d) Show that the set of all left-divisors of any ordinal number is finite.

Ex. 7. (a) Let ^ be any isomorphism of a well-ordered set « with a part of itself. Show

that e(x) ^ X for all x (Hausdorff)

.

(b) Show that a implies "2 < ^2, for well-ordered sets.

Ex. 8. (a) Let A ,
be any ordinal numbers, with A < B, Show that unique ordinals

X, R exist such that B = (X ® A) @ E [0 ^ E < B]. (Left-division algorithm.)

(b) Show that any ordinal number can be represented as an ordinal product of a

finite number of factors, not further factorable into smaller factors.

(c) Show that <y®(w0 1) hence no unique factorization theorem is true.

Ex. 9*. fa) Using Transfinite Induction, show that we can define an ordinal arithmetic

by the rules (cf. formulas (8)-(9) of Ch. I, §8) suggested by Cantor.

(i) X 0 (F 0 1) = (X 0 F) e 1,

(ii) Xo(F0 1)« (X<»F)0X,
(iii)

^ ® lx « ^X*>X,
and (for limit-ordinals)

(iO X 0 (Lim F„) « Lim (X 0 F«),

(iiO (Lim F«) o X - Lim (F« <» X),

(iiiO = Lim (^“X).

^ The possibility of one-sided cancellation suggests trying to define transfinite rational

numbers; see J. W. Olmsted, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 51 (1945), 776-80.

* See Sierpinski [1, p. 176 fi.J, who calls such terminal segments "residues”; they may
also be called dual ideals. For Ex. 5(c), see Sierpinski [1, p. 182]; for Ex. 6(d), see ibid.,

p. 196; for Ex. 9, see pp. 196-99.
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(b) Show that the resulting operations of addition and multipica tion are identical

with those of Ch. I, §S; but that “2 and have different meanings in the two systems.

(c) Show that X ° (Lim 7®) ^ Lim (X ® but that equality need not hold.

Ex. 10. (a) Let denote the first uncountable ordinal. Show that is isomorphic

with all its cofinal subsets.

(b) Let /(a;) be any isotone function assigning to each a? 6 Hi an f(x) ^ arin Hi ,

and suppose the set off(x) has no upper bound in H^ . Show that f{x) for uncount-
able many x. fHint: Otherwise, the set of y greater than every x = f{x) would be

uncountable, hence isomorphic with Hi , Define g{:y) as the least x with f{x) ^ y.

Form any sequence with « g{yn)\ take yn t b, and show /(6) = 6, contrary to

hypothesis.)

(c) Show that the set of/(rc) » x contains a limit ordinal.®

Problem 13. Develop a canonical form for the representation of an ordinal product. (See

Ex. 8 above; consider the possible extreme right-hand factors.)

Problem 14. Simply order 'intrinsically'^ (i.e., naturally) the sets (i) of all real functions

of a real variable, (ii) of all rational-valued functions of a rational argument, (iii) of al!

functions from J to J. Try to preserve as many ‘‘naturaP' laws as you can.

4. Chain conditions; atomicity. Hilbert showed that classical invariant

theory depended fundamentally on the fact that the ideals in many polynomial

rings formed a lattice satisfying the following ascending chain condition/

Definition. A partly ordered set P satisfies the ascending chain condition

{resp. descending chain condition) if and only if every non-void sub^t of P has a

maximal (minimal) dement

If P satisfies the ascending chain condition, then so (obviously) does every

subset of P; if P and Q both do, then so do P + Q, P @ Q, PQ, and P ^ Q,

Again, since being minimal and least are equivalent for chains, we see that a

chain satisfies the descending chain condition if and only if it is well-ordered.

More generally, we have

Theorem 5. The following stcUemenis abovl a partly ordered set P are equivalent:

(i) P satisfies the ascending chain conditim^ (ix) in the dual P of P, every chain is

well ordered, (iii) oil ascending chains in P are finite.

Proof. If P fails to satisfy the ascending chain condition, then it contains

a non-void subset X without maximal element. Choose ai 6 X; since ai is

not maximal, we can find a% > ai in X; th^ aa > og in X for the same reason,

and so on. We thus get an infiinite ascending chain csi < oa < as < * * * iso-

morphic to the ordinal w, and (iii) fails. If (iii) fails, since the dual of w is not

well-ordered, (ii) fails. Finally, if (ii) fails, since in chains minimal elements

are least elements, (i) fails, and the circle of proof is completed.

If P satisfies the ascending chain condition, then we can also argue by induc-

tion as follows. If a property # is not true of every element of P, then there must

* Ex. 10 summarizes unpublished work of R. Vazquez Garcia.

^ Cf. the discussion of Halbert’s Basis Theorem in van der Vaerden 11, §80], from

which much of this section is taken. Other applications were pointed out by E. Artin,

Hamb. Abb. 5 (1927), 245-289.
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be some inaximal element m which fails to have it. All x > will then have

the property. We conclude the

Genebauzed inbucttion principle. Let a partly ordered set P satisfy the

ascending chain conditiony and let # be any property. In proving OuU every a ^ P
has property we can aseumCy for each a, that aU x a have property

It may be that not all chains of a partly ordered set P are well orfered, and

yet that any a <i h can be joined by at least one well-ordered maximal chain.

For example, this is true of the system of all subsets of any class using the

Axiom of Choice (§8 infra), we can add to any set single points one at a time

TiTttil we exhaust any prescribed overset. It is also true of the system of all

closed subsets of any topological space, and of the algebraically closed subfields

of any field (since we can adjoin points resp. transcendental elements one at

a time).

When this is true, P will be called t-8»toinic,^ and if the dual of P is t-atomic,

P will be called ^-atomic. The system of all subsets of the continuum is both

t -atomic and X-atomic (being self-dual).

Among systems which are neither t^^-tomic nor J,
-atomic, we mention:

The real numbers; measurable sets modulo sets of measure zero (see Ch. X,

§12; all ma.YTTnfll chains are isomorphic with line segments); and the system of

aU sets of positive integers modulo finite subsets.

Ex. 1
.
(a) Show that any finite partly ordered set satisfies both chain conditions.

(b) Show that P satisfies both chain conditions if and only if all its chains are finite.

(c) ^ow that is partly ordered if and only if P satisfies the ascending chain

condition.

Ex. 2. (a) Let L be any lattice which satisfies the ascending chain condition. Show that

every subset of L has a least upper bound.

(b) Show that if a lattice L satisfies the ascending chain condition, then every ideal

in L is principal*

Ex. 3. (a) Let P be the set of all finite sequences | — («i ,
• *

*
, 17 = (yi ,

• •
•

, yn),

• • • of positive integers. Define ^ ^ 17 if ^ can be obtained from 17 by a finite sequence

of ‘"reductions,” each of which either deletes a component or replaces it by a smaller

integer. Prove that P satisfies the descending chain condition. (R. P. Dilworth)

(b) In a lattice which satisfies the ascending chain condition, show that the ir-

redundant, representations of any element as meet also satisfy the ascending chain

condition.

Ex. 4. Show that any join-homomorphic image of a lattice which satisfies the ascending

chain condition also satisfies it.

Ex. 5.* Show that if the lattice of congruence relations of an abstract algebra A satisfies

the ascending or the descending chain condition, then any representation of A as a car-

dinal product can be refined to a representation of A as a cardinal product of indecom-

posable factors.

Ex. 6. Let L be the lattice of all subgroups of the group G of all sequences
,
X2 , zs ,

• • •)

of integers under addition mod n, where Xi — 0 except for a finite set of i. Show that

L is t-atomic but satisfies neither chain condition.

® This use of the word ‘"atomic” goes back in the case of complete Boolean algebras to

A. Tarski [2]. Our definition is different in appearance from Tarski ^s, but effectively

equivalent for Boolean algebras (see Ch. X, Thm. 16).
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Ex. 7. Let P be a partly ordered set, in which (i) every chain is finite, and (ii) every totally
nnordered subset is finite. Show that P is finite. (D. Konig)

Ex. 8. Show that the conditions (i) P satisfies the descending chain condition and (ii) P
contains no infinite totally unordered subset are together equivalent to (iii) any infinite

subset of P contains an infinite ascending chain. (I. Kaplansky)
Ex, 9.* Let L be the lattice of all subalgebras of an algebra A. Show that if a > 6 in L,
then c, d exist in L such that c > d and c covers d.

Ex. 10. Show that the lattice of all subalgebras of an algebra A satisfies the ascending,
chain condition if and only if every subalgebra <8 of A is generated by a finite set of
elements. (Bruce Crabtree)

Ex. 11.* Liet L he the lattice of all subsets of a countable set, modulo finite subsets. Show
that any maximal chain of L has a well-ordered uncountable subchain. (A. Gleason

—

E. E. Moise)

5. Topology of chains. It is well known that the topology of the real con-
tinuum can be defined in tenns of order; this can be generalized to arbitrary

partly ordered sets. The generalization to chains came first historically;®

we shall now discuss it.

Definition. Let C be any chain. The open intervals of C are (i) C Uself,

denoted (—<»,+ oo), (ii) for any a ^ C, the set {a^ + ^) of all x > a, (iii) for any
a ^ Cy the set (— oo, a) of all x < a, and (iv) for any a < b in the set (a, b)

of all X satisfying a < x < b. The ^sed intervals [—00,+ «>], [a, + 00], etc. of
C are obtained from the open intervals by writing ^ in place of < . By a neighbor-

hood of an element p ^ C is meant any open interval (xmtaining x.

Theorem 6 . Any chain is a normal Hausdorff space under its intrinsic topology

—and the latter is invariant under automorphisms and dual automorphisms.

Proof. This means first that any p € C has a neighborhood (i.e., C); that

the intersection of any two neighborhoods of p is a neij^borhood of p; that any
neighborhood of p is also a neighborhood of all its points, i.e., that our “open
intervals” can be taken as a basis of neighborhoods. Again if p 9^ q in Cy.

either p covers 5 or p > a > g for some a, or dually. In the first case, (— «> , p)
and (g, +00) form a pair of disjoint neighborhoods; in the second, (—00, a)

and (a, +00) do; dually for the last two cases. Hence, C is a Hausdorff space

and, in .particular, a Trspace. We postpone the proof of normality, imtil

after Thm. 7.

In any Hausdorff space, a non-void open set is defined as a union of neigh-

borhoods (hence, in our case, of open intervals) and a closed set as a set whose
complement is open. Ifc is easily shown that any union of open sets is open,

and that any intersection of closed sets is closed. The chmre S of a set 8 is

defined as the intersection of all closed sets containing S] the interioT of as

the union of all open sets contained in 8 .

The most general closed set in a chain is thus an intersection of compiements

’Prof. E. W. Chittenden kindly furnished me with the folipwing references: Hahn,,
Wiener Bar. 122 (14), 94&-67; Haar and Kiomg, Crefie’s Jour. 139 (1910), 16-28; Mahlo,.

Leips. Ber. 63 (1906), p. 319; P. Bies2|, Math: Annalen 61 (1905), 406-2^;,?. Hausdorff,

Math. Annalen 66 (1908), 436-^, and Leipi, feer. voi, 68, p. 1^, iami vcd. The present

formulation was first given in [LT, 5351; see also 0. Prink [1].
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of open intervals. But the complement of any open interval is the sum of one

or two closed intervals. Hence the most general closed set is an intersection

of finite sums of closed intervals. This proves

Theoeem 7. In any chain C, the closed intervals form a sub-base for the family

of closed sets.

Now let S and T be any disjoint closed sets in C; then S ^ T will be closed,

and so its complement will be a union of open intervals /« . In each la

,

choose

an Xa (this requires the Axiom of Choice). Each point of S not interior to S

must be separated from T on each side by some /« ,
since T is closed and

^ 7* = 0. We adjoin to p the open interval (p, Xa) or (xa , p), as the case

may be. After augmenting T similarly, we have embedded S and T in disjoint

open sets; this is the definition of normality, and w’e have finished the proof of

Thm. 6.

Now' suppose that C is a complete chain—i.e. (Ch. II, §1), that every non-

empty subset of L has a l.u.b. and a g.l.b. Every finite chain is complete;

so is the real number system R* if —« and (i-e., 0 and 7) are adjoined.

More generally, if X and Y are any two complete chains, then so are X © Y
fl-nH X o Y. In this way, a large variety of non-isomorphic complete chains

can be constructed.

Depinition’. Let {xa} be any directed set of elements of a complete chain. We
define

(2) Liminffxa} = Sup^ {Inf«^^Xa}, Limsup{a:«} = {Inf^ Supa^^a}.

It follows by the minimax inequality (5) of Ch. II, that

(3) Liminf {»«} ^ Limsup

Theorem 8. In a complete chain, Xa—* a if and only if

(4) Liminf = Limsup {»«} = a.

Proof. To say a:« —»• a means, as in the Foreword on Topology, that every

open interval (i>, c) containing a contains, for some /S, all «« wdth a ^ iS. But

if this is true, Infag^aia ^ b—and, since this is true for all 6 < o, Lim inf

|®a} ^ a. Dually, ajo o implies Lim sup {*«} ^ o, whence, by (3), a = Lim inf

I®*} = Limsup {®a}. Conversely, if Liminf {®a} = o = Limsup {*«},

and a € (6, c), then Infa^^Xa > b and Supa^y^y < c for some 0, y, hence if

5 ^ (3, r then Xa € (b, c) for all a ^ 5, and so ®« —» a.

Corollary. In a complete chain, if *« —r a, then there exist directed sets

ia T a <^r\d «a J, O Wilh ^a ^ JCa ^ «a .

(The notation ta t means that a! implies ta ^ ta'

,

and Fia = a.)—^Exs.

9-10 below show that this result is not valid for arbitrary chains. The result

is however valid for sequences in any lattice; cf. Ex. 8 below.
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Theoeem 9. .4 chain C is cmnpleie if and only if it is topologically ccmpaci}^

Proof. Let {TFa} be any family of open sets covering C, a complete chain.

Since each is a imion of open intervals, C is covered also by a family of open
intervals Vaj ^ Wa • To show that C is compact, it is clearly sufficient to

show that C can be covered by a finite subfamily of . But let A be the
set of all a such that [0, a] can be covered by a finite subsystem of F«,^ . We
first note that sup A = 5 g A, since some Va,^ contains b and hence some a 6 A
giving a finite covering of the interval [0, b] ^ [0, a] ^ . We shall now
show that b ^ I, whence C = [0, J] can be covered as desired. Indeed, let c

be the g.l.b. of the rc > 6; adding any neighborhood of c to any finite covering
of [0, &], we would get a finite covering of a larger inteiwal unless the set of

a; > 6 is void—i.e., unless b = I. This would contradict the definition b =
sup A.

Conversely, let X be any subset of a compact chain C. For each finite sub-

set F of X, we define Yp as the least of the x € F; clearly none of the

finite intersections [— oo, Yp] of the closed intervals [— oo, x] is void; hence

A*[“ aj] is non-void, andX has a lower bound a. Now consider the set of all

closed intervals [a, x] where x ^ X and a is a variable lower bound to X. No
finite intersection is void; hence A [u, x] contains an element 6. But any such h

clearly is a lower bound of X which contains every lower bound of X; hence b ==

Inf X, which exists. Dually, Sup X exists, completing the proof.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that a subset of a chain C which is “dense-in-itself/* is order-dense

(§1) if and only if S » C.

(b) Show that the intrinsic topology of any dense subset of C may be obtained from
that of C by relativization, but that this is not true of all subsets of C.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if a in a well-ordered set, then for some a, Xjj ^ a for all /3 ^ a.

(b) Show that aj^r T a for some cofinal subset {aj^} of {rcab

Ex. 3. A transfinite ordinal is called a limit-ordinsd if and only if a « /S 0 1 for no iS. Show
that “limit-ordinals** are those which are topological limits of other numbers.

Ex. 4. Show that if o € X on a chain, then a is the limit of a monotone well-ordered subset

of X.
Ex. 5. Show that any isotone image of a complete chain is complete.

Ex. 6. Show that any isotone function from a complete chain to itself has a fixpoint.^^

Ex. 7. (a) Show that, in a complete chain, every open set can be expressed uniquely as the

union of disjoint open intervals.

(b) Show that any chain C with a countable order-dense subset has a countable

neighborhood bads.

Ex, 8. Show that in C7 “ 1?^ ® 2, the countable subset S of all pairs (r, 1) and (r, 2), with r

rational, satisfies S = 0 but is not order-dense in the sense of §1. (Cf. Exs. 1(a), 7(b).)

Ex. 9. (a) Prove directly that, ina chain, a5ft—>aif and only if sequences tn T a and 4 a
exist, with tn ^ ^ Un • (Hint: Define <» as the least element of the set a, a:»

, Xn+i ,

• ’ • , and show that it exists. Cf . [LT, Thm, 2.16],)

(h) Show that if we define aja for « < 2 « o) as l/n for 06 =» at, and 1 — l/(n +* 2)

for a ~ o) 0 at, then aj« 1. Yet, on (0, 1) we cannot find g with y*, T 1.

This result is due to Haar and Konig, op. cit. supra.

This result is due to B, Knaster, Annales de la Soc. Polonaise de Math. 6 (1927), p. 133.

It is generalized in Thm. 8 of Ch. IV,
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Ex. 10*. Replace each » < Kj in Ex. 10 of §3 by a replica (x, 1) > (x, 2) > (x, 3) > • • • of

the dual & of a>, obtaining Hi ’‘a. Show that the well-ordered set (x, n), well-ordered as

in o a, converges to . Show that we cannot find y*.* t ® y*-" ^ (*> «) in ® “

even cofinally. (Hint: We would have to have y*.» S (x, n) in ° « as well as in i^i ® a,

this would imply by Ex. 10 of §3 that •= (», n) for some cases, and hence Px.n-a ^
t/x.n = (x, «) >(»,«-}- 1), contrary to hypothesis.)

Ex. 11*. Show that, if A, B, C are complete chains, then A ® J? = A ® C implies B = C.

(A. Gleason)

Problem 16. Prove that every chain is a normal Hausdorff space without using the Axiom

of Choice, or show that this cannot be proved. (Notes : A. Gleason says it can be proved

for complete chains. A related unsolved problem is stated in Tukey [1 , p. 16].)

6. Axiom of choice. We shall now discuss an assumption which appears to

be independent of, and yet consistent with,“ the usual logical assumptions

regarding classes and correspondences—^but whose absolute validity has been

seriously questioned by many authors. This is the so-called Axiom of CJhoice.^®

It may be stated in many forms, and it implies that every set can be well-

ordered. An especially simple formulation is the following

(ACl) Every chain (7 in a partly ordered set P is contained in a Tnaximdl chain

Jlf inP.

That is, there exists a set ilf ^ P wbdch is a chain, and which is contained in

no larger chain N, N ^ P. It is easy to show that (ACl) implies the following

condition, whose importance was first pointed out by M. Zorn.^^

(AC2) If every chain C of a partly ordered set P has an upper bound U(C) in

P, then P contains a maximal element.

Indeed, any upper bound U of any masdmal chain M oiP will obviously be a
maximal element of P, and such maximal chains exist, if (ACl) holds.

Tukey has significantly generalized (AC2). He calls a property # of sets 8
“a property of finite character,” if 5 € ^ is equivalent to P € ^ for all finite

subsets of 8. Clearly, in this case, 5 6# implies T 6 # for every T ^ 8;

hence properties of finite character are what are often called “independence

properties.” Tukey’s condition is

(ACS) Let $ be a property of finite character defined for the subsets of a set 8.

Then there is a maximal subset M oi 8 having the properly # (i.e.,

a maximal M € ^).

We now show that (AC2) implies (ACS). Let (7 be a maximal chain of

“ See K. G6del, The consistency of the continuum hypothesis, Priaceton 1940.

First formulated by E. Zermelo, Math. Annalen69 (1904), p. 614, aad 65 (1908), p. 261.

Condition (ACl) is due to Hausdorff, (hnmdzilge der Mengetdehre, 1st ed. p. 140.

M. Zorn, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 41 (1935), p. 667. Further applications were made by
J. W. Tukey [1, Ch. I, §6] ; see also G. Birkhoff and 0. Frink, Representation of lattices by sets,

Trans. Am.Math. Soc. 64 (1948), 299-316. The condition itself was noted earlier by R. L.
Moore (Foundations of point set theory. New York 1932, p. 84), and Kuratowski.
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sets Xc c ^ [A'c S <i>]. Then if F is any finite subset of the union U of the

Xc c C, since each a.. £ F is contained in some A', £ C, the largest of these

A",- will contain F; hence F £ It follows that U £ whence satisfies

the hypotheses of (AC2) and so (assiuning (AC2)) has a maximal member.
It is evident that the condition that a set F satisly all properties •i’a of a

collection / of properties of finite character is itself a property of finite char-

acter. Hence we also have

(ACS') Let / be any collection of properties <i>„ of finite character on a set S.

Then there is a maximal subset M of S satisfjing every £ /•

We shall apply this useful condition in §4. For the present we merely note that

the property of being a chain is of finite character. (It is of character two:

it requires that, given x,ij € T, either x y ot y Hence (ACS') implies

(ACl), and completing the circle of implications (ACl) —
> (AC2) —» (A.C3)

—> (AC30 —
» (ACl). Each of these conditicms is thus equivalent to all the others.

We diall now show that they are also equivalent to the ori^al Axiom of

Choice (Auswahlsaxiom) of Zermelo:

(AC) Let I be any set. There exists a single-valued function which selects

from each non-void subset F of / a well-defined element gu(T) of T.

Consider the class F of all single-valued functions g‘.g(T) £ T defined on some

(but not necessarily all) subsets of I. We diaJl write g ^ h\i h(S) exists and

equals g(S) whenever g(S) is defined; this makes F a partly ordered set. We
now choose a maximal chain JW in F, assuming (ACl), and form the common
extension gn of the g ^ M. Then gn must be defined for all non-void F; other-

wise there would exist a non-void Fo with some element Ui ,
with giaiTt) un-

defined. We could define

^[
9^(70 = guiT) £ F if gii(T) is defined,

^W(ro) = <o e To.

By adding gr* to M, we would get a larger chain than M, giving a contra-

diction. Hence (ACl) implies (AC).

Zermelo's Theorem states that (AC) is equivalent to

(AC4) Every set I can be well-ordered.

Proof, Consider the relations p which well-order subsets S(j)) of I. Write

p g p* if S(p) is an initial interval of Consider only well-ordering rela-

tions “compatible” with the gu of (AC), in the sense that gjt sdects from the

complement 7 — A of each initial interval of S(p) defined by p the first dement

after A . It may be shown as inLmma 3, §3 that these p form admn. Hence,

their common extension p is sin^e-valued, a well-ordering (any subset of the

union V of the S{p) contains a first elernent for some p—Whence for all p), and

comiMetible with.^j^ . . Now i5 is clearly maximal; I say it well <cffders I. Other-

wise we could define pi > p by making pi have V for an initial segment, and
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defining g^il “ 1^0 = v as the last element otV increased by v. We omit the

details/^

Since we have already proved (ACl) -^(AC2) —> (AC3) (x4.C3') (ACl) and

(ACl) —5- (AC) (AC4), if we can prove (AC4) (ACl) we shall have

proved

Theorem 10. Statements (AC), (ACl), (AC2), (ACS), (ACS'), ciM (AC4)

are equivalent formulations of the same hypothesis.

We shall now prove (AC4') (ACl). Given P and C as in (ACl), we first

well-order the elements in P but not in C in a transfinite sequence, W. We
define a function which assigns to each a ^ W the value ^
h <a such that ^(6) = M and all & 6 C, either a bora ^ &, and the value

^(a) = M' otherwise. By Lemma 4 of §3, this function is uniquely and con-

sistently defined; the set of all a with ^(a) == M is clearly a chain and a maximal

chain, completing the proof.

Ex. 1. Strengthen the formulation of (AC3), by showing that every jT 6 # can be extended

to a maximal M containing T in

Ex. 2. (a) Show that every partial ordering can be strengthened to a simple ordering.

(E. Szpilrajn, Fund. Math. 16 (1930), 386-9).

(b) Show that a partial ordering can be strengthened to a well-ordering if and only

if it satisfies the descending chain condition.

Ex. 3. Show that every chain has a well-ordered cofinal subset.

Ex. 4*. Let P be any partly ordered set in which every well-ordered chain has a Lu.b.

Let / be any function on P to P such that /(a?) ^ x for all a? G P- Without assuming

any fonn of the Axiom of Choice, show that f(m) = m for some m ^ P. (See Bourbaki,

Th^orie des ensembles, p. 36.)

Problem 16. Discuss the proofs of §6 from the point of view of the ‘‘hierarchy of types,* •

of Whitehead and Russell [IJ.

7. Applications; continuum hypothesis. Using the Axiom of Choice, we can

prove many simple results of extreme generality, which it is apparently im-

possible to prove otherwise.

Theorem 11. Any set of cardinal numbers is well-ordered, if we define 8 ^ T
to mean that there is a one-one correspondence between S and a subset of T.

Proof. Each ordinal number TF is a well-ordered set, which determines a

cardinal number n(W)

;

moreover, the correspondence W n(W) is isotone.

Moreover, by (AC4), every cardinal number is an nOV) for some W, But any

set of ordinal numbers is well-ordered; hence (Ex. 7, §2) the same is true for

cardinal numbers.

Using the Axiom of Choice, we can also prove that

(2) a + == ajS = Max (a,

if « or is infinite, for cardinal numbers. This means that a large part of trans-

Cf, B. L. van der Waerdeu [1, 1st ed., vol. 1, pp. 194-6].
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finite cardinal arithmetic is strictly uninteresting. As corollaries, M'e get the laws

(3) a -i- a = o? = a

if a: is infinite.

Theorem 12. A Ti-space C is compact if it contains a mb-basis B of dosed

sets Up , satisfying the condilioni

(HB) if no finite set of the Up has a void intersection, then the Up have a point

in common}^

Proof. Let K be any collection of basic closed subsets Ta with the “finite

intersection property” that no finite subset F of £ K has a void intersection.

Let ilf be a maocimal extension of K ; since the finite intersection property is

a property of finite character, by (ACS) M exists. Since jB is a sub-basis,

S,i £ M is the union of a finite collection F„ of U,,,,- of B. Since U„,i ^
(Si ^ ^ Si,r(o) = 0 for all U„,i £ F^ and suitable Si,j would imply

S, ^ (A8i,f) = V(C7,.i) ^ (ASi„) = V[?7,.,- ^ AS.-.,] ^ VO = 0,

it must be possible for each S^. to add some U,,.,i to M without destroying the

finite intersection property. ButM is maximal; hence for every S,^ £ M some

Uf, S S,ioiB is also in If
;
in particular, this is true for the Ta . But since the

Uf. satisfy (HB) and have the finite intersection property, AU,i> 0. A fortiori,

ATa ^ AS„^ A > 0.

CoROULABY 1. Any Cartesian product of compact Tv-spaces is itself compact.

We have already seen in §2 that the smallest infinite cardinal number is

countable infinity, No . But it is known that the real numbers have a larger

cardinal number c (cf. Birkhdff-MacLane, Ch. XII). Since no xmcountable

set has been constructively well-ordered, no uncoimtable set has a known posi-

tion in the well-ordered sequence No, Ni, N 2,
• • • of infinite cardinal numbers.

A celebrated conjecture is the so-called

Continuum H3q)othesis. The power of the continuum c is the second infinite

cardinal number: Sierpinski has shown that this conjecture is equivalent to a

large number of other unproved (and undisproved) propositions of set theory

Ex. 1. Using the Axiom of Choice, prove directly that the cardinal numbers satisfy P2
(SchrSder-Bernstein Theorem)

.

Ex. 2. Show that the “first” ordinal having a given infinite cardinal number is always a
limit-ordinal.

Ex. 3*. Show that in the lattice of all congruence relations on any algebra, the ends of any

Theorem 12 is due to J. W. Alexander, Ordered seta, complexes, and the problem ofMcom-

pacHfication, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 26 (1939), 296-8; the present proof to O. Frink, Topology

in lattices, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 61 (1942), p. 674. Corollary 1 is due to Tychonoff, Math.

Annalen 111 (1936), 762-6.

Sierpinski, L'hypothise du continu, Paris, 1927; see also K. GSdel, op. cit. in §6

and Am. Math. Monthly 64 (1947), 616.24; H. Byraud, Comptes Kendus Acad. Sci. 224

(1947), 86-7.
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interval ^ S ^ fe can be connected by a chain in which covering relations are dense

(Cf. Problem in Ch. VII, §5.) , ,,

Ex. 4*. Show that the Axiom of Choice is implied by the following weak form of Thm. 11

©ven two cardinal numbers a and |3, either « ^ /S or ^ ^ a (Law of Trichotomy P4)

Ex. 5*. Show that the laws a + a = <* and a* = « cannot be proved without using the Axion

of Choice.

Problem 17. (Sierpinski) A cardinal number X is called inaccessible from below if there

are ^ distinct cardinal numbers less than . Does there exist an uncountable inacces-

sible cardinal number?

Problem 18. Prove or disprove that every proper sublattice S of a lattice L can be ex-

tended to a maximal proper sublattioe. (Suggestion: the answer may be yes for dis-

tributive lattices.)

8- Homogeneous contuiua; Souslin’s problem. The real number system B*

is so fundamental in mathematics that much efifort has been spent on giving

abstract characterizations of its order relation.

Theoeem 13. The real number system R* and the set J of all integers are the

only two chains which (i) give every bounded subset a l.u.b. and a g.l.b., (ii) hewe a

countable dense subset, (iii) are “homogeneous," in the sense that they have a iransi-

live group of automorphisms.

Proof, Bj’- Thm. 2, condition (ii) states that the chain C is isomorphic with

a subset of R*-, we so represent it. The complement of C is then open, and

consists of a countable family of non-overlapping open intervals. Condition

(i) implies that at least one end point of each finite such open interval must

belong to C. If in one case, both end points a, b belong to C , then some element

a € C is covered by another element b £ C; it follo%vs by (iii) that every X £ C

must be covered by some y £ C, and similarly that every x covers some s £ C.

We can. hence find a subinterval of C isomorphic with J ;
we omit the details.

Finally, if some a £C were not in J, we could by (i) form sup J or inf but

such elements could not both cover and be covered i)y other elements; hence

/ = (7.

Otherwise, just one end point of each open interval belongs to C. In this

case, if we move each point p of C towards the ori^n by an amount exactly

equal to the sum of the lengths of the intervals between p and the ori^n, we

get an isomorphic map of C on R* or an interval of R*. Since if one z £ 0

were greatest or least, every element would be (by (iii)), we see that either V

consists of 0 alone (exceptional ease), or C is isomorphic to an open interval

of R^—and hence to B* itself.

Various modifications of the preceding conditions are possible. Thus we can

replace (iii) by a hypothesis (iii') that no covering relation holds (i,e., that the

chain is dense-in-itself), and get B*; or we can replace it by the hypothesis

(iii") that every a £ C covers and is covered by other elements, and get J.

A veiy interesting modification of (ii) is Soudin’s Condition: (ii') Eveiy

>• This result is due to P. S^rtogs, Math. Annalen 76 (1916) , p. 443; Ex. 5 is due to Tarski,

Fund. Math. 5 (1924), 147-54; see also Sierpinski [1, p. 282}.
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set of disjoint open intervals of C is countable. It is easilj' shown, using Thm.

2, that (ii) implies (ii')- For every positive integer n, there are at most n + 1

disjoint intervals of length 1/n or greater whose midpoint satisfies m ^ x ^
m + 1—Whence only countably many disjoint intervals of positive length in R* are

possible.

Souslin’s Problem'* is to determine whether or not, conversely, (ii') implies

(ii) in any chain. This seems to be extremely difficult. The most natural

approach involve constructing a maximal transfinite sequence of closed sets

, Sc, Sa+i , /Sa+2 >
* • • of points of subdivisions of C, by the fol-

lowing procedure. Without loss of generality, we can assume that C is com-

plete (compact). Let Si be the void set. Form ^Sn+i from jS» by adding one

point <^(J) from each open interval J between successive points of /S#; since the

complement of Sn consists of a countable family of disjoint open intervals, this is

possible. If a is a limit-number, /S« is the closure of the set-union of all with

i3 < a. The open intervals defined in this way form a partly ordered setP which

determines C to within isomorphism (homeomorphism), and Souslin’s problem

can be reduced to the study of P.

Condition (ii') implies tWt the partly ordered set P of intervals so defined

satisfies the ascending chain condition, (Si) for any a € P, the set of all a: ^ a

in P form a chain, (S2) every chain is cotmtable,*” and (S3) every set of incom-

parable elements is countable. To say that a subset of C is dense is to say that

it has a representative in every interval. This leads to the following intriguing

form of Souslin’s Problem.

Let P be any tree (i.e., partly ordered set which satisfies condition (SI)).

If every chain and every set of incomparable elements of P is countable, then

P is countable.

Another interesting set of conditions on chains has been proposed by G. D.

Birkhoff.“ These are equivalent to: (i**) the union Vh-i/» of any expanding

sequence h < h < h < • • • of open intervals is an open interval, Souslin’s

Condition (ii'), and (iii**) all intervals are isomorphic.

Chains satisfying (i"**) and (iii’**) are called homogeneous Urwar continua,

and they yidd natural generalizations of the real number system R*. Examples

of homc^eneous linear continua not isomorphic to R* have been found by Vaz-

» Proposed by M. Souslin, Fuud. Math. 1 (1920), p. 223. Much work on this problem

has been done by G. Kurepa (Thesis, Publ. Math. Univ. Belgra<le 4 (19.35), 1-138, of. also

Revista Ci. Lima 42 (1940), 827-46, 43 (1941), 483-500, and 47 (1945) ,
457-89; Studia Math. 9

(1940), 23-42; Acta. Math. 75 (1943), 139-50. See also W. Sierpinski, Ann. Scuo. Norm.

Sup. PiBa2 (1933), 285-7; K. W. Miller, Am. Jour. 66 (1943), 673-8; N. Cuosta, RovistaMat.

Hisp. Am. 4 (1944), 175-87, 215-33; and Ex. 9, §3, and Exs. 7-8, §4, above.

*• Since an uncountable nested sequence of intervals 7i > Js > Jj > • • • would yield an

uncountable set of disjoint intervals, h — .

See Los corUinuos lineales homogeneosde George J).Birkhoff,axi.dNotaaobre el continuo,

by R. Vasques and P. Zubieta, Bol. Soc. Mat. Mex. 1 (1944), 1-18 and 2 (1946), 91-94. 1 here

is a lacuna on p. 6, which loaves the problem mentioned below unsolved. Th® other refer-

ence is to R. Arens, ibid., vol. 2 (1946), p. 33.
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quez and Zubieta, and by R. Arens. It might be more feasible to solve Sous-

lin’s Problem for homogeneous linear continua, than in the general case.

Ex. 1. Show that any dense subset T of a dense subset of a chain C is dense in C,

Ex. 2. (a) Show that in any non-void chain C satisfying (iii**), given a < h, there exists

X such that a < x <b.
(b) Infer that, for any a, x < a and x > a have solutions. (Hint: Use the iso-

morphism between 4-®o) and (a, +®o)0
Ex. 3. (a) Show that any linear homogeneous continuum C is “sequentially compact,*’

in the usual topological sense that every sequence of elements of C contains a con-

vergent subsequence.

(b) Show that any non-void C has at least the power of the continuum. (Zubieta-

Vasquez)

Ex. 4. (a) In any chain C, compare the following three numbers: (i) the smallest cardinal

number of a dense set (Cantor), (ii) the least upper bound of the cardinal numbers of

sets of disjoint open intervals (Souslin), (iii) the least upper bound of the cardinal

numbers of nested (transfinite) sequences (ai , 6i) > (ua , 62) > (us , > • • • >
(aw , hw) > (Ow+i , &w+i) > • • • of open intervals.

(b) Observe that (ii) gives a greater number than (iii)
,
in the case of ® .

Ex. 5*. Show that a chain is isomorphic with a subset of if and only if every more than
countable class of intervals contains a more than countable subclass, of which any two
have a common element .22

Problem 19. Solve one of the forms of Souslin’s Problem, either in the general case, or in

the case of linear homogeneous continua.

B. Khaster, Mat. Sbomik 16 (68), 281^-90 (1946).



CHAPTER IV

COMPLETE LATTICES

1. Definition; closure operations. In Ch. II, §1, we defined a complete lattice

as a partly ordered set in which, every subset had a least upper bound and a

greatest lower bound/ Clearly any finite lattice is complete and so is any
lattice whose chains are finite. So is any complete chain such as the real num-
ber system with —« , + 05

;
so is any cardinal product or power of complete

lattices, and so are the ordinal sum and product of any two complete lattices.

However, the most typical complete lattices are obtained not in these ways,

but through closure operations, in the following sense.

Definition. By a “closure operation” on the siibsets X of an aggregate /,

we mean an operation X X such that

Cl. X ^ X {Extensive),

C2. X = X {Idempotent),

C3. X ^ F implies X ^ F {Isotone).

By a “dosed” set, we mean one X equal to its “closure” X.

Theobem 1. The subsets “dosed” with respect to any closure operation form

a complete lattice, in which g.l.b. means intersection. {E. H. Moore)

Proof. The set-product P of any family # of closed subsets is closed,

since by C3, P S ^ for all
,
whence P g P. Hence P is a g.l.b.

to the X* . A^in, the closure 5 of the set-union S of the X^ contains every X^
by Cl, and is contained in every closed set T containing every X*

,
since T ^ S

and so r = 7 S S by C3 for every such T. Hence S is a l.u.b. to the X* .

There is a generalization of Moore’s argument which yields a strong presump-

tion that if g.l.b. or l.u.b. always exist, then both always exist. More precisely,

Theoeem 2. If P is a parUy ordered set with I, and every non-void subset of

P has a g.l.b.

—

or dually—then P is a complete lattice.

Proof. Let X be any subset of elements of P, and let U be the set of

upper bounds to the . Since U contains I, it is non-void; let a = Inf U.

Since every x^ is a lower bound of U, a contains every x# ;
since a is a lower bound

of U, it is contained in every element containing every x* ; hence a == sup X,

which thus earists.

E. H. Moore considered in dbsbracto properties of sets which, like the property

>The difliinotion between lattices and complete lattices was made by the author [1,

p. 442]. The definition of a “closure operation” given below is due to E. H. Moore, iTttro-

duetion (0 a form of general analyaie, New Haven, IflO, pp. 58-80.
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of being “closed” under a closui'e operator, (i) are satisfied by I, (ii) are satisfied

by any intersection A of sets X# which satisfy them. He called such prop-

erties of sets “extensionally attainable,” and showed that every extensionally

attainable property was associated with a closure property (Ex. 2).

More generally, if <S is any subset of a complete lattice L which contains 7,

and contains with any subset 1C oi L also Inf X, then 8 is also a complete lattice.

We leave the proof to the reader.* If 8 always contains InfX and Sup X,

then 8 is called a dosed sublattice.

Ex. 1. Show that the “join” of any two sets, in the lattice of all sets closed under any

closure operation, is the closure of their set-union.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if X X is any closure operator, then -V is the intersection of the

‘^closed*' sets containing X.

(b) Show that if $ is any property of sets satisfying (i)~(ii) above (i.e., ''exton-

sionally attainable*^), and we define X as the intersection of those sets which have the

property and contain X, then C1-C3 hold.

Ex. 3. Show that the g.l,b. of the void set of elements of a lattice is /, if it exists. Infer

a modification of Thm. 2. (J. von Neumann)

Ex. 4. (a) Show that the ordinalsum and product ofany two complete lattices are complete.

(b) Obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that the ordinal sum of two partly

ordered sets be complete.

(c) Show that is a complete lattice if L is, and X is any partly ordered set.

Ex. 5. Show that ii x is any operation in a complete lattice which satisfies C1-C3,

then the ‘‘closed** elements a (such that a =» 5) form a complete lattice.

Ex. 6*. (a) Show that if we detoe “ ^ within the set of all closure operators on a com-

plete lattice Lf to mean X ^ X* for all X, we get a complete lattice.

(b) Show that this is not necessarily true if L is an incomplete lattice. (I. Rose)

Ex. 7. Show that reflexiveness, symmetry and transitivity are “extensionally attainable**

properties of relations. (Cf. Ex, 5, §4, Ch. I.)

Ex, 8. (a) LetX X be any operation which satisfies Cl and C3, but not C2. Show that

if, for every ordinal a, we define X« +

1

as Jta ,
if Xi » X, and if, for every limit-ordinal

T, Xt — \/ $<T Xfi , then the sequence {Xa*} is monotone and ultimately constant.

(b) Show that if we define X as this value, thenX—> X is the least closure operation

“containing** X X (cf . Ex. 5)
. , =

Ex. 9*. Show that 01-03 are equivalent to tho single condition Y Y kj X S X Y

,

(A, Monteiro, Portug. Math. 4 (1945), 158-60.)

Ex. 10. (a) Showthat a lattice-homomorphic image of a complete lattice need not presetVC

Lu.b. or g.I.b, of infinite sets, (Hint : Map «@ 1 onto 1 @ 1 .)

(b**) Show that a lattice-homomorphic image of a complete lattice L need not be

complete. (Hint: Let L consist of 0, J, and all infinite matrices X *• (»*/)» when*

S Y means xa ^ ya for alH, j *= 1, 2, 3, Let a? ^ y (mod ^l^mean that the

set of differences
|
Xij — ya |

is bounded. Define X* by •* i and 0, if ^

and Y by ya « j and ya » 0 if f j. Show that V X* does not exist, by showing that

if T contains every X* (mod B) then so does T Y)^

Ex. 11, A lattice-homomorphism is called “complete** if and only if it preserves g.Lb. and

l.u.b. of arbitrary sets. Show that the inverse image of any element under any complete

homomorphism between complete lattices is a closed interval.

* For this result, and Exs. 5-6 below, see Morgan Ward, The closure oyeraiote of o luttice^

Annals of Math. 43 (1942), 191-6. See also N* Nakamura, Proc. Imp. Acad, Tokyo 17 (1041),

5-6.
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2. Examples. Evidently topological closure in any IP-space is a “closure

operation”; C3-C2 are postulated, and C3 follows since X ^ F means
X w F = X, whence X = X w F = X >_/ l'" S F. Hence

Theorem 3. The closed {and dually, the open) subsets of any topological (To)-

space form a cotnplele latticed

We note also, as a corollary of Thm. 4, Ch. II, that the congruence relations

on any algebra vdth finitary operations form a complete lattice. In fact, since

the part of the proof involving | does not requhe the operations to be finitary,

we obtain from Thm. 2 above the stronger result that the congruence relations on
any abstract algehra form a complete lattice. In particular, the set of all parti-

tions of any aggregate forms a lattice; this lattice is discussed further in Ch.

VII, §5.

Theorem 4. The subalgebras of any abstract algebra A form a complete lattice.

Proof. Trivially, J. is a subalgebra of itself; also (cf. the Foreword for defini-

tions), the intersection of any family of subalgebras is a subalgebra. It is a

corollary that the subgroups of any group, the subrings of any ring, the sub-

spaces of any vector space, etc. form complete lattices.

The preceding observations pave the way for the study of the structure of

abstract algebras, a topic taken up in more detail in Ch. VI. The convex

bodies in space also form a complete lattice; the “convex hull” of any set X
can be defined as the set of all hyci -f • •

• H- X«a:„
,
with Xi 6 X, and X,- S 0 for

i = 1,
•

• ,n, and =* 1 • Many other examples are studied in later chapters.

Ex. 1. Show that the following form complete lattices: (a) The normal subgroups of any
group, (b) the characteristic subgroups of any group, (c) the right-ideals of any ring,

(d) the ideals of any lattice, (e) the invariant subalgebras of any linear algebra.

Ex. 2. Let$ be any class of single-valued transformations of a set J. Showthat the subsets

X of I with the property that X<l>^ X for all ^ 6 * form a complete lattice.

Ex. 3. A subset S of a vector space V with scalars in an ordered field F is called convex if

x,y^S,\,n^O and X -f ft = 1 imply \x + ny ^ 8. Prove that the convex subsets of

V form a complete lattice.

3. Conditional completeness; c-lattiices. Many important lattices, thor^
not complete, have the property that every rum-void bounded sribset has a g.l.b.

and a l.u.b. Such lattices are called conMtionally complete. Thus the real

ntunber ^stem R* is conditionally complete; so is the set of aU functions sub-

harmonic in a pven region and assuming given boundary values.

We can prove the following partial analog of Theorem 2.

TboboreiiI 5. For a hdiee L to be conditionally complete, it is sttfficient that

• This result has been generalised by 0. Ore, Some studies of closure relations, Duke Jour.

10 (1943), 761-86. Ch-e eoHaiders analogs of topological constructioias for comi^ete lattices

with closure operations. See also Mappings of closure relations, Annals of Math. 47 (1946),

66-72.
' '

'

' ,
, . ,

‘

>
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every hounded non-void sidtset have a gJ.b. In L, every non-void subset which has

a lower bound has a g.l.b.

Proof. Suppose every bounded subset X of L has a g.l.b.; consider the set

U of upper bounds of X. Since X is bounded, U is non-void; select a ^ U,

and let V be the set of the a ^ w [« 6 U]. Then V is bounded above by o

and below by X; hence it has a g.l.b. b. Clearly b ^ x for aU » € -3^, since the

X 6 X are all lower bounds of V

;

clearly also b ^ a ^ m for all « € U-,

hence b = Sup X.

Again, if F is a non-void subset of L which has a lower bound, form similarly

for some iSxed c 6 F, the c /—.y € F]. These will be a bounded set, whose

g.l.b. will similarly be Inf F.

Actually, as noted by B. C. Rennie, it is sufficient that every well-ordered sub-

set have a Lu.b. and dually; but the proof of this requires the Axiom of Choice.

The duals of the two statements of Thm. 5 follow similarly.

We shall now show that the only difference between conditionally complete

lattices and complete lattices is the absence of a 0 and a I. This generalizes

the fact that we can make B* into a complete lattice by adjoining — «> and -f «»

.

Thboeem 6. Let P be any partly ordered set in which every non-void subset

having a lower bound has a g.l.b. Then if elements 0, 1 are added to P, we get a

complete lattice, P.

Proof. Let X be any non-void subset of P; we easily reduce to the case of a

subset of P. If X has a lower bound in P, the g.l.b. of X in P will still be a

g.l.b. in P; otherwise, I — InfX, being the only lower bound of X. Now
apply Theorem 2 of §1.

The example graphed in Fig. le, p. 12, shows that it is not sufficient to assume

merely that every bounded set has a g.l.b. and l.u.b.

In set theory, much use is made of “v-rings” of sets, or families $ which con-

tain the union V?-iXi and intersection Al-i -X,- of any countable subfamily

of sets Xi ,
X2 , Xs ,

- • of #. For example, the measurable subsets and the

Borel subsets of the line, plane, and space, all are v-rings of sets. Evidently

every <r-ring of sets is a v-lattice, in the following sense.

DEFnsrmoN. A lattice L in which every countable subset has a g.l.b. and

l.u.b. is called a tr-lattice.

Another interesting family of properties of partly ordered sets are the (m, n)

Interpolation Properties.

Defenttion. a pardy ordered set P wdl be said to have the (m, n) InierpolaMon

Property if and only if, whenever Oi ,•••', cu € P and hi, € P saiBsfy

Oi ^ bf for all i, j, there exists an element c ^ P such that Oj ^ c ^ bjfor aU i, j.

See Ex. 4 below; also F. Biesz [2] and G. Birkhoff [6, §28].

Ex. 1. Show that any <r-lattice L in which all chains are countable (as in 12*) is complete.

Ex. 2. Show that a lattice which satisfies the ascending chain condition is conditionally
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complete and has a J, but need not have an 0. Illustrate by the lattice of positive integ-

ers under divisibility.

Ex. 3. For any infinite cardinal number K, we can define a -lattice as a partly ordered set

in which every non-void subset of or fewer elements has a g.l .b. and 1 .u.b.

(a) Formulate and prove analogs of Exs. 1-2.

(b*) Define Lim Inf and Lim Sup for suitably restricted directed sets.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that the (2, 0) -Interpolation Property is the Moore-Smith property.

(b) Show that the (1, w)-and (m, 1) -Interpolation Properties always hold.

(c) Show that the (2, 2) -Interpolation Property implies the (m, w) -Interpolation

Property for all finite m, n.

(d) Show that if the (m, n) -Interpolation Property is satisfied for all finite and in-

finite m > 0, n > 0, then P satisfies the hypotheses of Thm. 6.

(e) Show that if m = 0, n — 0 are included, we get a complete lattice.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that the upper semi-continuous real-valued functions (cf. §9) on any
topological space form a conditionally complete lattice.

(b) Prove that the subharmonic functions assuming given values on the boundary
of a region R form a conditionally complete lattice. (Hint: Show the infimum exists if

there is a lower bound, and is subharmonic).

Ex. 6*. (a) Show that the different closure operators topologizing an aggregate S, so as

to make it a Ti-space, form a conditionally complete lattice, if “ ^ “* is defined to

mean Z ^ Z* for all X ^ S.

(b) Show that the different distance functions p, p*, • • • definable on S making S
a metric space are a conditionally complete lattice if p ^ p* means p(x, y) ^ p*(ic, y)

for all x^y ^ S,

(c) State the sense in which the ordering of (b) is dual to that of (a), (Cf. G. Birk-

hoff. On the combination of topologies

^

Fund. Math. 26 (1936), 166-66.)

Ex. 7*. Show that the summability procedures using Toeplitz matrices A form a semi-

lattice, if we define A ^ J5 to mean that any series ajj
,

acj
, Xs ,

• • • summable (B) is sum-

mable (A)
,
and to the same limit. What more can you say?

4. Generalized laws; fixpoint theorem. The idempotent, commutative, and

associative laws can all be combined into a single law L* which, with L4, char-

acterizes complete lattices.

Theorem 7. In any complete lattice, every subset S of elements Xa has a g.l.b*

AaXa and a Lu.b. V sXa] moreover

L*. If is any family of sets
,
and S denotes the set-union of the

,
then

= AsXa ,
and dually V a^Xa} = VaXa*

Conversely, any system with operations determining from any subset S elements

V and V that L* and L4 holds is a complete lattice,^

Proof. To be a lower bound of is the same as being a lower bound to

AS^ ;
hence to be a lower bound of S is to be a lower bound of every

,
hence

of every —^whence == A^a- The rest of L* follows by dual-

ity. Conversely, L1-L3 are easily shown to be special cases of L*. While

AaXa ^ x^x for all ^ S (since the union of and S is S, Xa ^ AsXa —
A^«), and if t ^ for all a:« C 8, then t Aax« - A(xa ^t) - At -
t\ hence A«ic Inf S; cf. Ch. II, Thm. 1.

^ This result is due to G. Birkhoff [1, p. 442) and [LT, p. 20], Cf. the discussions of the

generalized distributive laws in Ch. IX, §11, and Ch. X, §10.
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We can also prove an interesting fixpoint theorem.

Theorem 8. Let y = f{x) he any isotone function from, a complete lattice L

to itself. Then a — f(a) for some a £ L.

Proof. Define a as the least upper bound of the set S of elements x £ L

such that X ^ f{x). Since 0 ^ /(O), S is non-void. Since fix) is isotone, and

a ^ a; for all a: e S, f(a) ^ fix) ^ a: for aU a; € S-, hence /(a) g sup «S = a.

It follows, since fix) is isotone, that fifia)) ^ /(a), whence fia) € S. But this

implies /(a) ^ a, since a — sup S. We conclude® a = fia).

E.^. 1. In any semi-lattice, define Xi a:» by induction as si “ (a^ “•••“»»)

.

(a) Prove from Ii3 by induction the generalized associative law: If ®

[0 « So < Si < • * • < s« = n], then yi
® ® ® • • • <> .

(b) Prove that a:i
® ® is invariant under every permutation of the Xi, using

only L2 and L3.

(c) Prove (L*) by induction, using L1-L3, provided ^ and all s^ are finite.

Ex. 2. Show how LI, L2, L3 are special cases of (L*).

Ex. 3. State a weakened form of (L*) valid for v-lattices.

Ex. 4. Show that if f(x) is an isotone operator in a conditionally complete lattice, and if

<35 ^ /(a) S f(f>) ^ 6, then c = /(c) for some c between a and 5.

Ex. 5. Show that in Thm. 8, there is a least fi.xpoint. Do the fixpoints form a lattice?

Show that they need not form a sublattice.

5* Polarity. Let p be any binary relation defined between the members of

two aggregates I and /*. As usual, if a; € I, x* 6 we write xpx* when x

is in the relation p to x* and xp'x* when it is not—^thus p' is the complement of p.

We do not require I and I* to be different.

IfX is any subset of /, denote by X* the set of x* such that xpx* for all x ^ X;

conversely, if Y is any subset of 7*, denote by the set of x € 7 such that xpy

for all 2/ € 5^- Clearly,

Lemma 1. For any relation p, we have the inequalities

(1) IfX ^ Xi in I, then X* ^ Xt in I*,

(1*) IfY^Yi in I*, then 7+ ^ 7f in I,

(2) X ^ (X*)^ andY^ iY*)*for dll XinI,Y in I*.

Thus since xpx* for all x £ X, x* £ X*, X ^ we leave the details

to the reader.

CoROLi/AEV. For any subsetsX of I and Y of I*,

(3) ((X*)+)* = X* and ((7'^)*)'^ = 7+.

Proof. By (2), X* ^ ((X*)+)*; also by (2), X g (X*) whence by (1)

X* ^ ((X*)-*-)*; hence ((X*)+)* = X* by P2.

Theorem 9. The operalions X -> (X*)"^ and 7 —* (7'‘‘)* are closure opera-

* This result is closely related to Tbm. 1, of L. Kantorovitch, On a class of fvmtionol

equations, Doklady URSS 4 (1946), 219-24; see also B. Knaster, ref. in Oh, III, §6, Ex. 6.

A remotely related result is due to A. D. Wallace, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 5t (1946), 413-16,

with bibliography.
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lions
;
7noreoveT, the correspondencesX —» X* and 1" define a dual isoinorphism

between the cornpleie lattices of closed^’ siibsets of I and /*.

Proof. By (2), X (X*)"^ satisfies Cl; using (1) and (I*), X ^ X"i implies

(Z*)+ ^ proving C2; by (3), (((X*)+)*)+ = (X*)', which proves C3.

Hence X (X*)'^ is a closure operation; similarly for Y —
> (F'*’)*. By (3),

the correspondences X* —» (Z*)'*' and —
>• (F'*’)* are inverse, in the sensa that

their product in either order is the identity; hence they are both one-one.

Finally, by (1), they invert inclusion, which completes the proof.

Example 1. Let / = 7* be any ring, and let xpy mean that xy = 0. Then
every X* is a right-ideal, every a left-ideal. In the case of “regular” rinp
(including semi-simple linear associative algebras), the converse is also true, and
so the lattices of right- and of left-ideals are dually isomorphic.

Example 2. Let I be any field or division ring (sfield), and let I* be any
finite group of automorphisms a of I. If we define xpa to mean a(x) = x, we
get the well-known dual isomorphism® between subgroups of 7* and certain

subfields of 7.

There are other important examples where 7 = 7* and p is symmetric. The
following case is typical.

Example 3. Let A =
|1

a,-,
||
be any symmetric n X n matrix; then XtHijXj

= 0 wall define a conic, quadric, or hyperquadric Q according as n = 2, « = 3,

or n > 3. For two vectors { = (*0 ,
• •

•
, *») and n = (?/o ,

• •

, of projective

n-space 7, we define ^pti to mean that the sum Xt<iijyj = 0. The “closed” sub-

sets of 7 are then its points, lines, planes and other subspaces; if X is any such

subspace, X* is its polar^ with respect to Q.

The preceding example su^ests calling, in general, X* the polar of X with

respect to the relation p; it also suggests the following result.

CoEOLiiAjRY. 7/7 = 7* and the relation p is symmetric, then X"*" = X*, and

in the complete lattice of closed sets X = (X*)*, the correspondence X —* X* is

an im'ohdion. In symbols,

(4) (X*)* = X,

(5) (X ^ F)* = X* F*, (X ^ F)* = X* ^ F*.

If p is also anti-o’^flexive {if xpa; for no x, or if xpx implies xpy for aU y) ,
then

(6) X ^ X* = 0 and X w X* = 7.

Example 4. Let 7 be any group, and let xpy mean that xy = yx. Then

{4)-(5) hold; the closed sets are certain subgroups; and the correspondence

X~*X* carries ^h subgroup into its “oentralizCT.”

Example 5. Let 7 be any class, and let xpy mean x ^ y. Then (4)-(6)

* Of. M. Krasner Jour, de Math. 17 (1938), 266-86; N. Jacobson, Thefundamental theorem

of Oaloi* theory for quasi-fields, Annate of Math. 41 (1940), 1-7,

’ W. 0. Graustsin, JnirodueHon to higher geometry. New York, 1940, Ch. XIV, §§1-8.
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holds; every set is closed; and the involution X —> X* carries each set into its

set-complement.

Example 6. Let I be Cartesian n-space, and let xpy mean x X y (x is ortho-

gonal to y). Then (4)-(6) hold; the “closed” subsets are the linear subspaces;

and the involution carries each subspace into its orthogonal complement.

(This is a special case of Example 3.)

Proof. Since X* = X'^, (4) is implied by (3), and (5) by Theorem 9—a dual
isomorphism interchanges joins and meets. Again in (6), X ^ X* contains

only elements x such that xpx—^i.e., only elements of 0 (which is the void set in

Example 5 and the origin in Example 6).

6. Galois connections. The preceding results can be generalized® by ab-

straction in the following way, to partly ordered sets.

Definition. Let P, Q be any parUy ordered sets, and let x —* x*, y —* y'^ be

any correspondences defined for all x ^ P,y 6 Q, such that

(1) Ifx'^Xi in P, then x* ^ Xi* in Q,

(1*) If y ^ yi in Q, then y* g yi in P,

(2) a; g (xY andy^ {y^)*for allx €P,y eQ.
The correspondences x —> x*, y —*y^ are said to define a Galois connexion between

P and Q.

The formal proofs of (3) given in §5, and of the fact that the correspondences

X and y —

»

(y^)* are closure operations, then go through without change.

Applsdng Theorem 1, we get

Theorem 10. Let x —> x*, y —> y^ define a Galois connection between any two

complete laiMces L and M. Then the Galois connection gives a dual isomorphism

between the complete lattices S and T of “dosed” subsets ofL and M.

We also get paraphrases of the other results stated above; thus formulas

(4)-(6) hold for symmetric and anti-reflexive relations.

Thou^ the majority of Galois connections are between sets, as suggested

by Examples 1-6 above and Exs. 1-4 below, there are some important Galois

connections between elements of abstract lattices. The following illustration

is su^estive;® cf. also Exs. 6-7 below.

Example 7. Let L be any finite distributive lattice, and let n* = a:'*' bo the

join of the elements ya such that aj ^ j/a = 0. Then rules (l)-(5) and x ^z*
= 0 hold; moreover, the elements z = x* form a self-dual lattice.

Many of the following exercises require assumptions from outside of lattice

theory; others may be based on P. W. Levi, Rearrangement of corwergent series^

‘ The results of §5 are due to the author [LT, §32]; the observation that it is sufficient

to assume (l)-(l*)-(2) is due to 0. Ore, Galois connexiont, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. fiS (1944),

493-513. Cf. also 0. Carath4odory, Oepaarte Mengen, VerhOnde, Somenringe, Math. An-

nalen 48 (1942), 4-26; C. J. Everett, Closure operators and Galois theory in laities, Trans.

Am. Math. Boo. 55 (1944), 514-25; M. Krasner, op. cit. supra.

* See Oh. IX, §12, where it is generalised to completely meet-distributive lattices, and

Ch. Xrv, §11, where it is generalised to 1-groups.
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Duke Jour. 13 (1946), 579-85; see also D. W. Hall and J. W. T. Yoimgs, Annals

of Math. 3 (1947), 710-16.

Ex. 1. Let 1 be any finite Abelian group; let Z* be the group if its characters, and let xplC

[a; G Z, X € Z*] mean X{x) « 0.

(a) Show that the “closed** subsets of Z and Z* are their subgroups.
(b) Infer that the subgroup-lattice of I is dual to that of 1*.

(c) Prove that the subgroup-lattice of Z is self-dual.

Ex. 2. (a) Let xpy mean that x ± y in Hilbert space. Show that the complete lattice of

closed subspaces of Hilbert space is self-dual.

(b) Let Z be any Banach space, and let Z* be the space of its functionals; define

xp\ [x G Z, XpZ*] to mean X(a;) « 0. Show that the lattices of “regularly closed** sub-

spaces of Z and Z*, in the sense of Banach (i.e., those closed in the weak topology

—

see L. Alaoglu, Annals of Math. 41 (1940), 252-67, Thm. 1.4), are dual.

Ex. 3. Let p be any binary relation. Amplify the notation of §5 by letting X A Xi and
X V Xi denote set-product and set-union. Show that, for any closed sets X « (X*)

Xi » (Xj)+, we have X ^ Xi => X A Xi but X w = ((X A Xi)*)+ = (X* A Xl;)
+

> X V Xi in general. (F. W. Levi)

Ex. 4. Let Mn be the class of all n X w matrices: let ApB [A, B G Mn\ mean AB = BA,
Apply the Frobenius-Burnside-Schur Thm. to ascertain how Thm. 8 applies to this case.

Ex. 5. Let L be any complete lattice, and let Q be any groupoid of isotone maps x w{x)

of L into itself. Define xpw to mean w^x) ^ x,

(a) Show that if X ^ L, then X* is a subgroupoid of Q; and if 21 ^ U, then is a

complete lattice in L.

(b) Show that if ip(VXa) ~ V [wiXa)]—as in the case L consists of all subsets of

Z, and w{x) is the set of all values of w(p) Ip G »]—then is a closed sublattice of L,

(c) What can you say if w is not isotone?

Ex. 6. (a) Obtain analogs of the results of §5 if (2) is replaced by its dual: X ^ (X*) +

and Y ^ (F+)* for all X ^ Z, 7 ^ Z*.

(b) Let X X' be the correspondence carr3dng each subset of a topological space

Z into the interior of its complement (i.e., the complement of its closure). Show that

this satisfies the conditions of (a)

.

(c) Infer that the *‘regular open sets** of Z (sets which are the interiors of their

closures) form a complete lattice.

Ex. 7. Let P be the lattice of all subsets of the group G of all permutations of the elements

of a class Z, and let Q be the lattice of partitions of Z. For each X G P, let X* be the par-

tition defined by letting a s 6(X*) mean « b for some 0 G X; for each ir G Q, let

T+ be the subgroup of G leaving invariant the classes into which x divides Z.

(a) Show that this is a Galois correspondence. (C. J. Everett)

(b) Show that it can also be obtained concretely, by letting *i>pS [<i> £ G, S S I]

mean that^(B) ^ S,

(c*) Relate the two approaches, by noting that Q is isomorphic to the lattice of the

subalgebras of the “Boolean algebra** of all subsets of Z.

Ex. 8*. Let Z be the class of all algebraic systems with a single binary operation; let I*

be the class of all identities on a binary operation. Define ApL [A G Z, L G Z’"] to mean
that L is identically true in A . Describe the resulting dual isomorphism. (Of. G. Birk-

hoff [3, Thms. 7-10.])

Ex. 9*. Let A be any algebra, and U any set of endomorphisms of A. Show that the sub-

algebras B of A satisfying w(B) ^ S for all « G Q form a complete sublattice of the lattice

L(A) of all subalgebras of A. Describe a duid isomorphism between this sublattice and

a suitable lattice of subsets of £2.

Problem 20. Let J be any set of “points**; let r be the class of all subsets X, F, Z of Z;

let Z be the class of all pairs a) of a directed set {xa} of points of Z and a single
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point o 6 Define Xp({a:«l —^ a) to mean that if every sufficiently large Xa € X, then

a G X. Show that the resulting polarity gives the correspondence between closed sets

and convergence described in the Foreword on Topology. To what abstract conditions

do A s= (A*) and T == correspond (A a subset of r and T of S)?

7. Representation theorem; completion by cuts. Let P be any partly orderetl

set and let xpy in §5 mean that x ^ ymP. Then by definition, X* is the set of

upper bounds, and X'^ the set of lower bounds to X{ hence (X*)'*' is the set of

all lower bounds of the set of all upper bounds of X.

In particular, if x is any element of P, then x* is the set of u x and (r*)'*"

is the set (principal ideal) oft ^x. Hence if a; > y, (x*)'*' > (y*)'*'. Moreover

if a = InfX then i ^ a if and only if t ^ a:., for all a:* £ X; hence (o*)^ is the

interaeetion of the (r*)'*'. We conclude the following representation theorem.*”

Theorem 11. Any partly ordered setP is isotnorphic to afamily <^{P) of subsets

ofP in such a way that g.l.b. in P go into intersections.

Corollary 1. The inclusion relation is completely characterized by postulates

P1-P3.

It is however not true that the operations of set-union and intersection are

characterized by L1-L4; these operations satisfy the distributive law L6 (cf.

Ch. IX) which is not true in general lattices. We must content ourselves with

the following converse of Thm. 4.

Corollary 2. Any finite lattice L is isomorphic with the lattice of aU subalgehras

of a suitable abstract algebra A.

Proof. Let A consist of the elements of L, with the zero-ary operation with

constant value 0, unary operators a, one for each a ^ L, defined by a(a:) =
c ^ a, and the binary operation x ^ y. The “subalgebras” of A are then

simply the non-void ideals of L, which, being principal, are isomorphic with

L itself.

A modification of the preceding construction, due to MacNcille** shows that

Dedekind’s celebrated construction of irrational numbers by “cuts” will really

work in arbitrary partly ordered sets.

.

Theorem 12. Any partly ordered set P can be embedded in a complete lattice

L, so dmt inclusion is preserved, together with dll g.l.b. and l.u.b existing in P.

Proof. We first adjoin a 0 to P, unless P has a least element already. Then
et L consist of all non-void “closed” subsets X = (X*)'*' of P (cf. paragmph
me); L is a complete lattice, by Thm. 9. By Thm. 11, the correspondence

J (»*)' wnbeds P in L with preservation of inclusion and g.Lb. Now suppose

Thm. 10 and its corollaries are due to the author [1], the originsJ statement of Cor. 2
eing however inexact. For an extension of Cor. 2 to infinite lattices, see G. Rirkhoff
nd 0. Frink, BepresetUaiiona of ktttiees by sets, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 64 (1048), p, 290-

16.

** Cf. H. M. MacNeille, [1| and [2, §111; R- Dedekind, Steligkeit und irralionaU Zahlen,
Iraunschweig, 1802, p. 11.
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a = sup Xa in P. Then ^ (X*)'^ in L, by (3), if and only if T* ^ X*;
but X* == a* by definition of l.u.b. Hence ^ if and only if T* g
a*, or, by (1*), (r*)"^ g Hence {a^)'^ is a Lii.b. of (X*)*^, whence l.u.b.

are preserved, q.e.d.

Caution. The preceding construction is not the only logical way of embedding
partly ordered sets in complete lattices; see Ch. V, §9.

We note that if L is a lattice, and X is any subset of L, then (X*)"^ is an ideal.

For if a, 6 € (*Y*) then a, h are lower bounds to X*
; hence X* is an upper bound

to a and h, and so to a 6, whence a ^ (X*)'^. Again, if a g (X*)”^ and
i S a, then trivially t € (X*)^. This makes the following terminology legiti-

mate/'^

Definition. A closed ideal of a partly ordered set P is a sitbset of P which

contains {in fact, consists of) all lower bounds to the set of its upper bounds.

Ex. 1. A ''segment’* of a partly ordered set has been defined^* as an intersection of closed

intervals.

(a) Show that if a subset /S of a lattice is a segment, then a, b £ S and a ^
X ^ a^h imply x E S.

(b) Show that an ideal of a lattice is a segment if and only if it is a closed ideal.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that a lattice is complete if and only if all its closed ideals are principal

ideals.

(b) Show that the closed ideals of a lattice L do not necessarily form a sublattice

of the lattice of all ideals of X,

Ex. 3. (a) Determine the completion by cuts of the cardinal number 3 and of the partly

ordered sets of Figs, lb and le of p. 4.

(b) Show that the lattice of all (closed) ideals of n is n © 1.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that the completion by cuts of a direct union (7 X 7) of two chains is not

in general isomorphic to the direct union <7 X Z> of the completions by cuts ofthe factors.

(b) Find necessary and sufficient conditions forC X ^ ^ X D. Is the isomorph-

ism always "naturaP*?

Ex. 5. (a) Show that if « and g are interpreted in the sense of isomorphism, then the

operation X(P) of "completion by cuts'' has the following characteristic^* proper-

ties: P ^ L(P); P^Q implies L(P) £ I(«); L(X(P)) « L,

(b) Show that it is effectively self-dual, in the sense that L{P) is dually isomorphic

to L(F).

(c) Show that the "metric completion" of Ch. V, §9, has these properties also.

8. Intrinsic topologies. Let {:?:«} be any directed set of elements of a complete

lattice L. We define^^ a (in words, order-converges to a) to mean

The concept, in the case of Boolean algebras, is due to M- H. Stone [3]; cf. also A.

Tarski, Ideah in Mmgenhthrpern, Ann. Soc. Pol, Math. 15 {193T), 186-9. The adjective

"closed" seems more descriptive than the term "normal" used hitherto,

J. W. Duthie, SegmenU of ordered seU^ Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 51 (1942) ,
W4.

J* G. Birkhoff, The meaning of oompUtemse^ Annals of Math. 3S (1937), 57-69^

**This definition was first introduced for sequences by the author [3] (^p. Thin, 29),

and independently by L. Kantorovitch, DoHady TJRSS 4 (1935) ,
70-71 . Cf . also jTausdorff

(1, p. }9J and [LT, p. 32], Also, see Ky F«m, he prolongement dee f^nctionellee coniir^ues sur

un eapme eemi^ihnni, Revue Sci. (Rev. Rose,) 82 (1944), 131-9*
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(7) a = A { V *„} = V { A ;

that is, it means Lim supixo} = Lim inf {xa} = a. Setting «« = xg

and Va — Ag^aXg ,-wesee that a:* —» a if and only if there exist monotone directed

sets i a and Va T ®j such that Ua"^ Xa Va for all «. Of course, one can

prove the corresponding relations for ordinary countable sequences in any

ff-lattice.

If P is any partly ordered set, we can define a in P to mean that > a

in the completion of P by cuts; this “relative topology” would repay further

study. We know by Ch. Ill, §5, Ex. 9b, that even in a chain, Xa—*o> need not

imply that m« i a and »« T « exist, with ^ a:* ^ Va for all a, though the

converse is of course true.

One verifies easily the first two formulas below,

(8) If a!a = a for all o, then Xa —> a,

(9) Jixct-^ a and Xa —» 6, then a = b,

(10) Jixa—* a, and {xt} is a cofinal subset of {aia} , then a:, —> a.

To prove (10), we note that for any a, there exists v ^ a; then V Xr in {x,}

is contained in V/jg<» ajjs in {x,}, since every x, is an X/j . Hence, using duality

a — Lim sup {xa} ^ Lim sup {x,} ^ Lim inf {x,} ^ Lim inf{x«} == a,

from which (10) follows directly.

Example 1. Let L be the complete lattice of all subsets of an infinite aggre-

gate I. Let the indices F be the different finite subsets of 1, and let P ^
mean that F contains (?. Let Xf be the set F; then {x^'} is a monotone directed

set. One shows easily that Xf T I, though if I is uncountable, no well-ordered^®

directed set (i.e., transfinite sequence) of the xf can converge to I.

As usual, we define a subset X of a partly ordered set P to be dosed in the

order topology, if and only if {x^} ^ X and Xa—* a imply o 6 X; in words, if

and only if the limit of any order-convergent directed set of elements of X is

itself in X. We conclude from (8)-(10), as in the Foreword on Topology, Ex. 3,

Theorem 13. Every partly ordered set P is a Hausdorf space in its order

topology.

Another useful result is the following

Lemma. 1. Any closed interved [a, b], [— », &], [o, -f so], or [— «, -f- so] is

closed in the order topology.

Proof. If x„ —» c, where a ^ x« g & for all a, then every ^ a; hence

c = A VjSfeaXjs} ^ a. Dually, c g b, completingthe proof. Since the meaning

of a “closed interval” is unchanged, Lemma 1 is true in any partly ordered set.

Deexnition. By the interval topology of a partly ordered set P, toe mean that

defined by taking the closed intervals of P as a siib-hase of closed sets.

Indeed, for all t, the infimnm of the (« ^ r) would be finite; but the union of any
increasing well-ordered series of finite sets is at most countable.
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We note that, since any finite interval is the intersection of two semi-infinite

intervals, we can take the closed semi-infinite intervals as a sub-base of closed

sets. We also note that it does not work at all to take “open intervals” as a

basis of open sets. Thus consider the Cartesian plane, letting (x, y) ^ (x', 2/O
mean that x ^ x' and y ^ y\ Then (—1, 0) < (x.y) < (1, 0) is not an open

set in any natural sense.

Since every point is a closed interval, we see directly

Theorem 14. Every partly ordered set P is a Ti-space in its interval topology

By Lemma 1, the interval topology is “weaker” than or homeomorphic to

the order topology. We shall now give a case where it is actually weaker.

Example 2. Let L be the complete lattice consisting of 6), J, and countably

many elements Xi ,
X2

,
X3

,

• •
• satisfying 0 < Xi < I for all i but Xt < xy for

no i ^ j. Consider the sequence {x^}. In the interval topology, Xn ”> 0

and Xn —^ ;
in the order-topology, L is a discrete space.

This is illustrative in two ways: L is a Hausdorff space in its order topology,

but not in its interval topology; L is compact in its interval topology, but not

in its order topology.

Theorem 15. Every complete lattice is compact in its interval topology}^

Proof. By Thm. 12, Ch. Ill, it is sufificient to show that the closed intervals

have the “finite intersection property.” But let C be any class of closed inter-

vals [a^
,
by], such that the intersection [ay w ay^, by ^ byf] of any two intervals

of Cis non-void. Thena^ ^ by^ identically; hence a = Aay ^ Aby = b, and so

all the [ay
,
by] of C contain [a, 5] and have a non-void intersection.

Ex. 1 . Prove formulas (8)--(9) of the text.

Ex. 2. Let P be the direct union P ^ Q X Rof partly ordered sets Q and R.

(a) Show that in its order topology, P is the Cartesian product of Q and R.

(b) Show that if P has an 0 and an J, F is also the topological product of Q and R in

interval topology.

(c) Infer that if F is a direct union of chains with 0 and I, the order and interval

topologies are equivalent.

(d) Generalize to the case of infinitely many factors.

Ex. 3. Let L be the conditionally complete lattice of all couples (x, y) of real numbers,

where (x, y) ^ (x', j/') means x ^ x' and y y' (i.e., L R^^), Show that the directed

set (x, — x), ordered according to increasing x, approaches every element of L in the

interval topology.

Ex. 4, (a) Show that any lattice is topologically dense in its completion by cuts under

the order topology. Show this is not true for most partly ordered sets.

(b) Show that a lattice which is not complete is not compact in its interval or order

topology. Infer that an ideal is a closed ideal, and that a sublattice is a closed sub-

lattice if and only if it is topologically closed.

Ex. 5. Using Ex. 1 of §7, show that the interval topology in any partly ordered set may be

obtained by relativization from that of its completion by cuts.

Ex. 6. Prove that the complete lattice of Example 2 is non-compact and discrete under

any Hausdorff topology invariant under all lattice-automorphisms and dual automorph-

isms.

” This important result, like many other ideas of this section, is due to 0. Frink, Topology

in lattices, 51 (1942), 560-^2.
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Ex. 7. Define a tower as a partly ordered set isomorphic with the directed set of all

finite subsets of some class. Show that every directed subset contains a cofinal subset

where the oc are a tower and a> 0 implies Xa ^ x^, (M. Krasner)

Problem 21. Find a necessary and suflacient condition for an element of a complete lattice

to be isolated (a) in the order topology, (b) in the interval topology

.

Problem 22. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a compact Hausdorff space to be

homeomorphic with a suitable complete lattice in its interval topology.

Problem 23. Find necessary and suffiicient conditions for a lattice to be a Hausdorff space

in its interval topology. For it to be a normal space in its order topology.

Problem 24. In what lattices L is every closed ideal an intersection of principal ideals-

9* Star-coiivergence; senai-contiiiuousfuiLctioas. We have seen (§6, Problem

20) that there is a Galois connection between the families of convergent directed

sets of an aggregate and the families of closed (or open) subsets of S. In this

correspondence, a family of closed sets is a closed family if and only if it is a

Pi-space; we do not know necessary and sufficient conditions for a family of

convergent directed sets to be closed. We do however know that (8)-"(10) are

necessary. So is

(11) If, from the points of every cofinal subset of a directed set fa;®}, a

directed set can be constructed which converges to a, then Xa a.

Proof. We know that we are dealing with a Ti-space. Unless Xa a, some

open set U contains a and fails to contain any successor of some Xa . The set of

successors of Xa is however cofinal in {a:^}. No directed subset of points of this

cofinal subset, which lies entirely outside U
,
converges to a*

DsFiNmoN. The star-topology of a lattice is the T\-4opology defined by order

convergence.

In particular, for ordinary sequence foJn}, we shall write Xn and say

that {rcn} star-converges to a, if every subsequence {x^gc)} of {a;n} contains a

subsubsequence which order-converges to a as i — «o. In this case,

{xn] certainly converges to a in the star topology; moreover (see Ch. V, §9;

Ch. XV, ^^9-10) this special case is suflSicient for the applications of star-con-

vergence which we have in mind.^^

Various interesting problems relating to star-convergence are mentioned below

in exercises.

In g^a^ral, a topological algebra may be defined^^ as a topological space with

algebraic operations which are continuous in the topology. Guided by this

Star-convergence was introduced in spaces with convergent sequences by F. Urysohn,

Sur Us classes (L) d$ M» Frechet^ Bnseignement Math. 25 (1£^), 77-83. Star-convergence

in lattices was introduced independently by Kantorovitch [1, p. 143}, and by von Neumann
and the author (Annals of Math. 38 (1937), p. 56).

By analogy with O. Schreier's definition of a topological group (Abh. Hainb.4 (1026),

15-32; cf. L- Pontrjagin (Topological groups, Ch. III). For topological lattices, of. [LT,

p. 37]; also L. Nachbin, Comptee Rendus Acad. Sci. 2^ (1048), pp. 381, 647, 778; and M.

Koutsky, ibid. 226 (1047), 6^1.
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idea, though realizing that we might have used star-convergence or the interval

topology instead, we shall define a topological laitice as a lattice with a topology

under which

(12) Xa-^x and ya-^y imply Xa ^ya-*x ^y and Xa-^ya-^x ^y.

In the case of ordinary sequences, this is equivalent to

(120 Xn-^x and 2/n -» y imply a;„ ^yn—^x and ^ a: w y.

This condition does not hold in general lattices (see Exs. 3-4 below).

Lemma. In order for (12) to hold in a complete lattice under its order topology,

it is sufficient that

(13) Xct't X imply a ^Xa 'I a ^x and dually.

Proof. (The condition is obviously necessary.) In (12), let be the meet

of the successors of Xa ,
and ua the meet of the successors of ya ; we must prove

that «« /-s ajj T a: ^ y, and, by duality, it is sufficient to prove this. But clearly

Ua ^ va ,
and «« va are isotone; hence it is sufficient to prove that Sup (««

va) = X ^ y; this we now do. Sincex^Ua and y > va,x ^ y ^ ^ for

all a, jS and so a: /-> y ^ Sup («« »p). Conversely, for all a. Sup («„ ^ va)

^05 Supvp — Ua ^yhy (13); hence. Sup (ua ^ va) ^ Sup («„ ^ y) =
X ^ y, again by (13).

We now prove a result which is not unlike Theorem 8: to prove it, we need

the concept of a semicontinuous function.

Definition. A function y — f(x) from a Tt-space to a partly ordered set is

caUedlower semicontinuous^ ifXa—* a and f(Xtt) ^ cfor ddxaimplg f{a) ^ c.

Theorem 16. A lower semicontinuous function from a compact space 8 to a

partly ordered setP assumes a minimcd value.

Proof. Form a maximal chainM of dements y ^ P such that f(x) ^ y for

some X ^ 8. Such a chain will exist, since being a chain and having fix) S y
for some x ^ 8 and all y € ilf are properties of finite character (of character

two and one, respectivdy). For each y € M, let 8„ be the non-void set of

X ^ 8 with fix) g y. Since fix) is lower semicontinuous, each 8^ is closed.

Since the 8y form a simply ordered set under set-inclusion (“nested chain”),

any finite subset of S„ has a non-void intersection. Since 8 is compact, there

is hence a point a contained in every [y € M\. Now fix) < fia) [x € S]

would imply that x coxdd be added to M, contrary to the hypothesis that M
is maximaJ. We conclude that /(a) is the desired minimal value.

CoROUAEY. A lower amicontinuous function from a compact space to a

chain assumes a least value.

** Lower seinieontinuous real-valued functions arc not only convenient in analysis gen-

erally; they play a centra role in the modern enstence theorems of the calculus of varia-

tions. This was shown by Tonelli
,
following Pr4chet

.
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The dual results are of course also true.

Ex. 1. Let f{x) be a coatinuous isotone fuaction on a cr-lattice. Let ai « /Ca), »=

fian), aad b = Sup {a»l . Show that if a ^ /(a), theri/(6) « 6; i.e., 6 is a fixpoint.

Ex. 2. (a*) Let L be aay complete lattice, ia which every ascendiug well-ordered set is

countable. Show that if an isotone directed set {aja} converges to o, then a (not neces-

sarily cofinal) sequence {»«(»>} can be found, such that Xa^n) t (Hint: Show that a

maximal well-ordered set Xa(T) exists, such that 2/r+i =® a?a(r) ^ Vr > Vt ,
and is count-

able) .

(b) Carry through the discussion of §§8-9 on the level of sequential convergence
in a ©--lattice.

Ex. 3. (a) Let L be the complete lattice of all ideals in the ring J of integers, and let (m)
denote the set of multiples of m. Show that (p") j. 0, yet (p«) {q) « (1) does not
converge to 0 ((?), if p and q are distinct primes.

(b) Show that in the complete lattice of all subalgebras of any algebra, /Sa | >8

implies ^ J' t S ^ T. (Hint; Observe that l.u.b. is set-union, and use Thm. of

Ch. IX). Generalize to the lattice of all subsets “closed” under any closure property of

finite character,

(c) Show that (12') holds in the star topology if and only if it holds in the order
topology.

Ex. 4. Show that in the complete lattice of all closed subsets of a line, x^ I x implies
(a w Xed I (a w a;), but not dually.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that the lattice J(L) of all ideals of any lattice L satisfies (i) J(L) is com-
plete, (ii) every element of J{L) is a meet of meet-irreducible elements, (iii) «« j* a; im-
plies a^Zct'l 0, ^x^ (iv) the elements a such that a » Inf X implies a * Inf F, for
some finite subset F of X, are a lattice L*.

(b) Conversely, show that (i)-(iv) imply that J(JL) is the lattice of all ideals of the
dual of L*. (A. Komatu, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 19 (1943), 119-24.)

Ex, 6. (a) Show that every complete homomorphism is continuous in the order topology.
(b***) Is it continuous in the star-topology? The interval topology?

Ex. 7*. Show that FL(n) is not complete but is a topological lattice. (P. Whitman)

Problem 25. Find simple sufficient conditions for the star topology and interval topology
to be equivalent. (E ,g. ,

are they equivalent in metric lattices? Are they always equiva-
lent?)

Problem 25. Discuss the simplifications of §§8-9 which are possible in lattices of breadth
two in the sense of Ch. II, §4, Ex. 6. In the case of lattices of finite breadth.



CHAPTER V
MODULAR LATTICES

1. Definition and examples. Just as the elements of many groups satisfy

the identity xy = yx, so the elements of many important lattices satisfy the

following ^‘modular identity.’’

L5. If X ^ s, then x ^ {y ^z) = {x ^y)

A lattice is called modular if and only if its elements satisfy the modular identity

L5. Modular lattices are also called Dedekind lattices (Dedekindsche Verbande)

and Dedekind structures.

Theorem 1. The normal subgroups of any group form a modular lattice}

Proof. In any lattice, we have the one-sided modular law (Ch. II, §4, (4));

hence we need only show that x ^ z implies x ^ (y ^ z) ^ (x y) ^z. Sup-

pose that X, F, Z are normal subgroups of a group, with X ^ Z. Then X F
is the set XF of all products xy [x 6 X, y G F], as is easily shown by group

theory.^ Hence (X w F) ^ Z consists of the xy in Z. But in this case, y =
x~^{xy) £ Z, siace X ^ Z; hence xy is in X v-. (F ^ Z), and (X ^ Y) ^Z ^
X (F /-s Z), as claimed.

It will be shown in Ch. VI that, more generally, the O-subgroups of any group

with a class 0 of operators which includes all inner automorphisms form a modu-
lar lattice. The great significance of this fact for algebra will also be discussed

in detail.

In Ch. VIII, it will be shown that the elements of any projective geometry

form a modular lattice. In the first sections of Chs. IX, X, XIII, and XIV,
other examples of lattices are discussed which satisfy the even stronger dis-

tributive law X ^ (y 2) = (x ^ y) (x ^ 2). However, in the present chap-

ter, attention will be confined to abstract modular lattices and their properties.

We do note, however, that the dual of any modular lattice is modular, and

that any sublattice, homomorphic image or product of modular lattices is

modular.

Ex. 1 . (a) Show that L5 is equivalent to ; if a: < 2
, then x (y /-% 2) < (xs^ y) z.

(b) Show that the distributive law implies the modular law.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that the lattice of Fig. Id, Ch. I, §5, is not modular.

(b) Show that the lattice of Fig. Ic, ibid., is modular.

(c) Show that the lattice of (a) is the only non-modular five-element lattice.

Ex. 3 . Show that the modular law is self-dual.

^ Theorems are essentially due to Dedekind [2] (1900) . See also Dirichlet, Zlahlen-

ikeorie, §169, pp. 498-9.

* Obviously every such xy £ X Y\ while since (xy){xY) ^ (xx')((a5'*”^yx03/0

(xy)"^ * are in XF, XY is the entire subgroup X ^ Y.

65
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Ex. 4. Prove that [(a y) ^ (x ^ s)] [(x ^ y) (y ^ 3)] = x y ia any modular

lattice. (H. Lowig, Annals of Math- 44 (1943) , 573-9, proves a stronger result.)

Ex. 5. Prove that any sublattice, homomorphic image, or product of modular lattices is

modular, quoting the relevant theorems from the Foreword on Algebra.

2. Alternative charactetizations. Let L be any lattice, and let z > a: and y

be chosen in L

.

By the one-sided modular law, we have

x^y^x^xy^(y^s)^{x^^y) ^z^x^z^y^z,
x^y^y^z^y^xs^z^y-^z.

Using duality, we see that all the inclusion relations of the diagram of Fig. 3a

are valid. Furthermore, since (x ^y) ^ z ^ x, [{x y) ^ s] y S x ^ y^

which is however an obvious upper bound to (a* y) ^z and y; hence [(a y)

^z] ^y — X ^y and dually. That is, the sublattice generated by z > x and y

in any lattice, is a homomorphic image of the lattice of Fig. 3a.

Theorem 2. *4 lattice L is non-modular if and only if it contains a sublattice

isomorphic to the fwe-element lattice of Fig. Id, Ch. I, §5.

For this lattice is non-modular, and if z > x, y fail to satisfy L5, then the

sublattice of Fig. 3a consisting of y, x ^y,y ^z, (a ^ y) ^z, and a ^ (y ^ z)

satisfies the conditions.

Corollary 1. Jn a modular lattice, v > u is incompatible with y ^ u —

2/ t) and y ^u <= y ^v; moreover this condition conversely implies modularity.

CoROLLAjRT 2. In a modular lattice,

(|1') ify covers a, and a <x ^y, then a w 2/ covers x, and dudly,

(|1") ifa covers y anda> x'^y, then a covers x ^y.

Proof. Unless x ^ y covered a, the sublattice generated hy x, y, and any z

between a and x ^y would be the forbidden non-modular five-element lattice.

In particular, Cor. 2 yields the dual covering conditions:

(!') If a and y cover 0, and a 4= 2/j then a 2/ covers a and y,

(i") If a covers a and y, and a 4= 2/, then a and y cover a y.

Again, define “a at most covere a” to mean: “a covers a or a = a.” Thou

(10 implies

(|20 If a and y at most cover a, then x ^yvtt, most covers a.

For the cases x = a, x = y, and y — a are trivial. A dual condition (52'0 may
be inferred dually from (f")*

Now let L be any lattice in which all bounded chains are finite. We rfiall

show that (^0 implies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition (Ch. I, §9). For
each positive integer m, let P(m) be the assertion that if one maximal* chain y:

a = xtj <xt < ••' < a„ = h has length m, then every maximal chain between

’ By a “maximal” or “conueoted” cbmn, we mean as usual that xt covers asj-i for all i —
,
•••, m.1
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a and h has length m. P(l) is trivial in any lattice; we shall show that P(m — 1)

implies P(m). Indeed, let y': a = yo < 2/i < •
• < ?/« = 5 be any other (finite)

maximal chain connecting a and h-SQ%u = xi -^yi (cf. Fig. 3b).

Fig. 3a Fig. 3b

The case Xi — yi is trivial. Othenvise, by (^0» covers a;i and yi ; form any
maximal chain y" connecting u and b. By P(m — 1), the chain *1 ,

y"

has length m — 1, like *1 < xj < • • • < x„; hence y" has length n — 2; hence

yi ,
y"^ length m — 1 ;

hence, by P(m — 1) again, yi < y* < • • • < y»
has length m — 1, and so m = n.

It follows tliat we can define a dimension function d[x\ as in Ch. I, §9, such

that X covers y if and only if a; > y and d[z\ == d\y\ + 1. Since the Jordan-

Dedekind chain condition is self-dual, it is implied equally by the dual {^") of

(fO . Furthermore, we can prove the following

Lemma 1. The inequity d[a:] -f d\y] ^ d[x y] -f d[x ^ y] is implied by

($'); Oie reverse inegiudity is implied by {It').

Proof. Form any connected chains

X ^y = xt) < xi < "• <Xm = X, X ^y = ya <yi < <y^ = y.

Then assuming by induction that y^ and Xi sj y,_i at most cover a:<_i

y^:.! , we conclude from (^2') that a:,- = {xi-i ^ y,) ^ (*,• v,/ y,_i) at most

covers Xi^i y,- and Xi ^ y;_i . We infer that d[x yy] — d[x ^ y,_i] ^ 1,

and hence d[a: y] — <i[a;] ^n ^ d]y\ — d[x ^y], which prov^ the first assertion.

The second follows by duality.

It is a corollary that in any lattice h where all bounded chains are finite, and

(f')--(f") hold, the Jordan-D^ekind chain condition holds, and

dl®] + d[y] » d[® /s y] -f- d[x ^ y].(1)
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Finally, if L is any lattice with a numerical function satisfying (1), then we see

that if a; g 2
,
then

d[a: ^ (y ^ 2)] — d[(x w j/) ^ 2
]
= d[x] + dQ/ 2]

— d[x ^y] — d[x ^ y]

— d[z] + d[y w 2].

This reduces after rearrangement, since d[x] — d[x 2/]
— d[x ^ y]

= —dM
and similarly for the other three terms, to d\y] — d\y] = 0. Hence if u > v

implies d[«] > d[a], as in the present case, we cannot have x ^ (y ^ z) <
(x ^y) ^ 2 . By the one-sided modular law (Ch. II, §4, (4)) we conclude that

L5 must hold.

In summary, we have proved

Theorem 3. Let L he any lattice in which odl bounded chains are finite. The

following conditions are equioalent: (i) ttie modular identity, (ii) the covering

conditions (iii) ^ Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, together with (1).

The covering conditions give an easily applied graphical test. The various

conditions of Theorem 3 will be studied more intensively in §§6, 7, 9 below; for

the present, we shall consider some more purely algebraic constructions.

Ex. 1. (a) In a modular lattice L, define a = y(e) if there is a finite maximal chain joining

a/-^^^andaw y. Show that this defines a congruence relation on L, and that elements

are congruent if and only if they are in the same connected component of the diagram

of L.

(b) Show that it gives the real number system from the ordinal power "2.

(c) Show that this process can be iterated.^

Ex. 2*. Show that the free lattice generated by a > y > z and u contains exactly twenty

elements. (I. Kaplansky)

Ex. 3*. Let a-, fix, y, z) — y(a, y, z) be any identity valid in a lattice L whenever a > z.

Show that either (i) L consists of a single element, or (ii) a is equivalent to L5, or (iii)

a holds in every lattice.

3. Free modular lattice with three generators. We shall now determine the

free modular lattice with three generators.

Theorem 4. The free modtdar lattice with Giree generators has twenty-eight

elements, and the diagram of Fig. 4.

Proof. Since the partly ordered set Las of Fig. 4 has twelve-fold symmetry
(all permutations of subscripts and duality), it is not hard to prove, by con-

sidering a limited number of representative cases, that every pair of elements

has a join (and meet). The modular law can then be easily checked, using ({')

and duality. We leave the details to the reader. Independent proofs that Ljs

is a modular lattice are suggested in Exs. 1-2 below. Ihirther, it is generated

by xi,Xi,xt. In fact, iti = xz xs and cyclically, t?i »* a:* x^ and cyclically,

* Cf. Ore [1, pp. 421-4], for further details.
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T Xx s-/ Xxt 'n.x
j
0 “ Xx X2 Xz y dt “ Xi Ui y hi — Xi n—

^ y Cx ^3

and cyclically, dx = vz ^ Vz and cyclically, c = Ux ^uz ^Uz ,
d = vx ^vz y^Vz

,

and €{ = Ui ^ (xi v,) = («,• ^ a:,-) ^ «,•

.

Fig. 4

Conversely, the join- and meet-functions diagrammed in Fig. 4 are all conse-

quences of L1-L5. The calculations involved in proving this can also be greatly

reduced by symmetry. We give only two samples,

ax Oz — (xi ^ Ux) V-^ (Xz /-N Ms) = ((»! /-v Ml) Xz) Ms (by L5)

~ (Mi ^ (Xx w iCa)) ryUz “=Ml/->M3/~»M2 — C.

hz 6% — {xz vz) (oz yyVz) = Xz yy Oz (by absorption)

(since vz ^ Xz and t?s = »* /-^ asi ^ xj tij = az)

* Xs yy (Xg (Xx y^ Xs)) “ (xs Xj) (Xl ^ Xs) ^ Cz •

Th^ samples are typical, in that they use L5 as a mixed amciatwe law.

On the other hand, the free modular lattice generated by four elements is

injfinite. Indeed, consider the lattice formed by the points and lines of the

projective plane I, together with J and the void set 0. It is easy to verify con-
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dition (iii) of Theorem 3; hence the lattice is modular. Yet the sublattice

generated by the four points (0, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1) is infinite.®

Ex. 1 . (a) Construct a table of joins from Fig. 4. (This does not mean that the associative

law has been proved yet.)

(b) Prove that all formulas of this table follow from L1-L5.

(c) Infer, without using Thm. 4, that the free modular lattice with three generators

has at most 28 elements.

(d) Let A be the commutative group with 266 elements, and generators si ,
• • -

, 6$

of order two. Let Xi , X2 , X»
,
be the subgroups generated by [d , ej , 64 ,

e?},

les , es , es ,
eg}, {ei ,63,64,67 + 63}. Show that all 28 subgroups of Fig. 4 are dis-

tinct.

(e) Infer, without using Thm. 4, that the free modular lattice with three generators

is that defined by Ex. 1 (a).

Ex. 2. (a) Represent the partly ordered set of Fig. 4 as a sublattice of 2^ X Ms ,
where

Ms denotes the five-element modular lattice- (Hint: Let Xi « (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, a?), =

(0, 7, 1, 0, 7, 0, 2/), etc., as suggested by Ex. 1 (d).)

(b) Ihfer that Fig. 4 represents a modular lattice, without using Thm. 4.

Ex. 3. Show that the modular lattice of Fig. 4 has ‘‘breadth*’ 3, in the sense of Ch. II, §4,

Ex. 6.

Ex. 4. Showthat in amodular lattice, any congruence relation which identifies two adjacent

vertices of a quadrangle of elements linked by covering relation identifies the other

two vertices. (Hint: Ifx = x^y (6), thenx^y my (6),)

Ex. 5. (a) Infer from Ex. 4 that it x^^iy^^z) =* {x^y)s^ (x^z) for three particular

elements a?, 2 of a modular lattice, then all the 12 equations obtained from this by

permuting a?, y, z and dualizing are also true.

(b) Show that this is not true in any non-modular lattice.

Ex. 6. Let ct:f(x, y, z) = g(Xf y, z) be any identity valid in a modular lattice L. Show that

either (i) L consists of single element, or (ii) oc is equivalent to the distributive law, or

(iii) a holds in every modular lattice. ® (Hint : Use Ex. 4 .)

Ex. 7.** Show that a lattice is a subdiroct union of 2 and Ms , as described in Ex. 2, if and

only if it satisfies identically

L51 . (x {y ^ 6 (a v-/ a?) (a v./ y) ^ (a; w 2/), and

L52. <i {x h) (y^ h) (x^ y) ^ b^ x) (a y).

Problem 27. (a) Do the subgroups of a commutative group satisfy any identities on 4 ele-

ments not implied by L1-L5?

(b) Same question for n > 4.

(c) Same questions for the normal subgroups of a non-commutative group.

Problem 28. Solve the Decision Problem for the free modular lattice with four generators—

with n generators.

Problem 29. Determine the free modular lattice generated by 2 + 1 + 1, (R* M. Thrall)

® This example was noted by the author (1, p. 464]. It really amounts to recalling that

the harmonic net generated by a complete quadrangle is infinite (Veblen and Young,

pp. 80-87). The free modular lattice with four generators even has infinite length. l»et 7

be the Abelian group generated by aii , Za ,
- -

, a;n ,
• • - . Let Si be the subgroup generated

by the x^k , S2 by the a?** + xtk+i , & by the Xih^i , Si by the Xik+i + , where ^ * 0

,

1 ,2, • • • . Ltet T% ™ Si ) Tin+l ** P411
, Tin^i jP4»+1 St , jr4ii+8 "* /-s ^3 ,

Tin^ri ® w Si . Thott Ti > Ts> Tit> • • •, as can easily be checked.
® See M. -P. Sohutzenberger, C. R. Acai Soi. Paris 221 (1945), 218-20, for a statement of

some similar results, also relevant to Problem 27a. The author has lost the proof of Ex. 7;

one can reduce to the case that all prime quotients are projective by Thm. 10 of Ch. VI
and the Cor. of Tlim. 10, Ch, V. Then it is sufiSoient to exclude the cases of 2 and Pig. lo.
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4. Free modular lattice generated by two chains. Let L be any lattice, and
letO =Xo < Xi < < Xm — I and 0 = yo <yi < • • < = I be any two
chains in L between 0 and I. Clearly the set of u) = X{ ^yj includes all Xi

and y, (for Xt ^ yn = and Xm ^ yj = yi); dually, the set of v) = w y,-

includes them. Hence so does the set of joins of the u) , and that of the meets

of the v)

.

Lemma 1. Any join of the u) can he written in the form (xio) ^ yj(X)) ^
^yjfy)), where i(l) > ••• > i(r)andj(l) < ••• < j(r).

Proof. If two have the same superscript, then since the yj are a chain,

one u) must be contained in, and hence by L4 can be absorbed by, the other.

Thus we can make all the i(k), and similarly all th.ej(lc), distinct. Moreover if

i > i' and j ^ j', then (a:,- .-s yf) will absorb {xv ^ ys'), since it includes it.

Hence after we have absorbed as many elements as possible, and utilized L2 to

arrange the iQt) in descending order, we will have y(l) < • *
' < jX?*) also.

Lemma 2. If at ^ at+i and hi ^ ht+i for all iina modular lattice, then

(oi ^ 6i) w • • • w (or ^ hf) “ Ui ^ (&i w 02) ^ ^ (hf—

1

w a,.) hr ,

(]bx w Ul) ^ ‘ Q)r Or) ^ h\ w (Ol 62) (Or—t ^ l^r) ^ Or .

Proof. By duality and induction on r, we need only prove the first identity

on the assumption that the second holds when there are fewer than r summands.

But by L5 applied twice, (oi ^ 6i) ^ ^ (or ^ hr) can be rewritten in the

form

ax (02 h^ ^ • V./ (Ur—1 hr—l) Orj hr .

And by the second identity for the case (r — 1), the two expressions

(&1 O2) (62 w O3) ^ (hr—1 w Or),

hi (02 h2) (03 ^ hj) ^ (Or—1 r-\ hr—1) ^ Or

are equal. And if we substitute the fprmer for the latter in the square brackets

above, we get the right-hand side of the first identity, q.e.d.

Lemma 3. The joins of the u) are a sublattice.

Trocd. Evidently any join of joins of u) is a join of u) ;
but any meet of joins

of u) is by Lemmas 1-2 a meet of meets of v)

,

hence a meet of v ) , and hence

by Ijemmas 1-2 a join of u)

.

Now observe that if X,- denotes the set of points {x, y) of the rectangle 0 g
X ^in,0 Sy Sn satisfying x ^i, and if Fj denotes the set of points satisf3dng

y ^ j, and if joins wid meets are interpreted as set-unions and i^t-products,

then all of the ejqiressions admitted in Lemma 1 describe different sets (of saw-

tooth shape). For example, Fig. 5c repre^ts (% ys) w {x% ^ yi)

(.X* Vi) w («• yi) Im » 6, y = 5]. By Lemma 3, these sets describe a ring

of sets (i.e., a sublattioe of the lattice of all subsets of the square), which thus
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represents isomorphically the free modular lattice generated by the two chains.

We infer that this lattice is distributive in the sense of Ch. IX, and is finite.

In summary, we have proved

Theorem 5. The free modular lattice generated by two finite chains is a finite

distributive lattice?

Corollary. Any two finite chains between the same end points have refinements

whose subintervals are projective {see §5) in pairs.

Fig. 5a Fig. 5b

Ex. 1
.

(a) Show that the free modular lattice generated by a > 6 and c> d has 18 elements.

(This is not a special case of Thm. 5, unless 0 and 1 are adjoined.)

(b) Show that if m » 1 ,
n — 3, and 0 ,

1

are not adjoined, the diagram of the lattice

of Thm. 5 is that shown in Fig. 5b.

Ex. 2. (a) Let the two chains in Thm. 5 have m — 1 and n — 1 elements respectively.

Show that if 0 ,

1

are added to the resulting distributive lattice, it becomes 2'”»”in the

notation of cL I, §7.

(b) Show that it has (w + n)l/mlnl elements. (Hint: identify the heavy line in

Fig. 5a with a representation xxyxyyxxy of

Ex. 3. (a) Show that ifm = 2, the lattice of Thm. 5 is planar.

(b) What is its breadth in general?

5. Dedekind 's transposition principle. The concept of a pfrojectwiiy applies

to modular lattices in general, as we shall now see.®

Definition. A (closed) interval [Xj y] is cdled ^^prime^^ if and only ify covers x ^

Intervals which can be written as [x /-v y, x] and [y, x y] are called transposeSf

while two quotients [x, y] and [x', j/'] are called projective (in symbols [x, y] ~
’ This result is due to the author [LT, p. 511. The proof is practically that of 0. Schreier*

Uher den J-H’schen Satz^ Hamb. Abh. 6 (1928), 300-2, and H. Zassenhaus, Zum Saiz von Jor^

dan-Eolder-Schreierf ibid. 10 (1934), 106-8.

® Dedekind [2, p. 2451 speaks of a “quotient-symboP^ (x, y) where we speak of the **closed

interval’^ [x, y]. In [LTJ, the redundant notation x/y and terminology “quotient” was
used; of. also the author [1 , p. 452], and O. Ore [1, 2]. We refer below only to closed inter-

vals, but shall call them intervals for brevity.
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[x', y']) if and only if there exists a finite sequence [x, y], [a:i , yi], [x^ , 2/2],
• •

•
,

[x', y'] in which, any two sucessive quotients are transposes?

Theoe]E!M 6. Let L he any modular lattice, and let u and v be any two elements

of L. Then the correspondences x u ^ x and y v ,^y are irwerse isomor-

phisms, between [m ^ v, «] and [«, u ^ «]. Moreover they carry quotients in these

intervcds into transposed quotients.

Proof. Hu ,^v S X V, then u = u ^ {u ^v) ^ u ^ x u -..^v, and if

X ^ x\ then u ^ x u ^x'. Hence the first correspondence is isotone from

[« ^ V., v\ to a subset of [«, u w u]. Dually, the second correspondence is iso-

tone from [tt, u «] to a subset of [tt ^ v, «]. But u v ^ x ^ v implies

V ^ a:) = (v r^u) X = xhy L5; dually, u ^ {v ,-^y) = y for aU y G

\u u v]. Thus the two correspondences are inverses, hence both one-one,

and so isomorphisms. To see that they yield transpositions, note that if « t;

^x ^x' ^v, then [x, x'] and [u s.^x,u -w- x'] are transposes, and dually. For

a:' (a: «) = (x' y^x) ^ = a;' u, while

a:' ^ w a:) = (a:' tt) w a: = [(a;' v) ^x

= [a;' ^ (t) w X = (« /-^ ti) X = X.

Corollary. Projective intervals are isomorphic, in any modular lattice.

Theorem 7. The lattice generated by [u ^ v, u] = X and i>, ?)] = Y is

the cardinal product XY.

Proof. We let (x, y) denote x w y, for any x ^ X,y ^ Y. Then by L2-L3,

(x, y) ^ (x', y') = X y^y y^x' y^y' = (x x') ^{y ^ y') = (x x', j/ w y').

Again, by Theorem 6 and L5 respectively, we have

(x, 2/)
= X 2/ = [(«; w x) ^ m] V-/ 2/ = (e w x) ^ y).

Hence (x, y) ^ (x', y') = [(« x) ^{v y^ x')] /-v [{u y^y) <^iu y^ 2/0] by L2-L3.

And by Theorem 6, (v y^x) ,^(v y^x') = v y., (x ^ x') and (u y^y) ^ 2/0
=

U (y '-'2/0- Hence

(x,y) ,-s (x',2/0 = [v y^ix ^xO] /-^ [tt v.^ (2/ ^y')] = (x ^ x',y ^-y 2/0

as before. This completes the proof. By induction, we get the

Corollary. 7/ (xi ^ • v^x*) xj,+i — a for k =>= 1
,

n — 1
,
then the

sublattice generated by the intervals Xh = [o, x*] is XtXi • • • X„ .

But the definition of XiXi • • • Jf* is symmetric in the subscripts. Hence

» The term “transposable” is due to Ore; the term “projectivity” is due to von Neumann.

The idea of transposition goes back to Dedekind; that of projectivity is due to Ore (who

speaks of “similar” quotients). Theorem 6 is due to DedeUnd [2, XI, p. 259]; cf. also

Ore [1, p. 418].
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the condition of the preceding corollary is invariant under all permutations of

the subscripts, and we can legitimately state^® the

Definition. Under the hypotheses of the preceding corollary, Xi, • •
• ,Xn are

said to he independent over a.

The concept of independence over 0 contains as special cases the usual notions

of “disjointness^^ in set theory, and of linear independence of subspaces of a

linear space. “Independence under can clearly be defined dually.

Ex. 1. Deduce conditions as corollaries of Theorem 6.

Ex. 2. Assuming the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, deduce (1) as an immediate corol-

lary of Theorem 6.

Ex. 3. Show that the conditions of Theorem 6 are necessary as well as sufficient for modu-
larity.

Ex. 4. (a) In the diagram of a modular lattice of finite length, show that the opposite

sides of a quadrilateral represent transposed prime intervals.

(b*) Show that two prime intervals are projective if and only if one can pass from
one to another by a finite sequence of substitutions of one side of a quadrilateral in

the diagram for the opposite side.

Ex. 6*. For any elements a, h of any lattice L, let a/a A h denote the set of all

^ a, and let a V b/b denote the dual set of all y ** (y a) b* Show that a/a A b

and a V b/b are always isomorphic lattices, though not in general sublattices of L, Show
that L6 is equivalent to the identity a/a A h « a/a ^ b. (W. Schwan)

Ex. 6**. Let L be a lattice in which [a ^ b, a] and [6, a 6] are isomorphic for all a, b.

Show that ifL satisfies either the ascending or descending chain condition, it is modular

6* Valuations. In general, by a valuation on a lattice L is meant a real-valued

function v[x] defined on L which satisfies

VI. »[»] + »[y] = v[x ^y] + v\x ^ y].

A valuation is called iaoUme if and only if

V2. X ^ y implies v[a;] ^ »iy]j

positwe, if and only if a: > y implies »[»] > It is called of bounded variation,

if and only if, for some finite K and all chains

n

y- Xo < Xi < < Xn, El »[*.] — 1 < K.

Probability and measure functions on sets are valuations (cf. Ch. XI below);

so is dimension in projective geometry; any real-valued function on a chain is a
valuation. The preceding definition'* contains as special cases the usual defini-

“ Following J. von Neumann [2, vol. 1, p. llj; Theorem 3.4 is nearly the same as von
Neumann’s Theorem 1.2. See also Fr. Klein, Deutsche Math. 2 (1937) ,

210-41.
” Morgan Ward, Bull. Am. Math. Soo. 46 (1939), 448-61.
“ Conditions V1-V2 go back to Dedekind [2] implicitly; of. also the author [1, Cor. 9.2].

The general definition of “bounded variation” is due to the author (Bull. Am. Math. Soc.
44 (1938), p. 186).
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tions (Saks
[
1

, pp. 18, 148]) of bounded variation, both for ordinary real func-

tions and for functions of sets. Again, we have

Lemma 1. A real-valu-ed functional u[x] on a relatively compUmenled lattice

is a vahiation provided

VI*. v{x w y] = v{x] + I’ll/] whenever r ^ y = 0.

Proof. For any .r, y, let 1 be a relative complement of a: ^ y in [0 , yj. By
definition, (r ^ y) ^ i = 0 and (x ^y) ^ t — x; hence v[y] — v[x ^ y] «[i].

Moreover, since t ^ y,x t — x ^ (y ^ i) — (x y>.y) y^t = 0, while x ^ t =
[x ^ (x y.y)] t = X ^ [(.i: y.y) ^t] = X ^ y; hence v{x y] == p[a:] + t'M.

Subtracting the two equations, r[a; y\ — v\ij] = 2>[r] -H r[l] — v[x y]
—

giving VI.

We shall now determine all valuations y[a”] on any modular lattice of finite

length.

Clearly if, for an interval [a, b] of L, we define v[a, 5] = t)[6]
— v[a], then by

( 1 ) transposed intervals and hence projedive intervals haxe the same values.

But the relation of projectivity between (prime) intervals is reflexive, symmetric

and transitive—i.e., an equivalence relation. Hence each valuation assigns

a unique valuation Xj, to each class of projective prime quotients.

Moreover if 7 : 0 = ro < ri < • •
• < a:« = a: is any chain connecting 0 to x,

then v[x] = y[0] + ^ , *<]. Hence if p\x, 7] denotes the number of occur-

rences of a prime interval projective to p in 7 ,
we have

(2) «[«] = d[0] + 2 X,p[.r, 7]-

We shall now sharpen the proof based on Fig. 3b in §2, to show that p[x, 7]

is the same for all 7 joining 0 and x. Indeed, let P{m) be the proposition that

if one maximal chain connecting 0 and x contains m prime intervals projective

with p, then every such chain contains m such intervals. Assuming P(m — 1),

we prove P(m) as in §2. The only difference is the observation that, since

fyo , yi] and fe/i ,
u] are transposes of [xt , u] and [xo ,

arj respectively, p[x, 7] is

unaltered when we pass from xo ,xx, 7" to yo , yi , 7".

We thus define p[x] to be the common value of the p{x, 7]. From Theorem

6
,
we infer immediately

(2') p\x ^ y] - p{x] = p]y] - p{x y. y\;

whence p[x] is a valuation. Further, evidently

Lemma 2. Any linear combination Xo -1- 22 X*iii[x] of valuMions is itself a

valuation.

It is a corollary tlmt (2) represents a valuation of L for any choice of coef-

ficients X,. We summarize.

Theoes^ 8. The different valuations on a modular lattice L of finite length

correspond one-one to ihe choices of t»[0I and valuations \p assigned td the classes

of projedive prime intervals of L:
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(2") v[x] - «[0] + Z) XppN,

where p[x] is the number of prime intervals projective to p in any maximal chain

joining 0 with x.

Ex. 1. Prove that every fuactional on a chain satisfies VI.

Ex. 2. Generalize Theorem 8 to all modular lattices in which all bounded chains are finite.

Ex. 3. Generalize Theorem 8 to the case of functions with values in an Abelian group.

Ex. 4. (a) Let v[x] and v*[y] be positive valuations on lattices X resp. F. Show that

v[x] + v*[y] defines a positive valuation of XY.
(b) Construct a positive valuation of [d countable infinity].

Ex. 5. Let G be an oriented graph such that if aiix and then h exists such that xyh and

yfib. Show that if • •
• /iXm and afiyttiyifi * • • t^yn ,

then (i) z exists such that

XinfiXm+ifi • •
* fiXm+n, » z and ynftyn+i =* Zj and (ii) if Xmi^z for no Zy then afxziy.

••• tiZn implies Zm- Xm- (Applications of this and analogous results to canonical forms

have been made by M. H. A. Newman, Annals of Math. 43 (1942) ,
223-43 .)

Ex. 6*. Let P be any partly ordered set in which every bounded chain is finite. Show that

any maximal chain between two elements can be deformed into any other chain between

the same elements, by a sequence of substitutions of one side of a “simple cycle” for

another (A “simple cycle” is a pair of chains 7, 7' between x and y such that X‘<i<y
excludes f ^ w, w' > re [w € 7, w' 6 7'] and < ^ v, v' < 2/ [w € 7, 6 7']*)

7. Metric lattices. A lattice L with an isotone valuation is called quasi-

metric; if the valuation is positive, L is called a metric lattice. The argument

immediately preceding Thm. 3 shows in effect that any metric lattice is modular.

We repeat it. lix ^ z, VI implies

v[x ^ z)] - v[{x s^y) v{x] + v\y^z] — v[x r^y] - v{x y]

- v\z] + v\y ^ z]
- -v\y] + = 0 (applying VI four times).

This makes x (y ^z) < (x K^y) ^z impossible, and so (by the one-sided

modular law) implies L5.

More generally, in any quasi-metric lattice, we define

(3) d(x, y) = v[x w y] - v[x ^ y]

as the distance^^ from x to y. We shall now apply metric concepts due ultimately

to Frfchet (cf. Foreword on Topology).

Lemma, The transformations a? a w a? and a? a are coniradiom;

in fact

(4) a(a s^x,a ^y) + b{a ^x,a g d{x^y).

See S. MacLane, A conjecture of Ore, etc,, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 49 (1943), 537-8; also

0. Ore, ibid., 558-66.

V. Glivenko [1] first discussed the distance (3) abstractly. J. von Neumann [2, Oh.

XVII], obtained Thm. 9 for general valuations; the author [6, Thm. 30] had already obtained

it for Boolean algebras.
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Proof. By definition, the left-hand side of (4) is v{a ^ x ^ y\
— i'[(a z)

(a y)] + v[{a x) ^ (a ^ y)] — v[a ^y]. By the one-sided dis-

tributive law, this is at most

v[a ^x — v\a ^ {x ^y)] -H v[a ^ (x ^y)] - vi[a y].

Transposing the middle terms, and using VI twice, we get

i>[a] + y[a: y]
- «)[a] - vlx ^y] - d[x, y].

Theorem 9. Any guasi^metric lattice is a quasi-metric space, in which joins

and meets are uniformly continuous. The relation d(z, y) = 0 is a congruence

relation, mapping L isometrically and lattice-homomorphiccdly onto a metric

lattice.

Explanation. A quasi-metric space is one in which

(5) 9(a:. = 0, dix, y) S 0, d(jc, y) = d{y, x),

and

(6) 9(a;, y) + d(y, z) ^ d{x, z) (Triangle inequality).

Cf. the definition of a metric space (Foreword on Topology).

Proof. The conditions of (5) are obvious. Again,

9(a:> y).+ S(y, z) = d(x w y, jr) -|- d{y, x r-.y) -jr d(y z, y) -f a(y, y z)

^ d(x ^y ^z,y ^z) -f d(y ^z,y)-+- d(y,x ^y) + d(x ^y,x ^y ^z)

since d{(x y ^ z), y z) % b{x v..^ y, y) and d{{x ^ y z), y ^ z)

g d{x ^y,y) by (4). But the last sum is

d{x v/y wz,a: ^y ^z) ^ d{x ^y,x ^y) = d(x,y),

proving (6). We shall prove uniform continuity of joins in the sharp form

(7) d(c V/ 6, c w d) ^ 9(a n./5,c V./6) 4- 9(c v>&, c s.^d) by (5)

^ 8 (a, c) -f 9(6, d) by (4) and IS.

That of meets follows dually. In fact, one can show

(70 9(a 6, c 'w' d) -f B(a ^ 5, c ^ d) ^ 9(a, c) -1- 9(6, d).

Finally, (5) shows that d(z, y) = 0 is reflexive and symmetric, while (6) and
dix, z) ^ 0 show it is transitive; hence it is an equivalence relation. It has the

substitution property for joins and meets by (70; hence it is a congruence rela-

tion, modulo which L is a lattice-homomorphic image L*. By (6), congruent

pairs of elements are equal distances apart; hence the correspondence L —r L*
is isometric, and (5)-(6) hold in L*. But in L*, x 9̂ y implies dix, y) > 0

by definition; hence I is a metric space.

Theorem 10. Let L he any modvlar Xoditce of finite length. The congruence

relations on L correspond one-one to the sets of classes of prr^eciwe prime quotients,

whi(k they annul. Hence they form a Boolean algebra.
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Proof. I-et 6 be any congruence relation on L. If x ^ x ^ y (mod 6),

then X = (x ^y) r^y ^ y (mod 9) and dually; hence if 6 annuls a (prime)

quotient, it annuls aU projective (prime) quotients (we use the fact that 6 is

transitive). Conversely, let S — S{d) be any set of classes of projective prime

quotients; define i>s[a;] as the sum of the f[x] for p not in S. By Thm. 8, this is

a valuation; it is clearly isotone. By Thm. 9, this valuation defines a congruence

relation 9(,S). Moreover x ^ y (mod d(S)) if and only ii x -^y = x ^y (mod

d(S))—^which happens if and only if every prime quotient in any maximal chain

joining x ^y with x y is in Hence 0 is determined by S{6), and the cor-

respondence 9 —* 8(9) is one-one. It is, however, clearly isotone; hence it is

an isomorphism.

Corollary 1. A modular lattice of finite length is ‘‘simple’’ (i.e., u/ithout

proper congruence relations) if and only if all its prime quotients are profective.

Again, consider the free modular lattice L with three generators graphed in

§3, Fig. 4. Direct computation of the prime quotients shows that L can be

mapped homomorphically onto the distributive lattice 2 in six ways, and in one

way onto the line M with three points graphed in Fig. Ic, p. 6. Moreover,

M is “simple.” It follows that if x, y, z are any three elements of a modular

lattice, and if any two distinct elements of M are equal in the sublattice gen-

erated by X, y, z then x, y, z generate a distributive sublattice. In summary,

we have

Theormm 11. Elements x, y,z of a modular lattice generate a distributive sitb-

lattice if either of the equations x r^(y ^z) = (x ^y) ^ (x ^ z) or x ^ (y ^z)
= {x ^y) ^{x ^z) holds.

It follows that each of the preceding equations is in effect a self-dual and
symmetric condition on the three variables x,y,z; cf. Ex. 5(a) of §3 and Thm.
8 of Ch. VI.

Ex. 1. Show that in a metric lattice, d(,z,y) + 9(y, z) -> 9(x, z) if and only it y ^ [x ^ z,

X ^ z]. (Pitcher-Smiley)

Ex. 2. Let assume values in an ordered group 0, so that VI is satisfied

.

(a) Show that if vlx] is positive, L is still modular.

(b*) Show that if G is commutative, we can prove a generalization of Thm. 9.

(c**) What if G is not commutative?
Ex. 3. Show directly that if either of the equations of Thm. 11 holds, then x, y, z generate
the lattice of Pig. 6a, or a lattioe-homomorphio image thereof. (Hint: Use Ex. 4, $3.)

Ex. 4. (a) Show that in a metric lattice, ail intervals projective to a given interval (a, 6]

have the same length v[h] — ti[o].

(b) Infer that no interval can be projective with a proper part of itself.

8. Ideals, neutral elements. The following result, due to DUworth, is useful.

Theorem 12. The ideals of any modular lattice themsekes form a modular
lattice under set-indusion.

Remark. In the case of lattices of finite lei^h, where every ideal is principal,

this result is trivial.
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Proof. SupposeX ^ Z,Y ai'e ideals; by the one-sided modular la^v, we need
only show that every t € {X -^Y) /-x Z is in X v_. (F ^ Z). But for ideals in

general, t ^ {X ^Y) means t ^ (a: ^y) ^ziox some x € X, y G F,

z ^ Z; since X^Z, 2i = a:wzis also in Z, and clearly t ^ (x ^y) ^Zi,
where x ^ zi. By L5, this implies t ^ x ^ (y ^ zi); hence that t 6 X
(Y^Z).

##
Fio. 6b Pig. 6c

We next ask, which ideals of a modular lattice are the set of elements con-

graent to 0 under a suitable congruence relation?

Theoeem 13. In a modular lattice, an element a is neutral if and only if

x—*x ^a or x—^x ^aisan endomorphism of L.

Proof. If a: a: a is an endomorphism, then (x ^ y) ^ a = {x ^ a)

(y ^ o), and so every triple a, x, y generates a distributive sublattioe, by Thm.
11. Hence a is neutral, by definition. The proof is completed by the Duality

Principle, and reference to Ch. II, §10, Lemma 1.

It is a corollary that if a is neutral, then the ideal [0, a] consists of all elements

mapped on 0 under a suitable lattice-homomorphism. However, as in Fig. 6b,

there also exist principal ideals [0, a] consisting of all elements mapped on 0

under a lattice-homomorphism, for which a is not neutral.

Further, if a is neutral, then it is easy to show that a has at most one comple-

ment. The converse is however false; thus Marshall Hall has noted that the

element shaded in black in Fig. 6c has a unique complement, yet is not neutral

(cf. Thm. 11, Ch. VIII).

Ex. 1. LetXi , be ideals of alattioeL,attdletp(Xi ,
•••, ATJ - iC be aaypolyaom-

ial funotioa of the X< , in the lattice of all ideals of L. Show by induction that if no Xi

ocourB more thah once in p, then K oonsista of the t S p(»j ,•••,*«), for some choice of

Xi € Xl ,
“

' , Xtt € Xn .
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Ex. 2. (a) In Ex. 1, let terms Xi occur repeatedly in p. Let q be the polynomial obtained

from p by substituting a new letter Zi ,
z/ , Zi" for each new occurrence of the variable

Xi in p. Show that K still consists of the t ^ q(^i i
‘ *

j
z/

,
•••), for some choice

of Zi , Zi'
,
Xi' in Xi .

(b**) Does every identity or identical implication in L imply the corresponding

law in K}
Ex. 3. An ideal J of a modular lattice L is called neutral if and only if i ^ a) ^ {y ^h)

[as, y ^ J\ implies i ^ (a ^ 6) for some z ^ J.

(a) Show that the principal ideal generated by a single element a £ L is neutral if

and only if a is neutral.

(b) Show that J is neutral if and only if it is neutral as an element in the lattice of

all ideals of L.

(c) Show that any neutral ideal is a congruence class under some (lattice) congru-

ence relation.

Ex. 4*^*. Show by an example that the completion by cuts of a modular lattice need not be

modular. (See refs, of Ch. IX, §6.)

9. Metric topology vs. order topology. Let M be any metric lattice
;
we can

complete Af as a metric space, as in the Foreword on Topology. Further, by

(7)

, if {xn} and {yn} are Cauchy sequences, then so will {xn and {xn ^Vn]
be Cauchy sequences, which we define as {rcn} ^ {Vn] and {a:n} respec-

tively,^® Then L1-L4 can be proved by passage to the limit; moreover {v[xn]}

will converge to a limit, which we can define as t’[{Xn}]
—^then proving that it is

a “positive valuation” in the sense of §6. This defines from M a unique (metri-

cally) complete metric lattice. Hence we obtain almost immediately from Thm. 9,

Theorem 14. Any metric lattice M has a unique metrically complete hull,

in which it is {metrically) dense.

The reader should be cautioned that, in general, the metric completion of

M is not usually isomorphic with the completion of M by cuts (see Ch. XI,

§10). However, it is usually a complete lattice.

Theorem 15, Any metrically complete metric lattice M is conditionally com-

plete, and satisfies

(8) Xn 't X implies t dually]

conversely, a <r-compUte metric lattice satisfying (8) is metrically complete. In a
metrically complete metric lattice, metric corwergence and star convergence are

equivalent}^ {See Ch. IV, §9, for the definition of star-convergence.)

Proof. Let Af be a complete metric lattice, and let S be any bounded subset

We are simply generalizing the well known Cantor-M4ray process of metric comple-
tion of the rationale to form real numbers; cf. Hausdorff [1, p. 106].

318 Thm. 15 is due to J. von Neumann and the author (Annals of Math. 88 (1^7), p. 56).

The equivalence of star convergence and metric convergence was also shown by Kantoro-
vitch [1]. For further work, see M. F. Smiley and L. R. Wilcox, Metric lattices, Annals of

Math, 40 (1939), 309-27, corrected ibid., vol, 47 (1946), p. 831; F. Maeda, LcUtice fumtions
and lattice structure. Jour. Sci., Hiroshima Univ. 9 (1939), 85-104; and Ky Fan, Revue Sci.

(Revue Rose 111,) 82 (1944), 131-9.
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of M. Consider the joins supX of the finite subsets Z of S; since S is bounded
and v[x] isotone, the set of real numbers 2;[sup X] will be bounded; hence it

will have a least upper bound v,

.

Hence we can find Zi ,
X2 ,

Z3 ,

• • • such that

«^[X«] ^ V, — 2“". Then, letting U denote the (finite) set-union of Xm and X„ ,

we have by (6),

9(sup Xm , sup Xn) g t;[sup U] — J>[sup X™] + t)[sup U] — !;[sup X,]

^ 2“” -
1
- 2““ by construction.

Hence, by metrical completeness, the sup X« converge metrically to some s G M.
Now let X ^ S be given; by the lemma of §7,

v[x s] — f;[s] = Lim {t;[x sup X„] — t)[sup X„]} ^ 2
""

n—>-00

for all n. Hence x s = s, and s is an upper bound to S. While if w is any
upper bound to S, then u ^ sup X» for all n, and so m s = s by continuity

(see (7)). Hence s is a least upper bound of S. The esdstence of inf S follows

dually; hence M is conditionally complete.

To prove (8), note that if x« t then »[x«] T and yet r[x„] g v[x] for all n;

hence v{x^ t c for some real number c. It follows that 9(xm ,»«) =
[
v]x„\

— fW
I

0
,
as m, n — 00

;
hence 9(xm , y) —»• 0 as Jn —»• 00 for some y, by metric

completeness; clearly t;[x»] t t;[y]
;
moreover y /-.x„ = LimXm /^x« = Limx«

= Xn (using metric limits)
; hence y is an upper bound to the x„ . But by defini-

tion, X = sup {xn} ;
hence x % y and v[x] g v\y]. But we have already shown

v[xn] T J^MandiiW g «[x] for all m; hence 2;Ix„] T !>[*], proving (8).

Conversely, let ilf be a <r-complete metric lattice assumed only to satisfy (8).

From any subsequence of a Cauchy sequence, one can extract a subsubsequence

{x«} satisfsdng 9(xn , x„+i) < 2~” for all fc = 1, 2, 3,
• • • . We shall show that

(i) for some y, 9(x„,y) —* 0, thereby proving metric completeness, and (ii) {xn{

order-converges to y, thereby proving that metric convergence implies star-

convergence.

Indeed, form y„.r = x„ ^ x„+i x„+, . For fixed n, y«.r T . By
ff-completeness, y«,r t y, where, by (8), 9(y«,r ,y)-^0. Hence

00 00

a(x„ , y«) ^ , y».r+l) = 2 ^(l/n.r ^ Xn+r , 2/«,r ^ tCn+r+l)
rw«0 iwO

< £ 2"*~' = 2-2"” by (4) of §7.
r>mO

Dually, define 2«.r = x» /-n x„+i .->••• x„+r ; then g»,r i Zn

,

where 9(x»,

e») ^ 2-2~". Moreover y„ ^ x« ^ ; ^ce y» ^ y»,r+i ^ y«+i.r for all r,

y. ^ yn+i

;

dually, 2« ^ Zn+i

.

By ^-completeness ^aan, y» i y and 2» T

where

d(y,z) » Lim 9(y»,8») ^ Lim {a(y»,x,) + 9(x,,a«)} = 0,
n-^oQ
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since 0(2/n ,
Xn) + dixn , Sn) < 4-2 “ for all n. Hence y = s, and (ii) {at;*}

order-converges to y. Further, we have (i) since

, y) = I’lafn 2/]
- v[x«. y^y] ^ v]yn] — v[3«] < 4 -2“”.

To complete the proof of Thm. 15, we must show that star-convergence im-

plies metric convergence. But since a sequence converges metrically if all its

sequences contain metrically convergent subsubsequences, we need only show

that order-convergence implies metric convergence. This follows immediately

from (8), since 'liun i x and «?„ t x, where ^ a:„ ^ ,
then 9(a;«

,
x) =

v[xn ^^x] — v[xn 2:] ^ «[«»] — v[wn] i 0 by (8), completing the proof. Since

in any lattice with 0 and J, conditional completeness implies or-completeness,

we obtain

CoROLLAKY 1. In a oneiric lattice vdlh 0 and I satisfying (8), metric complete-

ness, {order) completeness, and cr~completeness are egiiwcdent.

See however Cor. 2, Thm. 12, Ch. XI.

Theorem 16. Any complete metric lattice is a topologiccd lattice.

Proof. We appeal to the Lemma of Ch. IV, §9. Suppose a:« T x, and let

s = sup «;[*«]. We can select = Xain) = 1> 2, 3,
• •

•] with aCn) ^ a(n + 1)

and 0(i» , o) < s -j- 2“". Since a{n) ^ a(n -f 1), d{tn
, tn+i) < 2“”; hence 4, —>•

t metrically for some t, where a[i] = s. We shall now show that x„ for all a.

Otherwise v[t xj — a[<] > 2“" for some n-, hence a[<» ^ xj — s > 2"" for

some m, n-, hence a[xjj] > s -f
2~" for any common successor of Xa(,m) = and

Xfi ;
this contradicts the definition of s. It follows that ? ^ x; but = s g

»ix]; hence t = x and 3(x*
,
x) J, 0. By (4) of §7, 9(a ^ x«

,
c /-s x) i 0 for all

a, from which one easily shows that o ^ x, which is evidently an upper bound

to the isotone directed set {o x« } is its least upper boimd—and hence its

limit. Now use duality.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that if (8) holds, thenx* f x implies d{Xx ,z)
J,

0. State the dual propo-

sition.

(b) Show that (8) holds in a metric lattice if and only if order-convergence of se-

quences implies metric convergence.

Ex. 2. Show that in the proof of Thm. 16, a(y» , «») < 2-2-“.

Ex. 3. (a) Give an example of a metrically complete metric lattice which is not complete,

(b) Show that in a metrically complete metric lattice, a sublattice is metrically

bounded if and only if it is ordor-bounded.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that for isotone directed sets {a:«} t , order-convergence and metric con-

vergence are equivalent.

(b*) Is this true for general directed sets?

Problem 30. Decompose any valuation on a metric lattice into “discontinuous” and “con-
tinuous” components, and obtain an analog to Thm. 15 for arbitrary metric lattice.

Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a metric lattice to be a topological lattice.
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10. Jordan’s decomposition. Jordan’s decomposition of functions of bounded
variation into monotone summands was generalized by F. Riesz to additive

set-functions/^ It can be generalized to valuations on lattices.

Consider tbe valuations t)[a:] on a lattice L which satisfy v[a] = 0 for some
fixed o. They evidently form a vector space, since any linear combination of

valuations is a valuation. We define

(9) » ^ »i means a[x] — vi[a:] is isotone.

Then PI, P3 are obvious, and P2 follows since we require v[(j\ — 0 . Further,

evidently

(10) t) ^ implies v ^ »s for all Vi .

Hence the valuations on L with t)[a] = 0 form a 'pardy ordered vector space in

the sense of Ch. XIV.

Next, we identify valuations with functions of irUervcds. Ji z ^y, we define

*’[*» y] = ^\y] “ Then VI simply asserts that perspective and hence

projective intervals have the same vcdues.

With any chain y: x = Xa < xi < •• • < »« — y in [a:, j/], we associate the

positive variation

n

(11) y; 7] = S sup xH, 0 }

of on 7, defined as the sum of the positive increments of v[x] along 7. We
define

(12) v'^lx, y] = suPt v^x, y, y]

as the positive variation of v on [x, y]. Clearly if 7" is any subdivision of 7,

then ©''[x, y; 7"] ^ y; 7]. Again, if 7' is any chain x = xo < xi < • •
• <

oL — y subdividing [x, y], by the Cor. of Thm. 5, 7 will have a subdivision y"

whose submtervals will be projective to corresponding intervals of some sub-

division of y' —hence such that v'^[x, y; 7"] = !;'*'[x, y]y'] ^ »'*'[x, y; 7']. We
infer that

(13) a'‘'[x, y] — sup^/^ »''’[x, y ; 7"] for refinements y" of 7.

By definition (cf. §6), «(x] is of hounded variation if and only if every t;'*'[x, y] and

dual v~[x, y] is finite. We call these the positive and negative variations of »[x] on

[x, y]-

In this case, since projective intervals have corresponding chains and (as

remarked above) equal ti’^[x, y; 7] for corresponding chains, projective intervals

have equal v'*'[x, y]. It follows that

(14) t!'^[x] = a x] — i>'^[o /-> x, o]

” See P. Riesz [1] and Verh. Zurich Congress (1932), vol. I, pp. 258-9. Jordan’s construc-

tion is ^ven in his Cows d’Analyse, vol. 1, p- 54; the phrase Jordan decomposition is due to

S. Saks [1, p. 8]. The generalization to valuations was first made in piiT, p. 45].
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is a valuation of L. Further, since substitution of Xi for x expands [a, a x]

and contracts [a ^ x, a], v'^ ^ 0; by construction, v'^ ^ v. Conversely, if

vi V, 0, then for every y, vi[x, y] § v^{x^ y; y]; hence Vi[x, y] ^ v'^[x^ y]^ and

so vi ^ In summary,

Theorem 17. If v[x] is of hounded variation^ then v 0 exists and is the

defined by (11)-(13).

It follows that the valuations of bounded variation with v[a] == 0 are a vector

lattice in the sense of Ch, XV. From this many further consequences will

be traced.

Ex. 1 . Define v^[x]^ dual to v+M defined by (10)-(14).

Ex. 2 , Show that if v[x\ is of bounded variation, then v^[x] + v'‘[x] « v[x] for all a?. (Sug-

gestion: Show that v[Xj y; y] «= y; y] + v-[x, y; 7].)

Ex. 3. Show that if z[x, y] is any function of intervals giving the same value to perspective

intervals, then w{x] =* wia, a w a;] — w[a ^ x, a] is a valuation associated with w[x, y].

Ex. 4*. Generalize Thm. 17 to ‘‘valuations^’ whose values lie in any complete lattice-

ordered group.

Ex. 5. Let f[x] be any valuation on a relatively complemented lattice, with/[0] = 0. Show
that fix] is of bounded variation if and only if Sup /[«] is finite, and positive if and only

if/M ^ 0 identically. (See [LT, §86], for details; also Lemma 1
, §7, supra.)



CHAPTER VI

APPLICATIONS TO ALGEBRA

!• Normal and permutable congruence relations. A quasi-group is a system
with a binary multiplication, such that any two of the three terms of a& = c

uniquely determine the third. This means that multiplication is single-valued,

and that ax = c and = c have unique solutions. A loop is a quasi-group

with a two-sided '^identity’’ 1, satisfying lx ^ xl ^ x for all x. The general

theory of quasi-groups and loops may be found elsewhere.^

Definition. A congruence relation 6 on a loop O is called normal when

(1) vx ^ X {&) ox XU ^ X (B) implies u ^ 1 (9).

Theokem 1. All congruence relations on a loop 0 are normal if either: (i)

G is a group, or (ii) {ux)x''^ = = x’^^ixu) for all u, x ^ 0, and some
,
or

(iii) G is finite.

Proof. Case (ii) obviously includes case (i)
;
hence we begin with it.^ But

using (ii), wegetw == {ux)x~^ = (la;)«“’^ = xx’^^ = l(mod 9) and symetrically.

Finally, suppose (iii) holds. In any loop, x ^ yi9) implies xb ^ yb(9). Since

X xb carries distinct elements into distinct elements, the number of elements

in the residue class containing xb is at least as great as the number in the residue

class containing x. But for any x, y, xb ^ y has a solution; hence all residue

classes have the same cardinal number. If G is finite, this implies (1) ; otherwise

the correspondence t —» ix would introduce new congruence relations.

Definition. Two congruence relations 9 and 9' will be called permutable if

and only if

(2) 9ff = 9^9,

in the general sense of relation multiplication (Ch. XIII, §6). In other words,

writing a9x for a = x (mod 9), we require that if aSx and x9'b for some x, then

a9'y and y9b for some y—and conversely.^

^ Cf. A. Suschkewitch, Trans. Am. Math* Soc. 31 (1929), 204--14; B. A. Hansmann and
O. Ore, Am. Jour. 59 (1937), 983-1004; G. N. Garrison, Annals of Math. 41 (1940), 474-87;

A, A. Albert, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 54 (1943), 507-19 and 65 (1944), 401-19; K. H. Bruck,

ibid. 65 (1944), 19-62, and 60 (1946), 245-364.

* It is also fulfilled by, for example, the elements having inverses in any ‘‘alternative

ring'’; cf. M. Zorn, Abh. Math. Sem. Hamb. 8 (1930), p. 123, and Annals of Math. 42 (1941),

676-86.

« The importance of permutable equivalence relations was first stressed by P. Dubreil

and M. L. Dubreil-Jacotin in 1939; see P. Dubreil, Alg^re, Paris, 1946, p. 21. S^e also

O. Ore, Duke Jour. 9 (1942), 573-627, esp. pp. 590-91; also Ch. VII, §5, below, and 0.

Bpruvka^ On decompositions of sets, Rospravy II, Tridy Ceske Ak^. 53 (1943), No. 23,

85
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Theorem 2. A normal congruence relation on a loop is perrnutable with any

congruence relation.

Proof. Suppose that adx and xS'b; set a ^ ux,h ^ xv, and y == u{pcv) = vb.

Since xdb, y =^uh^ux = a(fi^) . Again, sinceux^ a^x-lx{B)^ and 6 is normal,

w s l(^) and BO y — ub ^ Ih — l{6). This proves that ^ B^B\ to prove

the converse, we simply reverse the order of multiplication.

An extension of Tima. 2 to quasi-groups has been obtained by F. Kiokemeister,

Am. Jour. 70 (1948), 99-106.

Corollary. In any group (w% or without operators)^ or in any loop satisfying

(ii) or (hi), all congruence relations are perrnutable.

For if we adjoin new operations to an algebra, then the lattice of congruence

relations becomes smaller. (For a stronger result, see Ch. II, Thm. 4.) Hence

if (1) holds for a group (or other loop) G, it holds for the same group as a group

with operators.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that the ordinal 4 is a lattice whose congruence relations are not per-

mutable.

(b) Give a short proof, from first principles, that the congruence relations on any

group are perrnutable. (Hint: set y — ax“^b.)

Ex. 2*. Show that any system with an associative multiplication, in which xa ^ b and

ay ^b have solutions x, y for any given a, 6, is a group.**

Ex. 3*. Prove (or disprove) the conjecture that the congruence relations on any relatively

complemented lattice are perrnutable.

Ex, 4. Show that any two congruence relations on a loop are perrnutable if *» u

for all x^u (i.e. ,
it is not necessary to assume {xu) *= u)

.

Ex. 5. Can a quasi-group be defined as an algebra with three binary operations oh, a * 5,

and o ® 6, satisfying a(a*b) -b and (a « h)& = 6? What about ternary operations a(b c)

and (a » 6)c?

Ex. 6. Show that there exist homomorphisms of loops on multiplicative systems, in which

the latter are not loops or even quasi-groups. (Kiokemeister and Bates)

Problem 31. Is there any quasi-group whose congruence relations are not perrnutable?

Can such a quasi-group be a loop or be finite?

Problem 32. In the proof of (2) , is it sufficient to assume that ux^x (9) implies w* 1 (9)?

2. Direct decompositions. We shall now derive two fundamental properties

of algebras with perrnutable congruence relations.

Theorem 3. The congruence relations on any algebra with pertnvtcMe con*

gruence relaiiomforinarnodular IcUtice^ in which B 6' ^ 66' ^ B'B,

Proof. Since a ^ b (B 6') means (Ch. II, Thm. 4) that for some finite

chain, a = xoBxiB'x2Bxz6' • Xn = 6, it is clear that ^ s-/ is the union of

the finite products BB'BB' • But by (1) and ^ ^ 0, B'^ « B'j this is simply

SB' ^ B'B; hence B O' ^ BB' ^ B'B, by induction.

Using the one-sided modular law (Ch. II, formula (4)), it therefore remains

to prove that if S > then 6% ^ (jBB%) S (fix ^ * But suppose a mb (fix)

and a m b (^^2)~i.e., a m b (Bi ^ (BBt))* Then for some x^a m tt {$) and

^ This result is due to E. V. Huntington, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6 (1906) , 181-197 ; it shows

that any associative quasi-group is a group.
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X = b (0g). But 01 ^ 02; hence x = b (0i). Since also a ^ b (0i) and 0i is tran-

sitive, we infer x = a (0i); hence x s a (0 ^ 0i). We now get immediately
a = b {{01 0)0^, since x ^ b {0^.

Lemma. Let 0i , 02 be any permutc^le congruence relations on an algebra A,
such that 01 ^ 02 ~ 0, 01 02 — I. Then A is isomorphic with the direct union
Ai X A2, where A,- is the homomorphic image oj A mod 0i (i = 1, 2).

Proof. For elements x,y, • • of A, and i — 1, 2, let Xi,yi, • • • denote the

residue class of A mod 0,- containing x, y, • •
•
, respectively. Then clearly the

correspondence a: -» (®i , X2) is a homomorphism of A onto a subalgebra S of

Ai X A2 . Since 0i ^ 02 = 0, Xi = yi and X2 — y2 implies (xi , ij) = (3/1 , yij ;

that is, the homomorphism is an isomorphism. Since 0i02 = 0i ^ 02 == I,

there exists for ^y (*1 , X2) and (yi , y^ a (zi, zj) such that {xi, X2) = (zi, Zg) {0t)

and (zi , Zg) = (j/i , j/g) (^g)—^i.e., such that xi = zi and zg = yg . This means
that {xi

,

yg) is an element of S for any xi and j/g ; hence 5 = Ai X Ag
,
com-

pleting the proof.

Theorem 4. The representations of an algebra A os o direct union A =
Ai X • • • X Ar correspond one-one with the sets of permutdble congruence

relations 0i, •••, 0r on A satisfying

(3) 01 ^ ^ 0r = 0, and (0i ^ ^ ^f_i) = / [i = 2,
• •

•
,
r].

Remark. These are simply dually independent elements whose meet is 0.

Proof. Suppose A = Ai X • • X A,
;
let a: = y (5,) mean that x = [xi, • •

•
, Xr]

and y = [j/i ,

• •
•

, j/r] have the same ^-component Xf = yi

.

Then (3) is obvi-

ous. Conversely, suppose (3) holds. Then by the lemma, A = B, X Ar

,

where Br is A mod 0i ^ ^ 0r. By induction on r, Br = AiX • • • X Ar_i,

completing the proof.

Ex. 1. Show that Thm. Sis not true of systems with infinitary operations—e.g., that it is

not true of all topological Abelian groups, even though they satisfy (1).

Ex. 2. Show that if an algebra satisfies (1), then so do all its homomorphic images.

Ex. 3. Show that if an algebra has only unary operations, then it satisfies (2) if and only

if it has three or fewer congruence relations.

3. Jordan-Holder Theorem. To obtain the Jordan-Hblder Theorem in its

various forms, we require not only that the congruence relations on an algebra

be permutable but also that the algebra contain a one-element subalgebra.

DEHNinoir. Let A be an dlg^a wUh a selected one-element snibalg^a 1,

oH of whose, congruent relations 0, 0', • • • are permutable. For any 0, we define

8(0) as the subodgebra of x s 1 (0) in A. If 0 ^ O', we define the guoHeril-synibol

0/0' to denote fAe hmomorphio image of 8(0) mod 0'.

Thsoeem 6. Under Ok preceding hypotheses on A, m hose /or all 0i, 02,

(4) (01 vx 02)/02 and 0i/(0i /-s 0g) are isomorphic.
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Remark. This generalizes what is often called the First Isomorphism Theo-

rem (e.g., in van der Waerden [1, p. 136]).

Proof. By the Second Isomorphism Theorem (cf. Ex. 2 of the Foreword on

Algebra), we can identify elements congruent mod 6i ^ 62] hence we can assume

Si — 0 without loss of generality. Again, no elements are concerned in

(4) except those of 8(61 ^ 62); in this, $ ^ 0' = I. We thus reduce to the case

of the lemma of §2. In this case, S{di ^ 62) mod 62 is isomorphic with A2 ;

S(di) consists of the elements [1, 02], which is isomorphic with A2 ,
completing

the proof.

CoROLLAET. Let A he any algebra with a one-element svbalgebra 1 and per-

mutaile congruence relations. Then projectile intervals [0', 0] in the (modular)

loMice of congruence relations on A determine isomorphic quotient-symbols.

The proof is immediate, if we recall the definition of projectivity and Thm. 3

above.

Now let us refer to the proof of Thm. 3, Ch. V, with especial reference toFig.

3b. Let us strengthen P(m) to the assertion Q(m): if a = Xo < Xi < • • • <
Xm — b and a = yo < yi < • • • < y^ = b a,Te any two maximal chains, then

there is a one-one correspondence between the
, x,] and , yi], such that

corresponding intervals are projective. Since [a:i ,
u] and [a, y^, and [a, aii]

and [yi ,
“u] are projective, we can prove Q(m) from Q(m —

1), just as before

we proved P(m) from P(m — 1). In the light of the preceding corollary,

Q(m) however implies the following generalized"* Jordan-Holder Theorem for

principal series.

Thbobeim 6. LetO = 00 < 01 < “’ < 0m = I and 0 = 0o < 0'i < • • <
0I = I be any two finite maximal chains of congruence relations on an algebra A
with a one-element suhalgebra whose congruence relations are permutable. Then

them = n and the are pairwise isomorphic with the S'jfS'j-i .

The same argument sdelds the Jordan-H6lder Theorem for composition series.

In this, 0i-i is supposed to be a maximal congruence relation on the subalgebra

8(0i). For the proof to go through, we must require that the congruence rela-

tions on the S(0i) be permutable, as well as those on A. Since the classes of

‘ There is an enormous literature on this result. The original result was due to C. Jor-

dan, Commentaire sur Galois, Math. Annalen 1 (1869), 141-160 (with numerical interpreta-

tion) and 0. Holder, Zurvckfahrung einer beliebigen Qleichung ibid. 34 (1889), 26-56.

The extension to groups with operators was due to E. Noether and W. Krull. The lattice-

theoretic proof for groups was indicated by Dedekind [2], and made explicit by the author

[1 ,
Thm. 26.1, 27.1]. The generalisation to quasi-groups was suggested by B. A. Hausmann

and O. Ore, and by Albert (op. cit. in §1); by D. Rees, Proo. Camb. Phil. 80c. 36 (1940), 387-

400; and by D. C. Murdoch, Bull. Am. Math. Soo. 47 (1941), 134-38; the lattioe-theoretie

formulation is due to M. F. Smiley, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 60 (1944), 782-786. The present

formulation is new.
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algebras discussed in Theorem 1 are closed under subalgebras and homomorphic
image, this is true of them, and we have®

CoROLLAKT 1. If A is a group (with or without operators), or a loop satisfying

one of the conditions of Thm. 1, then the quotient-groups occurring in any two

finite composition series are pairwise isomorphic.

In connection with this specialization to loops, it should be observed that in

Thm. 6, no claim is made either that S(&) uniquely determines 6 (i.e., that a
congruence relation is determined by the subalgebra of elements congruent to 1),

or that Sidi w ^2) is the least upper bound of S(6i) and 8(62) in the lattice of

subalgebras of A. These facts are however true in loops, where the 8 (0) are

the so-called normal svbloops; hence they are true in groups.^

Two kinds of generalization of the Jordan-Holder tW. to algebras without
chain conditions have been made. The first is due to Schreier and Zassenhaus,®

and is a corollary of Thm. 6, Ch. V.

CoEOLLART 2. Let 0 = 60 < 01 < ' - • < Sm = I and 0 = 0o < d'l < ••• <
0n = I be any two finite chains of congruence relations on A. Then these chains

can be refined by interpolation of terms 0ij = 0i^i ^ (0'j ^ 0i) and O'ij = 0j^i w
(0i ^ 0j) so that corresponding quotients 0i,j/0i,j-i and 0i,if0i-i,i are isomorphic.

In fact, without reference to induction, we can show directly that both 0i,sl0i,j-i

and 0i,jl0'i-i.j are perspective to (0i w 0'j-f) (^<_i 0'i)/0i~i v-. . This

proof yields Thm. 6 as a corollary.

Finally, one can use transfinite induction® to show that Thm. 6 holds also for

ascending maximal transfinite sequences of congruence relations on algebras

having a one-element subalgebra and permutable congruence relations, but not

for descending sequences.

Ex. 1. Show that Thm. 6 and its corollaries apply to loops with operators.

Ex. 2. Show that every loop has a unique one-element subalgebra.

Ex. 3. Show that if 1 is a one-element subalgebra of any algebra A, and 8 is any congruence

relation on A, then the x = 1 (9) form a subalgebra of A.

‘ The Jordan-Holder Thm. for composition series has been discussed at length. See

0. Ore, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 41 (1937), 266-276; A. J. Uzkow, Mat. Sbomik 46 (1938),

31-43; E. George, Crelle's Jour. 180 (1939), 110-120; A. G. Kurosh, Math. Revs. 2 (1941),

p. 343, and Mat. Sbornik 16 (1946), 69-72; 0. Ore, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 49 (1943), 568-666;

R. J. Duffin and R. S. Pate, Duke Math. Jour. 10 (1943), 743-50; P. Lorenzen, Math. Zeits.

49 (1944), 647-668; M. Chatelet, Revue Sci. 111. 85 (1947), 579-96; R. Croisot, Comptes Rendus

226 (1948), 767-8.

' For other pitfalls involved in attempts at too extreme generalization, cf. G. N. Garri-

son, Annals of Math. 47 (1946), 50-65.

»0. Schreier, Abh. Ebtmb. 6 (1928), 300-802; H. Zassenhaus, ibid. 10 (1934), 106-108.

The lattice-theoretic formulation was given in [LT, p. 61] ; a postulational study has been

made by V. Korinek; see also R. Baer, Am. Jour. 67 (1945) ,
450-460.

'This result is due to A. Kurosh, Math. Annalen 111 (1935), 13-18, and the author,

Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 40 (1934), 847-860. The non-duality is due to the fact that if 9« t t9,

then <x ^ 6a t tx 9, whereas the dual of tMs need not hold.
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Ex. 4. Formulate Thm. 6 as a theorem (a) on the left-ideals of rings, (b) in representation

theory, (c) on the invariant subalgebras of a hypereomplex algebra.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that the additive group of dyadic fractions m/2" contains no well-ordered

increasing maximal chain of normal subgroups.

(b) State a Jordan-HSlder Theorem for this group.

Problem 33. Let A be an algebra with a one-element subalgebra and permutable congru-

ence relations. Can A have distinct congruence relations 69^ 6
' such that 8 (,0) = S(9')?

4. Groups witli operators. Au endomorphism of a group or loop 0 is usually

called an operator. A group wiih operators (or loop with operators) is thus the

system (0, 2) consisting of a group (or loop) O, and a set 0 of endomorphisms of

(operators on) G, which are regarded as imary operations of the algebra (G, 0).

A a-homomorphism of (G, 0) into {H, Q) is thus a single-valued correspondence

a: x—> a(x) of G into H, such that

(5) a(xui) = [«(«)]« for all <0 €

If a is one-one, it is an Q-isomorphism.

The results of §3 apply to any group with operators, and to any lo(^ with

operators provided the number of elements is finite or x~^{xu) = (ux)x~^ = u

for all X, u. For imder these hypotheses, as remarked in §1, all O-congruence

relations (being congruence relations) are permutable. Further, since ax = a

has 1 for its only solution, and Iw = (11)m = (l«)(lw) by (5), 1« = 1 for all «.

Hence any group or loop with operators has a * one-element subalgebra. It

follows that the Jordan-Holder Theorem applies also to groups with operators,

corresponding quotients even being Q-isomorphic instead of merely isomorphic.

Using the concept of operator, one can sharpen the Jordan-Holder Theorem

and its corollaries for groups without operators. Indeed, every congruence

relation on a group is also a congruence relation for all “inner automorphism”

operators x —> a~^xa. Hence the isomorphisms referred to in the Jordan-Holder

Theorem are preserved under all inner automorphisms. Such isomorphisms

a are called “centralisomorphisms” in group theory. They satisfy

a~^a(x)a = a(a~^xa) = a(a)~^ oi(x)a(a) for all a, a:,

whence aCa)a~^ is permutable with all a(x), and a!(a) = os, where « is in the

center.

This can be generalized to loops with operators, as follows. By the Substi-

tution Property, any congruence relation on a loop G is also a congruence rela-

tion for the unary operations x —* a(xb) and x —* (ax)b. If b = a~\ then 1 is

a one-dement subalgebra, though of course x -+ a(xa~^) need not be an iso-

morphism. If 0 satisfies the hypotheses of Thm. 1, then all congruence rela-

tions are permutable. Hence if we define a “central isomorphiam” betweep

two quo1aent-looi« of the same loop with operators to be one preserved under

all correspondences x -* a(xa~^) and x —> (a~^x)a, then

Thbobem 7. In the Jordan-ffbider Theorem for loops, corresponding quotients

are centrally isomorphic, provided inverses exist.
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Ex. 1 . An Q-subgroup of a group with operators is defined as a normal subgroupNsuch that
Na g N for all operators u. Show that the congruence relations on a group with opera-

tors correspond to its £J-subgroups.

Ex. 2. Show that for a group with operators, and suitable Q-subgroups M, iV, (Mate)

N > {Mx^ N)ta is possible.

Ex. 3. Generalize Ex. 1 to loops with operators, which are finite or satisfy (ux)ar^ = u
“= ar^ixu).

5. Six-way operator-isomorphism. Let xi, xn, xt be any three congruence

relations on an algebra A with a one-element subalgebra and permutable con-

gruence relations. If we refer to Fig. 4, Ch. V, we will find that

(6) 01 ^ 6s = 62 6t — 6i — d, 61 ^ 02 — 6s 0i — 0i 61 C.

Hence ei/d and es/d are both perspective to c/es

,

and so, by the Cor. of Thm. 5,

they are isomorphic. Similarly, ei/d and es/d are isomorphic, and by Thm. 3,

c/d is the direct union of any two of these. We conclude^

Theorem 8 . Let Oi, Bs, 9i he congruence relations on an algdyra A with, a one-

element subalgebra and permutable congruence relations. Further, let oi =
(6s 6s) ^ [01 w (02 ^ 0s)] and cyclically, let^ = (61 ^ 6s) w (6s 0s) (08^ 0i)>

and let y he dual to |8. Then the six quotients at/^ and yfat are isomorphic, and

y/^ is ffie direct union of any two of them.

We now observe that in the case of groups, or of loops satisfying the

second sufficient condition (ux)or^ — u = x~^(xu) of Thm. 1, we have central

isomorphism by Thm. 7. But for any [o, 1] of ai/0 and [1, y] of as/fi in

(y/p) = (ai/)3) X (as/P), clearly

([a, 1]"*[1, y\)[a, 1] = [(o~^a:)o, I'Vl] = [L 2/]*

By central isomorphism [(a“*^a:)a, l"‘l] = [», 1] for the element [r, 1] of «i//3

corresponding to [1, y\ in asf&. But every [r, 1] corresponds to some [1, yj;

hence (or^x)a = x for all x, a. Right multiplying by cT^, we get oT^x — xaT^.

"We conclude the

CJoROLLAEY. If A IS a group, or loop in which (ux)x^^ ^ u ^ x^^(xu) for

all X, u, then the ai/p of Thm. 8 are commutative.

Ex. 1. Show that if 4 is a ring or hypercomplex algebra ia Thm. 8, then xy ^ 0 for all

ic, y € t/^* Is this true for non-associative rings?

6. Sttbdirect uiuon8. Let S be any subalgebra of a finite direct union

4.1 X • ’ • X At (A abstract algebras Ai , Then 5 is a subalgebra of the direct

union 8% X • •
• X & of the subalgebras Si of elements of 4< appearing as t-

components of elemente of S. We shall say that S is a siMirect union of the 8%

.

Historical note; For the isomorphism of Ci/d amd ez/d, see G. Jordan; TraUe des sub-^

^iMions, p. 4S^, and 0. Bolsa, Am. Jour. 11 (188^)^ 19i"214. DedeWnd [2, p. 248, formula

(81)1, gftve the lattice-theoretic projectivities involved. E. Eemak, JoUr. fur Math. 162

(liio)i l-46> showed that the groups were copaimitative. The: author |l, :p^ 462], and [2,

p. 119}, got Reito(k*s result lattlc^theorstiaaHy^ cl. Ore/Hufee Jour.' S (B3J), p.iT4,
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The correspondencefromeach element o = [oi ,
• •

•
, Or] of jS to its f-component

Ui is clearly a homomorphism $i : S Si

.

Moreover if di is regarded as a

congruence relation on S, then two elements are congruent modulo every di

if and only if they are identical, component by component. Hence

A\di = 01 ^ Of — 0 .

Conversely, let di, • •
•

,
be congruence relations on an abstract algebra S.

If we define the residue class mod 0i which contains any a ^ S as the i-com-

ponent Ot of a, then the correspondence a —^ [oi ,

• •
•

, Or] is a homomorphism of

S onto a subalgebra of the direct union Si X • •• X Sr ot the algebras Si of

residue classes of S mod 0i

.

Moreover every element of Si is an i-component

of some o 6 /S. Finally, the homomorphism a—>\ai, • •
, Or] is an isomorphism

if and only if A Si == 0.

Using a somewhat more elaborate notation, the same proof applies to sub-

direct unions having an infinite number of factors (cf. Thm. 4, Ch. II). Hence

Theorem. 9. The representations of an abstract algebra A as a subdirect union

correspond one-one to the sets of congruence relations on A satisfying A 0i = 0.

Now for any a 7^ b, consider the partly ordered set C(a, b) of all congruence

relations S on .4, such that a^b (mod 0). If T is any subchain of C(a, b), we

define the union t of the S € JT by the rule x ^ y (r) means x ^ y (0) for some

S € T. It is evident that a 6 (t), and that (since A has finitary operations) t

is a congruence relation—cf. Thm. 4, Ch. II. Hence in C{a, b), every subchain

has an upper bound r. Using (AC2) of Ch. Ill, §6, we infer that C{a, b) has

a maximal element a.

We next consider H, the homomorphic image of A, mod a. If <t> is any con-

gruence relation on H, then a ^ b (<t>), for otherwise <7 could not be maximal.

Hence the least congru^ce relation on H making a ^b (0), is” a congruence

relation contained in every other congruence relation except 0. Hence if

no = 0, /\<i>i ^ 4xi > 0, and we conclude

Theorem 10. Every algebra A can be represented as a subdirect union of

subdirectly irreducible algebras.^

For the meet of the <7 is 0, since given a 7^ b, a fib (v) for some <7. And each

H — H(a) is irreducible in the strong sense that in any isomorphic representa-

tion of H as a subdirect union, some one factor is isomorphic with H.

Ex. 1. Develop notation suitable for proving Thm. 9 in the case of infinitely many factors.

Ex. 2. Show that in Thm. 9, for algebras with pennutable congruence relations, one gets

a direct union if and only if (9i ^ 9*-i) w 9* — / for & 2, - • • , r —in case r is

finite.

« We recall that being reflexive, symmetric, transitive, and enjoying the Substitution

Property are all extenrionally attainable (i.e., closure) properties—hence so is being a

congruence relation, and erists.

“ This result is due to the author, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 60 (1944), 764-768. Subdireet

unions were first conridered in the case of groups, by R. Bemak, op, cit. in $6.
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Ex. 3*. Show that Thm. 9, but not Thm. 10, is also valid for topological algebras, with
infinitary operations. (Hint: try topological spaces.)

?• Kurosh-Ore Theorem. Theorem 9 makes one interested in the representa-

tions of an element (namely, 0) of a modular lattice as a meet of larger elements.

Ideal theory also involves such representations.^®

Now we shall call an element a of a modular lattice L “meet-reducible’’ (for

short, “reducible”) if it is the meet x ot elements x > a^y > a greater than
itself; otherwise we shall call it “irreducible.” A simple inductive argument
shows that if L satisfies the ascending chain condition, then every a £ L has

a representation as a meet of irreducible elements. For in this case, we can
assume by the generalized induction principle that every x, y > a has such a
representation.

Again, it is natural to call a component rr* in a “reduction” a = Xi^ ^ Xr

of a “redundant,” if a = a;i ^ Xk^i ^ Xk+i ^ ^ Xr —^and it is

obvious that to any reduction of a there corresponds one, none of whose com-
ponents is redundant. Such reductions will be called “irredundant.”

Lemma. Let a = Xi ^ ^ Xr xt ^ ^ x* he any two irredundant

reductions of a into irreducible components. Then one can substitute for any Xi

a suitable x*
,
and get a new reduction of a.

Proof. Set yi = xi^ • • • ^ Xi^i ^ Xi^i ^ ^Xr. Then by irredundancy,

Vi > a, yet Xi /-N Vi = a. Now form zy = yi ^ x*
; clearly yi S ^ a—and,

since S ,
o. S ^ ^ ^ ^ x* ^ a. But by Thm. 6, Ch. V,

the sublattice between a ^ Xi ^ yi and yi is isomorphic to the sublattice be-

tween Xi and Xi ^ yi—and since Xi is irreducible in the latter, so is a in the former.

Hence some Zj is a, and ^ Xi^i ^ Xf ^ Xi^^^i ^ • • • ^Xr a.

Theorem 11.^^ The number of components in irredundant reductions of any

element is independent of the reduction: in the preceding lemma, r = s.

Proof. Choose r minimal, and replace the Xi by x* one at a time. We get

in the end a == re* d) ?
whence by the irredundancy of the x* there

are at least s j{i), and s Sr. Hence by minimality, s = r.

Corollary. Let A be any algebra whose congruence relai/kms are permutable

and satisfy the ascending chain condition. The number offactors in any irredundant

representation of A as a subdirect union of subdirectly irreducible algebras is the

same for cdl such representations.

Proof. That any irredundant representation is finite, and the existence

of such representations, follow from the ascending chain condition and Thm. 9,

Partly because any ‘irreducible” ideal is “primary” in the sense of containing a power

of a “prime” ideal. Of. van der Waerden [1, Ch. XII].

Historical note. Thm. 11 was proved for ideals by Emmy Noether, Math. Annalen

83 (1921), §3. A different proof was given by R. Remak, Crelle’s Jour. 163 (1930),

1-44. The first lattw-theor^tic proof was given by A. Kurosh [1]; 0, Ore [2], p. 270 gave a

proof independmtly. The rmlts of Bxs. 3-4 below are due to R. P. Dilwofth, Bull. Am.
Math. Soc. 62 (1946), 669-663 and refs, given there.
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The proof is completed by appeal to Thms. 11 and 2. By Thm. 1, the re-

sult holds for groups with operators, and for finite loops and loops satisfying

x^^(xu) = {ibx)x'^^ = u.

Ex. 1. Show that in the proof of the lemma, the 2/< are in fact independent over a.

Ex. 2. Prove in detail that in any lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition, every

element can be expressed as the meet of a finite number of meet-irreducible elements.

Ex. 3*. Show that in the lemma of §7, we can renumber the a;* so that every can be

substituted for Xi .

Ex. 4*. (a) Show that in the lemma, for each Xi , an xj exists which can be substituted

for Xi and such that Xi can also be substituted for xj

.

(b) Show that in one case, no renumbering can be found such that, for all i, x*

can be substituted for Xi and vice-versa.

8. Theorem of Ore. An even more important theorem, due to Ore,^® is the

following. Let us call an element e of a modular lattice a direct join of elements

oi ,
• •

•
,
a„ (in symbols, e = ai X • •• X o.) when the at are independent and

have the join e.

Theobem 12. Let L be any modvlar lattice of finite length. If I has tieo

represenialions Oi X • • • X Om and bi X • • • X bn as a direct join of indecomposable

elements, then m = n and the ai and by are projective in pairs.

Proof. Let =® ai X • • • X Oi-i X o»+i X * • X am and bj — biX ••• X
by_i X X * ‘ X b„ ;

then I - atXdt =“ bj X.Sy for all i, j. If J = by X
for some i, j we shall say that is replaceable by by . We shall show that

every ay is replaceable by some by ; without loss of generality, we assume i = 1.

Case I. If Oi w by = ^ by = J for some;, then by dimension

d[oJ = <i[2] — £i[5y] + d[ai by] = d[by] + dtoi ^ 5y] § d[by].

Similarly, dlby] ^ d[ai], proving d[ai] — dlby}, whence dloi /-, 5y] = d[di /-. by] =
0. We conclude ci ^ 6y = Si ^ by = 0, and so Ci and by are mwtually re-

placeable.

Case n. Suppose Oi ^ Bj < I for some j, say j = 1. Let g* denote

(oi ^ Bh) ^ bh . Since oi ^ bi would imply oi 5i ^ bi v./ 5i == I,

contrary to hsrpothesis, clearly qi — (oi Bi) h < h- Moreover since

the b» are independent and g* g b»
, c == V gk is the direct Join of the Qk , and

so die] = E dig*] < X) dlb*] = dlT], whencec< I.

Historical note. The analogous result for general finite groups was first {pven by
J. H. M. Wedderburn, Annals of Math. 10 (190S), p. 173; the case of Abelian groups being

due to L. Kronecker (Berl. Sitz. (1870), 881-880). A gap in Wedderbum’s proof was filled

by R. Remak, Crelle’s Jour. 139 (1911), p. 293. Later papers by 0. Bohmidt; Krull, Math.
Zeits. 23 (192$), 161-196; H. fitting, ibid. 39 (1936), l^HU); andKorinek, Cas. Pest. mat. a
fys. 66 (1937), ^1-286, had extended the theorem to groups with operators. 0. Ore made
the proof purely lattice-theoretio [2, p. 272], thus paving the way for further generalisa-

tions—See also 0. Ore, Duke Jour. 2 (1936), 681-696, and A. Kurosh, I»v. Akad. Nauk
SSSR 7 (1943), 185-202, and 10 (1946) , 47-72. The present new formulation was announced
at the Princeton Bicentennial Conference (1946), with Theorems 3, 4, 6, 8.
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Again, we get by induction on n, writing ai = dh,

(7)

n
r= V g* = (6i r*\ w
j
V

/ - n ^ 1\
= di /-N

( 6i w Vh^ A dJ
\ Jb-2 J/

/ ” '

= di ^ ( V
\*“i

.

)
A dji;

/

A dJ
*-2 J

by L5

by L5, since A d* ^ 6i

“ di Z A dj = A
k-i £-1

(Oi h) S fli.

Therefore (c ^ di) «w Oj = c ^ (di w ci) = c by L5, and c di ^ Oi = 0,

whence c = ai X (c ^ di).

It follows by induction on length that oi can be replaced by some factor

Bhi > 0 of some g* , in any representation of c = gi X • • • X ffn = oi X (c di) as

a direct join of indecomposable factors eu, of the qh ; write e = ea for ^ort. Then

c = e X (c ai) "by definition, whence

e di = 6 (c di) ^ di (by L4)

= o (c di) N_/ di == c w di = J, by (7),

But d[e] = d[aj, by replaceability in c = ai X (c /-v di); hence e ^ di = 0 and

I = e X oi . Moreover 6 = 6*. For e {h ^ &i) ^ e ^ Si = 0, and by L6

6 (6* /-V di) = (e di) bh — I bh — bh }

whwice e is a direct factor of 6* = e X (6* d*). But by hypothesis, 6* is

indecomposable; hence e = bh and I = bhX Sh. Hence oi is replaceable by

bh

,

where h 7^ 1 .

Case III. Suppose oi ^h, = I for all j, yet Si ^^bj < I for all j^the only

remaining possibility. Tlien, as in Case II, but with the roles of oi and hi

interchanged, 61 can be replaced by some at ^ oi, say Om (renumbering sub-

scripts). Then x {x a»,) ^ d„ is a perspectivity of (0, 61] onto [0, d*.].

Hence if bg denotes (6y ^ Um) ^ dw, then o>m =
. ui X *

* X dm—1
=

62 X * • X 6*
. By induction on length, Oi is replaceable by some b* in

[0, dm]. Moreover bj w Si contains

bj •—» Om “ (6/ v-* Om) ^ (dm Om) = 1(6^ ^ Qm) dm] Om — bj Om

Hence it contains 6* w o* Om-i >./ o» = dm w Om (since oi is replaceable

by 6* in dm); that is, 6/ di = I. But d[oi] = dLb*] = d[6i], the three being

projective. Hence J = 6^ X di , and oi is replaceable by bj
,
qje.d.

I Using Theorem 4 and tbe Cor. of Thm. 6, we infer the

CoEOLLABTl. Let A = AiX ••• X Am = Hi X X Bnbe mytwo repre-

aentaHms of m algebra A ae a direct iinion of indecompoeable factors, where (i)

A, hm 0 <M|ie-afeTO6»j#ifu6<%e6rffl, ,(ii) aU eongrmnce rekSiom on A are p&rmttdble,
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and (iii) the lattice of congruence relations on A has finite length. Then m ^ n^

and the Ai and Bj are 'pairwise isomorphic.

Corollary 2, Let 0 be any group with operators^ or loop satisfying x ^{xu) =
{ux)xr^ == U] suppose also the lattice of congruence relations on Q has finite length.

Then in any two representations of G as a direct union of directly indecomposable

factors, the factors are pairwise centrally isomorphic.^^

Ex. 1. Show that if the central of G is the identity in Cor. 2, then the factors are equal.

(Hint: If Co ~ ao6o ,
and every 6 or c is permutable with every a, then ao is in the center

of G.)

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if the L of Thm. 12 is distributive, then the at and 6/ are equal in pairs.

(b) State stronger versions of Cors. 1-2, valid in this case.

(c) Show that the results of Ex. 2 (a) hold more generally if the at , h, are in the

center of the lattice.

Ex. 3*. Show that neither the ascending nor the descending chain condition is enough to

make Thm. 12 valid.^^

Ex. 4*. Let A and B be the 2-element algebras, with a unary operation such that

0' » 0 and 1' 1 in A, whereas 0' “ 1 and 1' « 0 in B. Show that A X R and B X R are

isomorphic, yet A and B are indecomposable and non-isomorphic. (B. Jdnsson)

Problem 34. Is the Unique Factorization Theorem valid for all finite algebras with a

one-element subalgebra?

9. Lattices of subgroups. Although it is the modular lattice of congruence

relations (normal subgroups) on a group G which most directly characterizes

the structure of <?, the lattice L{G) of all subgroups of G is also interesting. Of

course, the two lattices are isomorphic if O is commutative.

Following Priifer, we shall call a group G generalized cyclic if any two elements

a,b ^ G are powers of a suitable third element c » c(a, b) of G.

Theorem 13* The lattice L(G) of all subgroups of a group G is distributive

if and only if G is a generalized cyclic group}^

Proof, Let G be a generalized cyclic group; by the one-sided distributive

law, L{G) is distributive if A (P C) ^ (A ^ S) (A C) for any three

subgroups A, B, C of G. But suppose a - be [a 6 A, 6 £ B,c € C]; by defini-

tion, 6, c can be represented as powers b ^ d^, c ^ d^ of some third element d;

hence — a. If m' = Lc.m. [m, m + n] and n' ^ Lc,m. [n, m + n], then

clearly ^ A ^ B and d”' ^ A ^ C] hence if A « Xm' + ynf =* g,cA,

For a still more general result, see B. Jdnsson and A, Tarski, Direct decompositions of

finite algebraic systems, Notre Dame Mathematical Series, 1946, There the theorem is

proved for any algebra with a binary operation +, an element 0 such that 0 + z

X + 0 » z for all z, and a structure lattice of finite length. See also R. Baer, Dirsot de*

compositions, 'Tv&m. Am. Math. Soc. 62 (1947), 62-98 and Bull. Am. ISIath. Soe, 54 (1948),

167-74.

See W. Krull, Math. Zeits. 23 (1925), 161-196; O. Ore, op* cit.; B. Jdnsson and A.

Tarski, Abstract 51-9-160; I have not checked this result.

TMs result is due to O. Ore, Structures and group theory* II, Duke Jour. 4 (1988), 247-

^9, Oh, 3.
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(m', n'), d* € (A ^ B) (A ^ C). But by elementary number theory,

h = (m', n') = ([m, m + n], [n, m + n]) = [(?n, 71), m + n] = {m, n)\m n.

Hence a = = (/)"• 6 (A ^ B) ^ (A ^ C) for some h.

Conversely, suppose L{G) is distributive, let a, b be any two elements of G,
and let m, n be any two integers. If A, B, C denote the subgroups generated

by a, b, and c = ab respectively, then (A ^ B) ^ C = (A ^ C) ^ {B ^ C).

But A C is generated by the smallest power d = d oi a which is also a power
of c, and B /-s C by 6* = c* likewise. Clearly d and 5* are permutable; hence
the subgroup generated by them consists of the and by hypothe-
sis d^V = ab for some m, n-, hence Therefore is permut-
able with &, hence with V, but oT'" = (jd)”' is permutable with b‘\ hence so is a.

Again, = 0“’“^ is permutable with a; hence so is 6 = and oh —
ba. We conclude that a, b generate a commutative subgroup of G. Now, using

the basis theorem for (possibly infinite) Abelian groups wfith two generators,

this subgroup is cyclic or it has two independent generators a', b'. In the latter

case, the subgroups generated by a', b', and a'b' are not distributive, as can

easily be checked directly.

It is also possible to determine all finite groups G, such that L{G) is modular.

This is certainly the case if all subgroups of G are normal; thus it is sufficient

that G be generated by its center Z, and two other elements satisf3dng^''

(8) o® = 5^ = c, c® = 1, d'^b~^db = c.

It is also clearly sufficient that all subgroups of G be permutotbU, as may be

seen by inspecting the proof of Thm. 1, Ch. V. This condition is satisfied by
the “modular p-groups” G = {y,b], generated by a commutative subgroup Y
whose elements satisfy y*"” = 1, p a prime, and an element b of order p"", where

for some n = ps p,

(9) b~^yb = p“ for all y € F, where d’' = 1 (mod p”), and p* ^ 4 if p = 2.

The modular law is also satisfied by the subgroups of so-called “modular pg-

groups” G = {X, o}, generated by a commutative subgroup X whose elements

satirfy a;' = 1 for some prime p, and an element a of prime-power order

which satisfies

(10) cT^xa = for all a: 6 X, where n® = 1 (mod p).

However, the subgroups of modular pg-groups need not be permutable. Con-

versely, Iwasawa has diown that every finite group G, such that L(,G) is modular,

is a toect union of Hamiltonian groups, modular pg-groups, and modular

p-groups as defined above.®®

Thus a, h generate the so-called quaternion group of Hamilton. BedeMnd showed

OVIath. Aimalen 48 (1897), 548-61) that “Hamiltonian” groups of the type just described

were the only groups whose subgroups were all normal.

* K. Iwaaawa, J. Fao. Sci. Tokyo 4 (1941), 171-199 and Jap. Jour. Math. 18 (1943), 709-

28; see also A. W. Jones, Duke Jour. 12 (1945), 541-560. Quite recently, MarshallHall

has given similar characterizations of groups whose subgroup lattice is semi-modular and

dually. Cf. Problem 12 of [UT].
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Ex. 1. (a) Determine L(G) if G is the dihedral group of symmetries of a regular pentagon,

and show that it is modular.

(b) Same problem for the regular 15-gon, but show that L(G‘)is iion-modular.

(c) Determine L(G) , if G* is defined by ^ ^ l,xy ^ yxK Show that all chains

have length 3, but that L{G) is not modular. (It is neither upper nor lower semi-

modular, in the sense of Ch. VII.)

(d) Let G be defined by ^ 1, xy ^ xy^. Show that L(G) is upper, but not

lower semi-modular. Show that it is non-modular.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if L(G) is modular, andH is any homomorphic image of any subgroup

of Gi then L(H) is modular.

(b*) Is it true that if L(G) and LiH) are modular, then so is L{GXH)?
Ex. 3*. Show that if G is finite, then the center of L(G) consists of the normal and comple-

mented Sylow subgroups of G»

Ex. 4. Represent the modular pg-groups as groups of transformations £ + « of

A-dimensional affine space over the Galois field of order p, in the notation of Ch. VII, §2.

Problem 36. What are the neutral elements of L((?) ,
if (? is a finite group?

Problem 36. Find conditions on G which are necessary and sufficient for L(fi) to be semi-

modular For its dual to be semi-modular (cf. Ch. VII, §5, Ex. 4).

10. Classification of groups by subgroup lattices. It has been shown by A. W.

Jones (op. cit. supra) that the subgroup lattices of modular p-groups and of

modular pg-groups are isomorphic to subgroup lattices of appropriate commuta-

tive groups. This emphasizes the fact that non-isomorphic groups can have iso-

morphic subgroup lattices,^^ However, the fact that all groups whose subgroup

lattices are isomorphic with subgroup lattices of Abelian groups, and hence

modular, are metabelian groups, shows that groups which have isomorphic

subgroup lattices are usually very similar. '

Thus for groups (? whose order n can be factored into & ^ 4 prime factors

(counting repeated factors), the length of L(G) is equal to k. This may be shown

by noting that the alternating group of five letters is the only non-solvable such

group.^ Again, L(G) is a chain if and only if (? is cyclic of prime-power order.

It seems likely that if 0 is simple, then it is determined to within isomorphism

by L(G). Much work remains to be done in this field.*®

If we restrict ourselves to commutative groups, much can be said. Apart

from cyclic Sylow subgroups, L(0) completely determines (?. Furthermore,

every automorphism of L(0) is induced by a group-automorphism of (?. This

result specializes, in the case of ^‘elementaiy'^ Abelian groups of order which

can be regarded as vector spaces of dimension n over finite fields, to a well

known property of collineations in projective geometries, and is thus** related

to the material in Ohs. VII-VIII.

For a striking example in point, see Ada Rottlaender, Math. 2feits. 28 (1928), 641*663;

for the general problem, see R. Baer, Am. Jour. 61 (1939), 1-44, and Bull, Am. Soc.

44 (1938), 817-820; also A. Kurosh, Teori Grupp (Russian) Moscow (1944), pp. 824-348.

** Cf. W. Burnside, Theory of groups of finite or^r, Cambridge Press (1897), p. 867;

*» J. K. Senior has compiled an unpublished set of condensed diagrams of L(0), in the

case of p-groups G of low order. 0. Ore, Duke Jour. 6 (1939), 481-460, has madb partial

classifications of solvable groups in terms of the lattices of normal and composition sub-

groups.
** Cf. R- Baer, A unified theory of projective spacee and finite abelian groups

f

Trans.

Am. Math. Soo. 52 (1942) , 283-348; also E. Inaba, Froc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 19 (1943), 628-82.
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Further, one can prove easily, using the Basis Theorem and characters, that

the lattice of all subgroups of any finite commutative group A is self-dual?^

Ex. 1. Find a necessary and sufficient condition that L{G) be isomorphic to LiH), if G
and H are cyclic groups of finite order.

Ex. 2. Show that the lattice of subgroups of the dihedral group of order 2p is isomorphic
with the lattice of subgroups of the non-cyclic group of order

Ex. 3*. Show that the lattice of all characteristic subgroups of any Abelian group of odd
finite order is distributive. Is it generated by two chains? (Hint: Try the subgroups
of X satisfying ^ 0 for some a, and satisfying x « pH for some t, using additive nota-

tion.)

Ex. 4. (a) Show that a finite group is hypercentral if and only if the intersection of its

maximal proper subgroups contains its commutator-subgroup. (Wielandt)

(b*) Determine the groups G such that L(G) is isomorphic to L{H) for some hyper-
central group H.

Ex. 5*. Show that if G is the symmetric or alternating group of degree n > 4, then L(G)
determines G to within isomorphism.

Problem 37. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on G in order that L{G) be self-dual.

Problem 38. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on G in order that LiG) be comple-
mented.2«

Problem 39. What is the largest integer k such that LCG) has length k whenever G has k
prime factors (not necessarily distinct)?

Problem 40. If L(G) and L(H) are isomorphic, and G is solvable, must H be solvable?

Problem 41. (a) Show that if S is simple, and if LiG) and Li8) are isomorphic, then the

center of G is 1. Infer that the order of G is at most the number of automorphisms
of L(8).

(b) Use this result and Problem 39 to prove that G is isomorphic with S—or find a
counterexample.

Problem 42. To what extent is a group determined to within isomorphism by the complete

lattice of its cosets? (N. B. Every element is a coset.)

Problem 43 (I. Kaplansky). Is it true that if LiG) has finite length, then G is finite?

** See A. Chatelet, Les groupes Abhliem finis et les modules de points entiers, Paris, 1925,

pp. 143, 165, 168. The author, Proc- Lend. Math. Soc. 38 (1936), p. 389, showed that LiA)
had a dual automorphism of period two, carrying characteristic subgroups into charac-

teristic subgroups. R. Baer, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 43 (1937), 121-124, determined all

infinite commutative groups A for which LiA) was self-dual.

Problems resembling Ex. 5 and Problem 38, but not equivalent to them, have been

solved by R. Baer, Am. Jour. 61 (1939), p. 3, and P. Hall, Jour. Loud. Math. Soc. 12 (1937),

201-204. To solve Problem 40, it may be helpful to use P. HalPs Thm. that a group of

order g is solvable if and only if it contains, for every m such that m and g/vn are relatively

prime, a subgroup of order m.



CHAPTER VII

SEMI-MODULAR LATTICES

1. Definition. A lattice L of finite length is called semi-modtia/ if and only

if its elements satisfy

(JO If X and y cover a, and x 9^ y, then x ^y covers x and y.

We have already seen (Ch. V, §2) that any semi-modular lattice satisfies the

Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, and that the dimension function satisfies the

inequality

(1) d[x /-s y] -f d[x y] dlx] + d\y]-

From this it follows that

(2) If X covers x ^ y, then x ^ y covers y.

For by (1), since d[a:] = d[x ^ j/] -f 1, we get by cancellation d[x w y] ^
d\y] -f 1. But d{x y] = d[y] would imply x ^ y, whence x = x ^ y could

not cover x ^y. Conversely, (2) implies (1)

.

Following L. R. Wilcox,* we shall say that (x, y) is a modular pair when
X ^ z implies x ^ (y ^ z) = (x ^ y) z. In a modular lattice, evidently

all pairs are modular.

Lemma 1. Elements x,y of a semi^modular lattice offinite lengthform a modular

pair if and only if equality holds in (1).

Proof. Suppose u = x ^ (y ^ z) > (x ^ y) ^ z = tiar some z x. Then
(Ch. V, §1, Fig. Z&) X ^ y t < u ^ X, yet t ^ y = u ^ y. This means
that any coimected chain from x ^ y to x passing through t, u is shortened

under the correspondence s —» s ^y. But by (2) it goes into a connected chain;

hence inequality holds in (1). Conversely, if a:, y is a modular pair, then the

transformation s —» s y of the interval [a: ^ y, a:] has a sin^e-valued inverse

s y {s ^ y) ^ x] hence connected chains go into connected chains of the

same length; hence <i[a: ^ y]^ d[y] = d{x\ — ^ y], and equality holds in (1).

However, the condition that equality holds in (1) is synametrio on x and y;

hence in a semi-modular lattice, if a;, y is a modular pair, then y, a; is a modular

pair. Whereas if a lattice L of finite length is not semi-modular, we have y and
z covering o = y ^ 2

,
yet y w 2 > a; > 2 for some x, y, 2 . Then x, y is not a

modular pair; yet y, a: is a modular pair. For if i ^ y, then i (x ^ y) =

* Also, “BirkhofE lattices”; in ILT], “upper semi-modular lattices.”

• Modularity in the theory of lattices, Annals of Math. 40 (1939), 490-606. Theorem 1 is

due to Wilcox; the proof given below to I. Kaplansky and the author. Theorem 2 is new.
Cf . R. P. Dilworth, Ideals in Birkhoff lattices, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 49 (1941) , 826-63, and
S. MacLane [1], esp. p. 466, for semi-modular lattices of infinite length.

100
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t a satisfies a ^ t ^ a ^ y. If t ^ a = y certainly t (x ^ y) = y ^
{t x) ^ y; if t ^ a = a, then t ^ a and so t ^ (x y} = a = z y —

{t ^x) ^ y. We conclude the following result.

Thboeem 1. A laitice L of finite length is semi-modular if and only if the

relation of modularity between pairs of elements of L is symmetric.

This condition has the advantage of applying to lattices with continuous as

well as discrete chains. So does the following condition.

Thboeem 2. A lattice L of finite length is semi-modular if and only if:

(7) if , ya), (*i , yi), • •
•

, (Xn , Vn) is any maximal chain of the cardinal

product {x ^y,x\X [a: y, y], them xq yo , Xi .^yi ,

• ,x„^yn isamaxi-

mod chain of [x ^ y, x ^ y\.

Proof. By definition of cardinal product, if (»,• , yi) covers (xi-i , yi-i) in L,

then either Xi = Xi-i and Pi covers y<-i or Xi covers Xi-i and y,- = y{_i ;
in

either case, if L is semi-modular, Xi y< covers Xi-i y,_i or equals it by (2);

hence the x» v.^ yi form a maximal chain. Conversely, if L is not semi-modular,

then ({') fails, and a-^a, a^^y, x^yota^a, x^a, Xy.jy fails to be

maximal chain of the interval [a: y, a; y].

We shall now show that (7) holds in any modular lattice M. Let {»«}

and {y«} be maximal chains in [a: ^ y, a;] and [a; y, y], respectively; then

{aJa ya} is a chain in [a: ^ y, a; ^ y]; let c be any cut in {xa v-' yo}; define

Xe - {c ^y) ^ X and y^ = (c a;) /-x y. By L5, we have [(a;« ^ y«) y]

^ a: = (x„ ^ y) z — Xcc ^ (y ^ x) = Xa

.

Hence if Xa ^ Va ^ c, Xa ^
s-x y] X—\ X “ Xc , and if Xa x-. ya ^ c, Xa ^ [c x.x y] x-. x “ Xc ,

lattice opera-

tions being isotone. Also, a;« = Xa /-x a: ^ (xa ^ ya) ^ z = Xa ^ (ya x)

^ Xa ^ (y x-v x) = Xa ,
whence Xa ^ ya ^ c implies x« == (xa ^ ya) ^ x S

c ^ X, and x« x^ y« ^ c implies Xa = (xa ^ ya) ^ x ^ c ^ x. Since Xe €

{a;a}, yc € {ya}j we conclude Xc ye = Xa ^ ya

.

Hence the same cut c in

the set of a defines x<, and c x-. a?—and, {Xa} being maximal, Xc = c ^x 6 {a;*}.

Sunilarly, ye - c ^ y € {ya}, where c is one of the «. Consequently,

c ^ (c X.X y) x-x (x x^ c) = [(c y) x-x (x x^ y)] ^ (c ^x) since c^x y^y

= [ {
(<x X.X y) x-x X }

xxx y] x-. (c x^ x) = [(c y) /-% x\ x.x [y x-x (c x)]

by L5 twice

== Xe x^ y« = (c x-x x) x^ (c x-x y) ^ c.

We conclude (xc x.x y.) € {x* x.x ya ] ,
which is thus maximal, q.e.d.

Ex. 1. Show that in any lattice L (i) if L is modular, then (a) the relation of modularity

between pairs of elements of L is symmetric, (ii) if (a) holds, then (2) holds, (iii) if (2)

holds, then (f') holds.

Ex. 2*. Show that ({') implies (a) if any two elements ofL can be joined by a finite maximal

ohmn. Prove an analog of (1) in this case. (I. Kaplansky)

Ex, 3. Show that any lattice of finite length possesses an isotone function assuming the

real valu® 0, J, i, 5,
• •

' ,
such that (1) holds.
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Ex. 4. (a) Show that 1 © (1 + E) 0 1 w a lattice which satisfies (J') but aot (2) ;
here R

is the chain of rational numbers. (I. Kaplansky)

(b) Show that 1 © (E + E) © 1 satisfies (a) and its dual, but not the condition that

all maximal chains connecting the same end points are isomorphic. (I. Kaplansky)

Problem 44. Does condition (7) imply condition (a)? What can you say if one chain

condition holds (of. Wilcox, op. cit.)? Do condition (7) and its dual imply modularity?

What about lattices whose ideals satisfy ({') (cf. Dilworth, op. cit.)?

Problem 45. Can Ore’s Thm. 12 of Ch. VI be extended to the symmetric elements of

semi-modular lattices, if suitably modified?

2. Examples. Now let R be any associative ring with unity 1 ;
consider the

set of n-vectors J = (xi, •••
,
x„), t/ = (yi, • •

•
, 2/»)—with components »» 6 R.

We addition of ^-vectors and multiplication of vectors by scalars c €

by the usual formulas.®

$ + n = (Xi + * *
• J «» + 2/»), c| = (call ,

• •
•

, CXn).

The algebraic system thus defined is denoted V(R; n), and called the n-dimen-

sional vector space over R.

A linear combination of vectors ,
• •

•
,

is defined to be any finite sum

Cili + • •
• + c4r of scalar multiples c4f of the . The set of linear combina-

tions of a set X of vectors is called the vector siibspace generated by X, and

may be denoted X; the vector subspace generated by the void set is defined as

(0, •
: , 0) . It is easily verified that the operationX—»•X is a closure operation

in the sense of Ch. IV, §1; hence the vector subspaces of F(jK; n) form a com-

plete lattice. By Thm. 1 of Ch. V, this lattice is even modular; it is denoted

PG(R; n — 1) and called the (n — l)-dimensiondl projective geometry over R.

The most interesting case occurs when E is a division ring; in this case, each

nonzero vector J generates a minimal proper subspace, consisting of the various

eg. For any 5^ 0 generates a subspace including c“^(c£) = ^ These mini-

mal proper subspaces are called projective points; they correspond to projective

points under homogeneous coordinates, in the usual sense.*

Obviously every subspace of F(JS; n) is the join of the projective points

which it contains; moreover if | | w contains ^ + 11, which determines

a third projective point; hence

Thboeem 3. For my division ring R and any n, PG{R; n ~ 1) is a modular

laMice in which the join of two distinct poirds contains a third.

An affine subspace of y(jB; n) is defined as a subset which contains, with any

I, y, also all “affine combinations” ^ + c(,y — the void set is included as an

afl&ne subspace. It is easily verified that any nonvoid affine subspace is the

transform of a vector subspace imder a translation r —* t + moreover as in

Ch. IV, §1, the affine subspaces of V(R-, n) form a complete lattice. This is

denoted AQ(R; n), and called the n-dimensionod affine geometry over R.

• As, for example, in N. J&oobson,Theory ofrings,New York, 1943, esp. Ch. II, where more
material may be found.

* See for example W. C. Graustein, Iniroduciion to higher geometry, MacMillan, 1940

Ch. III.
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Again, let JJ be a division ring. In PG(R] n), let S be the vector snbspace
of all (n + l)-vectors (rci ,

• •
•

, ain , 0) ;
we call this the ‘^hyperplane at infinity

Eachvectorf € V{R;n+ l) - S determines just one vector (rcn+i^^i, • *
* ,XnXiXn,l)

in the aflSne subspace A of vectors (t/i ,
• •

•
, ; 1) ;

this is the usual correspond-

ence between homogeneous and non-homogeneous coordinates. Moreover,
this correspondence interchanges linear combinations and aflBne combinations;

hence it interchanges vector subspaces not included in S and afl&ne subspaces

of A . In this way, it may be shown (we omit the details) that

Theorem 4. For any division ring R and any n, AG{R; n) is isomorphic with

the subset of those elements of PF(R; n) which are not contained in a maximal
proper element S < I.

Using Ex. 4 below, one then easily shows that AG(R; n) is always a semi-

modular lattice.^

It is easy to show that any cardinal product, join-homomorphic image,

^

or convex sublattice of a semi-modular lattice of finite length is itself semi-

modular. However, duals and sublattices of semi-modular lattices need not

be semi-modular.

Other examples of semi-modular lattices are described in §§5—6, below.

Ex. 1. Show that any non-modular lattice contains a non-semi-modular sublattice.

Ex. 2. Show that unless E consists of 0, 1 alone, every “line’’ in PQ(R; n) contains at

least, four points.

Ex. 3. Show that if p is any point of AG{Ei n), the z'^p form a modular lattice isomorphic

with n). (Monger) ^ '

Ex. 4. LetM be any modular lattice, and s < I any maximal proper element of M. Show
that if we delete the z ^ s in ikf , we get a semi-modular lattice L, Show that if p > 0

in L, the y'^p form a modular lattice.

Ex. 5. Show that if, in any semi-modular lattice L, we equate to 1 all elements with

d[x] ^ n (n any fixed integer), we get a semi-modular lattice. Show that this is a join-

homomorphic image of L. (S. MacLane)
Ex. 6. (a) Show that if R is the real number system, the portions of afl&ne subspaces con-

tained in any open convex subset S of V{R; n) form a semi-modular lattice. (This

gives.«-dimensional hyperbolic geometry, if is an n-sphere.)

(b**) Generalize to the case R is an ordered field, so far as possible.

Ex. 7. Generalize Thms. 3-4 to the case of infinite n.

Ex. 8, (a) Show that the “normal cosets” (i.e., cosets of normal subgroups) of a finite

group G form a semi-modular lattice if and only if the normal subgroup generated by
each element a ^ G (not the identity) is a minimal proper normal subgroup.

(b) Which finite groups have this property?

Problem 46* To what extent are the results of the last paragraph applicable to semi-

modular lattices of infinite length, using conditions (a), (7) of §1?

® This result and Thm. 4 are due to Monger [3]; Thms. 1-2 are due to Monger tl>-[2].

For Ex. 4 cf. Saul Gorn, On incii^nc^ geometry

,

Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 46 (1§40), 15^7.
See al0 0. JT. Everett, Affine geometry ofveoior spaces over rings\ Duke Jour. 9 (1942), 873-8.

^ Let the homoinorphism be i Li , and let % and yi cover ai in Zn , Let d be the largest

antecedent of Ux ,
and a?, y arbitrary antecedents of Zi ^yi

.

Form chains from a to> w z

and a y\ the elahmts which Cover a ih Caoh will be antecedents z* of Zi and y^ of yi .

Hence y^ will be an antecedent of Zi^^yx ^ which thus covers zi and .
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3. Dependence and rank. From now on we consider only semi-modular

lattices of finite length. A sequence Xi, • •
• , Xroi elements of a semi-modular

lattice is called independent if and only if it satisfies the symmetric condition

(3) d[a:i ^ x^] = d[a:i] -{-••• + <i[rr].

By (2), d[®i Xr] ^ d[a:i ^ Xr] + d\xr] — d[(xi Xr-i) »r]

;

hence in any case (by induction) d[xi ^ • • • w x,] ^ d[xi] -!-•••+ dW-
Equality holds if and only if (i) (xi n_/ • • • s_/ Xr_i) Xr = 0, (ii) xi • • • w Xr_i

,

Xr are a “modular pair” (cf. §1), and (iii) xi ,

• •
•

, Xr-i are independent. In

particular, any subset of an independent set is independent.

The most interesting case occurs when the x,- are points. In this case,

we may call d[sup X] the rank of X. Since xi >../•• • s./ xit+i at most covers

Xi • • • ^Xk, we have d[xi w • • • v.^ x^+i] = d[xi • • • w xj -h 1 or

d[xi ^ Xi] according as (xi • w Xk) ^ Xk+i = 0 or not. It is a cor-

ollary that

Lemma 1. A sequence xi ,

• •
•

,
x, of points is independent if and only if

(xi v • • • ^Xk) Xk+i = 0 for k — 1,
• •

•
,
r — 1.

It is a corollary, since condition (3) is ssnmmetric, that

(4) the condition that (xi x*) ^ Xi+i = 0 for = 1,
• •

•
,
r — 1 is in-

variant under all permutations* of the x,-

.

Again, let xi ,
• •

•
, Xr be any sequence of points, independent or not. We

can construct term-by-term a subsequence, none of whose members is con-

tained in the join of the preceding, yet whose join is Xi v-/ Xr—simplyby

deleting x* if x* ^ xi ^ Xk-i . We conclude

Lemma 2. Any set of points contains an independent subset of the same rank

(i.e., with the same join).

Theorem 5. Let X he a set of independenh'elements x,- "> 0 of a semi-modular

lattice L of finite length. Then the x,- generate a sublctttice isomorphic with the

field of ail subsets of X.

Proof. Associate with each subset S of X, sup S. The set of aU sup S is

clearly closed under join. By the minimax inequality (Ch. II, §4) sup (S ^ T)

g sup (S' /-V sup T, whilebyL1-L3, sup (5^7) = sup /Swsup T. By this and(l)

,

d[sup »S ^ sup T] = d[sup S] -f d[sup T] — d[sup S ^ T]

= 23 d[xi] -1- 2 d[xi] — 23 d[x,-] = 23 d[xf] = d[sup S ^ T],
S T

^ The concept of independence for points was formulated by H. Whitney [1], but not in

lattice-theoretic terms. The author gave a lattice-theoretic interpretation in Am. Jour,

57 (1935), 80CM. See also T. Nakasawa, Zur Axiomatik der Uneaten AbMnggigkeit, Rep.

Tokyo Bunr. Daigaku 2 (1935), 235-55, and 3(1936), 45-69 and 123-36, where many re-

sults are proved; S. MacLane Am. Jour. 58 (1936), 236-40; Uher AhMngigkeitsrdwm^ by O.

Haupt, G. Nobeling and Chr. Pauc., Jour. f. Math. 181 (1940), 193-217. Also R. Dilworth,

Dependence relatione in a semi-modular lattice

^

Duke Jour. 11 (1944), 575-87.

* Fr. Klein, Birkhoffsche und harmonische Verhdnde^ Math. Zeits. 42 (1936), 58-81, dis-

covered condition (4).
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as can be calculated. Hence the minimax inequality is an equality, and meets-

correspond to set-products, as well as joins to set-imions. The condition

Xi> 0 guarantees that we have not merely a homomorphism, but an isomorphism.

Recently, using the theory of abstract linear dependence, Dilworth has proved

the remarkable result that every finite lattice is isomorphic with a sublatiice of

a semi-modular lattice. (Cf, [LT, Problem 15].)

Ex. 1. (a) Show that in a semi-modular lattice L, Xi ,
• •

• ,Xr are independent if and only
if the intervals [0, Xi] generate a sublattice isomorphic with the cardinal product of the

[0 , Xil

(b) Infer that definition (3) of independence is equivalent to that of Ch. V, §5, in

the case of modular lattices of finite length.

Ex. 2*. Correlate Fr. Klein’s observation that independence is symmetric in a semi-

modular lattice with Wilcox’s condition that modularity of pairs be symmetric.

Ex. 3. Show that, in a semi-modular lattice, if points pi ,
• •

•
, p# are independent, and if

j
* *

*
j

are independent, then some set pi ,
• •

•
, p, ,

g,- is independent. (H. Whitney)
Ex. 4. (a) Show that the conclusion of the Kurosh-Ore Theorem is not true in the semi-

modular lattice of Fig. 7a.

(b*) Show that the conclusion of the Kurosh-Ore Thm. holds in a finite semi-modular

lattice M if and only if the sublattice L(a), generated by the elements pi covering any
a € M, is modular.®

4. Matroid lattices. As in Ch. II, §6, a complemented lattice is one satisfying

L7. Given a?' exists with x x' — 0, x ^ x' ^ I;

a relatively complemented lattice is one satisfying

L7R. Given a ^ x S b,y exists with x^^y^ a, x^^y^b.

Obviously, any relatively complemented lattice of finite Imgth is also comple-

mented.

Theorem 6. A semi-modular lattice of finite length is complemented if and

only if it satisfies

L7'. I is the join of points.

It is relatwely complemented if and only if

L7R'. Every elementX is the join of points.

Proof. In any lattice of finite length, L7 implies L7'. For let a be the join

of all points; a' ^ 0 since it cannot contain a point. Conversely, let L be

a semi-modular lattice (of finite length) satisfying L7'; let a 6 L be given.

There exist in succession points px ^ a, pz ^ Oo ^ pi ,
until a ^ pi

• • • w pr = 7- As in Lemma 1 of §3, <i[a w (pi w • • • ^ pr)] = d[a] + r;

hence

d\a ^ (pi w • -
* Pr)] ^ d[a] + d\p% w • • • ^ Pr] d{a ^ pi w ^ ^ pr]

g a + r — (a -f r) = 0.

» See R. P. Dilworth, The arithmetical theory of Birkhoff lattices, Duke Jour, 8 (1941),

286-00; also Trans. Am. Math. Soo. 49 (1941), 32^63.
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It follows tliat = Pi • «-> pr is a complement of a, and even, that a, a'

fonn a modular pair. Fig. 7a ^ows that in a general lattice, neither L7' nor

L7R' implies L7, let alone L7R.

Again, in any lattice of finite length, L7R implies L7R' by the preceding

argument applied to the complemented lattice [0, a:]. Conversely, let L be a

semi-modular lattice satisfsdng L7R'; let a ^ a: ^ b be ^ven. There exist in

succession points pi >
• *

•
, Pr ^ b such that (a: pi w • • • v./ pt) ^ pt+i =* 0,

X ^ Pi ^pr = Asin Lenoma 1 of §3 and in the preceding paragraph,

if we let 2 = Pi ^ Pt ,
then d[<i ^ z] — d[a] -I* t and d[a; 2] — d[a;]

4. r = dg)]. Let y = a ^ z. Then x = x ^ a ^z = x ^z — Ij-, while

X ^ a and

d[x ^ pi ^ d[a:] -|- d[a w g] — d[x ^y] — dbl + d[u] + r -- (d[a:] -[-»')= d[a].

Hencex^y^^ a, and L7R and L7R' are eguivcdeni if holds.

Fig. 7b shows that there exist senoi-modular lattices which are complemented

but not relatively complemented.

Dbiuiition. a relatwely (xmiplefnented sem/Mnodidar lattice is called a malxoid

lattice.^

Any semi-modular lattice satisfies the “exchange axioms” of Stdhitz and

MaeLane, as defined in (5) and f6) respectively,

(5) if P, 2 are points, and a <a -.^p, then a<^p — a ^ 3 .

(6) If p is a point, then either p ^ a at a ^ p covers o.

Theorem 7. A lattice L of finite length is a matroid lattice, if and only if it

satins (A) L7R or L7R^ and (B) either ($') or (4) or (6) or (6).

Following H. Whitney [IJ. Matroid lattices are also called “exchange lattices,” as

in S. MaoLane IZ], where “exchange axioms” are discussed. Part of Thm. 6 was suggested

to the author by I. Kaplansky; cf .
(LT, §76]. See also L. R. Wilcox, A note on eompUrmnta-

tion in lattices, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 48 (1942), 453-7.
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Proof. Since L7R implies L7R' in any lattice of finite length, it suffices

to show titiat if L7R' holds, then conditions (|0 j (4), (5) and (6) imply each other

cyclically. For then any of these conditions with L7R' will imply (50 and L7R',
hence (50 and L7R, and hence that L is a matroid lattice.

First, (50 implies (4) as in §3, Lemma 1 .

Next, (4) implies (5). Usmg L7R', one easily obtains independent points

Pi ,

• •
•

, pr with Pi w • • • ^pr = a. Moreover since a ^ q ^ a ^p, the se-

quence Pi ,
• •

•
, Pf , p, 3 is not independent; hence by (4) neither is pi ,

•••, Pr ,

q, p; hence p ^ (a ^ q) ^ p > 0; hence p ^ a ^q, and a ^p ^ a ^ q, giving

Ov^p = o^g by hypothesis and P2.

Then (5) implies (6). If o < 6 g a ^ p, there exists by L7R' a point q con-

tained in 6 but not in a; clearly a < a ^ q ^h. By (5), o p = o v/ 5 ^ b;

hence a ^ p = b, and a -^p covers a. Finally, (6) implies (50* If y. cover

o, then by L7R' there exist points p, q with a<a^p^x, a<a^q^y,
whence a ^ p = x and a ^ q = y. Hence x-^y — a^p^q, which by

(6) covers x = a ^p and y = a ^ q.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that in Fig. 7a, the shaded element has no complement.

(b) Show that the lattice of Fig. 7a is dually isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice

of all subgroups of the octic group.

Ex. 2. Show that every interval [o, I] of a lattice of finite length satisfying L7' is comple-

mented.

Ex. 3. Show that if o', o" are both complements of a, and if both (a, o') and (o, of') are

modular pairs, then o' o".
,

.

Ex. 4. Show that for any integer n and division ring R, AG(JR’, n) and PG(B; n) are matroid

lattices.

Problem 47. Correlate conditions (E»)-(E*)-(E7) of MacLane [1] with the conditions of §1.

5. Partition lattices; transcendeace degree. It is easily seen that the pro-

jective geometries and affine geometries of §2 are matroid lattices: every ele-

ment is a join of points. (Even Ois.the join of the void set of points!) Further,

any oa-rdinal product, lattice-homomorphic image, or interval sublattice of a

matroid lattice is itself a matroid lattice.

Thboeem 8. The set of aH partitions t of any finite aqgregcUe X is a matroid

lattice.^

Proof. Let X have n dements xi, • •
•

,
x» . Let dW = n — n(r), where

n(x) is the number of disjoint subclasses into which v divides X. It is easy to

show that the x' fe X form an interval sublattice [x, 7] isomorphic to the lattice

of all partitions of »(x) objects; hence to prove (S'), we need only prove that if

x' and x" are distinct minimal partitions (equivalence relations), then x' w x"

oovare botih. But a minimfll partition wply idenrifies two unequal elements;

" '
" '

,

This result, together with most of the Exs. below, are due to the author ([3, §§16-^1;

Atstroot 40-11-123 of RnU. Am. Math. Soo. ffiT |77]).
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hence t' w it" either identifies three elements, or identifies the elements of two

distinct pairs. In either case, it covers t and t'. To show LTR', we merely

observe that if x,- = xj (mod ir), there exists a minimal partition ir,-,- which iden-

tifies Xi and Xj, but no other pair, whence nj ^ tt. It is then clear that

TT = V vij ,
for such iTij- ; now use Thm. 7.

It has been pointed out by Ore that symmetric partition IcUiice of degree n

just defined is somewhat analogous to affine geometry

It is also noteworthy that the symmetric partition lattices and their sublattices

occur in many problems of algebra (cf. Thm. 4, Ch. II) and of combinatory

analysis. Quite recently, P. Whitman has shown that every lattice is isomorphic

with a sublaUice of the lattice of all partitions of some {infinite) class.

Theorem 9. The algehraicaUy closed subfields of any field I form a matroid

lattice.

Proof. Let F be any algebraically closed subfield, and let H and K cover F

.

Choose x\jxH,ymK, neither in F. Then H is the set“ of numbers algebraic

over the ring {P, x}, of those algebraic over {P, 2/}, and H ^ K oi those

algebraic over {P, x, y). Now if 2 is in if ^ K, then some polsmomial

p(a;, 2/,
s) = 0; if 2 is not in if then this polynomial must involve positive powers

of y\ hence y is algebraic over {F,x,z}. It follows that if < Z ^ H ^ K,

then Z contains y, and so Z = H ^ K, which proves (S') and the Steinitz-

MacLane “exchange axiom.” Finally, the lattice satisfies L7R': if C? > P,

choose a maximal set of numbers Xa of G which are algebraically independent

over P; then the algebraic closures of the {P, x*} will be points whose join is 0.

We can define the transcendence degree of 0 over P as the lattice-theoretic

dimension of G over P. Then the above theorems on dependence, rank, etc.,

include as corollaries most of Steinitz’ theory of algebraic dependence; for

example, the number of Xa is d[G/F].

No satisfactory theory of functional dependence has yet been invented.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that the symmetric partition lattice of degree n is non-modular if n > 2.

(b) Show that the number ir(n) of partitions of n objects satisfies the recursion

formula

T(n-hl) =

(c) Show that «!x(n) has the generating function^®

(d) Compute ^(n) forn = 1,
• •

• , 10. (7r(10) » 115975.)

^*0. Ore, Theory of equivalence relations, Duke Jour. 9 (1942), 573*-627, esp. Ch, IV.

P. M. Whitman, Lattices, equivalence relations, and subgroups, Bull. Am, Math. Soo,

62 (1946), 507-22. Space forbids our giving the proof of this important result.

We rely on the lemma: the set of numbers algebraic over any subring of I forms an

algebraically closed subfield. For the algebraic background assumed, cf. van der Waerden

[1, vol. 1, pp. 206-8]. Theorem 9 and the applications of it are entirely due to S.MacLane

[1 ].

« Cf. L. Epstein, M. I. T. Jour. Math. Phys. 18 (1939), 153-73; also G. WilKams, Am.
Math. Monthly 62 (1946), 323-7.
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Ex. 2. (a) Show that there is a join homomorphism mapping the matroid lattice 2^ onto
the chain 3.

(b) Prove that every lattice-homomorphic image of a matroid lattice is a matroid
lattice. (Hint : Show that any point goes into a point or 0.)

Ex. 3. Show that any interval sublattice or cardinal product of matroid lattices is a matroid
lattice.

Ex. 4*. (a) Show that the dual of the lattice of all subgroups of any p-group of finite order
p** is a semi-modular lattice.

(b) Show that it is not a matroid lattice unless the p-group is the elementary Abelian
group of order p".

Ex. 5*. Show that the subgroups of any finite group which lie in a composition series (so-

called “composition subgroups”) form a sublattice of the lattice of all subgroups, whose
dual is semi-modular.

Ex. 6. (a) Show that the lattice of all partitions of n objects is isomorphic to a sublattice

of the subgroup-lattice of the symmetric group of degree n. (Hint: Associate with x
the permutations having the x-subsets as imprimitive sets.)

(b) Extend to the infinite case. (H. Lbwig. Hint: Do the same, but take only

permutations leaving all but a finite number of objects fixed.)

Ex. 7. (a) Show that the symmetric partition lattice of degree n has no proper congruence

relations.

(b) Extend to n infinite. (O. Ore, op. cit., p. 626.)

Ex. 8*. (a) Show that x and x' are a modular pair if and only if the topological graph of

X and x' (with x-subsets At and x'-subsets A / as vertices, and an edge joining Ai and
Ai if and only if At ^ A'^ >0) is without cycles.

(b) Infer that Wilcox's definition of semi-modularity is satisfied even for parti-

tions of infinite sets,

(c) Try other conditions for semi-modularity.

Ex. 9. Show that the lattice of all partitions of any finite graph into connected subgraphs

is semi-modular. When is it a matroid lattice? What is its center? Apply to the map
coloring problem (Ch. I, §12).

Ex. 10*. Show that neither the syimnetric partition lattices nor subgroup lattices satisfy

any identical implications on lattice polynomials, except those satisfied by L1-L4. (Use

Whitman's Theorem.)

Ex. 11. (a) Show that the partitions of any measure space into a finite number of disjoint

measurable subsets form a semi-modular lattice.

(b) In what sense do the partitions into countable disjoint measurable subsets form
a semi-modular lattice? Suppose sets of measure zero are ignored?

Ex. 12. (a) Show that the A;-spheres and A-flats [fc = 0, 1, 2,
• -

•
,
n — 1] in Euclidean n-space

I form, together with I and the void set 0, a matroid lattice of length n+ 2. (Note:

A 0-sphere is a point pair.)

(b) Show that this is also true in spherical w-space and elliptic n-space, giving lat-

tices Lt and L'/ ,

(c) Show that every “inversion” generates a lattice-automorphism of Z/' .

Ex. 13. (a) Using Ptolemaic projection, show that (for given n) ,
L* is isomorphic to a sub-

lattice of Ll obtained by deleting a single point.

See. H. Wielandt, Math. Zeits. 45 (1939), p. 209-44. The fact that composition sub-

groups are closed under intersection is obvious.

O* Ore, op, cit., p. 583; also P- Dubreil and M.-L. Dubreil-Jacotin, Thhorie algehrique

des relations d^equivodence, Jour, de Math. 18 (1939), 63-96. For other lattice-theoretic

aspects of partitions, see 0. Boruvka, Rozp. Tridy Ceske Akad. 53 (1943), No. 23; Publ.

Fac. Sci.,Umy^Masaryk (1946),4-37,

For Ex, 12, s^ S, Izumi, Proc. Imp. Acad, Tokyo 16 (1941), p. 515.
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(b) Show further that, if p is any point of L',

,

the dual ideal of » p in L. is iso-

morphic with the Aff(JS* ; n — 1) of §2, where 22* is the real held.

(c) State a corresponding result about L,

.

Problem 48. Is any finite lattice isomorphic with a sublattice of a symmetric partition

lattice of finite degree? Is this true of the dual of the symmetric partition lattice of

degree 4?

Problem 49. Is every lattice of finite length isomorphic with a sublattice of a matroid

lattice of finite length? Of the same length?

Problem SO. Which complete lattices are isomorphic with the lattice of alZ congruence

relations of a suitable abstract algebra? (Thm. 4 of Ch. II shows that certain con-

tinuity laws hold; see also Ex. 4, §7, Ch. III.)

6. Plane geometries. Other important examples of matroid lattices are

furnished by plane affine and projective geometric.

A plane affine geometry may be defined** combinatorially as a collection of

points and of sets of points called lines, satisf3dng:

APGl. Any two distinct points p, q axe on one and only one line p ^q-

APG2, Given p w 2 and r 7^ p ^q, there exists just one line r w « such that

p '^q and r ^ s have no common points.

APG3. There are three points not on a line.

It is easily shown that if the void set 0 and all points I are adjoined, one gets

a matroid lattice A,

Two lines of A are called paraMel if and only if they are identical or without

common points. One shows easily that the relation of parallelism is an equiva-

lence relation. For its definition is reflexive and symmetric. While if p an,d

jti' M are both parallel to X, they cannot have a common point p—otherwise

there would be two lines through p parallel to X, contradicting APG2.

It follows that we can adjoin to A a “line at mfinity” X«,
,
containing exactly

one point for each set of parallel lines. Two finite lines then always intersect

exactly once—either on the finite plane or (if parallel) on X*
;
moreover each

finite line lies in just one set of parallel lines, and hence has
,
just one point in

common with X« , Hence, after A is extended, APG2 may be replaced by

PG2'. Every pair of distinct lines has just one point in common.

PG2". Every line contains three or more points. (For if one “line” of A con-

tained just one point, by APG2 there is just one line through every

other point, which is impossible by APGl and APG3.)

A set of points and lines satisf3dng APGl, PG2', PG2" and APG3 is called a

plane projectwe geometry, and we have proved

Theorem 10. Every plane affine geometry cm he extended to a plane ffg^eeUve

geometry by adding a “line at infinity”

“ As by E. Artin, Coordinates in affine geometry, Rep. Math. Colloq. Notre Dame, Indi-

ana, 1940. The reading of this paper is strongly recommended.
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We shall now show that plane affine geometries arise from coordinate systems
more general than division rings.

We define a point to be a number-pair (x, y). Our lines we take to be (i) lines

a: = c of infinite slope, and (ii) the lines y = a-^ sx with “slope” s and“y-inter-

cept” a. This definition involves a ternary operation on our “numbers.””
Clearly lines of infinite slope are “parallel”. If (x, a + sx) = (x', a' + sx'),

then X = x', a + sx = o' + sx; hence lines of the same finite “slope” are parallei

if and only if

(i) o + sx = o' + sx implies o = o'.

Further x = c and (x, o + sx) obviously have in common just (c, o + sc).

Hence to satisfy APG2
,
it is sufficient that

(ii) if s 3^ s', o + «» = o' + s'x has just one solution.

Moreover APG3 is trivially satisfied. Hence our ternary operation o + be

will define an afiSne plane geometry if and only if APGl is satisfied, namely,

(iii) ^ven x, y, x' 5^ x, y', we have o + sx = 3/ and o + sx' = y', for exactly

one pair o, s.

The smallest known system R satisfsdng (i)-(iii), but not a division ring, was
discovered by 0. Veblen and J. H. M. Wedderbum.^ Its ternary operation

o + sx may be defined indirectly from binary addition and multiplication.

Under addition, R is the elementary Abelian group of order 9; its general

element is m + no [m, n integers mod 3]. Here 1 = 1 + Oo is a multipli-

cative unit and (x -t- y)z — xz-\-yz-, hence multiplication is completely defined

by 00 = 2, 0(0 4- 1) = 2o -f 1, 0(0 -f 2) = 0 -f 1, o(2x) = 2(ax).

Let P be a finite projective plane with n + 1 points on some line X. If p
is ai^r point not on X, the lines throu^ p each intersect X in, just one point;

hence there are n lines through p. This is also true of any line X' not through

p; but no X' exhausts P — X; hence every line ofP contains exactly n-\-l points.

Similarly, every point is on exactly n -j- 1 lines. Since every point not p is on

just one line through p, and each of the n •+• 1 such lines contains n points other

than p, P must contain exactly n* -f n + 1 points.

Consequently the affine plane of n.® points, obtained by deleting a “line at

infinity” from P, has the following property. There are n 1 successive ways

Ti ,
• •

•
, T«+i of dividing these points into rows (“parallel lines”) of n elements,

so that each pair of points is in the same row under one and only one n .

A more general combinatory problem is the following. Let m, » be integers

such that (n — l)l(«*ji — 1); let r = (mn — !)/(« — 1). Let us try to find

partitions wi , r* ,
a-* ,

• • • of mn objects into m rows of n objects, such that no

two objects are in the same row more than once. After r times, each object

will then have been in the same row with r(7i — 1) = win — 1 = all other objects;

hence r is the greatest possible munber of such partitions. We define the («*, n)-

“ We follow here the idea of Marshall Hall, Projective planes, Trans. Am. Math. Soo. 54

(1943), 229-77; of. also Ruth Moufang, six papers in Math. Annaleu, vols. 105-^110 incl.

Non-Desargvesian and non-Paseedian georkitries, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 84 (1907),

379-88.
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Problem as the problem of finding such, a set of partitions the set is called

an (m, n)-System.

With four partitions iri ,
7r2

, tts ,
t4 having the type described of a set of n

elements, one can construct a so-called nX n Eulerian sq'uare^ as follows. The

rows and columns of the square are associated with the rows of xi and X2 respec-

tively
;
thus the (i, j)-spac6 in the square is associated with the point pij falling

in the ith row of iri and the jth row of X2 . The rows of xs and X4 are numbered

fc == 1,
• •

•
,
% and I =s !,•**, n; the (i, j)-space is then filled by the symbol

(fc, 1) when pij falls in the fcth row of xs and the ith row of X4 .

Since n x,- = 0, if i i, each k and each I occurs exactly once in each row

and each column; moreover no pair (ft, Z) occurs more than once. Such an

array is called an Eulerian (or Graeco-Latin) square; if n is odd, it is easy to

construct (cf. Ex. 1 below).

Using such square, one easily constructs a magic square by entering (ft — l)n

+ 1 in the square having the entry (ft, Z). For further details on Eulerian and

magic squares, see P. J. MacMahon, Combinatory analysis, Cambridge Uni-

versity Press; also Eouse Ball, op. cit. supra, pp. 189-217; also the Exs. below.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that if n is odd, one can construct an w X w Eulerian square with (t,;)-

entry (i -f- i *- r) mod n.

(b) Construct a 5 X 5 magic square.

Ex. 2. Using the Galois field of four elements, construct a 4 X 4 Eulerian square and a

4X4 magic square.

Ex. 3**. Show that it is impossible to construct a 6 X 6 Eulerian square. (M. G. Tarry)

Ex. 4*. An n X « X n **magic cube” consists of the numbers 1, **•

,

n* so arranged in a

cubical array that the sum of the terms in any row parallel to an edge is constant.

(a) Show that, treating the cube as affine 3-space, if 0 points (a
‘ 'complete hexangle”)

can be found on the "plane at infinity,” such that no 3 points are collinear, integer-

triples (A, i, m) can so be assigned to the positions (A, j) of the cube that no triple

occurs twice and that ft, I, m each assume each value exactly once in any row parallel

to an edge (ft, ,
n) . (This defines a "Eulerian cube.”)

(b) Show that this exists if and only if n § 5. (Hint: A complete quadrangle has

6n — 6 points, a complete pentangle, lOn — 20.)

(c) Infer that if p* ^ 5, where p is a prime, then p^Xp^ magic cube exists.

Ex. 5. Show that the Cayley numbers satisfy (i)~(iii), and hence give coordinates for a

non-Desarguesian geometry

Ex. 6. A set of points and lines may be called a "plane configuration,” if no two points are

on more than one line and no two lines have more than one common point,

(a) Show that any plane configuration not a projective geometry can be extended

further by adding a line through any pair of points not previously intersecting.

(b) Show that any plane configuration can be extended to a plane projective geom-

etry,*®

The (5,3)-problem (r 7) is Kirkman’s celebrated Schoolgirls problem. The (2n +
1, 3)-problem is closely related to the problem of Steiner's triple systems. For further

known results, see Rouse Ball, Mathematical recreations and essays, Macmillan, 1942 (11th

ed., revised by H. S. M. Coxeter), Ch. XI; also E. Netto, Lehrbuch der Comhinatorik,

Leiprig, 1901, Chs. X, XL
Cf . H. S. M. Coxeter, Abstract 52-7-222 Bull. Am. Math. Soc.

M. Hall, Projective planes, loc. cit.
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Ex. 7. Construct a complete multiplication table for the Veblen-Wedderburn algebra of

nine elements.

Ex. 8. (a) Show that the symmetric partition lattice of degree n is a matroid lattice of

length n, whose group of automorphisms is transitive on points.

(b) Show that the group of automorphisms is not transitive on lines.

Ex. 9. Show that P(7(J£; n) and n) are matroid lattices, whose group of automorph-
isms is transitive on the elements of any given dimension.

Ex. 10*. Show that a finite plane projective geometry which satisfies Desargues’ Theorem,
satisfies Pascal's Theorem.

Ex. 11. Show that (i)~(iii) are implied by: (a) E is a commutative group under addition,

(b) {x -f y)z » + yz, (c) xa b and ay b (a ^ 0) have unique solutions x, (d)

xa—xb + cia7^h) has a unique solution x. (M. Hall)

Problem 51. Enumerate all finite plane geometries, and determine for which n there exist

plane projective geometries of + w + 1 elements. (Hint: Letting -B be a Galois field,

they exist for n = p** (p any prime, k any positive integer) , but not for n *= 6.)

Problem 52, Which finite plane projective geometries are self-dual? Which have groups

of automorphisms which are transitive (a) on points, (b) on lines? Do any of these

conditions imply Desargues' Theorem?
Problem 53. Which (m, n) -Systems admit a group of automorphisms transitive on their

elements (i.e., are ‘‘homogeneous")?^^

Problem 54. Discuss topological matroid lattices, especially in case they are locally

compact topological lattices** of finite length.

See Problem 5 in Ch. I, §10, and the refs, given there.

** See L. R. Wilcox, Duke Jour. 8 (1941), 273-85; Haupt, Ndbeling, and Pauc, op, cit.

in §3; A. Kolmogoroff, Annals of Math. 33 (1932), 163-76.



CHAPTER VIH

COMPLEMENTED MODULAR LATTICES

1. Definition. The present chapter will be concerned with compZejreenfed mod-

ular laMices—^that is, with modular lattices L with 0 and 1 which satisfy L7

.

Every x ^ L ha-s a “complement” x', such that x ^ xf — 0 and x ^ x' — I.

We ghflli first show that a complemented modular lattice is necessarily relatively

complemented, in the sense of Ch. VII, §4. Indeed, let a g a: ^ b be given,

and let x' be any complement of x. Then

{a ^ x') rsh ^ X = {a ^ x/) ^ X — a ^ {x’ ^ x) — a ^ 0 = a,

X a (x' ^ V) = X (x' ^ b) = (a: x') <-^b = I/-^b = b.

Hence (a ^ x') ^b — a ^ (x' ^ b) is a relative complement of a: in the interval

[a, 5]. This proves

Theorem 1. Any complemented modular lattice is relatively complemented.

CoBOLLAHT. For modular lattices of finite length, each of conditions L7, L7R,

L7', L7R' of Ch. VII, §4, implies cAl the others.

Proof. By Thm. 6 of Ch. VII, L7 and L7' are equivalent and L7R and L7R'

are equivalent. We have just shown that L7 implies L7R; conversely, any

lattice of finite length has an 0 and an I ;
in such a lattice L7R implies L7 trivially.

Incidentally, the implication L7 L7R' is an immediate corollary of the

following

T.tbwma. The “differences" di = xi a:t+i between successive terms of any

chain 0 = Xa < Xi < ••• < x, are independent elements whose join is x,

.

Proof. By induction on s, we can assume that (di w • • • w d^i) d, is

«,_! (ri-i ^ r.); by L5, this is (a:._i ri-i) ^ x, — x,

.

The d* are inde-

pendent in the sense of Ch. V, §5, since

(di ... d*—i) d$ ^ 1 d* " x%^\ \ x,.—! Xg “ C.

Theorem 2. Let L be any complemented metric lattice, and let x' be any com-

plement of x in L. If
\
x — y\ < e, then y has a complement y' which satins

Proof. Let t ^ x ^ y ^ x. We form the chain 0 ^ g (t ^
X x' = I. By the Lemma, forming the chaih 0 ^ ^ a: ^ I, tibte elements

t, a X, xf are independent elements whose join is I; hence if i' is any comple-

ment of t, (ff x) V.. a;' = is another. But by Ch. V, §7, (7), to replace x
by i in (f /-V a;) a:', will move it at most \t — a;

| ;
the substitution yields

114
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(}' ^t) ^x' = x'\ hence
|

~ s'
[ g |

i — a: |. Similarly, we can find a comple-

ment y* of y such that
]

y* —
] ^ | y — < |. By the trian^e inequality

\y* - x' \^\x — X ^y\-{-\y — X ,-^y\

— v[x\ — v[x y] + v]3j] ~ a[s ^ y] sincex,y'^x^y
= a)[» vx y] — »Iy] -h »Iy] — »[s ^ yl *

[
® — y j.

This completes the proof.^

Ex. 1. Show that in any complemented modular lattice, all join-irreducible elements are

atoms.

Ex. 2. Show that if « is a relative complement of a; in ® w y or of a: y in y, then it is a
complement of a w(x y)

Ex. 3. (a) Let L be a complemented, complete modular lattice in which every element is

a join of atoms. Show without assuming chain conditions that the dual of L has the

same property.

(b) Show that this is not true of all semi-modular lattices, even in the case of finite

length.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that the modular lattice of all finite-dimensional subspaces of an infinite-

dimensional vector space is relatively complemented, but not complemented.

(b) Show that it also satisfies L7R'.

(c) Construct modular lattices satisfying L7R, but not LTR', and lilB/ but not L7R.
Ex. 5. Show that all relatively complemented lattices of eight or fewer elements are modu-

lar (H. Rubin).

2. Examples. Since set-complements satisfy L7, the algebra of all subsets

of any class I forms a complemented modular lattice for the same reason, so

does any field of subsets of I. Other similar examples are discussed in Cb. X.
A^ain, using L7', we see that the linear subspaces of any finite-dimensional

vector space (i.e., the projective geometries PG{R] n) of Cb. VII, §2) form a

complemented modular lattice. Similarly, so do the normal subgroups of any

finite direct union of simple groups, and the ideals (r^. invariant subalgebras)

of the direct sum of any finite set of ample rings (resp. linear algebras). More
generally, so do the fJ-subgroups of any finite direct union of “simple” groups

with a class Q of operators. We shall see in §8 that these results apply equally

to infinite-dimensional vector spaces, and arbitrary direct unions of groups

with operators.

Complemented modular lattices are also important in representation theory.

Let Q he any set of linear operators, operating on a linear space J. Then the

condition that the modular latticeM of O-invariant subspaces^ of I be comple-

1 BibUograyhieal remarks. Thius. 1-2 are due to von Neiunann [2, Thm. 1.3]. Parts of

the Cor. of Thm. 1 had been previously obtained by the author [1, Thm. 11.4] and [2, p. 745];

the rest is due to Ore [2, Gh. 3, §1]. The. concept of a complemented modular lattice

is due to the author 12]; cf. also K. Monger [2].

* I.e., subspaces X such that xiii £ X if x € and w € U- It is well known that ilf is

complemented if O is a finite group or semi-simide hyperoomplek algebra, execpt perhaps

when Q is a group whose order is a mdl%Ie of the dhatraoteristics of the field of scalars for I.

Cf. J. H. M. Wedderbum, Leeiures on matrieea. Am. Math. Soc. Colloa. Publications,

vol. 17, New yoik 1^, pp. 165-®.
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merited is by definitioE that if Q can. be “half-reduced” by one Q-invariant sub-

space X, then Q can be “fully reduced” byX and some complementary invariant

subspace X'. This is clearly the condition thatM be complemented, and the

equivalence of this condition with the other conditions of the Cor. of Thm. 1

plasms an important role in representation theory.

It may be easily shown that any dual, cardinal product, lattice-homomorphic

image, or interval sublattice of a complemented modular lattice, is itself a com-

plemented modular lattice.

Ex. 1. Let F be any (commutative) field, and n any positive integer. For any a, 5 in

V{F; n), define a p (to mean aiZi + • • • + On®* = 0.

(a) Show that the polarity induced by this relation shows that the lattice of sub-

spaces of VCF; n) is duaUy isomorphic to itself, under an “involution.”

(b) Show that if F is “formally real” (i.e., if -H h »« = 0 implies z, = • • • =

®n = 0), then the polarity carries each subspace X into a complementary subspace

(cf. §8).

Ex. 2. Prove the statements of the last paragraph of §2.

Ex. 3*. Show that every complemented non-modular lattice L of finite length contains

a complemented non-modular sublattice of five elements which includes the 0 and J of

L. (R. P. Dilworth, Tohoku Math. Jour. 47 (1940) ,
18-23.)

3, Projective geometries as lattices. Let M be any complemented modular

lattice of finite length; we define “points” in ilf as usual, and “lines” as elements

of M which cover points. Then evidently

PGl . Two distinct points are in one and only one line.

Again, it is easy to prove

PG2. If a line \ intersects two sides of a triangle (not at their intersection),

it also intersects the third side.

Proof. Let the two sides be p v-/ g, p w r, and let the points of intersection

be g* ^ p s./ g, r* g p Since g* 9^ p,\ — q* ^ r*. To complete the

proof, we compute

d[(g* w r*) ^(3 ^ r)] = d[g* r*] + d[g w r] — d[g* w r* g r]

S2-i-2 — d|pwg>>^r] = 4 — 3 = 1,

where the inequality is obvious since q* ^ p ^ q r, r* ^ p q ^ r.

Definition. A projective geometry is a system of points and lines satisfying

PGl, PG2, and

PG3. Every line contains at least Oiree points.

It is codedfinite-dimensional if and only if

PG4. There is a finite set of points such that any “floT’ which contains them

contains aU space.

A flat is a set of points which contains the line through p and q if it contains p and q.

It is evident that, for any a ^ M, the set S(,a) of all points p ^ a is a fiat.
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Conversely, let S be any flat in ilf ; we can write s = Vs Pi = pi • w p,
as the join of a finite subset of pi e S'; let i = pi . If a point g g
s = t ^Pr

,

then either q ^ t
—^whence, by induction on r, we can aggnmA g g S—

or t < s, in which case pr ^ (g Pr) ^ (t ^ Pr) = [(q ^ pr) w p, . Here

(g w Pr) /-N i is a point (or 0, which is a trivial case) since

d[(g Pr) r-^ t] = d{q ^ Pr] + - d[g W Pr ^ t] = dig ^ p,] - 1 g 1;

hence by induction (being in t) it is in S. Hence g 6 so that S = S(s), andM
is isomorphic to the lattice of flats of the associated projective geometry.

Conversely, let P be any system satisfying PG1-PG2. We let p g denote

the (unique) line through p and g. Postulate PGl asserts that p g — g p,

and further that if r is on p ^ g, then (since p r and p w g both contain p
and r) p w r = p N- g.

Thboeem 3.® The flats of any space satisfying PG1-PG2 farm a complete

complemented modular lattice, in which ffie “join” of any two flats S and T is the

set of aH points on lines s ^t joining B with T, provided neither S nor T is void

and they are not hoih the same point.

Proof. By Thm. 1, Ch. IV, the flats form a complete lattice. We next

consider S y^T. Suppose p € s t, g 6 s' s./ [a, s' € S; t, t' € T], and x S
p y^q. If we can show a: g s" <" [s" ^ S, if' 6 T], then we will know that

the set of points on lines joining S and P is a flat. But (except in the cases

noted) it clearly contains 8 and T, and is contained in any flat containing S
and T\ hence it will be the lattice-join of S and T, as asserted.

In general, let X v F denote the set of points on lines joining X and F ; we
shall show that, for distinct points, not only ispvg = gvp (wlflch is obvious),

but p V (g V r) = (p v g) v r; by symmetry and P2, it is enough to show that

• • Theorem 8 is due to W. Prenowitz, Projective geometries as mvltigroups, Am. J. Math.

65 (1943), 235-56, and O. Frink [2]. For a generalization to descriptive geometries and

matroid lattices, see W. Prenowitz, Descriptive geometries as multigroups, Trans. Am. Math.
Soc. 59 (1946), 333-80. Also Total lattices <tf convex eete and of linear spaces. Annals of

Math. 49 (1948),65^
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pv (gvr) ^ {pv q)vr. But if a: £ pv (qvr), then * £ P v s, where s £

g V r. Now fom r v »; it will intersect qvrsA some point y by PG2: Since

rvx meets two sid^ of the triangle pqs, it must meet the third. But y £

py q,x^ yvr= (pvi)yT, completing the proof. (The ease p, q, r collinear

is trivial.)

Usingth^ laws L2-L3, we have above

* £ (s V t) V (s' V «') = (s V s') V (i V {'),

so that X ^ s" Vi" for some s" £ s w s', i' £ i w i', as desired.

PinaJily, the lattice of flats is modular. Suppose S ^ U, and let x be any

point of {S ^ T) ^ U\ then » £ /S T and a: £ U. By the preceding result

» is on some s f [s £ di, i £ T], but a: £ (7; hence x^s^S^U — U,

and so i £17. We conclude that a: is on df (T ^ (7), proving (5 T)

r^U^S ^(T ^U). By the one-sided modular law (Ch. II, §4, (4)), we get L5.

Further, L7' is obvious, and so we have L7 if PG4 holds. This proves

CoKOLiiART 1. The class of finite-dimensumal complemented modidar lattices

is identiccd with the doss of lattices of “flats” of systems sati^ying PGl, PG2,

and PG4.

CoBomABY 2. The finite-dimensioncd complemented Tnodtdar lattices sati^ying

PG3 are the lattices of flais of the various finite-dimensional projective geometries.

Ex. 1. Show directly that under the operation V, the points of projective w-space generate

a semi-lattice.

Ex. 2. Show that a line with n points can be expressed as the ^‘projective line” of all points

with coordinates in some division ring, if and only if n » + 1 for some prime p and

positive integer k.

Ex. 3. Let L be the modular lattice of all Q-subgroups of the direct union of an infinite

number of simple groups with operators. Show that L7, L7R, L7', and L7B' all hold.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that if R denotes the real field, and Q the skew-field of quaternions, then

PG(Q; 2) is isomorphic with a sublattice of PG(B; 11).

(b) Infer that no lattice-theoretic identity is equivalent to Pascal’s Theorem.^

4. Perspectivity and projectivity. As first observed by von Neumann [2,

p, 19], the concept of “transposed intervals” introduced in Ch. V to obtain

theorsDos of the Jordan-Holder type is essentially equivalent to the concept of

“perspectivity” as defined in classical projective geometry. Moreover the

latter concept applies in a simple fashion to any complemented modular lattice,

as follows.

DuEmmoN. Two elements a and b of a complemented mi^vlar lattice are

“perspecAve” if and only if they have a common complement c, caOed am, “axis of

perspectioity” far a and b.

*The statements of M.-P. Sohutzenberger, C. R. Paris 221 (IWB), 218-20, imply that

the Desargues Theorem can be characterized by a combinatorial identity as follows. Let

Ob oi, (b, oi be given. Define tn (oi a*) /-> (ot w cu), etc., ci» = (bit bii) (Oi

ot), etc. The condition is cu ^ cis cn.
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It is well known that in projective geometries any two equidimensional ele-

ments (points, lines, etc.) are perspective; we shall see shortly that this property
characterizes exactly projective geometries from other complemented modular
lattices of finite length.

Theorem 4. Two elements a and b are connected by a segvence of perspectivities

if and only if the ideals {0, a] and [0, 6] are projective.

Proof. If a and 6 are perspective by c, then \0, o], [c, Ij, and [0, 6] are trans-

poses in that order; hence {0, a\ and [0, 6] are projective. Since projectivity is

a transitive relation, [0, a] and [0, b] axe projective (in the sense of Ch. V) if

they are connected by a sequence of perspectivities. Conversely, let [0, a]

and [0, &] be projective, and let [u ^ v, «] and [«, « a] be any adjacent inter-

vals in the sequence of transpositions connecting (by de&iition) [0, a] and [0, 6].

Then by the Lemma of §1, any relative complements w oi u a in » and Wi
of « in « ^v axe perspective by any (u ^ a)' v./ 1, where t is any relative com-
plement of « ^ a in «. (Proof: Consider the chains 0 ^ u ^ u ^ u
g I and 0^«/->.a^a^ttx_/a^J.) Hence, by induction, any relative

complements of 0 in a and 0 in J are connected by a sequence of perspectivities.

But a and b are the only such relative complements, q.e.d.

Ex. 1. Show that c is a relative complement of a in 6 (where a ^ b), if and only if c =
a' for some complement a' of a.

Ex. 2. Show that a and b are perspective if d exists with = b 0 and a^d =
& w d.

Ex. 3. Show that, above, w and wi are actually perspective by (« /-v v)'w u.

5. Congruence relations and endomorphisms. It is evident that if a is a

neutral element of any lattice (Ch. II, §10), then the principal ideal [0, o] is a

congruence module for the endomorphism a; —> a: o. Conversely, if L is a

relatively complemented lattice satisfying the ascending chain conation, then

for any congruence relation d, the ideal of elements a: s 0 (9) is a principal ideal,

[0, o]. Moreover by Ch. II, §6, a: = ^ (0) in L if and only if some w ^ a is a

relative complement of a: ^y iax y. But this implies

X -.^a = X -..yw ^a^ (x ^y) ^a = X ^ y ^ a,

and similarly y w a g a; w a, whence x ^ a — y a. Conversely, a: w o =
y w o and o = 0 (0) imply x = x ^ 0 ^ y 0 = y iff). This proves the

following result.

TiEMMA 1. In any rehimly complemented lattice satisfying the ascending

chain condition, every congruence relation is associated with a Icdtice-endomorphism

X —> X ^ Of*

Combining with Thm 13 of Ch. V, and the observation that aiqr comple-

mented modular lattice is relativdy complooiented, we get (of. Thm. 3, Ch, II)

Theorem 5. The congmence relations on a complemented modular lattice L
of finite length corres^^jndlaTis-one wi^ the neutt'cd elernerits a of L. ,
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The correspondence is, in fact, with the endomorphism x x ^ a induced

by a. We note here also a consequence of Ch. II, Thm. 9, Cor.

Corollary. The following conditions on an element a of a complemented

modular lattice are equivalent: (i) a is neutral^ (ii) a is in the center.

There follows immediately, comparing with Ch. I, §9, the following result.

Lemma 2. Any complemented modular lattice offinite length is a cardinal product

of complemented modular lattices without proper congruence relations.

Such lattices may be called simple^ in the general sense that any algebra is

^‘simple” if it has no nomtrivial congruence relations (i.e., none except 0 and /).

This definition of universal algebra includes as special cases the usual definitions

of simple groups, simple rings, and simple linear algebras.

6. Factorizatioix theorem* We next show that the only simple complemented

modular lattices of finite length are 2 and projective geometries (more pre-

cisely, lattices consisting of the flats of a suitable projective geometry—which

we shall call '^projective geometries,” by way of abbreviation).

Lemma 3 . Two points p and q are perspective if and only if p ^ q contains a

third point s.

Proof. Let a be the axis of perspectivity; then

d[a ^ «)] == d[a] d[p ^ q]
— d[a ^ p ^ q] = d{T] - 1 + 2 - d[I\

and so a ^ (p ^ 3) is a third point on p g. Conversely, if s is a third point

on p g, then, since p, s, and (p g)' are independent elements with join J,

e = (p N_, g)' s is complementary to p; similarly, it is complementary to g,

and so p and g are perfective.

Now let a be an axis of perspectivity for p and q, and h one for q and r. Let

s and t be third points aap ^q reap, p w r. Then v, — {q y^t) ^ (r is

by VI a point; similarly, so is (p ^ g) (g r)—and in fact, a third point on

q r. Hence by Lemma 3
,
perspectivity between points is a transitive rela-

tion.* That is, two points are projective if and only if they are perspective.

It follows, by Thm. 10 of Ch. V, that in a “dmple” complemented modular

lattice L of toite length, all points are perspective. Hence, by Lemma 3 , every

linA ofL contains at least three points; i.e., PG3 is satisfied. Hence, by Lemma
2, we have

Theobbm 6. Any complemented modular lattice of finite length is (uniquely)

a direct union (i.e., cardinal product) of projective geometries.

The case of 2, consisting of the void set and a point alone, is exceptional;

cf. Ex. 1 below,

CoROMiAJBT. Each of the following conditions on a complemented modular

' This result is due to the author [2, Lenuna 2]; perspective points were termed “con-

joint.” Thm. 6 below is due to the author (of. [2, p. 747]; also Bull. Am. Math. Soo. 40

(1934), p. 209); it is also stated in Menger [3].
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lattice L of finite length is necessary and sufficient that it be a projective geometry :

(i) L is simple, (ii) L is directly indecomposable, (iii) all points of L are perspec-

tive, (iv) all points of L are projective, (v) any two valuations of L are linearly

dependent

We leave the details of proof to the reader. Slightly less trivial is the fol-

lowing result.

Theorem 7. In a projective geometry, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) d[x] = d[y], (b) x and y are perspective, (c) x and y are projective.

Proof. The implications (6) —» (c) (a) are obvious, if we use VI. Now
suppose dM = %] = r, andletpi, • •

•
,
p^andgi, • •

•
, be bases for a: - x

and y — X ^y respectively. Let k, • •
•

, be third points on pi • •
•

,

Pr ^ qr * Then evidently

X ^ k w • • • s^tr^ '^y) W 2>1 * y^Pr ^tr

== {x ^y) Pi qi Pr Qr ^ X y

and so by dimensionality, x <^y, the pi , the tj

,

and {x w y)' are independent

elements whose join is 7. Hence {x yY k ^ ^ and a; = (a? /-n y) ^
Pi w • • • w Pr are complements; likewise, it and y are complements, whence
X and y are perspective, proving (a) (6), q.e.d.

Ex. 1. Interpret the statement: any complemented modular lattice of finite length is a
direct union of a Boolean algebra 2" with projective lines, planes, etc.

Ex. 2. Prove the Cor. of Thm. 6. Which conditions of this corollary are contained in

Thm. 7?

Ex. 3. (a) Show that if a and ai are perspective in A, then they are also perspective in

A X B, for any B.

(b) Show that perspectivity is transitive (i.e., that perspectivity and projectivity

are equivalent) in any complemented modular lattice of finite length.

Ex. 4. Show that, in a projective geometry of finite length, all lines contain the same
number of points. (Hint: they are perspective.)

Ex, 5*. Show that not every modular lattice is isomorphic with a sublattice of a comple-

mented modular lattice (Hint : Show first that if M is a sublattice of a complemented
modular lattice all of whose prime quotients are projective, and if [a,h\ and [ai , 6i] are

intervals ofM of “length” three, then both or neither must define Desarguesian planes.®

Problem 55. Which modular latticesM can be represented as sublattices of complemented
modular lattices B? If this is possible, can one make the length of L equal to that of Ml
(Dilworth-Hall)

7. Automorphisms as collineations; projectivities. Consider PO(B’, n) as

the lattice of all subspaces of the (n + l)-du)aensional vector space V{R;n+ 1)

of (n + l)-vectors 5 — (xqjXi^ ••• ,Xn) with homogeneous coordinates in a divi-

sion ring (i.e., field or skew-field) R. Evidently any lattice-autornorphism of

PO(R] n) carries points into points, lines into lines, and collinear. points into

collinear points, all terms being taken in their usual proiective sense. Such

* See M. Hall and R. P. Dilworth, The imbedding problem for modular lattices, Annals

of Math. 45 (1944), 450-456; also for Problem 55,
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trajisfonuations will be called coUineations'^ con'versely, any collineation of

PG(_B; n) is evidently a lattice-automorphism.

Let X —> u{x) be any automorphism of R, and A =
\\ 0,7 1 |

be any (n + 1) X
(n -f- 1) non-smgular matrix with coefficients in R- Then the correspondence

I 17 of V(B; n -f 1) defined by

(1) Vi = aiaxixi) -h aafa(xi) -h • • • +
is called a semi-linear transformation.® Since it preserves linear dependence,'

thou^ with altered coefficients, (1) defines a collineation (lattice-automorphism)

of PG{R\ n). The following result is known.

Thkoebm 8. Every coUinecMon of PG(R', n) is given by a transfomujtion of

the form (1), provided n > 1.

Sketch of proof. Let | a($) be any collineation of POiR; n); using

homogeneous coordinates, let q, • •
•

, 6„ be unit vectors (1, 0, • *
•

, 0),
• •

•
,

(0, 0,
• •

• , 1) of 7«+i(22). By a “projectivity” 1? T. where f = (zo , 21 ,
• •

•
,
z»)

is given by

(2) z< = baya -f ia^i • -J- bi,4/n ,

we can reduce to the case a(ei) = €{ ,
and (1 , 1,

• •
•

, 1) goes into itself. But

with reference to the the homogeneous coordhuttes of f are uniquely deterr

mined; thus (? w «2 ^ ^ ^ (to ^ ei) projects ij uniquely on the line

€0 €i . Comparing with (| w €2 tn) /-^ («o <i)j we establish one-

one corre^ondences Xi Zi betwerai the coordinates of J and those of i". More-

over since the correspondence is a collineation, von Staudt’s algebra of throws

(see Veblen and Young [1, Ch. VI]) is preserved; hence the correspondences give

ring-automorphisms xi with a,- == u<(a:f). Since (1 ,
1 ,

• •
•

,
1) is invariant, all

wi are equal, and a,- == «(*<)• The proof is completed by observing that if A
is the matrix inverse to the B of (2), then (1) is obtained explicitly.

Since anf^ixi)) = X) <v(flki)xi ,
it is easily seen that the projectmties

of PG(B‘, n) form a normal subgroup of the group of all collineations. It may

be characterized lattice-theoretically, as the subgroup generated by perspec-

tivities.

8. Correlations and polarities; orthocomplementation. Again, let us define

a correlation of PQ(R', n) as any dual automorphism of the corresponding lattice.

If R* is the ring anti-isomorphic* to R, then the correspondence

(3) (ic#
, «! ,

• •
• , xf) youixo) -H yiuixi) -]-•••+ yn«(«») = 0

7 The sharp distinction made here between collineations and projectivities is not always

made in the literature.

* For a discussion of semi-linear transformations, see N. Jacobson, Theory of nng$^

New York, 1943; the concept is due to C. Segre (1889)

.

® I.e., obtained by reversing the order of multiplication, but preserving addition. Cf*

Albert [1, p. 96], where there are considered ‘‘involutions, or correspondences satisfying

not only m(x + y) «= 6)(a?) + «(2/) and (aixy) but also «(a>(fl?)) sc.
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is easily shoTO to be a dual isomorphism between PG{R', n) and n).

But if a and ^ are any two dual isomorphisms, then «“^/3 is an isomorphism;,

hence themost general dual isomorphism of PQ(B ; n) onto PG(R* ; n) is given by

(4) (xo, iCl, • •
, Xn) 2 yiOi/w(Xi) = 0-

Further, ance B* may be defined lattice-theoretically (or “eombinatorially”)

by the algebra of throws, we get

Theorem 9. A projective geometry PG(B‘, n) ]n ^ 2] has a dual automorphism

if and only if the division ring R is anti-isomorphic mth itself. In this case

there is a one-one correspondence (4) "between corrdations and ntm-singiAar bilinear

fonns.^°

We may write yA^* == 0 to denote the fact that $ lies in the (n — l)-flat

determined, through (4), by ij; it is a kind of perpendicularity between ^ and v-

In case it is symmetric, the correlation is termed a polarity; as in Ch. IV, §5,

it is the condition

L9. (a/)' s= X for any flat x.

Writing 0 = w~^(0) = H Xibiiar\y{) [6yi = w~‘(oy)]

and noting that the roles of i and j are symmetric, we see that it is sufl&cient

(and essentially necessary) that w be an involution, so that «(w(a;)) = x, and that

A be “Hermitian” in the sense that u(aij) = a^ . Further, if A is definite,

in the sense that 2) x<Uij«(xj) = 0 implies Xo = =* • • • = x» = 0, than,

again as in Ch. IV, §5,

LIO. X y-yxt s= 0 and x ^ x' => I.

Deeinition. a modtdar laUice is coded orthocomplemented if and only if it

admits a dual automorphism x x' sati^ying L9, LIO. (0/ course, any dual

automorphism satisfies

L8. (x yY x' ^ y' and {z yY = x' ^ y'.)

For example if Q is the quaternion ring, if a)(x) is the quaternion conjugate of

X, then the “definite diagonal Hermitian form” 23 y<f»{xi) — 0 defines PG(,Q; n)

as an orthocomplemented modular lattice. In general, it may be proved^

that every orthocomplemented P0{B
;
n) can be obtained (to within isomorphism)

as above from an involution » to(x) of B, and a definite diagonal Hermitian

form 23 yiaiu(xi) = 0, with a(o<) == o,-

.

Geometrical interest also attaches to “null systems,” or polarities such that

(5) ? ^ for every projective point f.

** For Thm. 9, see J. von Netmuinn {3]; and G. Birkhoff and J. von Neumann, The logic

of fuonhun mechimm, Annals of Math. 37 (1936), p. 836 and appendix. Artin has informed
me that a proof of Thm. 9 wae obtained, but not published, by BE. Zassenhaus, for » > 2.

u G. Birkhoff and J. von Nethnann, loo. oit. supra. J. von Neumann [8, OI] has

further related the esistenoe of orthooomplements to that of “Hermitian” idempotents

in the ooordinattlSatiota hy kegidar rihgs.
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For facts about null systems, which are correlated with skew-Hennitian matrices,

we refer the reader to the literature/^

In conclusion, we note that the free orthocomplemented modular lattice with

two generators may be shown to be 2^ X PG{Jz^ 1), and has 96 elements;

PO{Jz, 1) = 1 @ 4 0 1.

Ex. 1. Show that the free orthocomplemented modular lattice generated by a chain of

length n is the Boolean algebra 2".

Ex. 2. Show that orthocomplementation is possible in a direct union of lattices, if and

only if it is possible in every factor.

Ex. 3. Show that the lattice of all subspaces invariant under a finite group of linear trans-

formations of a real vector space is orthocomplemented.

Ex. 4. Show that the lattice of all closed subspaces of Hilbert space is orthocomplemented

but non-modular.

Ex. 5. Show that in real and complex projective geometry, every orthocomplementation

is equivalent (i.e., isomorphic) to that given by the usual inner product.^*

Ex. 6. (a) Show that, in a ''null system,’’ p ^ implies p' ^ g, and generalize this result,

(b) Infer that no plane projective geometry, whether Desarguesian or not, can be

made into a null system.

Ex. 7. (a) Show that any "null system” mPG(R; n) contains a chain 0 <Xi<X2 < • • * <
ajn-i < I in which Xi+i covers Xi and « Xn^i .

(b) Show that if we take these to be coordinate suhspaces, we can make the first

two rows and columns of the "polarity” matrix 1| aij |1 consist of zeros, except that

Uoi ~ 1, OlO '—I.

(c) By induction, show that n is odd, and that we can make a2»,2i+i = 1 = —a2<+i, 2i

,

and all other coefficients zero.

(d) Infer that JR must be commutative.

Problem 56. Which non-Desarguesian plane projective geometries admit orthocomple-

ments?

9. Neutral elements and ideals. We have seen (Thm. 5, Cor.) that being

mutiTcil is equivalent to lying in the cerder of L. One can show further

Tbeokem 10. An element is in tJie center of a comiplemenied modtdar lattice

L if and only if it has a unique complement}*

Proof. In any lattice L ^ M X N, [I, 0] can have only [0, J] for comple-

ment; hence no element of the center can have more than one complement.

Conversely, suppose o has a unique complmient o', and that u ^a = 0. Then

by hypothesis u, a, and any complement w o)' of « ^ a are independent

elements with join J, hence u {u ^ aY a' and u S <Y. Thus o' contains

every u with u ^ a = 0. In particular, since [(o /-.«)' ^ x] — 0 irrespec-

tive (Ax, (a ^ xY ^ X is included in o' as wdd as x, and

X = (a ^x) [(o ^ ^ g (o ^ ®) w (o' r^x) ^ X ^ X = X.

“W. C. Graustein, Introduction to higher geometry, Macnoillan, 1940, pp. 467-471; R.
Brauer, A characterization of nuU systems in projective space, Bull. Am. Math. Soo. 42 (1036)

,

247-254; R. Baer, Nidi systems in projective space, ibid., 51 (1945), 903-906.

I* In Exs. 4-5, we use the tenninology of M. H. Stone, Linear transformations in Bilbert

space, pp. 17-21.

This result is due to J. von Neumann [2, Part I, Thms. 5.3-5.4]. The statement of

Thm. 4.5 of [LT] is incorrect.
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Hence x = {a ^x) ^ {a' ^x), and every x ^ L can be written in the form
y ^ a, z a'\. It follows from Thia. 7 of Ch. V that L is the nfl.rding.1

product [0, a] X [0, a'].

We now generalize Theorem 5.

Theoeem 11. The congrumce relaiions on L correspond one-one with the nmtrcd
ideals N of L, or ideals containing with any element a all perspedive elements.

Proof. Suppose that N defines a congruence relation on L, as in Thm. 3,

Ch. II, and that a ^ N and b are perspective, with the axis of perspectivity c.

Then

b = b^I — b/^(flK^c)s^b^e = 0 (mod N).

Hence b ^ N, and N is neutral. Conversely, let N be neutral, and let x ^ y
mean x ^ a = y ^ afov some a ^ N. This is an equivalence relation and
even a join-homomorphism, for any ideal in any lattice (Ch. II, §6, Ex. 3). We
wish to show that x = y implies x u ^ y ./-^^^ina complemented modular
lattice, if iV is neutral. Since we are dealing with an equivalence relation, and
x = X'^a = y^a = y, -we can reduce to the case y — x a-, hence it is

svffiient to show that

(x y-~.u) ^ a = [(* o) w o = (x o) a),

in any modular lattice. But setting x = Xi , m = »2 , a = xs , this is equivalent

to showing that Cs = 6* in the free modular lattice with three generators (Ch.

V, §3). By inspection, [63 , Cs] is however projective to part of xt . Hence by
Thm. 4, X3 = a and some element d containing ca ^bs are perspective. Hence

C3 6s ^ iV, and 63 « 63 w (6s 03) * C3

,

completing the proof.

A special discussion of congruence relations in metric complemented modular

lattices may be found in S. Gom, Homomorphisms and modular functionals,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 51 (1942), 1(0-16.

Ex. 1. Show directly that an ideal of a oomplemented modular lattice is neutral inthe sense

of Thm. H, if and only if it is neutral in the sense of Ch. V, §8, Ex. 3.

Ex. 2. Construct a modular lattice of ten elements, containing 3‘ as a sublattice, one of

whose elements has a unique complement without being neutral. (M. Hall)

Ex. 3. Show that a oomplemented modular lattice of finite length is a projective geometry,

if and only if 0,

1

are the only elements with unique complements.

10. Continuous’dimensioiial projective geometries. A remarkable class of

metric complemented modular lattices, whose dimension function varies con-

tinuoudy between zero and one, was discovered by von Neumann [1].

Let F be any fiidd or dcew-fidd. If a and a' are complementary (n — 1)-

dimensional elements of P0{F; 2n. — 1), then the sublattices X and F of » g
a and y ^ c' are clearly isomorphic with FG(F; n. — l)j hence they are iso-

morphic with each other. A typical case is furnished by letting a and o' be
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skew lines in projective space. Moreover since a and al are independent, by

Thm. 7 of Ch. V, the joins x ^ X,y € Y] form a sublaMice isomorphic

to XX = J®, in PG(F; 2n - 1). But the following inference is obvious:

Lemma 1. The couples [x, a:] of form a mblcdtice of which is isomorphic

with X, under an isomorphism whidi carries 0 into 0, 1 into I, and miMiplies

lattice dimension d[x] by two.

(We note that d{x[ exceeds the ordinary geometrical dimension of x by one.)

We conclude that PGiF; n ~ 1) can be embedded isomorphically in

PG{F-, 2n —
1), so that the “normalized dimension function” d[a:]/d[I] is

preserved. Eepeating the process, we get a sequence of extensions of PG(F; 1),

PG(F; 1) S PG(Fi 3) g 7) ^ ^ PG(F; 2* - 1) g • • •

in which the lattice operations and also the “normalized dimension function”

d[x]/d{J] are preserved.

Tal^g the union of these extensions, we get an envdoping metric lattice

wHch contains dements of every conceivable dyadic lattice dimension fc/2*.

By Thm. 14 of Ch. V, this is a metrically dense sublattice of a complete metric

lattice, which will therefore contain elements of every dimension d, 0 ^ d ^ 1.

This last is the “continuous geometry” CG(jF) of von Neumann, having F as

base field.“

Theoebm 12. For any F, CG{F) is a complemented modular and complete

metric lattice, in which any two eguidimensional elements are perspective.

Sketch of proof. We first show that the metric completion M of any metric

complemented modular latticeM is complemented. Indeed, ^ven a 6 ilf, we
can find {a„} in M such that. S(an , a) < whence S(a„ , On+i) < 2". By
Theorem 2, to any complement of On there corresponds a complranent On+i of

Ob+i ,
with 5(o»+i, a») < 2"; it follows that a'n is a convergent sequence, whose

limit at will ^y formulas (7)-(70 of Ch. V, §7) satisfy a ^ a' = 0, o o' = J.

The proof that any two equidimensional dements are perspective is similar;

we construct a convergent sequence of axes of perspeetivity Cn for Ob , &». As in

Thm. 2, wereduce tothe case On+i < a» and its dual. Suppose o, & are perspective

by e in M, and that a > oy , b > h.

,

with 5(o, oi) = iQ>, hi) *= 3i . Then

by h3?pothesis, c w oi , c w 6i will have a common complement g, with d[g] =
5i ; and so oi , hi will be perspective by c w g, where S(c ^ q, c) = Si

.

Dually, suppose oa > a, hi > h, with S(a, Oa) — SQ), h*) = 5*. Then

dfe ^ c] = d[h2 c] s= ^ ; and any common relaUve complement r of o* c

and hg c in c will satisfy S(c, r) = Sg . Further, Og and hg will be per^ctive

by r.

Ex. 1. Let Li g Lg g Li £1
• • • be any sequence of metric lattices. Show that their union

is a metric lattice.

An interesting construction analogous to von Neumann’s has been su^ested by Arons-

zajn and Qlivenko (Gdivenko [2, p. 40]). All the results stated here are due to vonNeumann.
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Ex. 2. Let M be any metric lattice, andM its metric completion. Show that if M is com-
plemented, then so is M.

Ex. 3*. In the notation of Ex. 2, can you prove that if any two equidimensional elements
are perspective in M, the same is true of M? {The corresponding proposition for relative

complements is straightforward.)

Ex, 4*. Let M be any irreducible complemented modular lattice of a finite length w > 3
which is also a compact topological lattice with ?2. -{- 1 connected components under an
extrinsic topology. Show that the coordinate-field of M, if of characteristic infinity,

consists of the real, complex or quaternion numbers.^®

Ex. 5*. Let M be any matroid lattice of finite length, which is also a locally compact
topological lattice under an extrinsic topology. Define tangent lines and osculating
planes to curves, so as to generalize the usual definitions. Generalize to tangent planes
and (using circle-geometry) osculating circles.

Ex. 6. Show that every automorphism of any of the PG(Z); 2«‘'0 generating CG{D) can
be extended to an automorphism of CG(F).

Ex. 7.* (a) Show that in the (irreducible) complemented modular lattice of all subspaces
of an infinite-dimensional vector space V’(B; t^o), some elements x are projective with
elements y<x.

(b) Infer that perspectivity is not transitive.

Ex. 8’*'. Show that the continuous geometry over the quaternion ring Q is lattice-isomorphic

with the continuous geometry over the real field R*, but not with that over the complex
numbers, (von Neumann)

Problem 57. Is the completion by cuts of any complemented modular lattice necessarily

modular? (See Ch. IX, §6, where refs, are given to proofs that the correspondence re-

sults for uncomplemented modular lattices is false.)

Problem 58. Need a complete complemented topological lattice be a topological lattice?

(S. Gorn)

Problem 59. Is perspectivity transitive in every orthocomplemented modular lattice?

Problem 60. Characterize abstractly to within isomorphism, and as a metric group, the

group of all isometries of CG(F) . Is it connected if F is real?

11, Converse results; coordinates in “regular rings.” We know by Thm. 15

of Ch. V that COiF) is a topolo^cal lattice.

Von Neumann [2] has proved conversely that, in any complete, topological/®

complemented modular lattice, whose center consists of 0 and I alone, one can

introduce a dimension function, which becomes unique when “normalized”

to make d[0] *= 0, d[I] = 1.

To do this, he first defines d[x] = d[y] as a relation which holds if and only if

X and y are perspective. Then he proves that perspectivity is transitive, which

justifies the use of the equality symbol. He then defines d[x] g d\y] to mean
that X is perspective with a part of y. Then he proves that this relation simply

orders his abstract “dimensional elements.” Next, he defines addition of

“dimensional elements,” by makmg x ^y - 0 imply d[x ^^y] — d[x] + d[y].

He shows that this operation is commutative and associative. Finally, he dipws

See A. Kolmogoroff, Annals of Math. 33 {1932), 163-76.

17 Of. O. Haupt, G. Nobeling, afid Chr. Pane, op. oit. in Ch. VII, |3.

« He assumes continuity hypotheses .involving any transfinite sequence. For addi-

tional literature, see I. Halpeiin, Trans, Am. Math. 8oo. 44 (1938), 537-62; 8, Gprn, Trans,

Am.^ Math* Soc. 51 <1942), 103^16; ahd T. Iwamnra, Jap. Jour. Math. 19 (1944), 57-71.
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that the ordered additive system so constructed is isomorphic either with

the system 0, 1/ft, 2/ft, • •
•

,
(ra ” l)/ft, 1, or with the continuum 0 ^ x ^ 1

(the continuous-dimensional case). This justifies calling such a lattice an

“abstract continuous geometry” in the latter case.

We have seen that any projective geometry of finite length w > 3 is isomorphic

with the lattice PG(n - 1 ;
JD) of all subspaces of the n-dimensional linear spax^

with coordinates in a suitable division ring D. 3. von Neumann [3] has showm

that any abstract continuous geometry can be given analogous “ring-coordin-

ates.” We describe the analogy in the finite-dimensional case.

It is easily shown that PG{n - 1; D) is isomorphic with the lattice of all

left-ideals of the “simple” ring of all (ft X ft) matrices over P. Moreover if R

is any “semi-simple” ring in the usual sense, the lattice Li(R) of all its left-ideals

is still complemented and modular. Conversely, one can obtain in this way

all complemented modular lattices which satisfy Desargues’ Theorem; cardinal

products (direct unions) of lattices correspond to direct sums of rings. Thus

von Neumarm’s “ring-coordinatization” has the outstanding advantage over

von Staudt’s “field-coordinatization,” that it coordinatizes rediicibk (Desargu-

esian) complemented modular lattices.

A. linear associative algebra R with finite basis is “semi-simple” in the usual

sense if and only if it is “regular” in the sense that (6) every a C R has a “relative

inverse” x, such that aa:a = a. Moreover this condition applies also to rings

with an infinite basis or no basis over the center, giving a significant generaliza-

tion.

It may be shown that two regular rin^ are isomorphic if and only if the

complemented modular lattices of their left-ideals are isomo3T)hic, and anti-

isomorphic if and only if the latter are dually isomorphic. Also, two-sided

ideals, which correspond in the usual “semi-simple” case to idempotents in the

“center” of the ring, constitute the “center” of the lattice of left-ideals.

It may be shown that if the quotient J/0 of an abstract continuous geometry

can be divided into four mutually perspective parts, coordinates in a regular

ring may be introduced; the added hypothesis is needed to exclude the non-

Desarguesian case.

Proofs of all the preceding results may be found in von Neumann [3], where

they were originally obtained.

Ex. 1 . Prove that if E -f S is the direct sum of two regular rii^, then the lattice L(B + S)

of left-ideals of E + -S is the direct union L(R + S) = L(JS,) X HS) of the lattices of

left-ideals of R and S independently.

Ex. 2*. Let E X 5 be the direct product of two regular rings. Show that I(E X S) vMy

be described by the properties that it contains sublattices B and C which (i) are iso-

morphic with LfJR) and L(.S) respectively, (ii) have the same 0 and I as L(E X E), (iii)

generate L(R X <S), (iv) make (&, c) a distributive pair for all 6 € B, c 6 C, and (v) make

6 /-> c => 0 imply b « 0 or c 0. (von Neumann)

Problem 61. Is a ssmthetic definition of HR X S) in terms of L(B) and I/(S) possible?

Note Ex. 2. (von Neumann)

For further literature, see P. Maeda, Jour-Soi. Hiroshima Univ. 8 (1989), 14&-07,and

9 (1939), 78-84.
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12. Atomic modular lattices. Consider the complete modular lattice

PO{R-, d) of all vector subspaces of a vector space of infinite dimp-nsinn d over
a division ring R. (The “dimension” of a finite or vector

space Y is the number of elements in a baas of V.) Clearly each non-zero vector

5 generates a minimal proper subspace, the set of all scalar multiples of Hence
in PG(R’, d), I is the join of “points” (actually, projective points)—^i.e.,, L7'

holds. Further, as always with subalgebras (Ch. IV, §10, Ex. 3b), we have
meet-continuity,

(7) Va 't y implies x ^ ya 'I
x ^ y.

We can now draw some lattice-theoretic inferences.

Theorem 13. In a complete modular lattice M sati^ying (7), L7' implies

L7, L7R, and L7R'.

Proof. Smppose the points of M to be well-ordered, as pi, p%, ps ,
•••,

p„ ,
• • •

. Define = Vt<« Pt ; then clearly oi = 0, a«+i = a^ ^pa, and, if

X is a limit-ordinal, ox = V a<\ Oo . We shall first prove L7; by Thm. 1, this

implies L7R.

We define yi — 0, and ya recursively by transfinite induction as follows.

(I) If X ha—! “ X N—' Oa , set ya ” 2/a—1 • (H) If 'w' eta 7^ X s—. Ua—1 , SCt

2/a = 2/«-i P* • (III) If X is a limit ordinal, set 2/x == Va<x 2/a • We shall

prove by induction that a; 2/« = 0, a; w = a; a« ; since some o* — / by
hypothesis L7', this will give a complement of x. In Case I, » .-n 2/« = * ^
2/«-i = 0, a: 2/o = ® 2/«-i = ® w Oa-i ,

by h3^othe8is and induction. In

Case III, 0 = a: /-> 2/a for all a < X by induction, but ® ^ 2/« T » /-% j/x by the

h37potheas 2/a t J/x mid (7); hence a: 2/1 = 0. Similarly, a; Oa = » v.^ 2/« t

X ^ y\ (cf. Ch. IV, §9); but Oa T ox ;
hence x ^y\ = x a\. In Case II,

observe that x, ya~i , pa are independent in the sense of Ch. V, §5, since x ^
2/a-i = 0 by induction, and since (® v-' 2/»-i) (® ®«-i) ^ P« (by iuduc-

tion) 9̂ 0 would imply pa ^ x Oa-i*and x Oa = x ^ Ocr-i ^ Pa = x ^
a«_i ,

contrary to hypothesis. Hence x ^ ya — x ^ (pa-i Pa) = 0. Finally,

X ^Va — X ^ ya-i V p« = ® ^ flo-i w Pa (by induction) = a: w Oo , completing

the proof of L7, and hence of L7'.

It remains to prove L7R'; we diall diow by transfinite induction that every

interval [0, ha] satisfies L7R'; we can now assume L7 and L7R for all ax =
V«<x Pa ,

and L7R' for all ax prece<fing a*

.

Case I: a = 1. This is trivial; even for a finite, we need only use the Cor.

of Thm. 1.

Case II: a — 1 easts. Let x' and x ^ Ua-i ,
and let y be any relative comple-

ment of x' in [0, Oa-i], so that a:'/->p = 0, o' w2/ = Oo-i . We diall write p
for pa-i ,

for brevity.

Subcase Ila: » 2/ > 0. Write ® 2/ = a; it is a point since x covers x’

and a:' ^ 2/ = 0- Hence x^ <x^ but x covers ®', whence g = ®.

But is a join of points by induction ; hence so is ®

.

Subcase IIb:®<-.p=0, Hag o«-i , then ® is a join of points by induction
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on a. Otherwise x a«-i > Oo-i ;
but since =

X w a«_i > Ca-i and o« at most covers a«_i ,
this implies x — aa. and (since

o«_i p > a«) p ^ aa~i — 0. Define r — (p -^y) ^x. If r were 0, then

(since p y ^ p ^ Oa—i = 0), p, y, x would be independent (Ch. V, §5),

which is imposable since (x ^y) p = a« ^ p > 0. Hence r > 0; but since

{p -~>y) .r^x&i most covers (0 w y) /-> a: = 0, r is a point. Moreover

r — {{p y^y) ^ a:] w x' = X [p w y w a:'] (by L5)

= X ^ (p ^ o«_i) = X.

Hence x is a joint of points (x' is by induction).

Case III: X is a limit-number. Every x g ox satisfies x ^ T x p ax =

X by (7). But each x a,, is a join of points, by induction. Taking the

join of sdl these points, we express x = sup (x ^ ax) as a join of points. This

completes the proof of L7R'.

DBswmoN. A complete modidar laitice which satisfies (7) and L7' (end hence

L7, L7R, L7R') will he ccAled aiomic.

CoBOLiiABT (Frink). The lattice of all sxibspaees of any vector space is a

complete atomic modular lattice.

Ex. 1. Show that for modular lattices of finite length, being atomic is eQuivalent to being

complemented.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if a complemented modular lattice L of finite length contains a chain.

C, then it contains a dual chain C consisting of complements of elements of C.

(b) Infer that if a complemented modular lattice M satisfies the ascending chain

condition, then it satisfies the descending chain condition.

(c*) Is it true that if Af is t-atomic in the sense of Ch. Ill, §4, then it is j,-atomic?

Ex. 3. Let L consist of all finite-dimensional subspaces of an infinite-dimensional vector

space V, and V itself. Show that L is a complete modular lattice satisfying L7' and

L7R' but not (7), L7, or L7R.

Ex. 4*. Let J) be the lattice of all dual ideals of a continuous geometry CQ(F)

.

Show that

D is not complemented, though all its elements are joins of points (atoms). (0. Prink)

13. Frink’s decompositioii theorems. We shall now summarize the proofs

of some fundamental results due to Frink [2]; the reader is referred to Frink’s

paper for details.

First, since L7' and (7) are obviously satisfied, we note as an immediate

corollary of Thm. 13 that the flats of any system of points and lines satisfying

PG1-PG2 form a complete atomic modular lattice. But conversdy, exactly

as in §3, the points and lines of any complete atomic modular latticeM satisfy

PG1-PG2. MoreoverM is isomorphic with the lattice of all the “flats” of this

system. This generalizes Thm. 3, by establishing a one-one correspondence

between systems satisfying PG1-PG2 and complete atomic modular lattices M.
Again, as in §6, one can divide the points of ikf uniquely into disjoint classes

Si, Si, St, of mutually perspective points. The flats of any class Si of

mutually perspective points satisfy PG3, and form what may be called an atomic

projective geometry. One may show quite easily that M is a sublattice of the

direct union (cardinal product) of these. We conclude
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Thboebm 14. Any complete atomic modular lattice is a oiMattice of a direct

union of atomic projective geometries—and corwersdy.

Further, apart from certain finite projective lines and non-Desarguesian

projective planes, coordinates in a diviaon ring R can be introduced into any
atomic projective geometry, through von Staudt’s “algebra of throws.” Now
let d be the cardinal number of a maximal independent subset of (the existence

of this follows since independence is a property of finite character). Frink [2]

has shown that if d is infinite, the atomic projective geometry is simply the

P6(R-, d) of §12; the finite-dimensional case has already been discussed. Since

we demonstrated the converse in the Cor. of Thm. 13, we have

Theorem 15. Apart from the viell-known exceptional projective lines and non-

Desarguesian projective planes, every atomic projective geometry is isomorphic vnffk

the lattice of dll vector svbspaces of the vector space V(B-,d) of a suitable dimension-

nurdber d over a suitable division ring R.

Finally, let L be any complemented modular lattice, not necessarily atomic or

complete. We first recall that, by Thm. 12 of Ch. V, the lattice of all ideals of L
is modular—Whence so is the lattice of all dual ideals of L. Next, we note that to

be a proper dual ideal of L is equivalent to not containing 0—and that this is a

condition of finite character. Hence every proper dual ideal can be extended to a

maximal proper dual ideal, which is “covered” by the improper dual ideal L. In

particular, for any a I oiL, the principal dual ideal of a: ^ a' can be extended

to a maximal proper ideal Q, which cannot contain a (or it would contain a ^ a'

= 0) . Hence the intersection of all maximal dual ideals is I, the least dual ideal.

We conclude by such reasoning that the lattice M of dual ideals is a modular

lattice, in which every element is a join of points, provided that M is ordered by

the dual of inclusion.

We cannot however conclude that (7) holds (thou^ its dual does). But if we

define a “point” as a maxima.l dual ideal, and a “line” as the intersection of two

distinct maximal dual ideals, then PGl—PG2 are easy to prove. The “flats”

form a complete atomic modular lattice.

We now associate with each element a ^ L the set S(a) of all maximal dual

ideals P, such that a ^ P. It is easy to dhow that S(a) is always a “flat,” that

a>b impliftg S(a) > S(]b), and that 8(a />> 6) is the intersection of S(a) and Sib).

Frink has shown further that S(o >-» 6) is the join of Sid) and S(b), the difficult

point is to show that if o w 6 6 P, then there exist Q, R with a Q. Q,b ^ R, and

such tiiat P contains the set-intersection of Q and R.

Since the “flats” form a direct union of atomic projective geometries, by

what we have already shown, we get the following final result.

Theorem 16. Any complemented modular lattice is isomorphic with a sMatUce

of a direct union of atomic projectioe geometries.

Ex. I. Show that £1 is a sublattice of the lattice M of all dual ideals of h. Why
does not this yield Theorem 16?
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Ex. 2. Prove in detail that M is complete, and that every element ofM is a join of points.

Ex. 3. Show that if a maximal dual ideal fails to contain a, then it must contain a comple-
ment a' of a.

Ex. 4. In the proof of Thm. 16, show that S(a is the intersection of Sija) and SQ)),

and that a>h implies S(ji) > SQ>),

Problem 62. Find necessary and sufficient conditions that a modular lattice be isomorphic
with a sublattice of a complemented modular lattice. (See Ex. 5, §6.)

Problem 63. If CG(R) is represented as in Theorem 16, is there just one associated atomic
projective geometry? Is it associated with the division ring E? (O. Frink)



CHAPTER IX

DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES

1. Definition. Many important lattices satisfy the following three identities,

L6. (x ^y) ^ (y ^z) ^ (z ^ x) = (a: w y) ^ (y z) ^(z ^ x),

L6'. a; /-V (y 2) = (a: ^ y) (a; y-v 2),

L6". X ^ iy ^z) = (x y^y) ^ (x ^ z).

Definition. A lattice will he caMed “distributive^’ if and only if it satisfies

L6, L6', L6" identically.

Theorem 1. Each of the identities L6, L6', L6" implies L5 and both of the

others.^

Proof. L6' implies L6", for by direct computation,

(a; y) ^ (a: w 2) = [(a; ^y) ^x] ^[{x ^y) ^ 2]
= x [(a: 2) (y ^ z)]

— [x (x ^ 2)] v_/ [a; w (y 2)]
— x ^ (y ^ z),

using L6', L4 and L6', together with L2. Again, L6" implies L6. For by
direct expansion,

[(x ^y) y^iy z)\ y^(.Z ^x)

— [(* y) ^ (y 2) w 2] /-X [(a; y) w (y ^ 2) a;]

= [(a: ^y) y^z] [(y ^ 2) a:] by L3-L4

= 2) (y 2) ^ (y w ^ (2 v../ a;) by L6" again

= (a: V./ y) /-N fy 2) ^ (2 v_/ a:) by L1-L3

which is L6.

Finally, L6 implies L5 and L6'. We get L5 simply by setting a: ^ 2 in L6,

which r^uces the left-hand side to (a; y) [(y 2) 2] = (a: ^ y) ^ 2
,

and the ri^t-hand side to (a: y) ^(y y^z) ^x =‘ x ^(y y^z) dually. Then,

abbreviating L6 to the form u = v, we get from the equality x o.u — x ^v,

I Historical note: It is curious that C. S. Peirce [1] should have thought that every

lattice was distributive. He even said L6', L6" are “easily proved, but the proof is too

tedious to give”! His error was demonstrated by Schroder [1, p. 282], who showed that

L6', L6'' were not implied by L1-L4, but (p. 286) implied each other and L6. A. Korselt

(Math. Ann. 44 (1894), 156-167) gave another demonstration. Peirce at first [2] gave way

before these authorities, but later (cf. E. V. Huntington [1, pp. 300-301]) boldly defended

his original view.

Dedelrind [1, p. 116] showed that each of 14' and L6" implied I16. Merger [8, p. 480]

showed that L6 implied L5 and L6' and L6', LO".

133
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a; ^ (j/ w s) on the right-hand side by L4 and L2-L3. On the left-hand side,

using L5, we get

X ^ Q]/ ^ z] ^ [(a: ^ 2/) (a: ^ «)]) = {x ^ y ^z) {x ^y) {x ^z)

But by L3-L4, this is {x ^y) (a: ^2), completing the proof.

CoBOLLAET. Any distributwe lattice is modular.

From Fig. 4 of Ch. V, it is evident that any non-distributive modular lattice

contains a sublattice of five elements c, d, ei , ca , es isomorphic with the lattice

of Fig. Ic. Combining with Thm. 2, Ch. Ill, we conclude

Theorem 2. A lattice which is not distrihutive contains one of the examples

of Figs. Ic-ld, p. 6, as a suMatticef

Corollary 1. A lattice is distributive if and only if relative complements in

it are uniquely determined.

This means that, given o ^ a: ^ 6, at most one y exists satisf3nng x ^y = a

and a: w 2/ = 6.

Proof. In a distributive lattice, x ^u = x ^v and x ^ u — x y.., v imply

u = IX (a; w a) = (tt ^ a:) (« /-^ ») = (t) ^ a:) (1/ = V a;)

= V. Conversely, in both Fig. Ic and Fig. Id, one element has two relative

complements.

Corollary 2. Any non-distributive modular lattice which satisfies either chain

condition contains the first example of Fig. Ic as a sublattice in which x, u, v cover 0.

Proof. If the descending chain condition holds, then we find an a:* ^ a: which

covers 0. Then {x* y^u) and (x* v) v-/ ax will provide the other examples;

the role of e will be played by [(a:* v../ ax) ^ a] s_/ a:* = (a^ w ax) ^ (a; v./ x*).

The covering conditions are guaranteed by Cor. 2 of Thm. 2, Ch. III. The case

of the ascending chain condition may be treated dually.

Ex. 1 . In any distributive lattice L, for given a,b £ L, let J(a, V) denote the set of z such

tlitit ct ic 6 X. Show that J(a, 6) is a dual ideal, and that the meet of J(a, &) and

its dual is either void or all of L,

Ex, 2. Shew that any lattice in which

{x y) [z (a: <-> y)] (x y) ^ (y z) (z ic),

for all X, y, 2
, is distributive.

Ex. 3. Show that a lattice is distributive if and only if x^ (y ^z) ^ (x s^y) for all

Xy y, 2 . (J. Bowden, 1936)

Ex. 4. Show that the two lattices of Figs, lo-ld are the only non-distributive lattices of

five elements.

Ex. 6. Obtain a short proof of Thm. X, using Thm, 11 of Ch. V.

Ex. 6*. Without using §3, show that the following postulates characterise distributive

® G. Birkhoff, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 30 (1934), p. 118, Corollary 1 is due to Bergmann

[1, p. 273]; cf. also Ore [1, p. 414], condition (S2). The condirion is related to ideas of E.
Grassmann [1],
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l8)ttic6s: d d ~~ ctf d 6 s* & <z, a h ^ h ^ d^ d (6 c) ^ (fl ^ Cj 0
(a v-/ 6) = o, o (6^ c) =» (o^6) w (a^ c). (Hint: Define a ^ & to mean a ^ 6 = 6.)

Ex. 7. Show that L6 and L1-L3 imply (.x^y) =» a; /-\ (x\^y).

Ex. 8. Show that if 0, Z exist with a 0 = o^ Z = a for all o, then L2, L3, L6 -L6" imply
L1-L4. (E. V. Huntington [1, pp. 292-295])

Ex. 9. Show that if we add to a distributive lattice L new elements 0, Z satisfying

0 < X < I for all a: G L, we get another distributive lattice.
_

2. Examples. Any chain is a distributive lattice: in any chain, each side

of L6 is the middle one of the elements x, y, z. Again, the subsets of any aggre-

gate I form a distributive lattice—and more generally, any ring of sets is a
distributive lattice. Thus the open subsets of any topological space form a
(complete) distributive lattice, and so do the closed ones.

Moreover any sublattice or cardinal product of distributive lattices is again

distributive.* Hence so is any power of any distributive lattice D with a

partly ordered set X as exponent; in particular 2^ is a distributive lattice for

any partly ordered set X.

Therefore the lattice of the natural integers, ordered by divisibility, forms

a distributive lattice: it is a sublattice of the direct product of a countable set

of chains (consisting of the powers of the various primes 2, 3, 5, • •
• ). Hence

so does the (isomorphic)^ lattice of ideals of the ring of all algebraic integers of

any extension of the rational field of finite degree.

The neutral dements (Ch. II, §10) of any lattice form a distributive sublattice.

The dual of any distributive lattice is distributive. The Boolean algebras dis-

cussed in Ch. X are distributive. Finally, the lattice-ordered groups and

vector lattices discussed in Chs. XIV-XV are distributive.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that the “Riemantv” partitions of an interval into a finite number of

non-overlapping subintervals form a distributive lattice.

(b) Is the analogous statement true in n dimensions?

3. Digression: alternative postulate systems. Following ideas of M. H. A.

Newman [1], G. D. Birkhoff and the author® have developed a very brief set

of postulates for distributive lattices.

Theorem 3. Any algebraic system which satisfies

(1) a ^a = a for all a,

(2) a = I ^a = I for some I and all a,

(3) a — I >^a = a for some I and all a,

• It is shown in G. Birkhoff [3] that this is true for the fanoily of lattices characterised by

any identity or set of identities.

* See van der Waerden, vol. 2, p. 100. This is prdbably why Dedekind called distributive

lattices “von Idealtypus.”

» G. D. 'RirVTtnff and Q. Birkhoff) DUiribuUve postulates for systems like Boolean algebras,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 60 (1946), 3-11. Newman’s ideas are related to some of M. H. Stone,

Postuiatesfor Boolean algtfyras.,., Amer. 3. Math. 67 (1985), 703--732.
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(4) a ^ (6 v_/ c) = (a /-X 6) ^ (a ^ c) avd (b ^c) — (b ^ o) w (c ^ c),

for all a, b,c, is a distributive lattice with I.

Proof. We first show that, for all a, h,

(5) a = ar^I = ar^(a^r) = (a^a) ^ (a I) — a a,

(6) (a ^b) ^ a — (a b) ^ (a ^ 1) = a ys (b ^ I) =‘ a ^ I = a,

and similarly

(6') a {a ^ b) = a (b ^ a) = (b ^ a) ^ a = a.

We are now able to prove, using (4), (1), and (6'))

(7) a ^ (a w &) — (a ^ a) (a &) — a (a ^ &) * a,

and similarly

(7^) a ^ (6 a) « (a v..# 6) ^ a “ (& w a) a — a.

Now we can prove the commutative law

(8) a x-/ & ™ [a ^ x_/ a)] x./ [h ^ (6 x.^ a)] — (a w 5) /*x (6 x^ a)

by (7)-(70, (4),

= [(a X./ 6) ^ &] X..- [(a x.^ 6) a] = & a by (4), (7)-(70.

Preparatory to proving the associative law for joins, we show

a x^ x«/ c| ™ fa (a x^^ h)| x.^^ fa c] a x../ (a c) a

by (4), (7), (60,

(9) b ^ f(a X.X &) xx c] ™ f6 ^ (a x^ h)] x> f6 /*x c] & x^ (6 c) ™ h

similarly,

c /-X f(a &) x_/ c] = fc ^ (a x.^ b)] x^ fc ,-x c] *= fc /-X (a X-/ &)] x.^ c = c

by (4), (1), (6). Now we prove the associative law for joins,

a x_((5 x./c) — {a^-x f(a x^6) x.^c]} x^({& ((a w &) w c]}

[(a x^ 6) w c]}) by (9),

= fa x^ (& X.X c)l ^ ((a x^ 6) x^ c] by (4) used twice,

= (a x.^ fc) X., c similarly, by left-right ey^nietry.

We now prove the dual of (4), namely

(a s^b) /-X (a X../ c) =* (a ^ (a xy c)] x./ f6 .-x (a x./ c)]

= a x.." [(6 <-x a) x^ (6 /-x c)] by (4),

fa x.^ (6 /-x a)] x^ (6 i-x c) — a X./ (6 c)

by (10), (60.

(11)
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(llO (a ^ 6) c = (o v_/ c) ^ c) by left-right symmetry.

We have already proved the dual (5) of (1), while (6) and (7) are dual. But
these were the only laws used in proving (8), (10); hence exact duals of the
proofs of (8), (10) yield the commutative and associative laws for meets.

(12) a ^ b = b a and a ^ (6 c) = (a ^ 6) ^ c.

This completes the proof of the laws LI, L2, L3, L4, L6 ordinarily used in de-

fining a distributive lattice!

We shall now discuss some remarkable properties of the self-dual ternary

operation® involved in L6,

(13) (ct, 6, c) = (a ^ 6) w (6 /-N c) (c a) = (a ^..z &) ^ (jb w c) ^ (c a).

We call (a, b, c) the median of a, &, c, since this is what it reduces to in the

case of chains.

Lemma 1. In any distributive lattice, (a, *,6) = a: if and only if

a r^b^x^a^^b.

Proof. If a ^b ^ X ^ a ^b, then clearly

(a 6) (b ^x) V./ (» /-» a) = {a ^b) v-- [a: ^ (6 v./ a] = x.

The converse may easily be proved by the reader. In fact, if we define with

W. D. Duthie,^ the segment (a, b) joining a and b as the set of all x satisfying

a ^b ^ X S a -^b, then

Lemma 2. The element (a, b, c) is the intersection of the three sets (a, b), (b, c),

(c, a).

Proof. By Lenuna 1, (a, b, c) lies in all three sets. Conversely, if x lies on

all three sets, then clearly

(a, b, c) = (a ^ b) w (b z-N c) ^ (c a) g a; ^ (a v_z b) ^ c) ^ (c ^ a)

= (a, b, c).

One can easily define a distributive lattice with 0, / in terms of the single

temaiy operation (a, b, c).

Theorem 4. Let A be any algebraic system with a ternary operation (a, b, c),

and elements 0, 1, such that

(14) (0, a, /) =« a, (16) (a, b, a) = a,

• This operation was first discussed in the case of Boolean algebras by A. A. Grau, Ter-*

nary operations and Boolean cdgehra, Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Michigan, 1944. It has been

introduced into distributive lattices and applied to many logical problems by S. A, Kiss in

his book Lattice transformations and structures of logic. New York, 1947. The present ex-

position follows S. A. Kiss and Garrett Birkhoff, A ternary operation in distributive lattices.

Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 53 (1947), 749-52.

’ Segments of ordered sets, by W. D. Duthie, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 51 (1942), 1-14.
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(16) (a, 6, c) = (6. a, c) = (6, c, o) {Symmetry),

(17) ((a, 6, c), d, e) = ((a, e), b, {e, d, e)),

identically. Then if we define

^IS) a v-/ 1) “ Oti\A a 6 ^ Oj 2?)^

A a distributive lattice in which (13) holds.

Proof. We first show that A is a distributive lattice, by use of Thm. 3. In-

deed, (15) and (18) imply (1); (15) and (18), with (16), imply (2); (14) and

(18)

,
with (16), imply (3). While (17) implies the second identity of (4) if we

set 6 — 7 and d == 0; the first follows by symmetry. (Note that the conditions

of (16) imply the invariance of (a, 6, c) under all permutations of its members.)

We now use Lemma 2 to show that in this distributive lattice, (a, 6, c) has

its usual meaning. But indeed

(o, {a, 6, c), b) = ((a, c, 6), a, 6) - ((a, a, 6), c, (6, a, 6)) « (a, c, 6) - (a, 6, c),

by repeated use of (16), together with (17) and (15). Similarly {a, (a, 5, c), o) =
(6, (a, 6, c), c) = (u, 6, c), whence by Lemma 1, (a, &, c) is the intersection of

(u, 6), (6, c), and (a, c)~and so has its usual meaning.

Various other interesting properties of the ternary median operation (a, 6, c)

are described in exercises.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that, in any distributive lattice L, if (a, b, c) is defined by (13), then

(15), (16), and (17) are valid.

(b) Show that if L has an 0 and an 7, then (14), (IS) hold.

Ex. 2. Let L be any distributive lattice of finite length, and define d(cf, 6) «
d[a w b] — d[a^ b] as in Ch. V, §7.

(a) Show that <a, b) consists of the x such that d (a, x) +$ (x, b) ~ 5 (a, b)

.

(b) Infer that (a, b, c) gives to d(a, x) + a(b, x) + d(c, x) its minimum value

b) Hh S(b, c) -\r 3(c, a)}/2.

(c) Conclude that any homeomorpHam of the graph of L is an automorphism of L
with respect to the ternary operation (a, b, c).

(d) Infer that 2^ has 2»»(nt) automorphisms with respect to the ternary operation

(a, b, (?)--as contrasted with nl ordinary automorphisms.

Ex. 3. Generali2eEx.2a-2b to any distributive metric lattice.

Ex. 4. Show that in neither non-distributive lattice of five elements, does dCa, x) 4- ^(b, x) -f-

d(c, x) assume a minimum at a unique for all a, b, c.

Ex. 5. (a) Prove the identity (ab(cde)) = ((abc)d(abe)) in distributive lattices.

(b) Show that this contains L6' and L6" as special cases.

Ex. 6*. Consider the algebras with two binary idempotent, commutative, associative, and

mutually distributive operations, and two elements 0 and 7 satisfying Ov^a«7/^a»«a.
Show that the '‘free*' such algebra with one generator has exactly seven elements.*

Problem 64. Show that at least part of (16) can be dispensed with, if a suitable permuta-

tion of (17) is used.

* See E. Gonzales Baz, BoL Soc. Mat. Mexicana, 4 (1947). For other generalizations

of distributive lattices, see Gr. C. Moisil [1, pp. 1-5}; M. Smiley, Trans, Am. Math. Soc.

56 (1944), 43M7.
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Problem 65. Prove or disprove the independence of the seven identities assumed as postu-
lates in Theorem 3.

Problem 66. Extend the results of M. F. Smiley and W. R. Transue, Bull. Am. Math. Soc.

49 (1943), 280-287, to the case where there is no special “reference” element 0.

4, Representatioii theory: finite case. We have observed that any ring

of sets is a distributive lattice; in §§4-5 we shall prove converses of this fact.

We first treat the case of finite length.

Lemma 1. In a distributive lattice L, if p is join-irreduGible, then p ^ V <-i Xi

implies p ^ Xifor some i.

Proof. The hypothesis implies p = p ^ Vj-ra:,- = Vw (p Hence,
smce p is join-irreducible, p = p ^Xi for some i, which is to say p ^ Xi for

some i.

Lemma 2. If L contains n jom4rredueible elements pi, • •
•

, p# ffien d[L] ^ n.

Proof. Rearrange the p,- so that p,- < py implies i < j; this is possible since

partial ordering is anti-circular. Then the chain 0 < pi < pi v- ps < • • • <
V "-1 Pi has length n, by Lemma 1.

Theoeem 5. Let L be any distributive lattice offinite, length n. Then the partly

ordered subset X of join-irredudble elements p< > 0 has order n, and L — 2^.

Proof. By finite induction, every a in L is the join V .4 p»- of the set A of the

join-irreducible dements pi > 0 wldch it contains. Also, if p,- ^ a and p/ ^ p,-

,

then py ^ a
;
that is, every setA is Af-closed in X. But conversely, by Lemma 1

,

ifA is If-closed, then V .a p< contains no p^ not inA . Hence the correspondence

o A, which is obviously isotone, is one-one, and so an isomorphism. But as

in Ch. I, §11, the set of A is isomorphic with the ring of “closed” subsets of the

To-space defined by the dual Si of X, i.e., with 2*. But it is immediate that

d[2-^] is the order of S, completing the proof.

CoBOLiiABT. The number of (non-isomorphic) distributive lattices of length

n is equal to the number of partly ordered sets ofn elements. (Ch. I, §3, Ex. 2(a).)

Ex. 1. Show that a distributive lattice of length n contains at most 2" elements.

Ex. 2. Show that the set X of join-irreducible elements of a finite distributive lattice L
is dually isomorphic to the set Y of meet-irreducible* elements of L,

Ex. 3. Show that for a modular lattice L of finite length to be distributive, each of the

following conditions is necessary and sufficient
j (a) every “simple” homomorphic image

of L be 2, (b) L have d[L] distinct prime congruence relations, [c] no two distinct quotients

in the same chain be projective. (Hint: use Ch. V; cf. [LT, §94].)

Ex, 4*. Characterize abstractly the lattices of all sublattices of 2», n, and 2^, where X is

any partly ordered set.

Ex. 5. In Cffi. II, §4, Ex. 5, show that joins in L correspond to set-unions in the representa-

tion if and only if L is distributive.

* Schutzenberger, Comptes Eendus, 218 (1944), 218-219 has asserted that in any

finite modular lattice, the number of join-irri^udible elements equals the number of meet-

irreducible elements.
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Ex. 6*. Show that every finite distributive lattice is isomorphic with the lattice of all

congruence relations on a suitable second finite lattice (R. Dilworth).

5. General representation theorem. We can also prove quite easily, using

Thm. 10 of Ch. VI, the following general result.

Thboeem 6. Any distrUnttive lattice L (except 1) is isomorphic with a suhdirect

union of replicas of 2

.

Proof. By Thm. 10, Ch. VI, L is a subdirect union of subdirectly irreducible

distributive lattices. Hence it is sufficient to prove the

Ti-b;hjm4. The only subdirectly irreducible distributive lattice D (except 1) is 2.

Proof. Suppose D contained an element x not 0 or I. There would exist

r 6 B, not contained in x', hence s = x w r > a would exist; dually, t <. a would

exist in D. Hence the endomorphisms u—*u^x and u—*u ^xoi D would

identify distinct elements. But as in Cor. 1 of Thm. 2
,
u^x = v^x and

u V./ X == v X imply u — v, hence the correspondence d—*(d^x,d^x) would

give a subdirect reduction of D. We conclude that D can contain no element

not 0 or I, which clearly implies the lemma.

CoROLLAET. Any distributive lattice L is isomorphic with a ring of sets.

Proof. The ease B = 1 is trivial. IS L 9^ 1, then L can be represented as

a subdirect union of replicas of 2, each of which we shall call a point, and denote

. With each a ^ Lwe associate the function /, such that f(pa) = 1 if the

Pa-component of a is I, and f(pa) = 0 otherwise. This is the characteristic

function of the set A of p« such that the pa-component of 0 is I. Since A deter-

mines all the p«-components of o, the correspondence is one-one. Moreover

join and meet in L obviously correspond, for each pa-component, to union and

intersection for the corresponding sets; this is simply the familiar calculus of

characteristic functions. Hence we have exhibited an isomorphism, completing

the proof.

Ex. 1. Show that any isomorphism of a distributive lattice L (not 1) with a ring of sets

corresponds to a representation of L as a subdirect union of replicas of 2.

6. Ideals. We have already seen (Ch. 11, §§&-6 and Ch. V, Thm. 12) that

the ideals of any lattice L themselves form a lattice. Moreover it is easy to

show that in this lattice, J simply the set of all s <^t with s ^ J,t ^ K.

If L is distribute, it is also true that / Jf is also the set of all s ^ f [s €

t ^ K\. For clearly the intersection of all ideals in L containing J and K
contains every such s ^t. But conversely, since (s f) w (si w <i) * (s sx

“ G. Birkhoff [1, Thm. 25.21. An interesting historical discussion of the type of con-

struction used in the original proof has been made by M. H. Stone, The representation of

Boolean algebras, Bull. Am. Math. Soo. 44 (1938), 807-816. The first example of its use was

perhaps given by A. Tarski, Une contribution d la thborie de la mesure, Fund. Math. 16 (1930)

,

42-80.
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(t ^ b), while X ^ s t implies x == x ^ (s ^ t) = (x ^ s) ^ (x ^ t) —
Si <1 [si ^ J ,

S2 € K], the set of all s f [s J, i 6 K\ is an ideal which
contains J and K.

In summary, if L is a distributive lattice, then the operations ^ and ^ can
be interpreted in the sense of the calculus of complexes.^

We saw in Ch. V, Thm. 12, that the ideals of any modular lattice themselves

formed a modular lattice. We now prove similarly

Theorem 7. The ideals of any distributive lattice themselves form a distributive

lattice under set-inclusion (or, isomorphically, the calculus of complexes).

Proof. By the one-sided distributive law (3) of Ch. II, §4, H ^ (J ^ K)
(if ^ J) V./ (if K). But every element s ^ (t u) [s ^ H, t E J, u € iC]

oiH /~.(J ^K) is also an element (s ^ w (s .-n u) of (H <-.J) (H ^ K);
hence the reverse inequality holds.'*

We have also already defined principal ideals and closed ideals. The prin-

cipal ideals of any lattice L trivially form a sublattice of the lattice of all ideals

of L, which is isomorphic with L itself. On the other hand, the closed ideals of

L do not form a sublattice. Indeed, examples have been given independently

by Cotlar, Funayama and Dilworth,** of distributive lattices whose comple-

tions by cuts are not even modular.

We now define a new type of ideal: prime ideals. This is the exact analog

of the concept of prime ideal in ring theory, if we regard ^ as signifying mul-

tiplication.

Deetnition. An ideal P of a lattice L is prime if and only if

(19) X y E P implies z E P or y E P.

Theorem 8. Eadi of the foUomng conditions is necessary and sufficient that

an ideal J of a lattice L be prime: (i) the complement L — J of J be a dual ideal,

(ii) J be the set of arUecedents of 0 under a lattice-homomorphism L~^2.

Proof. In any event, x E J,y ^ J,u E L — J, v EL — J imply: x r-.y,

X ^y, and x ^u mJ, while x s^u and u w » are in L — The only ques-

tion is as to V. To assert E L — J in equivalent to (19), since it

excludes u ^v E J,u E E Jt and by substitution in the definitions it is

also easily seen to be equivalent to (i) and (ii). (The cases P void and P — L
are exceptional in the preceding considerations.)

It follows that the “points” in any representation of a (distributive) lattice

This is a concept of universal algebra, first defined by Frobenius for groups. If St

,

•••

,

are any non-void subsets of an algebrawithan »-aryoperation/i, then /< (Si, ••
• ,Sa)

is the set of all a; = /i(si , ••,«»), with* € Si, E S» .

Most of the results of the present section are essentially due to Stone [3]; cf. also Tarski

[1]; Tarski, Ann. Soo. Pol. Math. 16 (1937), 186-9; and Moisil [1]. We recall that what we
here call “closed” ideals were previously called “normal” ideals.

‘•M. Cotlar, Revista Dniv. Nac. TuoumAn (A) 4 (1944), 105-167; N. Funayama, Proc.

Imp. Acad. Tokyo 20 (1944), 1-2. The question was rwsed by H. MacNeille [2] ; Dilworth’s

example is unpublished.
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L as a ring of sets correspond uniqudy to “prime ideals” of L, and that two
points correspond to the same prime ideal if and only if one is redundant. Fur-

ther, the “perfect” representation, in which each prime ideal occurs once and
only once, plays a special role. Further details may be foimd elsewhere.^^

Ex. 1. Show that a lattice is a chain, if and only if all its ideals are prime.

Ex. 2. Show that every ideal in a distributive lattice is neutral.

Ex. 3. Show that the modular, non-distributive lattice of five elements has two ideals

J, K whose join is not J Kin the sense of the calculus of complexes.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that a principal ideal a L oi & distributive lattice L is prime, if and
only if a is meet-irreducible.

(b) Show that if L has finite length n, then L has exactly n prime ideals, apart from
the void set and L itself.

(c) Prove that every maximal ideal of a distributive lattice is prime. (Cf. Ch. X,

§6).

7. Unique decomposition theorem. Let L be any distributive lattice, and let

O = ail ^ Xr ^ yi ‘ y~f Vt

be any two representations of an element o € L as a join of join-irreducible ele-

ments. Then by Lemma 1 of §4, given xt , some y,- ^ ®,- ,
and similarly some

Xk ^ ys y Hence, unless Xi is redundant in the sense that a: = a;i w • • • a:i_i

%_/ ajf+i w • • • y^Xr ,
we have Xi — yj — Xk, whence h — i. Thus if the decom-

positions are irredundant, then the a:,- and yj are equal in pairs, r = s, and we
conclude

Lbmjuca. 1. In a distributive laUice, the representaiion of an element as an ir-

redundant join of joindrredueible elements is unique (and dually).

But if the descending chain condition holds, it is easy to prove the existence

of such a representation, whence we have

Theobbm 9. In a distributive lattice L which satisfies the descending chain

condition, each element has one and only one representation as an irredundant join

of joinrirreducible elements. (And dually, if L satisfies the ascending chain

condition.)

Now let P be the partly ordered set of all join-irreducible elements of L;

clearly P itself satisfies the descending chain condition. We define a “crown”

in P as a finite subset X = (a:i, • •
•

, av) of P such that a:,- ^ Xjm X implies

Xi = Xj

.

Then by Theorem 9, there is a one-one correspondence between the

“crowns” of P and the elements of L, given by (a;i ,
•

, x,) <-*xi <-• • • • v-. av •

Moreover asi • y-' x, ^ yi y^ • • y^y,\i and only if every Xi is continued

in some yj.

Conversely, if P is an abstract partly ordered set satisfying the descending

chain condition, then the finite “crowns” of P form a distributive lattice L satis-

fying the descending chain condition, if we define (a:i ,
• •

•
, av) S * •

' , y»)

to mean that every a:< is contained in some yj

.

Moreover the join-irreducible

Ch. XI, §2; also M. H. Stone, Mat. Sbomifc 43 (1936), 766-72.
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elements of L are the one*element crowns. One may thus prove the following

result, generalizing Thm. 5.

Theoeem 10, There i$ a one-one correspondence between distritrutive lattices

L satisfying the descending chain condition^ and partly ordered sets P satisfying

the ascending chain condition. Under this correspondence^ P is isomorphic to

the subset of join-irreducible elements of L (and dually).

Ex. 1. Show that in a distributive lattice L, the representation a » a:i /-n * • • av of a as

a meet of meet-irreducible elements is irredundant unless Xi > x/ for some j.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if L is a modular, non-distributive lattice satisfying the descending
chain condition, then Lemma 1 is false. (Hint: use J « z w « a:w t; in the lattice of

Fig. 1 c ;
decompose further as long as possible and eliminate redundant components. Any

factor of the second decomposition contained in u must be contained in a: or » and hence
in 0, whereas the first decomposition has a factor not 0 contained in u.)

(b) Show that in the non-modular lattice of Fig. 7a, the conclusion of Thm. 9 holds,

(c*) Show that if L is a lattice of finite length, then Lemma 1 holds in L if and
only if L is a semi-modular lattice in which every modular sublattice is distributive.^®

Ex. 3. Show that in Thm. 10, the crowns of F “covering’’* a given crown (xi, • •
•

, Xr) may
all be obtained by adjoining an element t ^ P which covers some Zi or is minimal, and
discarding redundant elements.

Ex. 4. In Thm. 10, represent L as a ring of subsets of P. (Hint : Take sets of all t contained

in the elements of a crown.)

Ex. 5. Show that if a partly ordered set satisfies the descending chain condition, then so do
its ‘‘crowns,’- imder the partial ordering of Thm. 10.

Ex. 6. Show that in Thm. 10, P is isomorphic with the set of prime ideals of L.

8. ApplicatioRS to algebra and algebraic geometry. Combining Thm. 9

above with Thm. 9 of Ch. VI, we get immediately the following result.

Theoeem 11. Let A be any abstract algebra, whose congruence relations form

a distributwe lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition. Then A and its

homomorphic images have unique representations as subdirect unions of subdirectly

irreducible factors.

This result holds if A is any finite lattice (Ch. II, Thm. 5), semi-simple group,

group of square-free order, or semi-simple hypercomplex algebra.

We have a more interesting application to algebraic geometry. An algebraic

variety V in affine w-space over a field P is defined as the set of all points

(xi, • •
•

, tCn) which satisfy a suitable set J(V) of polynomial equations

Pi(xi, • •
•

, rcn) =0 with coefficients in F. If V and W are algebraic varieties

defined by r equations pi = 0 and s equations ffy
= 0 respectively, then it is

easily shown that the rs equations Pt-gy « 0 are satisfied by points in V or W,
and no others, while the r -1- a equations pi « 0, gy « 0 are satisfied by

points on V and W, and by no others. Hence the algebraic varieties form a ring

of sets (distributive lattice).

^ R. P. Dilworth, Lattices with unique iiteducibU decompositiomi Annals cf Math. 41

(1940), 771-7; see Ideals in Birhhaff lattioeSt Trans. Am. Math, 8oc. 49 (1941) » 325-33;

and A. Monteiro, Comptes Eendis 225 (1947)^ 846-A Thms, 9-10 and Ex* 2(a) are due to

the author.
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Furthermore, it is easily shown that the ideals of the polynomial ring

F{xi ,
- •

•
,
a:„) satisfy the ascending chain condition (van der Waerden [1, vol. 2,

p. 25]); moreover the correspondence between varieties and the equations which

they satisfy is a polarity. Hence, as in Ch. IV, the algebraic varieties satisfy

the descending chain condition. We conclude that the hypotheses of Thm. 9

apply, whence every algebraic variety has a unique expression as an irredundant

sum of a finite number of irreducible components.

Finally, let L be any modular lattice which satisfies the descending chain

condition. If we identify elements x and y of L whenever the interval

[x ^-Ky,x y] has finite length, we obtain a proper homomorphic image Li of L.

Repeating this process, we obtain a sequence of homomorphic images L >
Li> Li > • •

•
, which were first discussed abstractly by Ore;^® we let 0 < <

^2 < • • • denote the corresponding sequence of congruence relations on L,

In the case of algebraic varieties, one may show that the dimension of a variety

V is the least h such that V = 0 mod Bu . Dually, if J(V) is the ideal of poly-

nomial equations satisfied by all (aji ,

• •
-

, a^n) € V, and F(jxi ,
• •

•
, Xn) is the ring

of all polynomials inxi, * •
• ^Xn with coefficients in F, then k is the transcendence

degree of the quotient ring (residue class ring) F(xx ,
• •

•
, Xn)/J(V).

Ex, 1. Let J be any ideal in an extension F of finite degree of the rational field R, Show
that J has one and only one irredundant expression as a meet of meet-irreducible ideals.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if the congruence relations onA satisfy the ascending chain condition

and are permutable, but the lattice of congruence relations is not distributive, then the

conclusion of Thm. 11 is not true in A, (Hint : see Ex. 2(a) of §7.)

(b) Let A be a group with operators, whose lattice of congruence relations has

finite length. Show that the conclusion of Thm. 11 holds unless A has a homomorphic

image with two ‘independent’* Q-isomorphic U-subgroups S and T, (See [LT, §103, end].)

Ex. 3*. LetX denote the set of prime intervals of a lattice L of finite length, quasi-ordered

by the relation [q, p] ^ [s, r] inX means that u'^r > 8 '^vmL for some interval [v, u]

projective to [g, p]. Show that the lattice of congruence relations on L is^^ isomorphic

with 2^.

Problem 07. Generalize Ex. 3 to lattices L merely satisfying one chain condition.

9. General finite distributivity. The proofs by induction of the usual gen-

eralised distributive laws of ordinary algebra apply to distributive lattices,

provided sums are interpreted as joins and meets as products, or dually. For

example, by induction on n, we have

(20)

V Vj - X
^
V yf w ^ (x ^ V y^ w (a? ^ yn)

»-i

V (x yi) ^ (x — V yi)y and dually.
3-1

Ore [1, pp. 421-424]; see also [LT, §56]. For algebraic varieties in general, see A. Weil,

Foundations ofatgebraic geometry. New York, 1947.

M. Funayama, On the congruence relations on lattices, Proc. Imp, Acad. Tokyo 18 (1942),

530-531. The basic remark is that every congruence relation $ is the join of the “join-

irreducible” congruence relations ^(p, q) generated by the relation p * g for some prime

interval [g, pj.
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Similarly, by induction on m, we obtain

m n

(21) V a:. V Vi = V (xi ^ yj), and dually.
Vxl i, i

Finally, using induction on the number r of terms, we can derive the generalized

distributive law,

(22) A UH,k = V Fa

Here / runs through all the fimctions which associate, with each h, a unique
= 1,

• •
•

,
n(h),

Theorem 12. Any lattice polynomial 4> of elements xi ,
“ ,Xm of a distributive

lattice L, can be written in the form,

and also dually}^

Proof. By repeated use of the generalized distributive law, we can replace

A V by V A and conversely. Hence we can replace any A V A V • • • by

A A V V • •
•

,
and this in turn (using the associative law) by A V . The

conclusion is now obvious by induction.

10. Free distributive lattices. We shall now determine the free distribu-

tive FD(n) lattice generated by n symbols Xi, • •
• ,Xn. The expression for this

becomes neater if we adjoin an0 and an I.

In the first place, by Thm. 12, we can write every element of FD{n) in the

form V»€J'( Ai€(T xf), where the <r denote sets of Xi , and F denotes a set of <r.

Moreover by L1-L3, since meets and joins are determined by the sets of elements

involved, each element is determined by this e5q)ression. Again, if <r* ^ <r,

then

A Xi ^ A Xj = A Xi

;

ieir

hence every element of FD(n) can be written in the form VrtF*( A «»), where

F* contains, with any subset cr, all <r* ^ o-. We shall call such a family, J-dosed.
This establishes a many-one correspondence, which clearly preserves order,

between the set of all F* and the elements of FD(n). We introduce I to cor-

respond to the,case that F* is void, and 0 for the case that E* contains the void

set Vo and no others. Hence the correspondence must be an isomorphism, if

different F* correspond to different elements, in one realization.. We now

exMbit such a realization.

Indeed, let L = 2“ be the family of all subsets v of a:i,
• •

• , a;*, and let Xi

denote the subset of L which contains Xi if and cmly if ar,- 6 v. Then Xi will

« This principle, together with formulas (l)-(8), has been known almost since Boole;

see Boole [2, pp. 72-51. Of. G. Birkhoff [1, Thm. 16.31.

, and dually.
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be J-closed; bence this will be true of all subsets of the ring generated by the

Xi . Moreover A isr X< will contain a if and only if every a:,- [i € r] is in c—
i.e., if aad only if <r g t. Hence Vt€o( A«6t Xf) contains <r if and only if

ff ^ T for some r—Whence, if (? is /-closed, if and only if <r ^ G. Hence different

/-closed G determine different families of sets a, and the correspondence is an

isomorphism. This proves

Theorem 13. The free distribuim hUtce generated by n symbols, with 0 and I

adjoined, is isomorphic with the ring of all J-dosed sfubsets of the lattice 2“ of all

subsets ofn points.

By Thm. 8 of Ch. I, since 2" is self-dual, we infer immediately the following

Corollary. The free distributive lattice generated by n symbols, toith 0 and 1

adjoined, is 2^.

Ex. 1. For what X is 2* the free distributive lattice with n generators, without 0 and 1

adjoined?

Ex. 2. Show that the sublattice, generated by a finite subset of n elements of a distributive

lattice, contains at most 2^” elements, and hence is finite.

Ex. 3. Let/(n) denote the number of elements of FD(,n). Show that /(I) = 3, /(2) = 6,

/(3) = 20,/(4) = 168,/(5) * 7581, and»« /(6) = 7,828,354.

Problem 68. Knd an analog of Thm. 13 for an infinite set of generators—^noting chain

conditions.

11, Jhfiuute distributivity. The natural generalizations of the distributive

laws (20)-(22) of §9 are the relations

(200 ^ ^ V Vs == V (x ^ yf), and dually,
B B

(210 V x« ^ V ve = \/ (x„ ^ yf), and dually, and
S B A.B

(220 A [V Uy.J = V [A Uy,4 (y)], and dually.
c Ay r c

In (22'), F is the class of all single-valued functions <j>, assigning to each y E 0
a value ^(7) E Ay . These ‘‘infinite distributive laws'’ do not hold in every

distributive lattice. However, their validity may be correlated with concepts

already introduced.

Theorem 14. In any complete duiributive lattice L, identity (20') is equivalent

to (210, cmd to the conditwn that L is a topological lattice?^

i^This result is es^utially due to Th. Skolem [1]; see also Uber gevHsse '*Verbande^*

Oder ‘^LatticeSf^^ Avh. Norske Vid. Akad. Oslo (1936), pp. 1-16.

*0 The problem of determing/(n) was proposed by Dedekind [1, p. 147], who found /(4).

R. Church, Duke Jour. 6 (1940), 732-4, found /(5) ** 7581 »= 3»7*19*. Using computing
machines, M. Ward found/C6); see Abstract 62-5-135 in Bull. Am. Math, Soc. (1946), No
divisibility properties of /(n) in general are known.

« Thm. 14, for countable sets, is due to von Neumaim [2, Appendix I of Fart III]; see

also A. Tarski [3, p, 510, footnote].
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Proof. We reduce the labor of proof by half, using the Duality Principle.

Using (200 twice, we get

V ajqt ^ V 2/a = V (xa ^ V 2/^) = V ( V (aia 2/^)) ~ V 2/^)?
A B A B A B jiB

where the last step follows from the generalized associative law. Hence (200
implies (210 » the converse is obvious. Again, by the Lemma of Ch. IV, §9,

for L to be a topological lattice, it is sufficient that Xa T -x imply a ^ Xa 1
a ^x, and dually, and this is an hnmediate consequence of (200. Conversely,

in a complete topological lattice, let T be the set of finite subsets (? of a set B.

Then the Zg — VaVp Vb Vs- Hence the x ^zg->x ^ VaVg. But for

each G, we have by (20), x Zg = Vg (x ^ y^) = ug

.

And again by con-

tinuity the Mo —> VbX ^ys We infer that the two limits are the same.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that, in case A, B are restricted to be countable, Thm. 14 holds in any
distributive <r-lattice. (Cf. [LT, §102].)

(b) State the appropriate generalization of Thm. 14 to distributive lattices which
are K-complete for a given cardinal number K.

Ex. 2. (a) Let L be any complete distributive lattice in which half of (20') holds. Show
that the unrestricted joins of finite meets of elements of L form a subset closed imder
unrestricted union and finite intersections.

(b) Apply to the concept of a “sub-base” of open sets of a topological space.

(c) Dualize, and apply to “sub-bases” of closed sets.

Ex. 3. Show that, although (22') contains (20')-(21') as special cases, it is not implied

by them. What about the case of chmns?

Problem 69. Try to characterize all lattices in which (22') holds unrestrictedly. (Sug-

gestions; See Ch. X, §9; try to introduce “outs” in olmns as points, etc.)

12. Pseudo-complemented lattices. Topological distributive lattices, and

many others, are rdatively pseudo-complemented in the following sense.“

DBEmmoN. By ihe ‘pseudo-coniplement a * h of an element a rehiioe to an

element b in a lattice L is meant an element e such that a ^x ^ b if and only if

X ^ c. A lattice in which a*b exists, for all a, b, is called relatively pseudo-comph-

mented. The element a *0is called the pseudo-complement of a, and denoted a*.

Thus a* is simply the greatest element disjoint from a, in case such an element

exists.

Theobem 15. A complete lattice L is relatively pseudo-complemented if and

only if il soM^fies the first half of (20').

Proof. Suppose that L satisfies the first half of (20'), and let a, b, be given.

Let B denote the set of all 2/s satisfying a ^ y^ S h. Then a ^ V»ye =
Vn (a 2/s) ^ hence Vye = c satisfies a ^ c ^ b, and a /-^y^Sb implies

yjj ^ c; hence a *h exists. Conversely, suppose that L is relatively pseudo-

complemented, and let 6 = V s (« '-' Vs)- Clearly a ye ^ b ias every 2/s ;

•* Cf. ILT, §124]; also G. Birkhofl [1, p. 469]. Our definition iS the dual of the definition

of a Brouwerian logic by MoEinsey and Tarski [2].
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hence every a * I, and V bVs ^ a*h. Substituting in the identity c

(a*b)^ b, we obtain a ^ V s vs ^ = V b (a /-s 2/^3) ; but the reverse inequahty

holds in any complete lattice, which finishes the proof.

CoHOiiiiAET. Any relaiwely yseudo-complemented lattice is distributive, and

any topohgicad distributive lattice is relatively pseudo-compleTnented.

Since the subalgebras of any abstract algebra satisfy the first half of (20')

—

i.e., have a continuous join operation,—^the ideals of any distributive lattice

form a relatively pseudo-complemented lattice. Similarly, the open subsets

of any topolo^cal space form a relatively pseudo-complemented lattice (see

Ch. XI, §5). Again (Ch. XII, §7), Brouwerian lo^cs are intimately related

to relatively pseudo-complemented lattices.

The correspondence a —» a* is clearly a Galois connection in any relatively

pseudo-complemented lattice L. Since also the relation x ^y = 0 is symmetric,

we infer by Ch. IV, §6 ,

a ^ a**, a* = a***, 0^6 implies a* ^ b*,

(23)
(a ^b)* a* ^ b*, and (a ^ b)* ^ a* ^ b*.

Further, the “closed” elements of L satisfying a = c** form a complete lattice

A, in which joins are given by the new operation avb == (a 6)**, while the

meet operation is the same as in L. Since (a a*)* = a* ^ a** => 0, o v c* =
0* — I, and

(23') a ^ a* = 0 and a v a* — I.

Next, suppose x ^ a ^^b = 0 in L; define y = x a** /-s b** ^ x. Clearly

y ^a ^b — 0; but this implies y a ^b*; sincey y,a ^ b**, weinfery ^ o =
0. Similarly, from y ^ o = 0 we infer y ^ a* ys a** — 0. We conclude

thata:^o ^&=0 implies x y. a** ^ b** = 0
,
or (o ^ b)* g (a** ^ b**)*.

But the reverse inequality is obvious from (23). Using (23) again in the result-

ing equality, we get

(23”) (a ^ b)* = (a** ^ b**)* = ((a* b*)*)* = o* v b*.

By (23)-(23"), the correspondence a —>• a** is a homomorphism of L onto A,

which is thus a complemented distributive lattice. We shall now describe the

associated congruence relation on L.

LetD be the set (dual ideal) of all d £ L satisfying d* = 0; we shall call such

elements “dense.” Clearly d € D is equivalent to d = a ^ o* for some a,

and to d** = I. We now state our final result.

Theoebm 16 (Glivenko®®). In any pseudo-cmphmented distributwe laMice L,

the correspondence a -» a** is a closure operaiion in L, and a laMice-hoimmorphisrn

V. Glivenko, Acad. Royale Belg., Bull. Sci. vol. 16 (1929), 83-5; see also Stone [3, p. 66].
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0/ L onto the complete Boolean algebra of “closed” elements. Moreover a** = &**

if arid only ifa^d = b^dfor some “dense” d satisfying d** = I.

Proof. We have proved all but the last sentence already. Suppose a ^d =
b ^d, where d** = I, Then

a** = a** = a** ^ d** = (a ^ d)** — (b ^ d)** = • • • = b**.

Conversely, suppose a** = b**; set d = (a ^ b*) .-s (a* ^ b). Then d** -
(a** V b*) ^ (a* V b**) = (b** V b*) ^ (a* V a**) = I, by what we have
already proved. Moreover

a ^ d = a ^ (a w 6*) ^ (fl* ^b) => a .^(a* ^b)

=» (o ^ a*) w (a 5) - a ^b.

Similarly, 6 = a ^ 6, conapleting the proof.

Ex. 1. Show by direct computations that identities (23) hold in any relatively pseudo-
complemented lattice.

Ex. 2. In each of the two non-distributive lattices of five elements, find o, b such that
a*b does not exist.

Ex. 3. Find a, b in L •= 2® © 1 such that (a 6)* > o* 6*.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that the elements of any finite distributive lattice form a pseudo-com-
plemented lattice.

(b) Prove that every chain is relatively pseudo-complemented.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that the ideals of any distributive lattice form a complete pseudo-com-
plemented lattice. (M. H. Stone)

(b) Show that the congruence relations on any lattice form a pseudo-complemented
lattice.

Ex. 6. Show that the open subsets of any topological space form a pseudo-complemented
lattice.

Ex. 7. Show that if every interval sublattice of a lattice L is pseudo-complemented, then
Lis distributive.

Ex. 8. Show that any distributive lattice is isomorphic with a sublattioe of a relatively

pseudo-complemented lattice.

Problem 70. What is the most general pseudo-complemented distributive lattice in which
a* V/ o** = I identically? (M. H. Stone)

13. Distributive functionals; relation to wave equation. We shall now
characterize those valuations which determine distributive metric lattice.

This is ea^; since x ^ (jj .^z) S (x ^y) in any lattice, a metric

lattice will be distributive if and only if v[x (y^ z)] « 2;[(a; w y) ^ s)]

identically. But in any metric lattice, we have by VI of Ch. V, §6,

v[x w (y <^z)] = v[x\-]rv\y]-\-v[z] — v\y v^s] — v[x r^z],

v[{x -^y) ^{x ^z)] = v[x + »[* — v[x s^y n^z].

Substituting and transposing, we get the equivalent symmetric condition
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v{x y z] — v[x y = »[x y] + ^[y 2] + v[z x]

— v[xl — v\y] — v[z].

This condition is not self-dual, but by VI again,

v[x ^y] 2] -t- viz ^x] — »[a;] — vly] — v{z] = + v\y] -f- v[z]

- vlx r^y] — vly ^z] — v[z ^ x\.

Hence (24) is equivalent to the self-dual, symmetric condition

(25) 2{i;[a: w 2
]
— vlx ^z]} = v[x '^y]-\-v[y w s] -f v{z w *]

— v[x ^y] — v\y ^z\ — v[z x].

Valuations satisfying (25) will be called distributwe valuations. We conclude

Thsobem 17. A metric lattice is distributwe if and only if its valuation is

distrSmtive.

The concept of a valuation bears an interesting relation to the two-dimen-

fflonal wave equation, d%jd!iif ~ d^vfd^. It is well known that if the charac-

teristics r - X -h t, s = X — t are used as independent variables, the wave

equation assumes the simple form d%/drds = 0. The general solution is then

given by

o(r, s) = f(r) + g(s),

subject to suitable differentiability conditions.

But now recall that the characteristics partially order the space-time of inde-

pendent variables.^ Under this partial ordering, (r, s) ^ {ri, s) if and only

if r ^ rx and s ^ Si . Hence (r, s) (rx , sx) = (Max (r, ri). Max (s, sx)), and

dually, giving the distributive lattice where R* denotes the chain of real

numbers. We can now state the connection.

Theokem 18. A redtr^cdued function satisfies the wave equation in two-dimen-

sional space-time, if and only if it is a voduation for the lattice defined by ffie usual

partied ordering of relativistic time.

Indeed, suppose that j) is a valuation. Then (r, s) == (r, 0) (0, s) and

(0, 0) == (r, 0) ^ (0, s). Hence v(r, s) — v(r, 0) [»(0, s) — v{0, 0)] =
f(r) + 9(^0- Conversely, if v(r, s) = /(r) + gis), then

V « v[(r, s) w (ri , Sx)] + v[(r, s) ^ (rx , Sx)]

= y[Max (r, n). Max (s, Sx)] -f- j;[Min(r, rx), Min (s, Sx)]

= ,/(Max (r, ri)) + /(Min (v, rx)) + p(Max ($, Si)) + p(Mia (s, Sx))

=* fir) + fin) + gis) + gisi) = vir, s) + »(rx , Sx).

This completes the proof.

»* See Ex. 1 of }2, Ch. I. Physically, (®, y) S (xi , yO means that a light-sigaal can be

transmitted from (x, y) to (ai , yt)-
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It would be interesting to know how this principle can be generalized; the

problem is not easy. Thus, although the characteristics define a natural partial

ordering for any hyperbolic differential equation, this does not define a lattice

except in the two-dimensional case. Again, the characteristics vary from
solution to solution in the non-linear case.

If we try to generalize the lattice, we run up against the difficulty that we
do not know how to define the concept of an analytic lattice, in a significant

way. These questions are extremely interesting.

Ex. 1. What identity on valuations is yielded by L6?

Ex. 2. Show that any finite metric distributive lattice is isomorphic to a ring of sets, under
an isomorphism which makes vlx] equal the measure of the set corresponding to x.

Ex. 3. Show that any product of endomorphisms of the form X’-*xk^c or x-^x^c can
be written in the form ix>^ a) for suitable a, 6.

Ex. 4. (a) Using Ex. 3, show that if intervals [x, y] and [xi ,
are projective, in a dis-

tributive lattice, then xi « (xk^ a) and 2/1 ~ (y v-/ a) /-s h, for some a, 5.

(b) Infer that Xi ^ x,yi ^ y imply x ^ Xi , y ^ yi i.e., that in a distributive

lattice, no interval can be projective to a proper part of itself piiT, §98}.

Problem 71. Let L be a lattice with a valuation which satisfies (25), and is such that vli\

is not constant on an interval [x, y] unless x = y. Show that L is distributive. (Sug-

gestion: Decompose the valuation into positive and negative parts.)



CHAPTER X

BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

1. DejSidtion* Historically, the first lattices considered were the comple-

mented distributive lattices studied by Boole [1], and named in his honor/

Obviously, all the results of Chapter VIII apply to Boolean algebras (cf. Exs.

1-2 below).

There is a close coxmection between the distributive law and unicity of

complementation, already noted in Ch. IX, Thm. 2, Cor. 1. One proves easily^

Theobem 1. In a distributive lattice^ complementation is unique and is ortho--

complementation. Hence, in any Boolean algebra, we have

L8. (x ^ vY = a;' and {x w yY — a;' ^ y\
L9. {xy ^ X, as well as

LIO. X ^ x' 0 and x ^ x' ^ I,

Proof. If a w a; « J and a ^y ^ 0, then

X ^ 0 ^x = (a ^y) ^x = (a s^x) ^ (y ^x) == J ^ (y x) ^ y ^ x.

If also a ^ X ^ 0 and a y ^ I, then similarly y = y x, whence x ^ y.

This proves unicity. But by L2, the relation of complementarity is sjrmmetric,

and so (a')' — a. Again, if a ^ 5, then a a' = Z and a ^ 6' ^ 6' — 0.

Hence, as above, a' = b' w a', and V ^ a'. That is, the correspondence

a a' is a dual automorphism, completing the proof.

From this theorem it follows directly that any Boolean algebra is dually

isomorphic with itself. It is a second corollary that any lattice-automorphism

of a Boolean algebra preserves complementaticm: the operation of complementa-

tion is intrinsic.

Theorem 2. The complemented elements of any distributive lattice form a

sublattice.

Proof. If X and y are complemented, then

(a; ^ 2/) ^y') ^ {x ^y r-sx') ^ (x ^y ^y^) ^ 0 w 0 =* 0,

and dually. Hence x ^ y has the complement x' y\ as in L8. Dually,

X ^y has the complement x^ w y\ completing the proof.

* Thus even in 1897, A. N. Whitehead wrote {Universal algebra, p. 36) that 'Boolean
algebra is the only known member of the non-numerical genus of universal algebra.”

2 The result goes back to R. Grassmann; see Schrdder [1, pp, 299, 305, 352]. Cf. the Cor.

of Ch, VIII, §5; also §13 below, for related results and extensions.
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Ex. 1. Prove that every interval [a, 6] of a Boolean algebra L is a Boolean algebra, in which
the meanings of /-n, are the same as in L, but complements in [a, b] are ‘‘relative

complements” in L.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that in any Boolean algebra of finite length, every element is the join

of points.

(b) Conversely, show that if L is a distributive lattice of finite length in which I

is a join of points, then L is a Boolean algebra.

Ex. 3. Show that any lattice-homomorphism ^ of a Boolean algebra A onto a Boolean
algebra B preserves complementation—^i.e., that if a', 6' are any complements of a 6 A
and h ^ eia) € B, then 6 (a') = b'.

Ex. 4. Find a modular lattice of six elements in which the complemented elements do not

form a sublattice.

2, Examples* The subsets of any aggregate I form a Boolean algebra*

the set-theoretic operations of sum, product, and complement become the lattice-

theoretic operations of join, meet and complement. More generally, any field

of sets is a Boolean algebra, under the same interpretations. Boolean algebras

also arise in many other ways, from which we select a few examples.

Example 1. The center of any lattice is a Boolean algebra. (Ch. II, §§9-10.)

Example 2. Consider the class of all binary relations between the elements

of two classes I and J. There is a one-one correspondence between relations p

and subsets R of the product-class I X J: xpy if and only if (x, y) 6 R, Hence

the binary relations between I and J form a Boolean algebra.

This Boolean algebra is discussed in detail in Ch. XIII, §§5-6. Other ex-

amples of Boolean algebra arising in set theory and logic are discussed in Chs.

XI-XII. For the present, we note only the following additional abstractly

defined examples.

Any cardinal product of Boolean algebras is a Boolean algebra. So is any

‘‘subalgebra’' of a Boolean algebra—^i.e., any subset closed with respect to all

three Boolean operations. So also is any lattice-homomorphic image of a

Boolean algebra: it is a distributive lattice, and the equations a: ^ a;' = 0,

X x' I are preserved.

Ex. 1 . Show that the neutral elements of any complemented lattice form a Boolean algebra.

Ex. 2. Show that any complete lattice is a join-homomorphic image of a Boolean algebra-

(Hint: Consider the correspondence B Vs»« for subsets of L.)

Problem 72. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on a lattice L, that its congruence

relations should form a Boolean algebra.

3. Boolean rings. M. H. Stone* has shown that one can subsume the theory

» Historical note. Boole originally characterized Boolean algebra as the algebra of 0

and 1 [1, p. 37], but he did not realize the significance of addition modulo two. Relations

between Boolean algebras and rings of characteristic two were noted by P. J. Daniell, Bull.

Am. Math, Soc, 23 (1916), 446-50; B. A. Bernstein, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 26 (1924), 171-4;

Gegalkin, Mat. Sbornik 35 (1928), 311-73; 0. Frink, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 34 (1928), 329-33;

H. Whitney, Annals of Math, 34 (1933), 405-14. But Stone [2], [3] was the first to es-

tablish the one-one correspondence between Boolean algebras and a clear-cut family of

rings, described in Thm. 3.
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of Boolean algebras under the general theory of rings-—actually, of conunuta-

tive rings of characteristic two, in the usual sense.

To motivate this, we recall the notion of the “characteristic function” fx

of a setX in a space I: the function defined on the points p€ I, and satisfying

fz(p) = 1 or 0 according as p 6 X or p € X'. llien fxfr — fx^r ,
and fx +

/r = Dioti 2. Thus, relative to meetsXY = X and symmetric

differencesX+ Y = (X ^Y') ^ (X' ^Y),ihB elements of the Boolean algebra

.4 defined by any field of sets form a ring J2(A) of characteristic two, with unit I

satisfyingIX = XI = X for all X. Moreover in ^(.4),XF = YX andXX = X
identically: the ring is commutative, and aU its elements are idempotent.

Actually, in any ring, the identity xx — x implies + y == {x+y)(x + y) —

XX + yx + xy + yy X + y yx + xy, and so it implies + yx - 0.

Setting r = 2/, we get r + a; = 0, and x = —x. Using this, we get xy — yx 0,

and so xy == yx. Hence xx — x implies both xy = yx and r -t- a: = 0. This

suggests the following definition.

Dekdjteion. a ^‘Boolean ring” is a ring whose elements are all idempotent.

Theorem 3. There is a one~one correspondence between Boolean cdgehras and

Boolean rings with unit. Under this, inclusion corresponds to divisibility, lattice

meets to ring products, 0 = 0, / = 1, and

(1) X -{ y = {x ^ y') {x' ^ y) and x-..,y = x + y — xy.

Proof. Let R be any Boolean ring with unit L If one defines a; ^ y to

mean xy = y, then clearly (i) 1 a; ^ 0 for all x, (ii) a: & a: by idempotence,

(iii) if a; S y and y S r, then x — yx = xy = yhy h3rpothesis and commuta-

tivity, (iv) if a: ^ y and y ^ z, then x = xy = x(yz) = (xy)s — xz, and so a: ^
z, (v) X ^ xy, since x(xy) = (aa;)y = xy, (v') similarly, using commutativity,

y ^ xy, (vi) if a: ^ s and y z, then xyz = xz = z and so xy ^ z, (vii) the cor-

respondence x 1 — a: is obviously one-one; moreover since xy = y implies

(1 — y)(l — r) = 1 — y — a; -f a^ = (1 — a:), it inverts inclusion; hence it is

a dual automorphism.

Hence our definition makes R into a partly ordered set with 0 and I (by (i)-

(iv)), in which a: y exists and is xy (by (v)-(vi)), whence (by (vii)) a; v-/ y exists

and is 1 — (1 — a:)(l — y) = a: -f y — a:y, as in (1). Also, if we define x' =
1 — X, then a: ^ a:' = a:(l — a;) == 0 and x x' — x + (1 — x) + xil — ») *=

1 ;
hence our definition makes R into a complemented lattice. Finally,

X ^ iy ^ z) = x(y + z — yz) - xy + xz ~ xyz

= xy + xz — xyxz = (x ^y) ^ (x z),

and so 22 is a Boolean algebra.

Conversely, in any Boolean algebra A, define as by (1)

X + y — {x ^y') {x' ^y) = (x y) ^ (xf ^ y').

Obviously 0-}-a:==a;,a:-fy==y-fa: and tc + x == 0. A^n, one easily com-
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putes (x + y)' = {x' ^ y') ^ {x ^ y), and, using this,

(x + y) + z = (x ^y' ^z') ^ (x' ^ y ^ z') ^ (x' ^y' ^z) (x <-.y ^ z).

By left-right symmetry, this is also equal to a; -f- (y + z). Hence addition is

commutative and associative, 0 is an identity, and every element is its own
inverse; hence A is a commutative group under addition. Further, multiplica-

tion as defined hyxy = x ^ y is obviously idempotent, commutative, and associ-

ative, and J is a multiplicative unit.

It remains to check the distributive law, as follows:

xz + yz = [x ^ (y' s')] [(«' ^ s') ^ j/ ^z]

= [x ^ z ^y'] ^ [x' r-s y ^ z]

= [(a; ^ y') (x' ^y)] ^z = (x + y)z.

This completes the proof
;
further results are assigned as exercises.*

Ex. 1. (a) Show that the idempotent elements of any commutative ring form a Boolean
subring.

(b) Show that any commutative ring is also a ring under the ^‘dual operations”

and x®y^x-\-y —

Ex. 2. Show that, under the correspondence of Thm. 3, a 6 corresponds to l.c.m.(o, 6),

a s-/ 6 to g.c.d. (a, 6), automorphisms to automorphisms, Boolean subalgebras to subrings,

ideals to ideals, and lattice-theoretic prime ideals to ring-theoretic prime ideals.

Ex. 3. Generalize Thm. 3 to a correspondence between all Boolean rings and all relatively

complemented distributive lattices with 0,

4* Digression: postulate theory. Boolean algebra can be defined by widely

varying postulate systems. We shall mention only a few of these/ although

their comparative study gives an excellent idea of the power of postulatetheory.

Perhaps the most remarkable system is due to Newman® [1]. Let A be any
algebra with two binary operations, which satisfies the following postulates:

Nl. a(b + c) = ab + ac. Nl', (a + b)c — ac + he.

N2. 31, such that al == a for all a.

N3. 30, with a + 0 = a « 0 + a, for all a.

N4. To each a corresponds at least one a', such that oa' = 0 and a + a' — 1.

• Most of these are due to Stone [2], [3, Thm. 4 ff]. Others are due to R. Vaidyanatha-

swami, Jour. Ind. Math. Soc., VoL II (1937), No. 6; A. L. Foster, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 59

(1946), 166-87, where further results may be found.

• For the literature prior to 1933, see E. V. Huntington, Postulates for the algebra of logic,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 35 (1933), 274-304 (correctioiiB pp. 357, 971, ibid.)

,

• We follow the exposition of G. D. Birkhpff and G. Birkhoff, Trans. Am. Math. Soc.

60 (1946), 3-11. The existence of a common theory of Boolean algebras and rings was

indicated earlier by E. T. Bell, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 29 (1927), 597-611. FPr further re-

lated work, see Newman, Jour, Lond. Math. Soc. 17 (19^), 34-47, and 19 (1944), 28-31'

also E. B. Braithwaite, ibid. 17 (I^); 18GM92.
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It will be observed that neither idempotence, commutativity, nor associa-

tivity of either operation is assumed. We now prove

(Tl) oa = oo -b 0 == ao + ao' = a(a + o>') = al = c.

With a little more computation, we prove

(T2) (a'y = fl for all a and all (fl')'.

Proof, (aj » 0 4- (ajia')'

= a'ia'Y -f (a'yiaj « (a' -b (a00(o0'

= l(a')' = (« + a')(a'y « a(aO' + 0

= 0 + o(a')' == oo' + a(aO'

= a(o' -b (a')') = al — o.

It is a eoroUary that

(N4') a'a = 0 and a' -b a = 1

;

and another, that complements are unique. (For if a' is any complement of a,

then a' = ((o')')', for any ((a')')'.) Further

(T3) oO == 0 = Oa, for all o.

Proof. 0 = aa' = a(a' -b 0) = aa' -b oO = 0 -b oO = aO, and 0 = bb'2~

(0 -b b)V = Ob' + bb' = Ob' -b 0 = Ob'. But by T2 every a « b', where

b == o'.

It is a corollary that if 0 = 1, then

0 = 0-b0 = a-b o«0 = 0 + o-l = o*l = o, for all o.

Hence, ^cept in this trivial one-element case, 0 1. We shall assume 0 1

from now on. It is another coroUary that

(1^2') lo = (a + a')a = aa + a'a = a + 0 = a, for all a.

Hence there is complete hfi-righi symmetry in the properties of addUion and mul-

tiplication.

We now define 1 -b 1 = 2, (1 -b 1) + (1 + 1) =24-2 = 4, and call the

left-multiples ^2 of 2 even elements. Note that 4 = 24-2 = 2'l-b2-l =
2(1 4- 1) = 2-2 = 2, by Tl. Next

(T4) X is even if and only jix + x => x.

For clearly y2 + y2 = y(2 -b 2) = y2; conversely, if a: = a: 4- «, then a: 4* »• 1

-b xl = ®(1 4" 1) = x2.

(T5) Any multiple xt ox ux ofm even element is even.
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For if a; = a: + x, then xt - {x -{ x)t = xt + xt and ux = u(x + x) = ux + ux
for all t, «.

(T6) The correspondence x x x = a:2 is an idempotent endomorphism:
(x + y)2 = x2 + y2, (xy)2 = (ai2)(]/2), and (a;2)2 = a:2.

Proof, (x + y)2 = x2 + 2/2; (a:2)2 = x2 + a:2 = x(2 + 2) = a:2, and

(x2)(y2) = {x + x){y + y) = (x + x)y + (a: + x)y

= (.xy + xy) + (xy + xy) = (xy)2 + (xy)2 == (xy)2, by T4.

It is a corollary that the even elements form a subalgehra B, in which, addition

is idempotent. In this subalgebra, we have

o + 1 = (« + l)(a + a') = (oa + o) + iaa' + la')

= (a + o) + (0 + a') = ® + o' = 1

for all a. By left-right S3rmmetry, 1 -1- a = o. But this result, (Tl), N1-N4,
and (N4'), (N2') imply by Thm. 3 of Ch. IX that the subalgebra B is a Boolean

algebra, in which 2 acts as 7. Complements in B are relative complements
in A.

Similarly, one may show that the “odd” elements, satisfying the equivalent

conditions x = y2', x — x2', x -1- x == 0, form a subalgebra which is commutative

ring with unity satisfying 1 -[- 1 = 0,—^i.e., a non-associative Boolean ring.

Moreover A is the direct union of these subalgebras. For the details, the reader

is referred to either of the articles previously mentioned. This implies

Thbobem 4. Any ^‘Newman algebra'' satisfying Nl-Nl', N2, NS, N4 is the

direct union of a Boolean algebra and a (possibly non-associate) Boolean ring.

What we have proved in detail shows that

CoKOLLAET. Identities a a — a, a^O — 0^a = a, I ^ a = a,

L6'-L6", and LIO are postulates for a Boolean algebra.

Another noteworthy postulate system for Boolean algebra is in terms of

Sheffer’s’^ stroke-operation

(2) X
1 y = x' ^ 2/' (binary rejection).

All Boolean operations can be expressed in terms of this single binary operation

(cf. Ex. 2c below); thus

(3) x' = xix, X ^y = (x\x)\(p\y), x y^y ^ (x\y) \(x\y).

However, the postulate systems for this operation so far developed are not

^ H. M. Sheffer, A set of five independent operations for Boolean algehras, Trans. Am.
Math. Soc. 14 (1913),4Sl--8. Recently A. H. Diamond and J. C. C. MoKinsey have shown
that no postulate system for Boolean algebra can involve only two variables and identities

(Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 63 (1947), 959-62),
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particularly elegant. Ttius Sheffer proposed defining a' = (c&
1
a), and postu-

lating (ay = a, (a
j

(fe
1

6')) =
i I I 1 I

The ternary median operation

(4) (a?, y, z) ^ (x ^y) ^ (y ^z) ^ (z ^ (x ^ (y >^z) ^ (z ^ x)

of Ch. IX, §3 can also be used as a basis for Boolean algebra.* We note here, for

reference in Ch. XIV, only the following result.

Theorem 5. Every group-translation a; —» a? + a m a Boolean algebra A is an

automorphism for the median operation (4).

Proof. By direct computation in (1), we get

(a; + ^) ^(y ^ ^ ^2^)] [c5 ^(x ^yy]y

(as + a) w (y + a) == [a' ^(x 2/)] ^ [a /-n (a? vY\-

By induction, we infer that for any lattice polynomial p(xi^ • •
•

>

p(a:i + a, • •
•
> + a) “ [a' p(xi ,

• •
•

, Xn)] v./ [a g(xi ,
—

•
, Xn)]^

where g is the complement of the dual of p. Hence if p is self-dual^ like (x, y, z)^

we have p(a?i + o, * *
•

, + a) = p(xiy * •
•

, rcn) + a.

This completes the proof. Other results are given as exercises below®.

Ex. 1. Show that the following postulates on meet and complement serve to define a

Boolean algebra: (a.) x^y' - z ^ z' if and only if z ^ y ^ y, (h) x ^y ^ y

(c) xr-^iy ^z) ^ {x ^y) ^z.
Ex. 2. (a) Prove that the median operation satisfies (a, 6, cY ~ (a\ b', c') in any Boolean

algebra.

(b) Give a set of posttdates for Boolean algebra, based on Thm. 4, involving meets

and complements only.

(c) Develop a system involving only Sheffer’s stroke-symbol.

Ex. 3. (a) Show that x-^y^x^y-^XK^yin any Boolean algebra, if 4- denotes sym-

metric difference.

(b) Showthat any finite distributivelattice with the property of Thm. 5 is a Boolean

algebra.

Ex, 4. Show that any system which satisfiesa^a ^ a,aK^h — b\^a,a\^ (x^a) ^
ct^ I, a^(h^c)^ (a /-n 5) w (<f -n c) , (o 5) c = (a c) (5 y-s c)

is a Boolean algebra.

Ex, 5. Let B be any commutative ring withnnity in which 1 -f 1 » 0 and »(1 — x)y(l — v) «
0. Show that the identity a « (a — aa) -f aa decomposes every a £ R uniquely

into the sum of a nilpotent and an idempotent component.

Ex. 6. Using only N1-N4 and their consequences, prove

(a) a + h ~ (a 4* &) (& 4- &0 — (a + 1)^ + « • • • » 5 a.

® See A. A. Grau, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 53 (1947), 567-72; also S. Kiss [1]. Thus the al-

gebra of logic of Kiss has a different group (in the sense of F. I. Mautner, Logie as invarianl

theoryy
Am. Jour. 68 (1946) ,

345-84) than the usual propositional calculus.

« For Ex. 1, see Lee Byrne, Bull. Am. Math. Soc, 52 (1946), 269-72; also Huntington,

op. cit, supra, fourth set. Ex. 4 is due to M. H. Stone, Am, Jour. 67 (19^), 703-32. Ex. 6

is due to A. L. Foster, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 59 (1946), 166-87. For Ex. 6, see Newman
[1]. Ex. 7 is very difficult; see M. H. A. Newman [1, Thm. IbJ, and also Jour. Lend. Math.
Soc. 19 (1944), 28-30.
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(b) 1 4* (1 c) = [1 + (1 4- l)]c + (c' 4 c') =K - • • ~ (1 4- 1 ) by right-mul-
tiplying by c 4 c', expanding, and using (a) to infer 1 4 (1 4 1) = (1 4 1) 4 1.

(c) 1 4 (& 4 c) = (1 4 &) 4 c, using Part (b) and a similar right-multiplication
by 6 4 h\

(d) o 4 (& 4 c) » (o 4 6) 4 c, using Part (c).

Ex. 7*. Show that, in Thm. 4, condition 0 4 fl ** is redundant.

5. Representation theory. The representation theory for cJistributive

lattices, given in §§4r-5 of Ch. IX, has a significant specialization to the case of

Boolean algebras. We know (Ch. VIII, Thm. 1) that the only elements pi > 0
of a complemented modular lattice which are join-irreducible are its points.

Hence if L is complemented, the X of Thm. 5, Ch. IX, is totally unordered.
We conclude

Theorem 6. Every Boolean algebra of finite length n is isomorphic with the

field of all subsets of a set of n elements.

Thus, in particular, there is just one Boolean algebra of length n; it is 2".

Again, in the Cor. of Thm. 6 of Ch. IX, we can delete the points not in I
and those in 0, and so get an isomorphic representation in which 0 corresponds

to the void set, and I to all space. But in such a representation, complements
must by LlO correspond to complements. We conclude Stoners result

Theorem 7. Any Boolean algebra is isomorphic with afield of sets.

Thus any postulate system for Boolean algebra is ipso facto a complete postu-

late system for the algebra of classes under finite union, finite intersection, and
complementation.

Ex. 1. Show that every Boolean algebra which satisfies the descending chain condition

is finite.

Ex. 2. Show that every distributive lattice is isomorphic with a sublattice of a comple-

mented distributive lattice.

Ex. 3*. Prove the result of Ex. 2, without assuming the Axiom of Choice or any theorem
depending thereon.^®

6. Ideal theory. In a distributive lattice, every ideal is neutral. Hence
we have as an immediate corollary of Thm. II, Ch. VIII, the following result.

Theorem 8. The ideals of any Boolean algebra A correspond one~one to its

congruence relations B; each 6 corresponds to the ideal J of x ^ 0 (mod

We could also infer this result from the theory of rings (Ex. 1 below). But
it is so important that we shall give a special, less technical, proof of the fact

that every ideal J determines a congruence relation in A . Combined with Thm.
3 of Ch. II, this will give an independent proof of Thm. 8.

Proof. Given /, we d^ne x ^ y (J) to mean that x t y t for some

Thisjresult may be found in H. M. MacNeille, Lattices and Boolean rings^ Bull. Am.
M^th. Soc. 45 (1939), 452-5; also in MacNeille [1]. For Thm. 7, see M. H. Stone [11, [3]; N.

Dunfprd and M. H. Stone, Revista Cieneias Lima 48 (1941), 447-53; 0. Frink, Bull. Am.
Math. Soo, 47 (1941), 756-6.
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t € /; this relation is clearly reflerive and symmetric. It is transitive, for if

X — y and y — z -^u [i, « € /], then x ^ (t u) = y =

y ^ u t z i — z for some t € /• Hence it is an

equivalence relation. Again, suppose x ^ y (J). Then, for any a, o w a: w
t ^ a ^y hence a ^ x s a ^ y (J), and the substitution property for

joins holds. Moreover all this applies to any lattice. Further, if x = y (J),

then {a r^x) ^ t = {a ^ f) ^ {x ^ t) = {a ^ t) ^ (y t) = (a ^y) t,

and we have a congruence relation for meets and joins. Finally, x ^ 0 (J)

implies x ^ x ^ t = 0 ^ t = tfor some t ^ J, hence x S J, and conversely

;

hence J is the set of all x s 0 (/) ,
q.e.d.

Incidentally, we note that any lattice-homomorphism carries complements

into complements, byLlO. Hence x = y (J) implies x' s y' (J), andlattice-

homomorphisms have the substitution property for all three Boolean operations.

We recall from Ch. DC, §6, that the ideals of any distributive lattice them^ves

form a distributive lattice; moreover joins and meets of ideals may be inter-

preted in the sense of the calculus of complexes. These, and all other results

of Ch. IX, §6, apply a fortiori to Boolean algebras. We note here, and in Exs.

3-6 below, properties of ideals in Boolean algebras which are not true in all

distributive lattices.

First, an ideal of a Boolean algebra A is prime if and only if it is maximal

(Stone [3J) . Indeed, if P is prime in a Boolean algebra, for any a ^ P, we have

a' £ P since a ^ a' = 0 £ P; hence any ideal J > P contains some a £ P
and a', and so I. Conversely, suppose that M is maximal, with x ^ y £ M
and X £ M. Then x ^ M contains I; hence, for some z £ M, x ^ z — I,

and y — y ^ y ^(x Kyz) == (y ^x) ^ (y ^z) £ M ^ M = M. Hence

M is prime, q.e.d.

For any subset X of a Boolean algebra A, let X* denote the set of all o € A
such that a ^ X = 0 for all x 6 X. Evidently a ^ x' = 0 for all x € X if

and only if o ^ x for all x £ X—i.e., if and only if a belongs to the dosed ideal

whose upper cut is x (Ch. IV, §7). Again, if J is an ideal of A, then J* is

the pseudo-complement of J in the distributive lattice of all ideals, in the sense

of Ch. DC, §12. Hence an ideal of a Boolean algebra is closed if and only if

it is the pseudo-complement of some other ideal.

We now define an ideal J to be dense if and only if J* = 0. This means that,

for any a > 0 of A, we can find x > 0 in J such that x o > 0—hence y =
X o > 0 in / with y ^ x. Using this condition, one shows easily that the

intersection of any two dense ideals is dense. Again, if J is dense and K '^J,

then evidently K is dense. Hence the cfense ideah form a dual ideal in the dis-

tributive lattice of all ideals of A.

Again, since (K ^ K*)* = K* ^ (K*) = 0 for any ideal K,K v- X* is always

dense. Moreover (JC*)* ^ (X ... X*) = ((X*)* ^K*) ^ ((X*)* X*) = X;
hence, modulo this dual ideal, every ideal is congruent to its closure (X*)*.

We next show that, conversely, any ideal X D congruent to a closed ideal

X modulo a "dense” ideal hasX for closure. Indeed, ((X D)*)* g (X*)* =
X, clearly. While for any h £ (X D)* and a £ K, a ^ b > 0 would
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imply 0 < d ^ a ^ a giifor some d ^ D, hence d ^ K ^D; but d g
a r-sh ^6 G {K /-N D)*; hence d == 0, a contradiction. Hence every a ^ K
satisfies a ^ & = 0 for all fe € (Z ^ D)*, andK S {K ^ D*)*.

Hence there is a lattice-homomorphism of the distributive lattice of all ideals

onto the lattice of closed ideals, vrhence the latter is also a distributive lattice.

In this lattice, K and Z* are complementary, since K ^ K* — 0, and the join

((Z w Z*)*)* = 0* = 7 of Z and Z* in the lattice (not a sublattice) of closed

ideals is 7. Hence (cf . Ch. IX, Thm. 16, and Ch. XI, §5)

Theorem 9 (Glivenko-Stone^^). The completion by outs A of any Boolean
algebra A is a Boolean algebra; moreover the correspondence J —» (J*)* is a lattice-

homomorphism of the lattice of all ideals ofA onto A,

Ex. 1. Prove Thm. 8 as a corollary of the corresponding proposition for rings.

Ex. 2. Show that any ideal in a distributive lattice L with 0 consists of the set of all ele-

ments congruent to 0 under a suitable congruence relation.

Ex. 3. Show that every ideal of a Boolean algebra A is principal, if and only if A is finite.

Ex. 4*. Show that any ideal of a Boolean algebra A is the intersection of the prime ideals

which contain it.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that an ideal J of a Boolean algebra A is principal if and only if / vx

J* = A.

(b) Infer that the closed ideals ofA cannot be a sublattice of the lattice of all ideals,

unless A is complete, so that every closed ideal is principal.

Ex. 6- (a) Show that, if K is any principal ideal of a Boolean algebra A, there exists a sub-
algebra S of A containing exactly one representative from each residue class of A.

(b*) Show that this need not be true for arbitrary ideals, except with rather special

Boolean algebras.^*

Ex. 7. Show that a distribution lattice is a Boolean algebra if and only if every prime
ideal is maximal. CL. Nachbin)

Problem 73, Find necessary and sujfficient conditions, in order that the correspondence

between the congruence relations and (neutral) ideals of a lattice be one-one.

7. Subalgebras; automorphisms. A subalgebra of a Boolean algebra is a

sublattice which contains with any also x\ and hence 0 and 7. It is easy to

determine the subalgebras of a finite Boolean algebra A == 2". Indeed, any
subalgebra SoiA will be itself a Boolean algebra of finite length, whose “points’*

will be independent elements of 2** (disjoint subsets of 7) whose join is 7—^that

is, they will be the subsets into which some partition divides 7. Conversely,

the subsets into which any partition divides 7 are the indivisible or “atomic”

members of a field of sets, so that the correspondence between subalgebras of 2”

and partitions of 7 is one-one. Finally, S ^ T if and only if its “points” are

joins of “points” of T—^that is, if and only if T effects a subpartition of the

partition effected by S, In summary^^

This result goes back to V. Glivenko, Sur quelques points de la logique de Brouwer

^

Bull. Acad. Soi. Belg. (1929), 183-88, and M. H. Stone [3, Thm. 28]. See also K. Gadel,

Brgebnisse eines Kolloquiums, Vienna 4 (1933), 35-40.

1* This result is due to J. von Neumann and M. H. Stone, Fund. Math. 25 (1935), 353-78.

1* This result is due to the author [3, Thm. 21]. The generalization to closed Boolean

subalgebras and sublattices of any 2^ may be found in the author’s On rings of f^ets, Duke
Jour. 3 (1937), 443-54.
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Theorem 10 . The lattice of all mhalgehras of any finite Boohan algebra 2**

is dually isomorphic with the lattice of all partitions of n elements,

A correspoadiag result is true for the lattice of all closed subalgebras of 2^,

for any cardinal number ; these are the ^‘complete fields of sets’’ of a set of

points.

Again, for any n, every permutation of the n points of A = 2
^
induces a

unique automorphism on A. Moreover everj^ automorphism of A permutes

its points. Hence the group of automorphisms of is the symmetric group I on

n letters. In particular, 1 and 2 are the only finite Boolean algebras without

proper automorphisms.

Conversely, let <t>{xi ,

• •
•

,
a:,.) be any operation on subsets Xi of a class I of

n elements, which is permutable with every 7 6 T, so that

(6) <j>(xiy,
-

• ,Xry) = yy>(xi, • •
•

, Xr)], for all 7 6 r.

The Boolean subalgebra S of 2” generated by oji
,

• •
•

, Xr defines a partition r

of I into subclasses ai, • •
•

,
a,, as in Thm. 10 . Moreover the subgroups of

all 7 6 r satisfying xcf = Xi for all i is the largest group having the ai for sets

of transitivity, in the sense of group theory. Hence ii y — ^{xi^ • -
, 0;^), so

that, by (6), yy - y for all 7 6 S, y must be a union of a*
,
so that y £ Sis

a Boolean function of the Xi

,

From this it follows that Boolean operations on

finite sets are precisely those irwariant under the symmetric group of point-per-

mutations}^

Ex. 1. Show that the finite subalgebras of any Boolean algebra correspond one-one to the

‘‘partitions” of I into disjoint parts whcfee sum is I.

Ex. 2, (a) Show that the relation as ^ s between permutations a and subsets s oin points

defines a “polarity” between the closed subalgebras of 2*^, and a sublattice of the lattice

of all subgroups of the symmetric group.

(b) Show that as = s defines a similar polarity between certain sublattices of 2»

and certain subsystems of the semigroup of all single-valued transformations of n

points.

Ex. 3*. Show that the italicized statement at the end of §7 remains true if the word “finite”

is omitted, and infinitary “Boolean” operations are allowed.

Problem 74. Does every infinite Boolean algebra A admit a proper automorphism?^

Problem 75. (M. Ward). Does there exist a (finite) lattice, not a Boolean algebra, which

has a dual automorphism 8 of period two, permutable with every lattice-automorphism?

Must 8 be unique? What about non-Desarguesian projective geometries?

See F. I. Mautner, An eostemion of Klein*s Erlanger Program: Logic as irwariant theory,

Am. Jour 68 (1946), 345-84. Note that the ternary median operation admits a larger

group, by Thm. 5.

The propositions involving n variables have been enumerated by G. Pdlya, Jour. Sym-

bolic Logic 5 (1940), 98-102,

This would probably imply that if a{s) = s for all automorphisms a of A such that

a{xi) — aji ,
• *

•
,
a{xr) = Xr

,
then s must be a Boolean function of the Xi .
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8 . Free Boolean aJ^ebras. We shall now determine the free Boolean algebra

generated by n symbols. This question can be restated as follows. By a

“Boolean function” of variables xi, x„ is meant one built up from the

three basic functions: join, meet, and complement. We ask: what are the

different Boolean functions of the x,-
,
and how does one combine them? The

answer was given by Boole himself [1 , pp. 72-5].

To get the answer first form the 2
”
“elementary” Boolean functions fi

:

Xii ^ ^ x,„—^where xa is either xy or xy
,
depending on i. For example,

if » = 2, form/i = Xi ^Xt,fi = Xi ^Xa ,fs = x[ ^ x*
, /i = xi ^ xi . Next

observe that distinct /,• are disjoint: if i 5^ Ic, then/,- ^fk ^ xy xy for some j,

whence/,- ^fk = 0 .

Then associate with each non-void set S of /< the function ga = V ua fi ,

and define go as 0 . We shall prove: (1) go = O and gi = I, (2) ga^T — ga ^ Qt ,

gs^T = ga ^ gr ,
and gs' = (3) every Boolean function of the x,- is a g'a

.

Proof of (1). By definition, ^0 = 0, while by the general distributive law,

n 2* »

/ ~ /\ (iCj w “ V ^ ^ii ” ^ fi*
/ami i—l Js-1 i€l

Proof of (2). gs ^ gr = gs^r by definition and L1-L3. Again, ga ^ gr

is the join of the /,- ^ /* [* £ S,k 6 7’] by the general distributive law, while

fi fk is 0 unless i = k. Hence ga ^ gr = V fi ft [f 6 jS, i € 7^, which

by LI is Vfi [i £ S ^ T*], or gar^r ,
q.e.d. It follows that gs ga/ = I and

gs gar = 0 ,
whence gar = (jga)'.

Pi'oof of (3). By (2), every Boolean function of gs is itself a ga ;
hence

it suffices to show that the x,- are gs—and, by symmetry, that xi is. But by
the general distributive law, if Xi denotes the set of i such that x,i = Xi ,

n

Xi = xi^ A (xj ^ x',) = V fi.
7—2 teXi

It follows that every Boolean function is a j'a ; we shall now show that distinct

gs represent distinct functions. Let I consist of all points with n coordinates,

each 0 or 1 (the vertices of an n-dimensional cube). Denote by xy the set of

points with jth coordinate 1. Then each fi will represent a different point: the

point with /th coordinate 0 or 1 according as xyy is xy or xy . Hence distinct

sets S determine distinct gs in this case, and a fortiori in a free Boolean algebra.

We conclude

Theorem 11. The free Boolean dgebra wilh n geiMrators is isomorphic with

the algebra 2®"

.

Ex. Show that though the free lattiee with two generators is a Boolean algebra, it is

not the free Boolean algebra with two generators.

“ Another procedure is ^ven in Birkhoff-MaoLane, pp. 320-8, which involves a less

sophisticated use of lotpo.
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9- Boolean equations. As shown in Ch. XII, §3, any family of propositions

in classical logic may be written in the form of a set of equations, with coef-

ficients in a Boolean algebra. We shall now discuss the solution of such equa-

tions—or, what amounts to the same thing, their reduction to the simplest

possible canonical form. This problem engaged much of the attention of

mathematical lopcians of the nineteenth century, because it corresponds to

making the maximum logical simplification of a series of assertions.^’'

One procedure is the following. Any equation p = g can be reduced to the

form r — (p' q) (p ^ q') = 0. Two simultaneous equations r = 0 and

s = 0 are equivalent to the single equation r ^ s = 0. Hence exactly
2*”* ”

inequivalent systems of assertions about m classes, involving n properties, can

be made. If we use oi, ,* •
•

, a« to denote the properties, and xi, •••, Xm to

denote the classes which we are trying to describe, we can systematize as in

§8 by writing down an arbitrary subset of ffie set of aU elementary statements

^ On ^ Xi ^ • /^a!m = 0,

fll On — Oj

/ / / ' n
Ql'i, tCn “ V*

This is an entirely systematic procedure.

In virtue of §3, we can also write every equation using ring notation; this is

especially useful with linear equations. Thus consider

(7) ax = b, which is equivalent to ax + b = 0.

Multiplsing through by 1 -h a = 1 — a, we get 0 = b + ab; hence (7) has no
solution unless b = ab. In this case, it reduces to a(x -1- 6) = 0. Multiplying

by 6, we get abx + ab = 0, or x ab. Further, 0 = a(x •+• ab), whence a: -f a?)

^ 1 -t- o. Writing x = a& -h i, we get i g 1 -f a. Conversely, any x =
ab + t with t = (1 + a)t satisfies a(db -1- (1 -1- a)t) = adb == & if b = a&. We
conclude that (7) has no solution unless b ^ a, and if 6 g o, the general solution

is X = ob -h where t g a'.

We can eliminate from a system of simultaneous linear equations, using

the Euclidean algorithm,^® applied to row-equivalent matrices. We illustrate

by the case of the equations

(8) ox -i- by = c, dx -f ey =s /.

”See E. Schroder [1, Vol. 1, p. 475 ff]; L. CJouturat, The algebra of logic (translated),

Chicago and London (1914), p. 57 ff.

The observation that a^ii>»a + 5 + ffl6>“ g.c.d. (a, &) is due to E. T. Bell, op. oit.

in §4. For equivalence of matrices in Euclidean rings, see N. Jacobson [1, p. 43]. For
Boolean matrices in general, see L. Loewenheim, Math. Annalen 73 (1913), 246-72, and 76

(1919), 223-36; J. H. M. Wedderbum, Annals of Math. 35 (1934), 1^-94; Gr. C. Moisil,

Ann. Sci. Univ. Jassy, Sect. I, 27 (1941), 181-240. The procedure in the special case of

chains modulo two, in combinatorial complexes, is well known.
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Adding d times the first equation to the second, we replace (8) by the equivalent

system (8') oa; + = c, (d + ad)x + (e + hd)y = (/ + cd). Now adding
the second of these to the first, we get

(9) (a d)x + (5 4- c + hd)y = (c + / + cd).

Adding (d + od) times (9) to (8'), we get

(9') (e + 6d + de + ade)y = / + cd + d/ + odj.

Equations (9)-(90 are equivalent to (8), which we have thus “reduced” to

triangular form.

The further theory of “Boolean matrices,” or matrices whose coefficients lie

in a fixed Boolean ring, is developed in exercises. In Ch. XIII, §7, a related

theory of matrices with coefficients in a Boolean algebra is developed.

Ex. 1. (a) Call two Boolean matrices “equivalent” if one can be obtained from the other

by a sequence of additions of one row or column to another. Prove that any mXn
Boolean matrix A = 1| an [j is equivalent to one and only one “canonical” Boolean
matrix, satisfying o,-; *= 0 if i 5^ j, and on S oji ^ o»i S • • •

. (Here Ou =• Van i etc.)

(b) Interpret as a systematic way of solving simultaneous linear equations.

Ex. 2. Show that (S) has no solution unless

(1 + a) (1 + 6 + c)df + (1 + h + ae)cd + (1 + e)f = 0.

Ex. 3. (a) Let 5 be a set of nr points, formed of n disjoint subsets Si ,••• ,Sn, each having
r points. Interpret n X n matrices with coefficients in 2’* as “linear” transformations

of S.

(b) Develop a corresponding theory of “affine” transformations. Do these leave

the ternary median operation invariant?

10. Lufinite distributivity. We shall now show that the infinite distribu-

tive law X ^ V aVfi
= V jbC® ^ y?) is valid in any Boolean algebra. Indeed,

X ^ V ay? is clearly an upper bound to every x ^ y^ ; hence we need only

show that a: /-N V a y» is contained in every upper bound w to the x ^y^ . But
if a: ^ 2/3 ^ tt for all /3, then j/s = (y^ r^x) ^ (yg ^x') <^x' for all /3> and so

x ^ V Vfi ^ X ^ (y x') = {x ^ u) ^ {x ^ x') — X ^ u S u-
B

This completes the proof.^* We infer, by Thm. 14 of Ch. IX, §11, and the

Duality Principle, lie following result.

Theoeem 12. Any complete Boolean algehra is a topological httice, satisfying

the infinite distriJbvMve laws

(10) X ^ V ye V (.X 's y$), V a:« ^ V ys = V (x« ^ ye), and dually.
B S jL B AB

See von Neumann (2, II, Appendix, p. 7]; also Tarski [3, p, 510, footnote]. For Thm.
13 see also 0. Ore, Armais of Math, 47 (1946), p. 70.
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Since the completion of a Boolean algebra by cuts is a complete Boolean

algebra (Thm. 9), while completion by cuts preserves g.l.b. and l.u.b. whenever

they are defined, we see that the infinite distributive laws (10) are valid in

any Boolean algebra when their terms are defined.

This is not true of the distributive law (22')
,
of Ch. IX, §11. In fact, the

construction of §8 above, extended transfinitely, yields the following remarkable

result of Tarski [1, pp. 195-7].

Theorem 13. If a Boolean algebra A is completely distributive, then it is iso-

morphic vrith ike algebra 2^ of all subsets of some aggregate.

Explanation. A lattice wiE be called “completely distributive,” if and only

if law (220 of Ch. IX, §11, holds without restriction on the number of terms

involved.

Proof. Let Xa denote the general element of A ;
make the ejq)ansion I =

A ^ (aja v_/ Xa) = V 64,, where 64, denotes the most general A .i [ai^a = a;« or a;«]

;

(220 justifies this expansion. We first diow that each 64, not 0 covers 0.

Indeed, if a:a < , then (since = x would imply 6^ ^ Xa, contradicting

Xa < 04>) X>4,a = x'a , and so Xa = Xa ^ ^ Xa ^x'a = 0. HenCe the > 0

are points; this is Tarski’s central idea.

Moreover each Xa = Xa ^ I — Xa ^ \/ — V (*« ®*) is the join of the

“points” 84, > 0 which it contains (for either 84 ^ Xa and Xa 64, = 64,

,

or

Xa ^ 84, < 84, and Xa ^ 84, =0). Again, a join gs = Vs 84 oi points contains

no point p not in S, since

ga^p = V (.84 ^p) = V 0

0

S

unless p £ S, again by (10). This establishes a one-one order-preserving

correspondence between the sets S of points and the different elements gs of

A, q.e.d.

Note that the “and dually*’ of (22') is redundant, in this proof.

Ex. 1. Show by direct computation that the identity (22') of Ch. IX, §11, implies (20')

and (21').

Ex. 2. Show that not every complemented modular lattice is topological. (Hint : Consider

the lattice of all subspaces of an infinite-dimensional vector space.)

Ex. 3. Show that every translation re —> a; + a of a Boolean algebra is a homeomorphism

with respect to the interval topology. (Hint: Use Thm. 5, and define the interval

h, a w ii] as the set of all z such that (a, a;, 6) « a?.) What of the order topology?

Ex. 4. Define a fundamental sequence in a Boolean algebra as one such that apw — a;n 0

in the order topology, and a mUl sequence as one such that a;„ 0 ,

(a) Show that, modulo null sequences, the fundamental sequences of any Boolean

algebra A form a or-complete Boolean algebra,^® in which A is dense.

(b*) Extend to fundamental and null directed sets; also to the interval and star

topologies.

(c*) Does one obtain in any of these ways the completion of A by cuts?

Problem 76. Do the order topology and interval topology coincide for a complete Boolean

algebra?

*• See H. Loewig, Intrinsic topology and completion of Boolean algebras^ Annals of Math.

42 (1941), 1138-96.
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Problem 77. In a <7-complete Boolean algebra, do Xi.j -» for all i, and xc -> 0, imply the
existence of j (i) such that *<„•({) —* 0? (This relates to Ex. 4a.)

11. Boolean tr-algebras; Theorem of Loomis. We shall now prove a repre-

sentation theorem for Boolean v-algebraa—^i.e., <r-complete Boolean algebras.

Theobbm 14 (Loomis*^). Any Boolean a-algebra A is a (T-komoinorphic

image of a a-field of sets.

Proof. Let I be the class of all functions P which select, from each pair of

complements a, a' oi A, one of the two terms; we shall call these “points.” With
each a ^ A, vre associate the set ria) of all points P such that a ^ P. These
sets t(o) are closed under complementation, since T(a') = [r(o)]'. Hence they

generate a <r-field of subsets of I under countable union and intersection. Let

N be the family of finite or countable intersections A T(aj), for which A Oj =
0 in A. Let J be the <r-ideal generated by iV; it will consist of the t ^ Vni

,

for countable subsets {ni} of N. We shall show that #/J is isomorphic to A,
under the correspondence r: o —> t(o).

First, r is a ff-homomorphism of A onto all of $/J. For if a == Va< , then

a' Oi ^ a' o = 0 for all 4 and O = a^o' = 0/-N ( Va»)' = a ^ Aa'i .

Hence by definition of N and J, every r(a') ^ T(a,-) 6 N, and t(o) A T(Oi) €
N. By the former,

r(aO ^ [V t(«<)] = V [r(aO /-N T(ai)] € J-

By the latter, T(a) fVr(Oi)]' = r(o) ^ AriOi) G N. Hence the sym-
metric difference between r(a) = t( Va*) and Vr(oi) lies in J. A dual argu-

ment works for meets.

This o^homomorphism will be an isomorphism if 7(0) G J implies a == 0.

This we shall now show with the help of a “diagonal process,” thereby com-

pleting the proof.

.

If 7 (0) G J, then as above 7(0) ^ V iiA where Asotn — 0 for all I.

Hence, for any function i(*), by the isotone law (Ch. II, Thm. 2),

(A) ria) S V 7(0,-,/(o), whence 7 (0') ^ A rCaJ,,«)).
i i

Now suppose a 0. Then a' < I, and so

I > a' = a' ^ 0 = a' ^ A Oiy = A (o' v.- Oy)-

Hence some a' s.. ai./a) < L Repeating the process

I ^ a' Oy o' w 0

= (o' w Oi,j-ci)) w A 02.i A (o' v-- Oiy(i) w fife,,)-

L. Loomis, On ike rsprestniation of r-comphte Boolean algebras. Bull. Am. Math. Soc.

63 (1947), 767-60. We copy Lomnis’ proof almost verbatim. See also A. A. liapounoff,

Doklady URSS 68 (1946), 3^.
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By this '^diagonal process,” we get a function y(i) such that, for all ti,

J > w Ui, /(i) w * * • w a», y(»)*

This sequence can contain neither a nor a complementary pair; hence we can

form a point P which contains a and every aj.yci) . Clearly P 6 r(a), yet P $

V »7*(a,*,y(o) (since no contains P and union in $ is set-union). This

contradicts (A), and completes the proof.

Ex, 1, (a) Show that a subset / of a Boolean <r-algebra A corresponds to the family of all

sets failing to contain a point under some o-'homomorphism of A onto a <r-field of sets,

if and only if it is a *V-prime ideal,” in the sense that Ai^iCti E J if every a** € J and

A E J if and only if some atEJ-
(b) Infer that A is isomorphic with a cr-field of sets if and only if the intersection

of its <r-prime ideals is 0.

Ex. 2. Let a Boolean <r-algebra A be generated by a subset (r. Show that an element p

of A is a “point” if and only if, for all ^ € (x, p^ ^ « 0 or p ^ g.

Ex. a. (a) Define the “free Boolean ©--algebra with generators” for any cardinal number

H (in the sense of the Foreword on Algebra), and prove its existence.

(b) Using Thm. 14, show that it is isomorphic with a ©--field of sets.

Problem 78. Prove (or disprove) that if a Boolean ©--algebra A is generated by a subset (?,

then every a > 0 in A contains some finite or countable meet A > 0 of elements of G,

Problem 79. Prove (or disprove) that the free Boolean tr-algebra with countably many
generators is isomorphic with the field of all Borel subsets of the Cantor discontinuum^

Problem 80. Generalize Thm. 14 to cardinal numbers other than countable infinity^

12. Measure afeebras. In measure theory, one usually discusses metric

Boolean algebras in which v[0] — 0. These are usually defined as Boolean

algebras with positive functional v[x] satisfying

(11) v[x ^ y]
- vM + v[y] if X /-N y 0.

Setting a: = y = 0 in (11), we get (aft» cancellation) r[0] = 0. Moreover by-

induction, we get

(llO » 1 V iCfl = i»[a;f] if all (®i v-» • • • ®i_i) ^ = 0.
L<-i J «-i

A Boolean algebra with a measure which is countably additive, in the sense that

(ll'O e
I V 1 == L »[»i] if all (»! • • • v.' »i-i) iC* =» 0,
Li-l J i-l

is usually called a measure algebra. For this it is necessary and sufficient that

v[x] be continuous.

Any finite measure algebra M can be easily realized geometrically. If the

points of M are pi ,

• •
•

, p, ,
we let p* correspond to the half-closed interval

i'bil + •' + S X < +•.-!- v\ph\,

on the real axis. This may be extended, using (11), to a measure-preserving
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isomorphism (“isometric isomorphism”) between M and a field of elementary-

subsets of the x-axis. Thus a complete basis for measure theory, with respect to

finitary union, intersection and co7nplementation, is given by any set of postulates

for Boolean algebra, if (11) is added.^

We shall now construct a highly homogeneous, universal separable measure
algebra which plays a central role in measure theory, and is the protot3T)e for

the continuous-dimenaonal projective geometries already discussed.

Theorem 15. There is, up to isometric isomorphism, only one complete separable

measure algebra without points and satisfying v[7] = 1; we denote it M.
Every separable measure algebra is, after change of scale, isomeirically isomorphic

with a svbalgebra of M. The automorphisms of M are transitive on the elements

X not 0 or I; for any real nuniber c, the isometric automorphism^ are transitive

on the elements satisfying = c.

Proof. Let A be any separable measure algebra, -with a countable dense

subset xx, Xi, xt, • • • . Then A satisfies w[I\ — 1 for the new valuation

w[x[ = v[xyv[I\, which clearly amounts simply to a change of scale. LetX» denote

the finite subalgebra of A generated by a:i ,
• -

•
, ;

we represent it by finite

sums of line intervals as above. The union U of the can also be so rep-

resented; moreover imless A contains a point, every finite sum of line intervals

(with its ordinary measure) is a metric limit of dements of U. Hence if we let

M denote the metric Boolean algebra of finite sums of half-open intervals of

the interval [0, 1), we see that the metric completion (cf. Ch. V, §9) M ofM not

only contains U, but is isometrically isomorphic -with 17 = if .A is complete

and without points. That Mis& metric Boolean algebra follows from Ch. VIII,

Thm. 12 ;
in fact, the proof given there can be simplified using L6.

Since the closed ideals [0, *] of M are complete and without points, they are

always isometrically isomorphic after a change of scale. The remainder of

Thm. 15 can easily be proved by using this fact and the fact that any isomorphism

of [0, x] with [0, y] and [0, x'] with [0, y'] can be extended to an automorphism

ofM.
Measure algebras and measure theory will be discussed further in Ch. XI,

§§8-11 .

Ex. 1. (a) Show that, ia any Boolean algebra, (11) is equivalent to VI and v[0] = 0, while

V2 is equivalent vlx] ^ 0.

(b) Show that (11“) is equivalent to (11) and the continuity of vlx] in the order-

topology.

** See G. Birkhoff, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 30 (1934), 116-22, for the case of distributive

lattices; H. P. Evans and S. 0. Kleene, Am. Math- Monthly 46 (1939), p. 141.

*• The first two statements of Thm. 16 are due to C. Oarath4odory, Ann. Scuo. Norm.

Sup. Pisa 8 (1939), 106-30, and P. Halmos and J. von Neumann, Annals of Math. 48 (1942),

332-60. The group of automorphims was discussed by P. R. Halmos, Trans. Am. Math.

Soc. 66 (1944), 1-18. See also Problem 86, Ch. XI, §10.
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Ex. 2. Prove from (11) that vla'i ^ a„] equals^

®[7i ~ S Plfli] + ttj']
— • • • + •”(!)* v[ai /-N Os Oil!.

Ex. 3.* Show that any metric distributive lattice is isometrically isomorphic with a sub-

lattice of a Boolean algebra, provided v[x] is bounded.

Ex. 4*. Construct M by completing metrically the union of the nested sequence 2‘ S 2*

^ 2*
,
suitably normed—by analogy with Ch. VIII, §10. Represent in terms of

coordinate subspaces of CG(F). _
Ex. 5*. Show that any isometry between finite subsets of BI can be extended to a self-

isometry of all of M. A “generalized Boolean algebra” is a relatively complemented

distributive lattice with 0. Construct a universal separable metric generalized_Boolean

algebra, as a sublattice of the cardinal product of countably many replicas of M.

13. Lattices with unique complements. Using the technique of free lat-

tices, Dilworth [I] has proved that every lattice is a siMaUiee of a lattice with

unique complements. (A lattice “with unique complements” is a lattice in

which each element has one and only one complement.) It follows that lattices

with Tinique complements need not be distributive, or even modular (see Ex. 2

below). Nevertheless, non-distributive lattices with unique complements

cannot be finite.

Theorem 16. Let L he any complete, atomic lattice with unique complements.

Then L is isomorphic with the Boolean algebra of all subsets of its points

Proof. To each set S of points of L, associate the join x{S) of the p ^ S,

and the meet y{S) of the complements p' of the p 6 iS!. It will follow by gen-

eralized associativity (Ch. IV, §4) that a:(/S T) = x^S) w»(T) and yiS 2*) ==

y{S) y(T). Again, the complement of x(r) can contain no point (we let

I denote both the set of all p and the biggest element of L). Hence [a:(I’)]' is 0,

and x(I) =» [[a:(Z)]']' = 0' -= I. Dually, y(I) = 0.

Again, the complement p' of any point p is covered by /; that is, x ^ p'

implies x = p' ov x = I. For if a; ^ P, then x ^ p ^p' = I; and if not, then

X ^p < p will be 0 while x^p^p'^p — I, whence x = p'. Hence (i) if

p and q are distinct points, then p ^ q’. For unless p'^q',p^q'=0 and

p ^ q' — I (since p covers 0 and I covers q')

—

^implying q' — p' and so g = p.

It is a corollary of (i) that x(S) g y(.S').

From this crucial inequality, we infer (ii) x(S) ^ x(S') ^ y(S') ^ y(S) ~
y(S ^ S') — y(I) = 0. Thusa:(*S) contains no point notin S, whence distinct

sets /S determine distinct xilS), and the partly ordered system of the x(8) is

isomorphic with the atomic Boolean algebra of all sets S.

It remains to show that every a 6 L is an x(3). But denote by S the set

Various important applications of this identity are made by Uspensky and Heaslet,

Elementary mmber theory, p. 105. Ex. 3 is due to M. F. Smiley, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 66

(1944), 435-47.

* G. Birkhoff and M. Ward, Annals of Math. 40 (1939), 609-10. Observe that the only
“atomic” assumption used is the assumption that every a > 0 contains a point.
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of points p ^ L, with p ^ a. Evidently a ^ ^(S') will contain only points in

S and in S'; hence a ^ x(S') = O. On the other hand, a x(S) ^
x{S') = x(S ^ S') ^ I; hence a is the unique complement [x(>S')]' of x(S').

But this is x(S), by (iii) and the equality x(S) w x(S') = I, completing the proof.

Again, an orthocomplemented lattice with unique complements is necessarily

a Boolean algebra.

Theorem 17. If every a in a lattice L has a unique complement a\ and if

qI is a dual automorphismy then L is a Boolean algebra.

Proof. We first show that a implies (b ^ a') ^a = b and dually (a ^ b') ^
b = a. Indeed, setting c = b ^ a', evidently c ^ a = 0. Also (c a)' ^
b = [(6' a) ^ a'] b = (¥ a) ^ (a' ^ b) =0 since V ^ a and
(6' s-/ a)' == fe ^ a' are orthocomplements. Again, since c w a == (6 a') a S
b ^ b = b, clearly (c ^ a)' ^ b b' ^ b ^ I. We conclude (c v.. cY = b\

whence c ^ a = b. This is our first conclusion; dualty, {a b') ^ b = a.

Now suppose — UyX^y^b, and form e — b' (x ^ a'). Using

the result just obtained twice, and y = a ^ y == b ^y also,

e y = b' ^ {x ^ a') a s^y — b' ^^x^y^b'^^b — I,

e ^y — [b' (x ^ a')] ^b ^ y == x ^ a' ^y = a' = 0.

It follows that y is the (unique) complement of e, so that even relative comple-

ments are unique. The proof is completed by recalling Cor. 1 of Thm. 2, Ch. IX.

Ex. 1. Show that {ay ~ a in any lattice with unique complements.

Ex. 2. Show that any modular lattice with unique complements is a Boolean algebra.

(See Thm. 10, Ch. VIII.)

Ex, 3. Show that a complete, atomic lattice L is a Boolean algebra if and only if every

element of L has a unique complement.

Ex. 4. Show that a complete Boolean algebra A is atomic if and only if it is completely

distributive.

Ex. 6. Show that in the non-modular five-element lattice, every element a has a comple-

ment a' such that a ^ x ^ 0 implies a\

Ex. 6. Let L be any lattice such that every a G L has a complement, and such that a^ a:= 0
implies x ^ a' for all complements a' of a. Prove that

(a) Each a has a unique complement a*.

(b) If a ^ 6, then a^ 5' « 0, and so V ^ a'.

(c) X is a Boolean algebra. (See Huntington [1].)



CHAPTER XI

APPLICATIONS TO SET THEORY

1. Elementary and Borel sets- Let In denote the closed imit n-cube

—

i.e., the set of all points a; == (a:i ,

• •
•

,
a:#) with n real coordinates ajj , 0 ^ a:,- g 1.

Let B{In) denote the complete, completely distributive Boolean algebra of all

subsets of In

.

The simplest figures in 7„ are the closed “«-rectangles” of points (a:i ,
• •

•
,
a:«)

satisfying a* g a;* ^ 6* [& = 1,
• •

• , »] for some fixed set of 2n real numbers

Ok , bk

.

DEFimTioN'. The Boolean subalgebra of B(In) generated by n-rectangles con-

sists of the elementary subsets of In ;
the a-subalgebra of In generated by n-rectan-

gles consists of the Borel subsets of In .

The concepts of elementary and Borel sets play a fundamental role in set

theory.

By subtracting the faces, edges, vertices, etc., from a closed rectangle, we
get its interior expressed as a difference of closed rectangles—Whence any open

rectangle is an elementary set. But any open set in In can be expressed as a

countable union of open rectangles—^namely, of open rectangles defined by
rational coordinates a* , . It follows that any open or closed set is a Borel set.

Hence if we define a Borel set in an arbitrary topological space as a set in the

(T-subalgebra of sets generated by open and closed sets, we get a valid generaliza-

tion of the preceding definition.

Euclidean »-space requires no separate discussion, since it is homeomorphic

with an open rectangle of J»
, under a correspondence which preserves the con-

cept of coordinate rectangle.

Ex. 1 . Show that B (Ji) is isomorphic toB (In) for all finite n, and also to the Boolean algebra

of all subsets of Euclidean »-space.

2. Compact spaces and distributive lattices. We shall now correlate

topological spaces wdth distributive lattices; this theory is due entirely to Wall-

man [1]. Let I be any Ti-space (see the Foreword on Topology). The closed

subsets of I form a complete distributive lattice (Ch. IV, Thm. 3).

Theorem 1. Any topological space I is determined to within homeomorphism
by the distributive lattice L(/) of all its dosed subsets.

For by C4 the points of I are the elements covering 0 (“atoms”) of L{I).

And the closure S of any subset of I consists of the points p 6. I corresponding

to atoms contained in the join (in L(/)) of atoms corresponding to points of S.

172
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Theoeem 2. A compact T^rspace I is determined to within homeomorphi&m
by any sublaitice S of the lattice of its closed subsets which is a basis*

Sketch of proof. We may define each point in 7 as a maximal dual ideal in

S ^i.e., as a maximal family ^ of the basis, no finite subfamily of which has a
void intersection. That the intersection of such a family of closed subsets
should be a point is one definition of compactness* Each element a 6 is made
to determine the '‘closed” subset of all "points” ^ with a € and the topology
of 7 then determined by taking this as a basis of closed sets.

Wallman has shown that an abstract distributive lattice with 0 and 7 is

isomorphic with a basis of closed subsets of a bicompact jPi-spaee, if and only
if it has the "disjunction property”: given S > T, there exists an X such that
S X > 0 yet r ^ X = 0.

Moreover, if S is any sublattice of the lattice of all closed subsets of a Ti-
space 7, which is a basis of closed subsets, we may define a compact space 7*

from S as in Thm. 2^ This will be the Cech bicompaetification of 7, and hence
will have the same (Cech) dimension and homology groups as 7.

In the separable case, we may take S to be countable, and hence as the limit

of an increasing sequence of finite sublattices. This remark suggests Alexan-
droff’s characterization of separable compact spaces by sequences of "finite

coverings” (abstract complexes), each a refinement of the last. By using directed

sets of finite coverings, we get similarly all compact spaces; see Tukey [1].

The interested reader will find many additional results in the literature;^

see also §7.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that an abstract complete distributive lattice is the lattice of all closed

subsets of a Ti-space if and only if, given s > there exists a p covering 0, such that

p S ^ yet p^t ^ 0.

(b) Prove directly that a;w A^a == A (aJw Ua) holds.

Ex. 2. (a) Let L be any complete distributive lattice satisfying the infinite distributive

law of Ex. lb, and let >S be any subset of L. Show that the class of arbitrary inter-

sections of finite unions of elements of L is closed under finite union and arbitrary

intersection.

(b) Apply to the concept of a suh-hase of closed sets.

Ex. 3. Consider the lattice of all Ti-topologies which can be imposed on an abstract set.*

Show that every such topology can be extended to a maximally strong Ti-topology,

and that every maximally strong Ti-topology is compact
.

(E. Hewitt)
Ex. 4. Show that the closure operator on the closed subsets of a normal Hausdorff space

X, regarded as a subset of its compactification, is a lattice-isomorphism.

1 H. Terasaka, t}her die Darstellung der Verbande, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 14 (1938),

306-11; J. W. Alexander, A theory of connectivity for gratings

^

Annals of Math. 39 (1938),

883-912; A. N. Milgram, Reps. Notre Dame Colloq. (1940); E. Livenson, Mat. Sbomik 7

(1940), 309-12; R. Vaidyanathaswamy, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 16 (1942), 379-86; N. Matsuy-
ama, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 13 (1937), and 19 (1943), 426-8; A. Pereira Gomes, Sohre a
Nocao dec Espaco Compacto^ Porto (1946) and Portugaliae Math. 6 (1946), 207-17; G. Higman,
Quar* Jour, 19 (1948), 27-32.

® For this concept, see G. Birkhoff, Fund. Math. 26 (1936), 16fi-66; E. Hewitt, Duke Jour.

10 (1943), 309-33; R. Arens, Annals of Math. 47 (1946), 480-95; M. E. Shanks, Am. Jour.

Math. 66 (1944), 461-9; V. S. Krishnan, Jour. Ind. Math. Soc. 10 (1946), 37-56.'
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Ex. 5*. Let L be any complete lattice, and let (r be a semigroup of isotone transformations

y of L. We say that o 6 L is closed under G if and only ifay ^ aior all y Q G,

(a) Show that being closed is a “closure^* property.

(b) Show that if L consists of the topologically closed subsets of a compact space,

and they are continuous, then any ''closed** a£ L contains a "minimal** closed m >
(These correspond to the "central motions** of G- D. Birkhoff.)

3. Boolean spaces and Boolean algebras. By Thm. 2, any compact Ti-

space is characterized topologically by &ny ^^basis’’ of closed sets. But a closed

set has a closed complement if and only if it disconnects the space. Hence a

Ti-space has a Boolean algebra for a basis of closed sets, if and only if it is totally

disconneckd?

Lemma. A compact space X is totally disconnected if and only if it is zero-

ditnensionaL

Proof. Let X be totally disconnected, and let U be any open set containing

a point p of X. For each q 6 there exists an open-and-closed set S(q)

containing q but not p. But U' is compact (since X is) ;
hence some finite

union Siqi) ••• w S{qn) will contain V\ Its complement V = AS\qi)

will be a neighborhood of p contained in U and having a void boundary. The

existence of such a V however defines X as zero-dimensional. Conversely, any

zero-dimensional space is trivially totally disconnected.

Moreover any Boolean algebra has Wallman’s disjunction property. Hence

it can be regarded as a basis of closed sets of a totally disconnected compact

Trspace. Conversely, the field of all open and closed subsets of any such space

I forms a Boolean algebra (I) which cWacterizes I to within homeomorphism.

We conclude

Theorem 3 (Stone^). There is a many-one correspondence between Boolean

algebras A and totally disconnected (i.c., zero-dimensional) compact Ti-spaces /,

under which elements of A correspond to open-and-closed subsets of /, and points

of I to prime ideals of A,

For this reason, Stone has called zero-dimensional compact spaces Boolean

spaces.

Ex. 1. Show that, above, J affords the "perfect** representation of Ail) by a field of sets.

Ex. 2.* (a) Show that Theorem 3 can be extended so as to express a correspondence be-

tween generalized Boolean algebras and totally disconnected locally bicompact spaces.

(M. H. Stone)

(b) What about Thm. 2 and locally bicompact spaces?

Ex. 3. Show that Problem 74 of Ch. X, §7, is equivalent to the following unproved con-

jecture of topology: Every zero-dimensional compact space has a proper homeomorphism.

® The usual definition of total disconnectedness, that any two points fall in comple-

mentary closed sets, is equivalent (cf . Lemma 2, §6) to the assertion that any closed set is

the intersection of open closed sets.

<M. H. Stone [4], which was the pioneer article in the field discussed in §§2-4.
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4, Theorem of Kaplansky. Consider next- the lattice L of all real-valued
functions de^ed and continuous on a compact Hausdorff space X. We shall
say that a prime ideal P in L is associated with a point x € X, when/ € P and
9(3̂ ) < Kx) imply p e P.

Lemma. 1. Each prime ideal P is associated with one and only one point of X.

Proof. Suppose P were associated with no point ofX. Then for each a; € X
we would have functions /, g with g{x) < f(x) yet f e P,g ^L-P. Since X
is compact and the set Y(f,g) on which g{y) < f(y) is open, we would have a finite

number of pairs /i , ?i ,•••,/», ^„ such that

X = VY(fi,gi) g YiVfi, Age).

This would imply V/i > Agi

,

which is impossible since V/i € P, A?.- €
L—P, one being an ideal and the other a dual ideal.

Hence P is associated with at least one point x 6 X; suppose it were associ-

ated with two points, say x and y. Choose / € P,g ^L-P, Since any com-
pact Hausdorff space is normal, we can construct h so that h(z) < f(x), h(y)
> p(y). But this would require A to be in both P and L -P.

Lemma. 2. Two prime ideals P, Q are associaied with the same poird x £ X,
if and only if P ^ Q contains a prime ideal.

Proof. Suppose P, Q are both associated with x. Choose f ^ P, g ^ Q,
and let a be any niunber smaller than f(x) or g(x). Then the set of all h satis-

fying h(x) ^ a forms a prime ideal R contained in P ^ Q. Conversely, let

P, Q, R be prime ideals and P Q R; suppose they are associated with
X, y, z. Choose any / £ R, g € L-P; \tx 9̂ z,h will exist with h{z) < f(z),

Hx) > g{x). Then h £ R ^ (L-P), which is impossible; hence x — z. Simi-

larly, y = z, and sox = y.

Lemma S. Let fo be a fixed function in L, and S any subset of X. Then a
point X is in the closure S of 8 if and only if some prime ideal P(x) associated with

X contains iha intersection A (S) of the prime ideals containing fo which are associ-

ated with points of 8.

Proof. K a: € S, we choose « > fo{x) and let P consist of all/ with/(a:) ^ a;

clearly P is a prime ideal associate with x. Now g £ A(S) implies g{y) ^
ft(y) for all j/ € 'S (since each such inequality defines a prime ideal including fo),

and so g(x) g Mx), whence g(x) £ P. Hence A (5) g P. Conversely, sup-

pose X $ 5, and let P be any prime ideal associated with x. For any/ £ L-P
we may find (again by normality of X) a function g such that g(y) = Inf,*®

/i(z) — 1 on 5, yet g(x) > fo(x)

.

Then p is in A (;S) but not in P.

Theorem 4 (Kaplansky®), Any compact Hausdorff' space X is determined

to within homeomorphism by the lattm L of its coniiniuyus functions.

« L Ki.plansky, Luiti&is of och%Hnuou$ functions

,

Bull, Am, Math, Sois. 58 (1947), 517-22.

I have copied K^lanaky'e proof; Kaplansky*s article also ®3seatially includes Exs, 2-4

below. See also O. Ore, Annals of Math- 47 (1946), p, 72,
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Proof. Call two prime ideals in L “equivalent” if their intersection contains

a third prime ideal. Lemmas 1-2 show that the classes of “equivalent” prime

ideals in L may be interpreted as “points” of X, Lemma 3 shows that the to-

pology ofX can be expressed in terms of inclusion relations among these prime

ideals.

CoBOLLABT 1. X is determined by the ring^R of continuous real functions on X.

Proof. / S g if and only ii(f — g) = h^iaR.

CoKOLLARY 2. X is determined by the Banach space C(X) of continuous real

functions on X.

Proof. Let e be an “extreme point” on the unit ^here S of C{X)—i.e., a

point not an interior point of a segment lying on S. Then e{x) = 1 on <5 and

e{x) = — 1 on S', where S and S' are complementary closed sets. Hence if we

define/ > gtQ mean that/ 9̂ g and ||(/ — p)/ ||/ — ? II
— « II ^ 1, we preserve

order on S, invert it on S', and so obtain a lattice isomorphic with L above,

thus determining X.

The lattice of all continuous functions on a Hausdoifi space will be con-

sidered further in Ch. XV.

Ex. 1. Show that if /, p are continuous functions on a HausdorfE space, then so are S
and f ^ g~

Ex. 2*. (a) Extend Thm. 4 to continuous functions from X to any chain B without 0 or I

which “separates” X in the sense that, given h 7^ yinX and a g in R, there exists a

continuous function/ from JT to Ewith/(a) *= oe,f(y) = jS.

(b) Similarly, extend Thm. 4 to any chain B such that X is “fZ-normal” in the sense

that for any disjoint closed subsets S,TotX and any a, fi in R, there exists a continuous/

equal to a on S and to jS on T.

Ex. 8*. Using Ex. 2(b), give a new proof of Thm. 3.

Ex. 4*. Show that L in Thm. 4 is a cardinal product L — MN if and only if X is the sum
of closed sets Y and Z, whereM is associated with Y andN with as in Thm. 4.

Problem 81. Give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that an abstract lattice be

the lattice of all continuous real-valued functions on a compact HausdorS space.

^

5. Pseudo-complements and regular open sets. Let X be any topological

space, and let L be the complete distributive lattice of all its open subsets. We
shall study the topological significance of the results of Ch. IX, §12.

If T is open and S = 0, then® B = 0 and so T ^ B'; while S B'

^ S ^ iS' = 0; hence, for any S € L, S' is the pseudo-complement S* of 8 in

L. Further, since S** = B'~', which is by definition the interior of B, we see

that S = S** ifand only if S is the interior of its closure—^i.e., a so-called “regular”

open set. Otherwise, /S > jS**, and the boundary of S contains interiorpoints

of 5.

• Cor. 1 is due to L Gelfand and A. N. Kolmogoroff, DoWady URS8 22 (1939), 11-15;

Cor. 2 to Stone [4, p. 469].

’ For the corresponding result for Banach spaces, see R. F. Arens and J. L. Kelley,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 62 (1947), 499-508.

* We let both S and S~ denote the topological closure of S. The results given here
are sketched in [LT, §124].
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We get as a corollary of this result and Thm. 15 of Ch. IX,

Theoeem 5. Let X be any To-space. The correspondence S —> E'~' is a lattice

homomorphism of the lattice of all open sets of X onto the complete Boolean algebra

B of “regular^’ open sets of X.

Again,jS** = J if and only if E'~' = 7, which is equivalent to S'~ = 0, or B'
— 0, or S = 7—i.e., if and only if 5 is a dense open set. SinceN => S' is closed,

thisimpUesiW'" = (S'r'~ = S"~ = S = 7.

Definition. A set T which satisfies T'~ = 7 is called nowhere dense.

By Thm. 15 of Ch. IX, dense open sets satisfying Sf'* = I form a dual ideal.

But a closed set C is nowhere dense if and only if C'~ = C' = I—i.e., if and
only if its open complement C is dense. Hence nowhere dense closed sets

form an ideal. Again, clearly a set T is nowhere dense if and only if its closure

T is; hence nowhere dense sets form an ideal.

Lemma 1. If X and Y are open, X** = F** if and only if the difference be-

tween X and Y is nowhere dense.

Proof. By Thm. 15 of Ch. IX, X** = Y** if and only if X ^ D = 7 D,

where D is a dense open set. But by Boolean ring algebra, this means 0 =
X + Y ^D = (X+7) /-nD, i.e., that the (symmetric) differenceX + 7
betweenX and 7 lies in the nowhere dense complement of the dense open set D,

or equivalently, thatX -f- 7 is nowhere dense.

Since X** ^ X > 0 = 0**, we infer that

CoBOLLAEY. No non-void open set X is nowhere dense.

Theoeem 6. If X is a subset of Euclidean space without isolated points, then

the Boolean algebra A of “regular” open sets of X is the completion by cuts of the

free Boolean algebra B* with countable generators.

Proof. The proof will apply generally to any Pi-space with a countable basis

of regular open sets, o,- . Indeed, the at and their pseudo-complements o,* gen-

erate a replica of the free Boolean algebra B* with countable generators, which

may also be defined as the limit of 2 ^ 2* ^ 2* ^ ^ 2** g • • • . Clearly

every a € A d^nes a cut in B« ; x is in the lower half of the cut if and only if

X ^ a, and in the upper half if and only if a: ^ a. Again, unless b ^ a in A,

5 — a is a non-void (since a, b are regular) open set which contains some a< > 0

in b but not in o; hence different elements of A correspond to different cuts in

B» . Finally, every cut L, U in B„ corresponds to some o € A. For take the

set of all a:i ^ & for all b € U, the upper half of the cut. Then the regular

hull ( VaTj)** ^ 6** = 6 for all 6 € C7. But Xi € L in B, if and only if a; ^ 6

for all b 6 U—i.e., if and only if a: g ( Vt »<)** 6 A, completing the proof.

Lemma 2. Let X be a Boolean space. Then the lattice of open subsets of X is

isomorphic with the lattice of ideals of the Boolean algebra A of open-and-closed

subsets of X.

Proof. If J is an ideal of A, form the open join S(J’) =' V 8a of the open-
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and-closed subsets Sa ofX corresponding to s# € /• Suppose T open and closed

but not an . Then no finite union V? -S', of Sc contdns T; hence no finite

closed intersection T ^ = T ^ A^a is void; but X is compact;

hence T ^ Aj Sa is non-void, and T is not contained in S(,J). Hence J equals

the ideal KiS{J)) of all T g S(J). Conversely, let U be any open set in X

;

K(U) is an ideal in A. Moreover since X is zero-dimensional, each point

p £ U has an open-and-elosed neighborhood Sc(s>) S U. Hence S(K(U)),

which is obviously contained in U, equals U

•

The isomorphism of Lemma 2 transforms Thm. 9 of Ch. X. into a special

case of Thm. 5 above.

Ex. I. Show that the “interior” operation X X’~' is a closure operation in the dual

of the lattice of all subsets of any topological space.

Ex. 2. Show that a set N is nowhere dense if and only if, whenever 5 has a non-void in-

terior, S /-V N' has a non-void interior.

Ex. 3. Show that the interaeotion of two "regular” open sets must be regular, but that the

union of two regular open sets need not be regular.

Ex. 4. Show that the Boolean algebra associated with the Cantor set is (Stone[4,p.39S]).

<S. Sets of first category. A subset of a topolc^cal space X is said to be

ot first category (Baire) when it can be expressed as a sum of countable nowhere

dense sets.

It is obvious that the subsets of first category in X are a w-ideal J in the

Boolean algebra A of all subsets of X. Moreover since Borel sets are generated

by open sets, it follows from Lemma 1 and induction that every Borel set is

congruent to a “regular” open set, modulo J. (Any open set 8 is congruent

to S**, while a closed set (7 is congruent to C'* = C'~', modulo a nowhere dense

boundary of first category.)

Lemma. In a complete metric space, or in a locally compact space, no two dis-

tinct “regular” open sets are congruent modulo a set offirst category.

Proof- We easily reduce to the case R = A .-.B and <3 .= A v B of regular

open sets S > R. Then S ^R* > 0 is regular and open, which reduces us to

the case S > 0. Suppose Ni Ni ^ ‘
, where the JV,- are nowhere

dense. Then, by Ex. 2 of §5, S ^ Ni ~ Si contains a closed sphere of radius

at most 1/2; by induction, St ^ N'm = &+i contains one of radius at most

The metric limit of the Sk will be in jS but not in VX* ,
which takes

care of the complete metric case. In the locally compact case, we use compact

S» instead; we leave the details to the reader.

Combining the preceding results, we conclude®

Theorem 7. In any complete metric or locally compact space X, the Boolean

a-algebra of Borel sets of X, modulo sets of first category, and ihe lattice of open

sets, modulo nowhere dense sefs, are both isomorphic with die complete Boolean

algebra of "regular” open sefs of X.

» Much of this result is due to S. Ulam and the author (Proc. OIso Congress (1936), vol.

2, p. 37). Thm. 6 above is largely due to H. M. MaoNeille.
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CoEOLLAEY. If X is o Qocally) complete metric space satisfying the second

countability axiom, then the guotient-algebras of Thm. 7 are isomorphic wiA the

completion by cuts of B* .

Ex. 1. Describe the algebra of “regular” open sets of X, if X is the sum of an “open”
subset of Euclidean space and of discrete points.

Ex. 2*. The same, ifX is Hilbert space under the metric topology—under theweak topology.

Problem 82. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on a Boolean algebra, for it to be
isomorphic with the lattice of all “regular” open sets of a suitable Ti-space—of a suit-

able metric space.

7. Abstract closure algebras. McEinsey and Tarski fl] have given an
interesting postulational discussion of the closure operation in topological spaces.

It is clear that the subsets of any To-space form a closure algebra in the fol-

lowing sense.

Dewnition. a closure algebra is a Boolean algebra with a closure operation

satisfying conditions Cl, C2, C3* of the Foreword on Topology, and also 0 = 0.

Thus neither the existence of points, nor the infinite distributive law (22')

of Ch. IX, §11 are postulated. Though it is not yet clear how much of topology

can be derived without postulating these further laws,“ we can present a few

positive results.

In any Boolean algebra B, the correspondence x x ^ a is, for any fixed

a € B, a lattice-homomorphism of B onto the ideal A of all y g o. Moreover

A becomes a closure algebra, if one defines the relative closure of each y ^ ahy

(1) fa <= y ^ a.
«

This we may call“ the relativizaiion of B, relative to a.

Lemma. 1. The correspondence x x ^ a is an endomorphism of B onto A,

regarded as a closure algebra, if and only if a is open.

Proof. The condition to be tested is that S o = a)~)a

,

which is

(x ^ af /-N o. Setting x = o', this implies o'" o = 0 .-s o = 0, or o'" ^ o'.

This asserts that o' is closed, i.e., that c is “open.” Conversdy, if o is

op^, tiien (x ^ a'y ^a^a'~ .^a = a' ^a~0, whence

Thus the important concept of isolated points almost certainly cannot be defined.

However, it seems probable that Betti groups, dimensionality, and compactness can be

treated. Still more general related systems Wve been discussed Igr J. Bidder, Verb. Ned.

Afcad. Wet.,. Sect. 1 18 (1944), No. 4, 4& pp; and by 0. Ore, Duke Jour. 10 (1943), 761-86,

Annals of Math. 44 (1948), 614-33, and ibid. 47 (1946), 66-72, but these systmns seem ap-

plicable mainly to algebraic probleins.

“ The nature of this opei^ation was first strewed by C. Kuratowski, Topdogie, Warsaw,

1983. EuratowsM also essentially .derived. Theormn 8 below; see Fund. Math. 3 (1922),

182-».
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5 /-V a = [(a; ^ a) {x ^ a')]“ /-% a = [(a: ^ a)" (x ^ a')*] ^ a

= {{x rs aY ^ a] [(x ^ a'Y ^a] — {x ^ aY o,*

Corollary. // a is open, ihex ^ B which satisfy x^a^O or x^a form
a closure subalgehra of B, isomorphic with the direct union 2-Ai ,

where Ai is the

relative closure algebra of all x with x ^ a' (i.e., x a = 0).

For these are the elements mapped onto 0 and a in the preceding lemma.

We can now easily construct the free closure algebra with one generator x.

It lies in the intersection of the subalgebras defined as in the preceding corollary

by the “interior’^ a?'”' of x and that of x'. Apart from components in 2^
each element of it is therefore defined by its component on the closed boundary

h == (x'”' w x^y — x" of x. But on this, xT = xY *= 6; hence the com-
ponents define a four-element closure algebra C defined by two points p, q, with

p = g “ I. Thus

Theorem 8 (Kuratowski). The free closure algebra with one generator is

2^Cy and contains sixteen elements.

What is perhaps more interesting, the results of §5 can be derived in any
closure algebra, as shown in McKinsey and Tarski [2],

Theorem 9. The open elements of any closure algebra form a relatively pseudo-

complemented lattice (Brouwerian logic).

Indeed, the proofs given in §5 are valid as they are written. It is a corollary

that the ^'regular’' open sets form a Boolean algebra, etc., etc.

Tarski and McKinsey ([1, p. 149], and [2, p. 155]) have given representation

theorems which show that clpsure operations in topological spaces have no
algebraic properties not implied in the preceding definition. See also W. D,
Puckett, Duke Jour. 14 (1947), 289-96,

Ex, 1. Show that, ia the distributive lattice L of ^‘open*’ elements of a closure algebra,
a*' is a pseudo-complement of a, for any a ^ L. .

Ex, 2. (a) Define a closure algebraB to be ‘‘compact” if and only if every family of “closed”*
elements of B whose finite meets are non-void has a lower bound a > 0. Prove that
every a ^ B defines a compact relative closure algebra, in this case.

(b) Define B to be “locally compact” if it contains a family of open sets with com-
pact closures, whose join is I. Show that every regular open subset of a locally compact
B is locally compact—or disprove it.

Ex. 3. Formulate a Duality Principle for topological spaces, interchanging closure and
interior.

Ex. 4*. Show that the free closure algebra with n generators is infinite, for any ?^ > 1.

Ex, 5*. Show that if, in the “free” closure algebra with n generators, / ^ *» 0, then
^ r - 0.

Problem 83. Defihe the element 0 to be (—1)-dimensional in a closure algebra B. Define
B to be “at most n-dimensional” if and only if, for any compact c 6 P and open r > c,

one can find s, with c g s ^ r, whose boundary is “at most (n — 1) -dimensional” in its

relative topology. How much of dimension theory applies if B is (locally?) compact?
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8. Measure theory. Much of the essence of measure theory is contained
in the abstract considerations presented below. This formulation is due to the
genius of C. Carath^odory;** we reserve for §9 the applications to' special cases.

Suppose given a Boolean algebra A, a subalgebra S of -4, and a non-negative
valuation (measure function) v[x], defined on /S. We admit + =© as a possible
value, but require 2;[0] = 0. For example, A might consist of all subsets of
the infinite line, S might include all finite sums of intervals (with or with-
out end points), and might be the sum of the lengths of the intervals com-
posing X.

We define an outer measure on A, by

•A “

(2) m*[o] = Inf Z) for a;,- 6 S with V Xi ^ a.

Such finite sets of Xi will be called coverings of a.

Whether or not is additive, we have

(3) a ^ b implies m*[a] g m*[6],

(4) m*[0] == 0,

(5) m*[a w 6] g in*[a] •+• m*[6].

In general, any real-valued function defined on a Boolean algebra will be called

an outer measure if it satisfies (3)-(5).

In such a system, we call o measurable when

(6) m*P>] = m*la /->&]+ m*[a' ^ 6] for all b ^ A.

Lemma 1. The measurable elements of A form a Boolean subalgebra M of A,

on which m* is additive.

Proof. By (6), since (a')' = a, it a € M, then a' € M. Again, if a, c € M,
then for all 5 6 A,

m*[b] = m*[b a] + ^*[b ^ a']

= m*[6 a /-^ c] + /-> a c'] + m*{b ^a' ^ c] + m*[b ^a' ^ c']

^ w*[b ^ (a ^ c)] + m*[(i) ^ a (f) (jb ^ a' c) ^ (b ^ a' c')]

— m*\b (a ^ c)] + m*[b ^ (a ^ c)'].

Hence a ^ c £ M, and M is a subalgebra of A. The additivity of m* for ele-

“ tfber das lineare Mass von Punhtmengen, Gott. Nachr., Math.-Phys. Klasse (1914)

;

Vorlesungen Ober resile FunJAionm, Leipzig, 1927, Ch. V ; Entwurffur eine Algebraisiemmg

des Integrdtbegriffs, S.-B. Bayer. Akad. (1938), 27-69; Die Honumorphieen von Somen, Ann.

Scuo. Norm. Sup. Pisa 8 (1989), 106-60. See also J. lUdder, Acta Math. 73 (1941), 131-73;

M. F. Smiley, IVans. Am. Math. Soc. 66 (1944), 435-47; A. Pereira Gomes, Portugaliae

Math. 6. (1946) 1-120.
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ments a,b^M follows as in Ch. X, §12, from the fact that if a 6 = 0, then

m*[a V- &] == m*[(o 6) ^ a] + ^b) ^ a'] = m*[a] + m*[b].

In M, we call m*[a] the measure of a, and write it m{a\. We have shown that

(7) if a ^ 6 =» 0, then m[a w 6] = ?n[a] + m[6].

Further, if m* is defined by (2) from a valuation, one can show that all a € 5

are measurable (see Lemma 2 below), and that m[a] — »[a].

We can Hefirte a second outer measure on 4, by replacing the finite sums of

(2) by countable sums,

ao 0®

(2') m**[o] = Inf X) for 6 jS with V *< = <*

Just as before, we infer (3)-(4) ; moreover (5) can be strengthened to

V o*'1 = 2 m**[a,-].
«_i J <-i

Hence (6) and Lemma, 1 apply.

We now use the hypothesis that «[«] is additive.

Lemma. 2. Any a ^ Sis measurable.

Proof. Given any covering V ®i ^ & of any 6 $ 4, we can construct cover-

ings (rf 6 /-N a and & a' by the *»• a resp. Xi a', where by hypothesis

oT ^ m**\b o] -1- m**[b ^ a']. Since

m**]b\ = Inf 23 for V®*- ^ b, we infer

^ ^ a] + m**^ ^ a'].

Combining with (5), we get (6).

Unlike the finitely additive outer measure given by (2), that given by (2')

need not satisfy m**[a] = D[a] for all a ^ S. To compensate, we have

T.tbiwma 3. IfA is any Boolean a-dgebra with an outer measure satisfying (S'),

then the measurable elements form a (T-subalgebra in which

0,thenm fc1 = ^ m[a»I.
J *-x

Proof. By Lemma 1, the measurable elements form a subalgebra M', sup-

poseci,c*,c», € K; if we can prove Vc< € we will have shown that Af

is a v-subalgebra. Define = ci • s-- c»
, c = Vt-i Ci,rn = c

,
and

On = dn ^ dn~i ;
the a„ are thus disjoint elements, and V Li <*»• = d» =* V Lj Cj

.

We wish to prove c € M—^i.e., *= m**[c ^ b] •+• m**[cf 5]. The
casem**[c ^b] ^ oo is trivial, since then § m**|c ,^6] = <». Otherwise

23^^ m**\b ^ a*] = Sup m**[b ^ d»] < «, so that, given « > 0, we can make

23^ m**[b ^ aj < 6 by choosing n large enough. Hence, by Thm. 12 of

Ch. X and (50,
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m**[6 ^ rj = OT** ^ V at] =« m** FV (& ^ Ot)] ^ J ^ ct] < e.
L t~n J Li_i, J i_„

By Lemma 1, every dn is measurable, and so

m**\b] + e > m**\b ^ 4] + m**[b ^ di] + m**\b ^ r„].

By (3), di**\b ^ c'] g m**[b ^ d„.], and by (5),

m**\b ^ c] = m**\b ^(dn'^ r„)] g m**I6 ^d„] + m**[6 ^r„].

Substituting, m**[& ^ c'] + m**[b ^ c] < m**[6] + e for all « > 0, which proves
that c £ M.
To prove (7'), we need only note that by (3),

m**
I
V at] ^ Sup m** F V at] = Sup ^ m**[at],

J J X^fenal / jfe*,!

while the reverse inequality is guaranteed by (6').

Lemma. 4. If outer measure is defined, in a Boolean <r-algebra, by (2'), then

every measurable element is congruent to a countable meet of countable joins of
elements .of S, modulo an element of measure zero. The finite joins of elements

of S are dense in M.

Proof. Let a ^ M he given; we can find, for each m, a countable set of

Xm,n € S such that y™ = V«-i

^

a, yet

OT**[yml ^ ^ »[aw«] ^ m**[a] + 2“”
n»l nm,l

Set z = Am-i Vm € M] clearly z ^ a; yet m*^[z] g m**[a]. It follows that

/-X a') w (2
?' ^ a)] — 0, proving the first assertion. Since we can make

Vn-i ^mn arbitrarily close to ym , we get the second result.

CoROLLAEY. If S is Countable^ then the measure algebra defined by ikf, modulo

elements of measure zero, is separable.

Ex, 1, Prove that (7) holds if a or 6 is measurable.

Ex. 2. (a) Prove that if m*[a] « 0, then a is measurable.

(b) Prove that if a is measurable, then m*\a\ + «= for any outer measure,

(o)* Prove that if m*[I] is finite, then m*la] + w*[a'] » w*[I] if and only if a is

measurable.

Ex, 3. (a) Show that mtia] is g.l.b. m{x]f for measurable ® ^ a, with any outer measure,

(b) Show that if m[I] is finite, then the ‘‘inner measure’^ w*[al « w(J] — m*[a']

is l.u.b. m[y], for measurable y ^ a.

Ex. 4. Let A be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of the set I of rational numbers r,

0 ^ r ^ 1. Let S be the subalgebra of finite sums of intervals, with their usual meas-

ure. Show that « 0, though »[I] ***,1.

Ex. 5. Show that if we repeat the proeei^e pi defiWng outer measure by (2) or (2'), but

usixig M and mN in plai^ of amd,s[a;), we get the same outer measure back again.
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9. Applications. The most important application of the theory of §8 is

to the case that .4 consists of the subsets of Euclidean ?i-space, S consists of the

“elementary” subsets in the sense of §1, and v[z] is the n-dimensional volume of

X, in the elementary sense.^’

In this case, the construction of (2) and Lemma 1 defines what is usually

called “Jordan content.” The construction of (20 gives classical Borel-Lebesgue

measure, in n dimensions. Since (by compactness) any covering of a closed

rectan^e by elementary sets determines one by open rectangles which has

arbitrarily little greater total volume, we see that in this case m**[x] = i'[a:] for

elementary sets. Thus Borel-Lebesgue measure is a direct extension of elementary

volume.

Again, we could have replaced S by the countable field of sets (Boolean sub-

algebra of A) generated by n-rectangles bounded by rational coordinates,

without altering jn**[x] in A. Hence, by the Cor. at the end of §8, the measure

algebra defined by Lebesgue measurable sets in Euclidean ft-space is separable.

Since it obviously contains no indivisible elements of positive measure, we

conclude

Theorem 10. The “measure algebra" of measurable subseie of the unit cube

in Euclidean ri-space [n § 1], modulo sets ofmeasure zero, is theM ofThm. 15, Ch.X.

Incidentally, Lemma 3 of §8 shows that every Borel set is measurable, while

Lemma 4 shows that, conversely, every measurable set is congruent modulo a

null set to an intersection of countable open sets, which is a Borel set of class Gt

.

CoROLLABT. The Borel subsets of the unit cube in m-space, modulo sets of

measure zero, form the metric completion of B* . {Cf. Thm. 7, Corollary.)

Again, consider Daniell’s theory^* of measure on the countable-dimensional

torus of points x = {xi ,
X2 , xz ,

• •) [x, mod 1]. Let vn denote the slicing

up of this torus into the “generalized rectangles” R: k(R)/2’'~' ^
Xi < (k{R) -h l)/2”"‘ [i = 1, 2 ,

• •
•

, n\. The define a sequence of finite Bool-

ean algebras with measure functions. The union of these is coxintable; now,

by applying (2"), we get Daniell measure. Moreover, since the torus is com-

pact, we have as before = v[x]. Hence, as above, the algebra of Daniell

measurable subsets of the countable-dimensional torus, modulo sets of Daniell

measure 0, is isometrically isomorphic with M.
In the measure theory associated with the Radon-Stieltjes theory of integra-

tion, on the other hand, one has a subalgebra ofM in which lumps or “atoms”

of positive measure are allowed.

“ It is easy to show that if »[*] is to be invariant under translation, then the “value”

of a rectangle must be proportional to the product of the lengths of its ades; hence we are

led inevitably to the usual elementary measure. We omit the proof that the volume so

defined is a valuation.

1* P. J. Daniell, Integrals in an infinite number of dimensions. Annals of Math. 20 (1919),

281-8; B. lessen, Seventh Scand. Math. Congress Oslo (1929), 127-38; R. E. A. C. Paley and
N. Wiener, Fourier Transforms in the complex domain, Am. Math. Soo. Colloquium Publ.,

vol. 19 (1934), Ch. IX.
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Problem 84. Characterize abstractly, as measure algebras, (a) the natural extension of
Daniell measure to a torus of uncountably infinite dimensions, (b) the measure algebra
of sets of finite p-dimensional measure in Euclidean g-dimensional space, in the sense of
Hausdorff.“

10. Measure sometimes impossible. We shall now show that, although
a finitely additive measure can be constructed in any Boolean algebra, there are

many important (infinite) Boolean algebras in which no countably additive

measure is possible. For example, it is improbable that a countably additive

measure can be constructed on the interval 0 ^ a: g 1, which gives all points

zero measure.

Theobem 11. Any finitely additive measure function defined on a subalgehra

Sofa Boolean algebra A can be extende^^ to one defined on all of A.

Proof. Since our conditions are of finite character (Ch. Ill)
,
it suffices to show

that an extension from any <5 < A to a larger subalgebra is possible. But let

a ^ She given; the elements (a ^b) ^ (a! ^ c) [6, c € <S] form such a sub-

algebra. We define explicitly

mi[a 6] == Inf m[s] for s ^ a ^ 5 in 5,

(8) mjfa' ^ c] = Supm[f] for f ^ o' ^ c in S,

mi[{a /-n 6) w (o' /-s c)] = ‘rrh[a /-n 6] -f- mi[a' c].

We shall show that this is an extension, as desired.

OTi[o 5] mi[o' .-.&] = Inf,{w4[s] + Sup«m[f]}.

But given s ^ o .-s 6, s' .-v 6 g (o' ^ 6') ^ 6 = o' 6 is a f of the desired kind.

Hence, for any admissible s, we have

m[5] 4- Supt m{t] ^ m[s] -t- to[s' ^ b] m[sw (s' ^ b)] =® m[s h] ^ m\b\.

Hence m^fa ^ b] + m^a' ^ 6] ^ m[6], for any b ^ S. By duality, we get the

reverse inequality, proving mi[£>] = m\b].

It remains to prove that mi is additive; it is enough to show that o-comppnents

are additive—^that for all b, c ^ S, (a ^b) ^(a ^c) = 0 implies mi[(o ^b) ^
(a ^ c)] = mi[o ^ b] mi[a c]. For any e > 0, we can find t ^ a ^ b,

u ^ a ^ c in S, with m[fl < mi[a b] «, m{u] < Wi[a ^ c] 4- «, hence

m[i V./ m] g m[i] 4- tn[u] g mi[a ^ b] 4- mi[a 2e.

Since t {a ^b) ^ (o ^ c), mx[(o ^ b) (a ^ c)] ^ mi[a /-n b] -4-

mi[a c]. Conversely, for any u § (a ^b) (a ^ e) — a ^ (b ^ c) in S,

F. Hausdorffy Dimension und o/usseres Mass, Math. Axmalem 79 (1919), 157-79.

This result is due essentially to A. Tarski, Fund, Math, 15 (1930), 42-50. For related

results, see Exs. 1-3 below; also A. Tarski, Fund. Math. 32 (1938), 4^63, and 33 (1945),

51-65.
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we have m\v] ^ m[i’ ^ ^ c'] + m\p c\, since the two are disjoint. By straight

Boolean algebra, v ^ c' ^ a thus since O/^c^c' = 0 = a^6^c,

V ^b ^ c* Ot (h w c) (6 c )

~ (fl b cO V-' (o 6 ^ c) = o '-N 6.

Hence m{v ^ 6 c'] ^ ntila ^ 5]; similarly, mlv ^ c] ^ mi[a ^ c]. Hence

every jn[i'] ^ mi[<z b] + mi[a ^ c], and

^ b) ^ (a ^ c)] = Inf m[v] ^ mi[a ^ b] + OTi[o ^ c], q.e.d.

We now come to negative results.

Theobbm 12. In any measure algebra, we hone, for any countable set ofehmerUs

Xi [i = 1, 2, 3,

(9) Inf
{ V y.- )

= 0, unless points {of positive measure) exist

Moreover if, for all i, V i
^ 1

3
omd m[I] > 0, then

(10) ^ 0 for some function r{i)”

Proof of (9). Unless points exist, we can find, for any e > 0, yt with 0 <
yi ^ Xi

,

such that m[yi] < e/2*. It follows that m[ V £.1 Vii ^ T!£-i m[yi] < e.

Hence as we vary the choice of y,- , ot[A ( V£.i y.-)] < e for all e > 0, and

A(vr_iy<) = 0 .

Proof of (10) . Por each « > 0 and i, we can choose r{i) so large thatm[V J-i a}]

> m[I\ — e/2’. It follows that m[A.- V/iV a)] > mil] — e. This proves

(100 if w[i] > 0; it even proves

(100 V[m A V a)] = m[I\.
r(i) i #-i

The preceding results can be stated more simply if we identify elements whose

symmefaric difference has measure zero.

CoKOLLAET 1. The algebra of Borel sets modulo sets offirst category is not iso-

morphic vdth any measure algebra.

For if we let the Xi be the intervals with rational end points, then Myt I

for any choice of y,- with 0 < y< ^ . Comparing with the Cors. of Thms.

7, 10, we obtain

Condition (0) and Cors. 1-2 are due to S. Ulam and the author—see Pros. Oslo Congress

(1936), vol. 2, p. 37; also J. von Neumann [2, Part IV]. For an interesting related result,

see E. Szpilxajn, Fund. Math. 22 (1934), p. 304. Condition (10) and Thm. 13 are due to

S Banach and C. Kuratowski, Fund. Math. 14 (1929), 127-31; Banach, ibid. 15 (1930),

97-101; Ulam ibid., 16(1931), 140-50.
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Corollary 2. Ths com/pletiou by outs of the vietrized free Boolean cilgebTa
vdth eourOabU generators is not isomorphic with Us metric completion.

Theorem 13. If the Continuum Hypothesis is true, then no non-trivial count-
ably additive measure can he defined for all subsets of the continuum, such that
every point has measure zero.

Proof. Form the class of all single-valued functions a: a{i) = f from the
positive integers to the positive integers. There are 2”" of these; hence if the
Continuum Hypothesis is true, we can well-order the set A of a so that each a
has countably many predecessors. Now reject all a such that, for some /3 < «
in A, a{i) < ff(i) for all i. The residual set B of unrejected ^ has the property
that to every ae A corresponds with j3 < a and a(f) ^ d{i) for all I
(since the relation is transitive andA well-ordered). Again, ifB were countable,
then we could enumerate its members A , da , ft ,

• •
•

; defining /S*(fc) = ft(fc)

•+• 1, we would get a new unrejected /S*, contrary to hypothesis. Hence B is

uncountable. By the Continuum Hypothesis again, it is therefore in one-one
correspondence with the continuum, so that points of the continuum can be
denoted ps ^ B]. Now let X* denote the set of all points Pf with j3(t) = Jb;

clearly VLi X* = 7, for all i, since 0(1) has some value. Hence, by (10), for

3omer(«), »t[A <( V#ii X))] > 0. Butsomeft € ^satisfies ft(f) ^ r(f) foraUt.
And fi{i) ^ r(t) ^ ft(f) for all i will imply 0 g ft in B; the set of these prede-

iessors of ft ishowever always countable. Hence A < ( V^ii X/) contains only
xmntably many points pg

,

and must have measure zero. This contradiction

proves the theorem.

S. IJlam (loc. cit.) has proved the impossibility of such a measure under still

weaker hypotheses.

Ex. 1. Using the representation theorem, prove directly that any distributive lattice has
a finitely additive measure not identically zero.

Ex. 2. Using Thm. 11, prove that, in the case of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of the
continuum, we can in addition make all finite sets have measure zero.

Ex. 8*. Extend Thm. 11 to distributive lattices L with 0, in the case of bounded measure
functions. (Suggestion: Show that linear functionals on the space (B) of bounded
functions on the set I representing L are the Itiemann integrals of bounded measure
functions on J—and use Banach’s extension theorem.)

Ex. 4. Show that no metric distributive lattice with I can have an uncountable family of

disjoint elements.

Problem 85. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean algebra to be iso-

morphic with a measure algebra, modulo elements of measure zero.**

Problem 86. Prove the impos^bility of a non-trivial countably adffitive measure for all

subsets of the continuum, which gives all points measure zero, without tmmuning the

Continuum Elypothems.

*' See Thm. IS of Oh. X and the refs, given above; also D. Mahaiam, Tcaas. Am. Math.
Sos. 51 (1942), 164-03, aiM Annals of Math. 48 (1947), 154r67.



CHAPTER XII

APPLICATIONS TO LOGIC AND PROBABILITY

!• Algebra of attributes. The present chapter will be devoted exclusively to

Algebraic aspects of logic and probability. No attempt is made to treat the more

controversial aspects of these fields, nor to resolve the paradoxes of set theory.

As only two of our results are theorems of lattice theory, much of the material

will be presented informally.

We be^n by describing the classical Boolean algebra of attributes. The

concept of an attribute (also called ‘‘property’’ or “quality”) of an object is so

fundamental, that no definition of it in more fundamental terms is possible.

Attributes: are usually designated by adjectives (viz., red, liquid, dead, etc.)

or generic nouns (viz., beast, tree, ocean, etc.). It is easily seen that, in their

logical effect, adjectives and generic nouns are equivalent—to say, “water is

liquid” is tantamount to saying “water is a liquid.”

. One .can comhim attributes by the conjunctions and, or (viz., red and liquid,

red or liquid); one can also construct the negative of any attribute by using the

word. ino.^.
,

(viz., not red). One can also relate attributes by inclusion; thus the

attribute of being an ocean includes the attribute of being liquid (“every ocean

is liquid”)..

Boole’s First Law. Let attributes be designated by letters, “and,” “or,”

“not” by the symbols w, ' respectively, and “every x is 2/” by “a; S y-”

Then attributes form a Boolean algebra.

This proposition can be verified by comparison of L1-L7 with rules of infer-

ence presented in textbooks on formal logic, or by direct introspection.

The. reader will readily see that this is not a deductive “proof” of a mathe-

matical theorem. • In fact, we are simply reformulating some of the fundamental

assumtptio'ns Of classical logic, in a form adapted to mathematical analysis.^

We ,shall now derive some useful corollaries from Boole’s First Law and our

preceding work. Thus the postulate theory of Ch. X, §4, shows that effectively

equivalent systems of axioms for formal logic can be found, which vary widely

in appearance. For example, “or” and “not” can be defined in terms of “and”

alone.

1 'fhns Boole [2, p. 27, Prop. I] asserts that all reasoning can be reduced to the discussion

of objects and their attributes. Biology affords excellent illustrations of combinations

of attributes (e.g., mammal, vertebrate, carnivorous, cannibal, quadruped, etc,).

' 2 Further Consideratioii of the matter brings out the real difficulty: any purely logical

analysis of logic involves “reasoning in a circle” in its very essence. Ihe only escape

from this circle consists in an objective study of the implications of these assumptions.

Bibliographical note. For physiological correlations with Boolean algebra, see A.

TTrtnfiwalinlHpr TT. T^. Mnf!hAvnni4.Ml nf ika. AavtfvnJ naniHiAntft 04io//>4M
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Again (Ch. X, Thm. 11), exactly 2®“ diJfferent attributes can be compounded
from given ones, by use of and, or, and not. Finally, Boolean algebra implies all

the identities valid for finite sets of attributes under “Boolean” combination

by and, or, and not. For the free Boolean algebra with n generators can be

realized by sets (Ch. X, §8), and hence (§2 infra) by attributes of belonging to

suitable sets. Hence no (finite) identity not true in every Boolean algebra can

be true for attributes in general.

Indeed, using Ch. X, §8, it is easy to show that the finite identities of Boolean

algebra are maximal, in the sense that if one adjoins any additional independent

identity, then every identity may be proved.® One may interpret this result

as follows. The classical logic of attributes cannot be strengthened without

giving rise to absurdities; it can only be weakened.

Ex. 1. Base a system of verbal rules for formal logic in postulates for Sheffer’s stroke

operation.

Ex. 2. Define “or” and “not” on terms of “and” alone. (Hint: Define g first.)

2. Boole’s dual isomorphism; critique. It is natural to identify each attri-

bute X with the class x of all objects (or “things”) having that attribute. More-

over, by definition of set-product, the set of objects having both attribute x

and attribute y is the set-product of the set A and the set y. Similar arguments

for the other two cases prove

(1) = (?)-(f)';

the correspondence x —* A is a, dual homomorphism.

Conversely, with each class X of objects, we may associate the attribute ax

of “membership in X”
;
moreover dx = X for all X. We may say that two

attributes are “objectively equivalent” if they determine the same class; this

will lead to the following result of Boole [2, pp. 28, 43].

Boole’s Second Law. The correspondence a: —» i is a dual isomorphism be-

tween the Boolean algebra of classes and that of attributes, provided objectively

equivalent attributes are identified.

This dual isomorphism affords the standard way of passing back and forth

between the subjective world of mind (attributes), and the objective world of

matter. But it must be admitted that, if carried to its logical extreme, it

involves one in conclusions which common sense rejects, and in well-known

mathematical paradoxes as well.

Thus the concept of “the class of all objects” is patently meaningless. Not

being omniscient, we simply do not know what it is—e.g., did it include mesons

in I860?* Again, “the class of all ordinal numbers” is well-ordered; let t denote

its ordinal number; r cannot esdst (by Thm. 4 of Ch. Ill, and the sentence

» See K. Gadel, Moaate. Math. u. Phys. 37 (1930), 349-60.

* The philosopluoal absurdity of a literal acceptance of the dogmas of formal logic is

exposed, from the point of view of common sense, in F. C. S. Sohiller’sFomoi logic,MacMil-

lan, 1931 ; the dual isomorphism between intewaon and extension receives specific attention

on pp. 33-36.
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following it)
;
this is a mathematical paradox, at least if one accepts the Axiom

of Choice.

Various plausible conventions have been proposed by mathematical logicians

for avoiding such paradoxes; each has its merits; but none has been proved

indispensible. These conventions will not be discussed below.

Instead, we shall consider in §§4-9 various alternative models for the algebra of

logic, which can be motivated by physical or psychological arguments. It is

entirely possible that different physical theories may permit differing algebras

of logic. Indeed, this possibility has been widely accepted on a philosophical

level, with respect to the theory of relativity and quantum mechanics (the

Uncertainty Principle).*

Judgment of the relative utility of these non-Boolean algebras of logic may

not be possible for many years.

3, Propositional calculus. But before turning our attention to non-Boolean

algebras of logic, w'e shall describe the Boolean algebra of propositions.® For

any propositions x, y one can denote the propositions “a: and y,” “either xoxy
(or both),” and “not a;,” by a; ^y,x ^ y, and x', respectively. Under this

notation, the identities of Boolean algebra relate logically equivalent statements.

Thus (L2) “John sleeps and Henry walks” is true or false according as “Henry

walks and John sleeps” is true or false. In summary, we get

Boole’s Third Law. Propositions form a Boolean algebra.

Applications of Boolean algebra may be made to the propositional calculus,

similar to those described at the end of §1.

. In classical logic, all propositions are either true or false. Moreover x ^ y

is true if and only if x and y are both true; a: /-s y is true if a; or y is true; of x

and x', one is true and the other false. Hence we get the

Fourth Law. True propositions form a (proper) 'prime ideal in the Boolean

algebra of all propositions: the complementary dual ideal consists of false

propositions.

The resulting propositional calculus will clearly apply only to systems in

which all proportions are demonstrably true or demonstrably false; thus it

need not apply to questions of fact where there is limited evidence. In such

systems the compoimd proposition “x implies y” (“if x, then y”), which is

denoted x ~*y, has a very special meaning. Clearly a; —> y is true or false ac-

cording as “y or not-x” is true or false; thus, following Whitehead and Bussell,

one can identify x y with x' ^ y, if one identifies propositions which are

both true or both false. This is reascmable if one’s only interest is in deter-

mining the class of all true propositions in a single system.

In such systems, one can similarly dwiote “x is equivalent to y" hy x y,

‘ We recall also the sharp distiaotion between inductive and deductive lope.

• SynoiQrms for proposition are: “sentence,” "statement,” "theorem.” The proposi-

tional Icalculus deals with compound sentences like: “Jolm sleeps and Henry walks,’!

"Johns sleeps or Henry walks,” “John sleeps not.”
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and identify it with “x implies y and y implies x”—i.e., with the symmetric
difference (x y) ^ (y x) — z + y oi x and y. One can also show that

many compound propositions p are “tautologies,” that is, true by virtue of

their logical structure alone. This amounts algebraically to sa3dng that p 0.

The simplest tautology is x ^ a:' (“x or not-x”). It is a simple exercise in

Boolean algebra to show that the following are also tautolo^es,

I —> X, X —> 0, X x, X X, X -»• (y —»• x),

(2) (x ~ y) (y ~ x), (x 0) ^ (x I), (x-^y) ^(y x),

I(x y) ^ (y z)] (x «), (x' -» 7) -> x.

The legitimacy of assuming these tautologies in mathematical logic is dis-

cussed in §6.

E.’C. 1. (a) Using Boolean algebra, give formal proofs of the “tautologies” (2).

(b) 'Write sentences in ordinary words, which correspond to them.

Ex. 2. Show that “a unless y,” “x and/or y,” and “if not-y, then s” have the same mean-
ing. To what does “a or y, but not both,” correspond?

Ex. 3. (a) Develop postulates for the 'Whitehead-Russell algebra of propositions in terms

of the unary operation »' and the binary operation x—*y.
(b) Show that, in terms of implication alone, one cannot define x'.

Hint; 0, X form an “implication subalgebra.”

Ex. 4. Let 2" => A be any finite Boolean algebra, and letP be any prime ideal of A. Show
that, for a fixed point a and a variable subset fif of a class C of n elements, the proposition

a€ S gives an isomorphic representation of (A, P) in terms of a calculus of propositions.

4. A model from classical mechamcs. By Thm. 13 of Ch. X, the identifi-

cation of attributes with classes which is accepted in classical formal logic

(Boole’s Second Law) is tantamount to an assumption that the generalized

distributive law (220 of Ch. IX is valid. By Thm. 16 of Ch. X, it is tantamount

to the assumption that there exist maximal attributes, true only of a single

element (hence corresponding to proper names)
;
this we may call the Atomistic

Hypothesis.

The Atomistic Hypothesis must however be avoided in typical physical appli-

cations, as we shall now see.

Consider the n-body problem, as usually treated.^ The “state” of a system 2

of n bodies at any time can be expressed by 6n real numbers: each body has

three coordinates of position and three of velocity. Moreover this description

is complete, in the sense that the state of 2 at any later (or earlier 1) time t is

determined by these numbers and the laws of mutual attraction and repulsion.

In summary, the “state” (or phase) of 2 may be represented by a point in

6n-dimensional Cartesian spa^e; the space of all such points is called the phase-

space 7 of 2. Each attribute of 2 defines a set in tMs phase-space: the set of

all “states” in which 2 has the ^ven attribute. Thus accOTdin^ to Boolean

’ These bodies xnay represent either the planets and thrir satellites (cdestial meehanios)

,

or the molsooles of a gas ^tatistleal meohanios)#
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logic, there should be a one-one correspondence between the subsets of I and

attributes of S.

But this is phj'sically absurd. Thus, since the accuracy of measurements is

limited, one can never know by experiment whether the kinetic energy of S,

measured in ergs, is a rational number.

The correspondence may also be mathematically inconvenient, in that (by

Thm. 13 of Ch. XI) it is probably incompatible with the principle, e^ntial in

statistical mechanics, that every significant attribute has a probability, where

probability is countably additive.

Without prolonging the discussion, we may assert that dictates of mathe-

matical consistency and physical plausibility* strongly suggest making at-

tributes” correspond to measurable subsets, ignoring sets of measure zero.

The resulting system is of course the universal separable measure algebra

of Thm. 15, Ch. X. It is a continwus Boolean algebra, which avoids the

dubious Atomistic Hj-pothesis. However, on the finite level, it is a strictly

Boolean logic; it even satisfies the infinite distributive laws of Ch. X, Thm. 12.

It admits a non-trivial, coimtably additive probability function—being, in fact,

the model on which most modem probability theories are based (see §9).

S. A model from quantum mechanics. The logic of quantum mechanics

is more complicated. According to the generally accepted mathematical

theory,’ the “state” of a system may be represented by a point tp in complex

Hilbert space, which thus acts as a “phase-space” I. Moreover observable

quantities correspond to self-adjoint operators A on /.

If A has a discrete spectrum, the theory of the attributes definable in terms

of A is simple. There are countable orthogonal eigenstates 'f'l , '('t , 'f'z ,

• '
‘

>

such that yf/iA = Xvpi

.

Any given “state” V' can be expanded as^ =
,

where the are characteristic states associated with different eigenvalues X.-

.

The a priori probability that an observation of ^ will yield the measurement X,-

is then
|
a f = dct . The most general physical attribute definable in terms

of A is of the form

(3) X € !<, L any subset of the spectrum.

This is a “true or false” statement a posteriori. The corresponding a priori

probability that an observation of 4/ will yield a measurement X € L is then

(4) Pr. = Z
XicL

This has the formal properties of probability (§9).

® Von Neumann has remarked that, since a set is measurable if and only if it has density

0 or 1 almost everywhere, we select precisely those attributes upon whose truth or falsity

we can pronounce, with arbitrary nearness to certainty, by making sufficiently accurate

measurements. Also, all known attributes (viz., of having temperature, pressure, etc.,

within fixed limits), correspond to Borel (hence measurable) sets.

» J. von Neumann, Mathematische Grundlagen der Quantenimchanik, Berlin, 19S1 ; or

P, A. M. Dirac, Wave Mechanics, Oxford Press, 1930. The ideas of the present section are

-frt xmn NTcMimoTiri oiifTiriT* 'f'ho Tnrtmj* rkf A TVA’«4.U O'T
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It is apparent that the statements definable in terms of A form the atomic
Boolean algebra of all subsets of a countable set; whereas the ‘predictions in-

volving A are purely statistical.

Next, suppose that A has a continuous spectrum; the case of the ^-coordinate

of position is typical. To each elementary statement of the form x > a {a any
real number) corresponds a closed siAspace of Hilbert space; we let Ea de-

note orthogonal projection onto Sa • For given the prediction

(3') X ^ La, where . La is the set of a: > a,

has a probability of being fulfilled which is given by

(40 Pa = \i^Eaf =

Under countable union, intersection, and complementation, the La generate

the o--field of all Borel subsetsL of the spectrum (Ch. XI, §1) . The correspond-

ing operations on the complete lattice of closed subspaces of Hilbert space give

a Boolean algebra of closed subspaces, Si,

,

which is actually # modulo sets of

measure zero as in §4. Orthogonal projections Ei onto the Si, are, in turn,

generated by the Ea under multiplication, addition modulo two (“Boolean ad-

dition”—Ch. X, §3), and passage to the limit; the resulting Boolean ring is

also isomorphic to the non-atomic Boolean algebra of §4.

Hence, if A has a continuous spectrum, the a posteriori statements about A
correspond to Borel subsets L of the spectrum, modulo sets of measure zero.

The a priori probability of the prediction X € B is given, in quantiun theory, by

(4") Pi, = \4^Ei,f = i^EiElr-

More generally, H A, B,C, • • • are any set of permutable observables, we know
that each statement L corresponds to a closed subspace /St of Hilbert ^ace.

In the ab^ce of physical evidence, we shall make the following

Hypothesis. The linear sum of any two closed subspaces which correspond

to observable attributes, itself corresponds to an observable attribute.

It will follow that any linear sumX ^Y, orthogonal complement X', or inter-

section X )-sF = (X' s./ Y’)' of such closed subspaces will correspond to an ob-

servable attribute. That is, ihe logic of quantum mechanics is an orthocomple-

menied madulair lattice.

Thus the distributive law of logic disappears, even op the finite level. (In-

finite distiibutivity has already disappeared in the model of §4.) Specifically

the distributfive law is satisfied by simultaneously observable attributes, bid no others.

(Two quantities are “simultaneously observable” in qxxantum mechapics, if

and only if the associated linear operators are permutable; the proof of the

preceding statement follows frcwn Ex. 2 below.) It is noteworthy that these

results would remain valid if we replaced the preceding Hypothesis by the

hypothesis that every closed subspace of Hilbert ^ace corresponded to an ob-

servable attribute. In any case, a priori, pBobabilities are presumably given

by (4).
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The preceding questions will be treated in greater detail bj Mme. Paulette

Destouches-F6vrier in Recherches but la structure des theories physiques^ to be

published by Presses Universitaire.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that, in any orthocomplemented modular lattice M, the sublattice gen-

erated by any chain and its complements form a Boolean algebra.

(b) Show that, ifM is metric, a complete Boolean is generated if limits are included.

(c) Correlate with the logic of quantum mechanics.

Ex, 2. Let E, F denote orthogonal projections onto closed subspaces 2^ of Hilbert space*

(a) Show that EF = FE if and only if S^ T, ^ ^ S, and {S ^ TY ^ T

are orthogonal. (Here denotes the orthogonal complement of X.)

(b) Show that if EF « FE, then both denote orthogonal projection onto S ^ T,

while E + F + EF denotes projection onto S T.

(c) Infer that if a family of closed subspaces satisfies (a), then the orthocomple-

mented sublattice which they generate is a Boolean algebra.

(d) Extend to a complete Boolean algebra.

Ex. 3. Show, by elementary logic, for simultaneously observable attributes, and (y or

z)** has the same probability as (x and y) or (a; and zy\

Ex. 4. Show that, for simultaneously observable attributes, L is a ‘‘probability function’'

in the sense of §9.

6, Metaphysical objections to Boolean logic* In §§4r-5 we have discussed

algebras of attributes suggested by the needs of theoretical physics. We shall

now discuss propositional calculi suggested by purely metaphysical objections

to the Boole-Whitehead algebra of logic described in §§1-3.

Thus the principle that ‘‘a false proposition implies every proposition/'

which is expressed in the tautology I of §3, seems philosophically unsatis-

factory So does the tautology (p q) ^ (q p), which asserts that ''of

any two propositions p, either p implies 2 or g implies p."

In the same skeptical vein, one may question the validity of proofs by contra-

diction. Why should the disproof (or "reductio ad absurdum'O of "not-p",

imply the truth of "p"? Such negative proofs seem particularly unsatisfactory

when "p*' asserts the existence of a number, but the disproof of “not-p” indicates

no procedure for finding it.

Brouwer and his "institutionist” school implacably reject all such "non-

constructive^' proofs. And indeed, one cannot defend proofs by contradiction

if one admits the existence of "undecidable” propositions, for which neither "p"

nor "not-p" is demonstrable. There is some evidence for the existence of unde-

cidable propositions. ‘

Thus Skolem and G6def^ have constructed a plausible and consistent logical

la this connectioa, the following anecdote is appropriate. Russell is reputed to have

been challenged to prove that the (false) hypothesis 2 + 2 « 5 implied that he was the

Pope. Russell replied as follows: "You admit 2 + 2 « 5; but I can prove 2 + 2 « 4; there-

fore 5 « 4. Taking two away from both sides, we have $ ^ 2; taking one more, 2 « 1.

But you will admit that I and the Pope are two* Therefore, I and the Pope are one, q.e.d.’"’

K. Gfidel, Uber unentscheidbare Sotze • • • , Monatsh. f. Math. u. Phys., 38 (1931), 173-

98. The question remains whether there do not exist perfectly "valid" methods of proof,

excluded by this particular logical system.
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system, in which such undecidable propositions exist concerning ordinary

integers! The existence proof itself is however non-constructive, and depends

on admitting the existence of uncountably many “propositions,” but only

countably many “proofs.”

Though no specific undecidable “genuinely mathematical” proposition

is known, it is entirely possible that the Continuum Hypothesis (and the Axiom
of Choice) are -undecidable, in the following precise sense. There may exist

one system of transfinite numbers, otherwise perfectly consistent with logic, in

which the Continuum Hypothesis holds—and another system in which it fails.“

In other words, ordinary logic may not be caiegorical—^it may not determine

the arithmetic of transfinite numbers up to isomorphism.

However, the author -will venture the opinion that no logical system -will be

accepted as final which admits undecidable propositions.

7. Brouwerian logic; Lewis’ strict implication. Motivated by such meta-

physical considerations, a noteworthy algebra of logic has been developed, in

which the identity (a;')' = a: is denied, and replaced by the weaker inequality

(x'y ^ X. That is, x —»• (x'Y is admitted, but (x')' —> x denied. Namely, we
have Heyting’s formulation of intuitionist or Brouwerian logic,“ which may
be phrased as follows.

DEMOTriON-. A Brouwerian logic is the dual ofa relaiively pseudo-amplemerded

lattice. (See Ch. IX, §12.)

In such a lattice, we denote the dual of a * b by o —»• b, and the relation of

a; = 0 (i.e., tautologies) by h x. Since x —> y is the least element i such that

X = y, clearly Ha: -*y if and only if a: S y.

Using this relation, it is easy to derive Heyting’s postulates, which are:

f— ct —*’ (a '-'<*), Ho —*' b a, I— (a —^ b) (o c —

*

6 c),

1- [(a —* b) (jb c)] -* (a -* c), i- b —r (a b), |- [<* (a —»-6)] —*b,

h a -» (o z-' 6), h a ^ b 5 o, I- [(«—» c) v.. (b c)] -* (o b —^ c),

a* (o [(a -^b) ^ (a -».b*)] -» a*.

It is a corollary that the system of closed subsets of any topological ^aee

(technically, Trspace) may be re^uded as a complete Brouwerian logic/*

« K. GSdel, Proo. Nat. Acad. Sci. 24 (1938), 65ft-7, and 26 (1939), 220-4; also K. G6del,

The eontistency of the Continuum Hypothetis, Princeton, 1940.

“ A. Heyting, Die fomtdlen Begeln der intwHordstisehen Logih, S. B. Preuss. Akad. Wise.

(1930), 42-66; also MathemalMche Qrundtagemforaehmg, IntuiUoniamus, Beweiatheorie,

Berlin, IMS. The lattioe-theoretic interpreiaition is due to the anthot {LT, §8161-2],

and hM been extondvdy devrioped kt McESns^ and TarsU 12}. See also A. NohnogereS,

Mat. Sboradk 37 (1080), p. 36; iohdanson, Ompositio Math. 4 (1986), p. 119; Tarsld [31;

and S. Paakajaan, Jow. Ind. Math. Sde. 6 (1941),^1; 6 (1943), 61-M, 102.

w See M. H. Stone [61; A. Tarsld, Der Auaaagenkami und die Topotagie, Fund. Math.

81 (1988), 103-84.’ An a^ojgMis r^itiea'ftw LbWbs* impUeation te iadheafed by Ihao-Clwn

Tang,BiilI. Am.Math.Soo.44{lM8),'pk7^. :
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Conversely, any complete atomistic Brouwerian logic would appear to be iso-

morphic with the system of all closed subsets of a suitable To-space.

By Glivenko’s Thm. 16 of Ch. IX, one can also associate, with any Brouwerian

logic, a Boolean logic.

Another interesting algebra of logic is furnished by Lewis’ calculus of “strict

implication,” which may be defined as follows.^®

In any Boolean algebra A, we may define p —> g = p' /-v g as before (in words,

p implies g “materially.”) We define p -3 g (in words, p implies g “strictly”)

to be 0 if p ^ g (i.e., if p' ^ g « 0), and I otherwise. Thus the elements p g

and p “3 g are equivalent in a twro-element Boolean algebra—^but they are not

equivalent in general, even though p -3 g = 0- We may also define <0p as

the element p -3 I, and get an interesting algebraic system.

Ex. 1. Prove Heyting’s postulates in detail.

Ex. 2. Prove that a complete lattice is a base for a Brouwerian logic if and only if it satisfies

the following distributive law: a A^a “ A(® ^ 2?a)* [LT, Thm. 8.4.]

Ex. 3, Let T be any prime ideal of “true” propositions in a Brouwerian logic. What

happens if one adjoins to T all x such that x* is not in T? All x with a:* « I?

Ex. 4, Show that (p -3 <?) (g "3 p) does not hold generally in Lewis’ logic of strict im-

plication.

Ex. 5. (a) Show that any Brouwerian logic which satisfies the identity (x*y « a; is a

Boolean algebra in which x* =* x' and x*y = ^ y.

(b) Show that the same is true if a;^ a;* =* 0.

Ex. 6. (a) Show that any finite distributive lattice is a Brouwerian logic-

(b) Show by consideration of the lattices 1 0 2^ and 1 0 2® 0 1, that the binary

operations and in a Brouwerian logic cannot, in general, be expressed as algebraic

functions of^ and *[LT, p. 130].

Ex. 7. Let L be the modular lattice of all subspaces of Hilbert space, and let x*y consist

of all sums of a vector of y and a vector orthogonal to x. To what extent is the dual

of this system analogous to Brouwerian logic?

Problem 87. Can one obtain a treatment of quantifiers in Lewis’ system, by interpreting

h O P ^i-PPropriately?

8. Modal logic. Generally speaking, the Boole-Whitebead propositional

calculus applies to iwo-valued deductive logic, in which every proposition is

demonstrably true or demonstrably false. The alternative calculi discussed in

§§5 and 7 can only be valid where other categories of propositions are admitted.

Theories of logic which admit more than the two categories of “true” and “false”

propositions constitute what is usually called “modal” logic, and the categories

which they admit are called “modes” or “truth values.”

Modal logic is very ancient. Thus Aristotelian logic recognized^® four modes:

G. I. Lewis and C. H. Langford, Symbalic logic^ New York, 1932; see also E. V. Hunt-

ington, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 40 (1934), 729-36; A. Tarski, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 44 (1938),

737-44; K. Chandrasekharan, Math. Student 12 (1944), i4r-24; J. C. C. McKinsey, Jour.

Symbolic Logic 9 (1944), 42-45, 6 (1941), 117-34, and 9 (1944), 42-46. The remarks on this

subject in [LT] are erroneous.
^

,

A detailed discussion of several truth-value systems is given by Lewis and Langford,

op. cit. supra, Ch. VII, see also the end of Gr. 0. Moisil [1].
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necessary, contingent, possible, impossible. Modern logic seems to stress thi

true, undecidable, and false. In tbe theory of probability, the scale of tr

values runs through all numbers from zero to one.^’^

Interesting algebraic systems, describing propositional calculi with sim

ordered sets of modes, have been proposed by Lukasiewicz and Tarski, and

Post. I refer the reader to an extensive literature for their detailed diseussio

Most systems of modes studied in the past have been simply ordered by

degree of truth which they ascribe to propositions. All others known to me b
formed distributive lattices and hence subdirect imions of two-valued log

The author can see no valid reason for this emphasis on simple orderin

It would seem worthwhile to construct propositional calculi based on non-(

tributive lattices of truth-values—say, on the two non-distributive lattices

five elements. In my own attempts to do this, I have been troubled by

problem as to how the truth-values of p and q should determine the tru

values oi p —* q and p'.

We shall now turn our attention to the classical theory of probabilit

which is by far the most important case.

9. Probability and measure. Everyone talks about probability, but nobc

can say what it is, to the satisfaction of others.*® We shall follow the m
influential mathematical school, and identify it with measure,^ on a postulatio

basis.

Definttion. a prohahility algebra is a measure algebra (Ch. X, §12) in wh

pm = 1.

From any measure algebra with m[7] ,£ 0, one can get a probability algebra

setting p[x] = m[x]/m[I]. Hence the two theories are coextensive on the pur

The author’s opinion thfit probability may be regarded as a kind of modal log^c ^

shared by J. Venn, who wrote “the models are the nearest counterpart to probability wh

was afforded by the old systems of logic” {The logic of chance, London, 1888).

“ For the Lukasiewicz-Tarski system, see J. Lukasiewicz and A. Tarski, Mehrwerti.

Systeme der AussagenkalMl, C. R. de la Soci6t6 des Sciences et Lettres de Varsovie 23

(1930), 1-21 ; also ibid., p. 51 ; O. Frink, Am. Math. Monthly 46 (1938) , p. 212; Gr. C. Moi

^n. ^i. Univ. Jassy, Section 1, 26 (1939), 341-84; 26 (1940), 431-66; 27 (1941), 86-98. 1

the Post system, see E. Post, Am. Jour. 43 (1921), 163-85; D. L. Webb, Proc. Nat. Aci

Soi. 21 (1936), 262-4; P. C. Rosenbloom, Post Algebras. I. Postulates and general theo

Am. Jour. 64 (1942), 167-88. For both, see S. B. Rosser and A. R. Turquette, Jour. Sy

bolie Logic, 10 (1945), 61^2. See also Gr. C. Moisil, Disquis. Math. Phys. 1 (1941), 307-

2 (1948), 3-98.

w J. M. Keynes, A treatise on probabilities, London, 1929, p. 39, has even suggested tl

the modes of probability form a partly ordered system. This view is shared by B.

Koopman, The axioms and cdgebra of intuitive probability. Annals of Math. 41 (1940), 271-*

» This philosophical uncertainty is well illustrated in Math. Reviews 7 (1946), pp. li

93; also in J. M. Keynes, op. cit. supra.

«See A. KolmogorofP, Orundbegriffe der Wabrscheiniichkeiiweehnung, Berlin, 19

Ergebnisse series; H. Cram4r, Mathematical methods of etcUisties Princeton, 1946. See a

P. R. Halmos, Am. Math. Monthly 61 (1944), 493-610; K. Vawada, Jap. Jour. Math. 8 (194

887-92.
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algebraic level. One can even gi-v’e a direct identification, using “geometrical

probabilities,” by the following example.

Example 1. Let a circulai- disc of radius l/2ir be spun. For each subset S
of the rim, let p[jS] be the probability that, when the disc comes to rest, the

radius in a fixed (say, east) direction will cut the circumference at a point of /S.

Clearly p[fi!] is simply the measure of S.

It may be objected that, owing to the limited accuracy of measurement,

this experiment caimot be carried out physically. However, by the construc-

tion of Ch. X, §12, paragraph two, we can certainly realize any finite prob-

ability algebra in this way, arbitrarily closely. And the physical meaning of the

infinite, on an empirical level, is extremely dubious. On a strictly empirical

level, the most general example is perhaps the following.

Example 2. Let a repeatable experiment E have possible eventualities

h, , hm. Let A be the Boolean algebra of all attributes X definable by

Boolean operations from the hi . Finally let p»[X] denote the proportion of

the first n trials of E having the attribute X. Then, for each n, pn[X] is a prob-

ability.

Now imagine the experiment repeated, in order, an infinite number of times.

We may call the attribute X statistically regular if and only if, as n —»•<», p„[X]

approaches a numerical limit Px[X], called the frequency of X. Then one can

show that, with respect to p«[X], the statistically regular attributes form a

Boolean subalgebra, over which p* is finitely additive. It need not, however,

be countably additive,“ in general.

The probability that a positive integer “chosen at random” will belong to

a set (S is quite similar. Let ptt[/S] denote the fraction of the first n integers be-

longing to S. Then tibe limit pco[jS] of the p»[/S] defines a finitely additive mea-

sure function. Using Cesaro means, one can greatly extend the class of measur-

able sets (cf. Ch. XI, Thm. 11). Is this a “probability”? That, in the author’s

opinion, is a matter of taste; but our definition excludes it.

We can identify the concept of probability as frequency with the concept of

probability as measure in many cases. These resemble the following well-

known example, due essentially to E. Borel.

Example 3. Let B consist of choosing one of the digits 0,
• •

•
,
9 at random.

Imagine this experiment repeated an infinite number of times.

We can write the result of this hypothetical infinite sequence of experiments

as a single infinite decimal. Excluding the (infinitely improbable) decimals

ending in an infinite sequence of 9’s, we can therefore establish a one-one cor-

rei^ondence between sequences of experiments and points on the interval

0 ^ z < 1. Hence we can define a coimtably additive measure function m[X]
for these sequences of experiments.

“ This is the foundation of probability according to the school of R. von Mises, Prob-

dbility, statistics, and truth. These examples may explainwhy some writers omit the postu-

late of countable additivity. (E.g., E. Tomier, Wahrseheinliehkeitsreehnung und ail-

gemeine Integrationstheorie, Leipzig, 1936.)
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We shall now identify this measure with probability. By an “dementaiy
statement” we mean a statement Su of the form: the ith repetition of B gave
the value j. This corresponds to the set X,-., of experiments with ith digit equal

toi; clearly = 1/10. Hence the finite or countable Boolean combinations
of “elementary statements” correspond to the Borel subsets of the interval,

and a unique “probability function” is definable for each such statement, equal
to the measure of the corresponding subset of the interval.

By Thm. 15 of Ch. X, the preceding example is universal, for probability

algebras generated by a finite or countable number of statements.

The algebra of probability also involves another operation, that of

weighted means, as we may show by the following simple example.

Let a large square be subdivided into areas ai, • •

,
a„

;
and let P and O'

denote the experiments of throwing a penny into the square from opposite sides.

Let p[ai] and g[ai] be the probabilities that the penny will land in a,- underP and

Q, respectively. Then any wei^ted mean Xp + jujr of p, gf [X > 0, jtt =
1 - X > 0] can be realized by the following experiment. A disc, divided into

sectors of 25rX and 2irii radians, is spun in a fixed horizontal plane, and a penny
is then tossed into the square from side P or side Q, depending on which sector

comes to rest opposite a fixed point.

The mathematical properties of this operation are discussed from a technical

point of view in Ch. XV, §13; it plays a fundamental role in discussions of ab-

stract Markoff processes and ergodic theory (Ch. XVI). We note here only

that under it the algdra of probaMUty becomes a nomed vector lattice.

Ex. 1. Show that a probability algebra is either finite or uneountably infinite.

Ex. 2*. Let B be the experiment of turning a roulette wheel, as in Example 1. Let ele-

mentary statements be of the form “the ith trial of E gave a point in the measurable
subset S.” Using Daniell measure, prove the existence of a probability algebra gener-

ated by such elementary statements.

Ex. 3. Define the “direct sum” of measure algebras A and B, to consist of the direct union
A X S, where m[a, h] = m[a] H- m[6] for all o 6 A, 6 6 B. Show that this is a measure
algebra.

Ex. 4*. Define the “direct product” of two probability algebras of A and B as the set of

all finite unions Voj /->. b* where if i ^ j, either o/ .-s oj = 0 or 6i 6# == 0; define

plVoj &i] « S2>[a<]3Jl6<].

(a) Show that, if equality is suitably defined, this is a probability algebra.

(b) Show that this is a special case of the concept of the direct product of rings,

in the case of finite Boolean rings.

(c) Relate to '^independent probabilities.’*

(d) Express the Law of Large Numbers abstractly, in terms of corresponding con-

cept of "direct power.**

Problem 88. Develop an algebra of probability for quantum mechanics, corresponding

to the algebra of attributes of §5. We know that, for "orthogonal** closed subspaces,

j)[iS^ JT] + p[5 w rj «* pIj8] + p[Pl. We need to characterise angles, and probability

BS a quadratic functiional.



CHAPTER Xlli

LATTICE-ORDERED SEMIGROUPS

1. Defmition; ideal-theoretic interpretation* The concept of a lattice-

ordered semigroup, or Z-semigroup, arose naturally in ideal theory/ The follow-

ing classical example is especially instructive.

Example 1. Let F be the normal extension field formed by adjoining to the

rational numbers the roots of a polynomial equation; let E be the subring of all

algebraic integers of F. A Dedekind ideal of F is a non-void subset H oiF such

that if a, & ^ H and r ^ E, then adcb and ra £ H.
Since this is a closure property, the ideals of F form a complete lattice under

set-inclusion. If H and K are two ideals, then H ^ K h their intersection

(which is never void, since zero is in every ideal), and the set of all sums x + y
[x ^ H,y ^ K] is the join H s^KoiH and K. The yroductHK ofH and K is

defined as the smallest ideal containing all products xy[x Q H,y 6 IT].

With respect to these three operations, the Dedekind ideals of F satisfy all

the conditions which are about to be defined abstractly.

DEriNiTiON. By a muUiplicative lattice^ or m-lattice^ we mean a lattice L with

a binary multiplication satisfying

(1) a(b w c) = a6 V-/ oc and (a s^b)c = ac ^ be.

A zero of an m-lattice L is an element 0 satisfying

(2) 0 ^x = Oo; = a^) Oforallx € L.

A unity ofL is an element e satisfying

(3) ex ^ xe ^ X for all x ^ L.

An infinity of L is an element I satisfying

(4) I ^x — Ix ^ xl ^ Iforallx g L.

L is called commutative or associative if

(5) xy == yx, or (6) x(yz) = (xy)z

for all X, y, z 6 L. If L is conditionally complete and satisfies the unrestricted

distributive laws

(10 aV&« = V{dba) and {\/aa)b = V{aJ>),

1 R. Dedekind, Ges. Werke, voL III, pp. 62-71. The further development is due largely
to Ward and Dilworth [11, Dilworth [1], and J. Certaine [1]; see also G. Birkhoff [6, §27];
Ward, Annals of Math. 3d (1938), 568-68; and Ward and Dilworth, ibid. 40 (1939), 328-38
and 600-8.
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it is called a complete m-lattice, or cm-lattice. An associative nv-lattice with unity
is called a lattice-ordered semigroup, or IrSemigroup; if complete, it is called a cl-

semigroup.

It is easily verified that, in Example 1, the Dedekind ideals form a commuta-
tive cZ-semigroup with zero. Thus (1') follows because VKa is the set-union

of the finite ideal unions of the Ka ;
the ideal consisting of the number 0 alone

satisfies (2).

Thboeem 1. In any m-laliice we hao^

(7) a ^ 6 implies xa ^ xb and ay ^ by for all x, y,

(8) (a ^ 6) (a v_/ 6) ^ 6a ^ ahfor all a, b.

If the m-lattice has a unity e, then

(9) a ^b = e implies a ^ b — ba ^ ab, and

(10) a y^b — a ^c = e implies a be = a ^ (b ^ c) = e.

If it has an element z ^ e satisfying zx — xz — z for all x, then this z is a zero.

Proof: Ad (7) : a ^ 6 implies by = (a b)y = ay by.

Ad (8): (a /-s 6)(a .^b) = {a ^ b)a ^ (a 6)6 ^ba ab, by (7).

Ad (9): if a 6 = e, then, by (8), a b ^ ba y.^ ab. But by (7), 6a ^ ea

= a, 6o g 6, ab g a, a6 g 6; hence 6a v./ a6 ^ a ^ 6, proving (9).

Ad (10) : clearly c g a, 6, c, whence a w 6c ^ a ^ aa, 6a, oc. Hence

e = e ee a y.y be aa y../ ba y^ ae y^ be = (a ^ b)(a ^ c) — ee = e.

Again, since 6 ^ be, c ^ 6c, we have b ^ c be, so that a y.y (b ^ c) ^ a be

= e, proving (10). The final assertion follows immediately since, for all a: £ L,

z = zx ex ^ X, whence « = «^x = a:/-sa.

DEBmiTiON. Let G be any m-lattice. We define the right-residual h:k of h
by k as the- largest x (if it exists) sottisfying xk ^ h\ the l^t-residual h'.'.k of h by k
is the largest y satisfying ky g h. An m-lattice in which such residuals always

exist is cdUm a residmted lattice.

The m^lattieie of Example 1 is residuated; H’.Kis the set of all a € such that

xk £ E for all k £ K. This is an ideal, since {x db y)k = kx dtky and .(rx)k =
rixk) [r £ E]-

This somewhat modifies the terminology of Ward-Dilworth [1], in which a

residuated lattice was defined as a commutative Z-semigroup in which e ^ x
for all X. This last assumption corresponds to the usual distinction in ideal

theory between integral idealsK ^ E of F, and fra<Mondl ideals hot so contained.

The integral Dedekind ideals of F are the ordinary ideals of in the usual

modem sense.’

* Formulas (7)-(10) are in Certaine [1, p. 89J; they generalize somewhat M,rlier results

of Dedekind, Ward, and Dilworth.

• See van der Waerden [1], Albert [1], or Birkhoff-MaoLane.
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DBimtTiON. The elements .r g e of an m-lattice vnll he catted integral. If

every eUment is contained in e, the m-kUtice will be catted integral.

We shall now show that the integral ideals in Example 1 form an integral

residuated lattice. More generally, we have

Theorem 2. In any om-lattice, h:k exists if some x satisfies xk ^ h.

Proof. Lettibe the join of allxasuchthatxafc ^ A. Thenuk = (VXa)k =
V (xak) ^ h.

CoEOLLART 1. The integral elements of any cm-lattice form an ‘‘integral”

residwted lattice.

Corollary 2. Any cm-lattice with zero is residuated.

Proof. Ok — 0 ^ hfor all h, k.

We quote without proof the following result (Dedekind, loc. cit.;Dilworth

n, p. 428], Certaine [1, pp. 67-8] all ccmtributed).

Theorem 3. In any residuated lattice, we have

0) (A ««) • & == A (o« 'h) and symmetrically,

(ii) a:(\/ifi) — A(a:bf) and symmetricaUy,

(iii) a ^ cb, a'.b ^ c, and a'. :e^b are equivalent,

(iv) (db):b ^ a and (jba)::b ^ a.

If mtiUiplication is assodative, then also

(v) (a: :b) :c = (ate) ::bisihe larged x with bxc ^ a,

(vi) (a:(bc)) = (a:c):b and symmetrically.

In (i)-(ii), the existence of the left-hand side implies that of the right-hand

side.

Note that although Z-semigroups satisfy a principle of left-right symmetry,
the Duality Principle does not apply to them.

Ex. 1. Let G be the lattice 2 with elements 0, 1, multiplication being defined by 00 •= 0,
OZ = II » Z. Show that G is a cl-semigroup.

Ex. 2. Show that if (V) is assumed for the void set of K„ , then the lattice 0 is a muItipU-
cative zero.

Ex. 3. Show that the “positive” elements ic ^ e of an Z-semigroup form an {-semigroup in
which no residuals except x:e = ® exist. (J. Certaine)

Ex. 4. Show that, for any a < e of an {-semigroup, the z satisfying a z « form an Z-

semigroup.

Ex. 6. Show that, for any fixed element a .of a residuated lattice, the correspondence
a;x is a Galois correspondence in the lattice of all elements satisfying z " a: (a:z).

Ex. 6. Show that the non-negative rational integers 0, 1, 2,
• • • form a residuated lattice,

if g has its usual meaning and to -f- n is taken as the “product” of to and n.
Ex. 7. Show that the positive integers form a residuated lattice, if multiplication is ordi-
nary multiplication, and (lattice-theoretically) to g n means “to is a divisor of n.”

Ex. 8. Show that the ideals IT > 0 in the rational field form a cZ-semigroup, in which, if

ZT denotes the ideal of all fractions whose denomiimtors are powers of a fixed prime p,
E:H does not exist.
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Ex. 9. Let G be any commutative ci-semigroup. Show that the largest residuated lattice
contained in G consists of all a € G such that xa^e for some x^G.

Ex. 10*. Construct an Z-semigroup of ten or fewer elements in which a^ 6 = e, yet ab ^
ha. (Certaine)

Ex. 11*. Construct a commutative Z-semigroup of five elements in which db (o Z>)

(a v-- h). (Certaine)

2. Related interpretations. We can enormously generalize Example 1 in the
following way.

Example 2. Let R be any system with a binary multiplication xy, and pos-

sibly other binary operations x + y,x — y,---

,

with respect to which multipli-

cation is distributive, so that o(5 ± c) = a6 ± ac, (a db V)e = ac± be. For lack

of a better word, we shall call such a system a ringoid-, ordinary rings and dis-

tributive lattices are included as very special cases. As in the case of rings,

we define a module of E to be a subset H such that a,h ^ H imply a ± b ^ H;
as in the cases of rings and distributive lattices, we define an ideal to be a module
H such that a ^ H implies xa ^ H and ay ^ H for all r, € R.

Theorem 4. The modules of any ringoid R form a residuated cm-lattice, in

which the ideals form a residuated cm-suhlattice.

Proof. Since being a module is a closure property, the modules of E form a
complete lattice, in which meets are set-products. Again, the join JC w L of

two modules consists of all combinations by zt such a!s {{yi — Zi) -h (yt — 22)]

—ya ,
etc., of yi ^ K and Zi € L. We define the product HK of two modules

as the module generated by products xy [x £ H, y € K]. Clearly HK ^
H{K ^ L) and HL g H{K ^ L); hence HK ^ HL ^ H{K ^ L). But con-

versely, H{K ^ L) is generated by combinations of the form

- 2i) + (j/s - 82)] - ya] = [(xyi - xzi) + (.xya - xza)] - xya

in HK HL; hence H(K ^ L) ^ HK w HL. By symmetry, we get (1).

From this (1') follows ance \/Kc is the set-union of finite joins of Ka ; hence

the modules are a cm-lattice. In this cm-lattice, the void set is a zero; hence

by Cor. 2 of Thm. 2, the cm-lattice is residuated.

In this cm-lattice, any join or meet of modules which are ideals is itself an

ideal. This is trivial for meets (= set-products); for joins, it follows from the

identity displayed above. Usiug this fact, the proofs of (I)-(IO given above for

module products apply equally to ideal products, if the ideal product of two
ideals H and K is the ideal generated by products xy \x ^ H,y € K]. (If

multiplication is associative, this is also the module product defined above.)

If E has no operations except multiplication, the “modules” form the Boolean

algebra of all subsets (“complexes”) of a ^^stem with binary multiplication,

under Kroneeker multiplication of complexes. In the case of groups and loops,

the non-void subsets form a cm-lattice, which is not, however, usually residuat^.

If E is a ring, the non-void modules and ideals form residuated cm-kUtices

with zero consisting of the ring-zearo. Tihe remsj^k a|>phfs to the suhaXgebras
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and invariant subalgebras of any linear algebra. In these cases, if multiplica-

tion is associative, right-residuals are left-ideals and left-residuals are right-ideals.

If is a distributive lattice, we infer that the ideals form a residuated cm-

lattice. Moreover in this case, as in the case of rings with unity, 12 is a unity

for the cjra-lattice—^whieh is therefore an integral residuated cm-lattice wdth

zero (M. Ward, Duke Jour. 3 (1937), 627-36).

But we already know that the ideals of any distributive lattice form a rela-

tively pseudo-complemented distributive lattice. We can generalize this

result as follows; we omit the proof.

Theorem 5. A lattice 'is an m-lattice when xy is defined as x ^y,if and only

if it is distriimtive. It is a residuated lattice if and only if it is relaiively pseudo-

complemented.

CoROLiART. A Brouwerian logic may be defined as the dual of a lattice with

0, 1, which is residuated under lattice meets.

This result gives a remarkable connection between ideal theory, topology (the

algebra of open sets), and mathematical logic.*

Again, it is well-known that multiplication in Lie algebras is analogous to

the operation of forming the commutator [a, b] = a~^b~^ db in groups. This

can be based on the following analog of Thm. 4.

Example 3. Let L be the lattice of all non-void normal subgroups of any

group G; define [ilf, N] as the subgroup generated by all commutators

x~^y~^xy [x £ M, y £ iV]. Then L is a commutative residuated m-lattice

with zero 1 (the group identity).

Proof. Since [M, iV] is invariant under all inner automorphisms, it is normal.

Since y~^x~^yx = y"^(a:"*(y~^)~*a^"^)j/, [M, N] = [N, M]. Since

x~^(yz)~^x(pz) = (x~^z~’'xz)z~^(x~^y~^xy)z,

we have [L, M ^ N] = [L, M] w [L, N]. By symmetry, we have (1), from

which (10 follows as in Thm. 4. The rest of the proof is trivial.

The concepts of nilpotent rings, “hypercentral” groups, etc., extend to any

residuated lattice L with zero 0 and /; for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to

the commutative ease. We define I' = J, = J/" recursively, = 0, and

= (”/) :I recursively. We shall say that L is nilpotent if some /" = 0; in

this case L contains a “nilpotent” chain of the form

(*) J = Oo > Oi > 02 > • • • > Or == 0, with Oil == Of+i'.

But for any such chain, we can easily prove by (7) and induction, that

^ Oi g It follows that = 0 and T = I. Hence if we call the

sequence

I > f > f >•••> r = Q

* It is due to G. Birkhoff [6, Thm. 46], aud J. Certaiae [1, Thm. 9.5].
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the lower central series of L, and the dual sequence

<. <. <. • • • K = I

the upper central series of L, we have n ^ r + 1 and m ^ r. Hence both

n — 1 and m are equal to the length r of the shortest nilpotent chain. We con-

clude

ThboeemO. In any nilpotent residuated lattice, the upper and lower central

series hxwe the same length r. If I = Oa > ai >•••> Or is any nilpotent chain,

then

(11)
1'+' ^ Oi ^ ^"7 for all i.

For the further theory of commutation, the reader is referred to H. Zassenr

haus, Gruppentheorie, pp. 43-4, 105-7, and 119; also P. Hall, Proc. Lond. Math,

Soc. 36 (1933), 29-95, and Ex. 1 below.*

Ex. 1. Prove that Example 3 satisfies the identity

[L, [M, N]] ^ [[L, M], N] w [[L, N], M] of P. Hall.

Ex. 2. Prove that if C* — 11 and then

(7*^ « 0 implies = 0. (P. Hall)

Ex. 3. Show that if, in a ringoid, Oo = aO — 0 for all a, then 0 dr 0 * 0.

Ex. 4. Show that Example 2 includes the case of ‘‘multiplicative ideals^’ in the sense of

ideal theory.

Ex. 5. Extend Thm. 4 to 5-modules, or modules H which, for some subset S of E, contain

all products sx and [a; € H, 5 € 5].

Problem 89. Develop an analog of Theorem 6 applicable to the case of transfinite r.

Problem 90. Develop an analog of Theorem 6 for the non-commutative, non-assoeiative

case.

3. Integral w-lattices. We have seen that the ideals of any ring E with

unity 1 form an integral m-lattice with unity e — E and zero 0, In any such

lattice, one can prove some properties of relatively prime or “coprime’' ideals,

familiar in the theory of commutative rings.

Definition. A maximal element of an integral m-lattice L is an element cohered

hy e\ a prime element is an element p such that xy S P implies x ^ p or y ^ p.

Two elements a^b ^ L are coprime if a ^ e.

Lemma 1. // a, b are coprime
^
then

(12) X ^ xa ^xb « (x y-^a) (x ^b)for allx.

Proof. We begin by noting that, since xy ^xe ^ x and xy Sey — we have

(13) xy S X y, for all a;, y.

^ A somewhat analogous treatoent of the Jordan-HSider Theorems has been g^ven by

R. J, Du&x and R. S. Pate, Duke Jour. 10 (1943), 743-i50.
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We then infer (12) from the sequence of inequalities

X = xe = x(a V- 5) = xa xb g (a; /-N a) >-/ (x /-X 6) ^ a:.

Lemma 2. If a, b are coyri^ a <^b ^ x, then

(14) X = (x V-/ o) /-^ (x w b) = (x a) (x ^ b).

Proof. In any lattice, (x ^ a) (x b) ^ x ^ (x vx o) ^ (x »./ b). Under

the present hypotheses, by (12) and (1),

(x »»/ a) ^ (x V-/ b) = o[(x v_/ o) (x b)] v-< b[(x ^ a) ^ (x b)]

^ a(x ^b) ^ b(x ^ o) = (ox V./ ob) (bx v ba).

A^ain, since ox ^ o /-n x and abga.-^b = a/-s(a/-Nb)^a/-NX, oxv-^ob^
a ^ X. Similarly, bx ^ ba ^ b ^ x. Substituting, (x a) (x w b) ^
(o /-N x) (b /-s x), completing the proof.

Theorem 7. 1/ o, b are coprime, then the interval [a b, e] is UUtiee-dsomorpfdc

with ffie cardinal product [a, e] X [b, e].

Proof. Given a ^ b ^ x g e, define t = x ^a and u — x -^b-, clearly t S
[a, e] and « € [b, e\. Conversely, given t € [a, e] and u € [b, e], form <t>{t, u) =
t these are single-valued correspondences from [o b, e] to [a, e] X [b, e]

and conversely. By Lemma 2, ^(x ^ a, x ^ b) — x; conversely, since a ^ t,

t ^ {t u) a ^ (t ^ a) ^ (u a) = t a (since tt ^ o = e) = <;

similarly, u = (f ^u) b; hence the correspondences are inverse. But they

are obviouly isotone; hence they are both isomorphisms.

Theobem 8. Every complemented integral mdattice L is a Boolean algebra,

with xy = X /-s y.

Proof.® Let o € L be arbitrary, and a' any complement of o. Then by
Thm. 7, o and a' are in the center of L; hence L is a Boolean algebra. Further,

by (12) and distributivity,

X ^a — {xa ^ xo') ^ (xa x'a) = xa ^ (x ^ x')a v./ x (o' o) ^ (xo' ^ x'o).

All terms but the first are 0, whence x a — xa, q.e.d.

We now assume the ascending chain condition.^ With each maximal element

TOi of L we associate the set Mi of all einartig elements satisfying x mj = e

for all maximal m,- except possibly m,- . Since every x < e is contained in at

‘ Ward-Dilworth [1, Thm. 7.31]; Certaine [1, Thm. 10.5].

^ This holds in algebraic number theory and with polynomial ideals, together with the
commutative and associative laws of multiplication. Incidentally, the ideals of any ring
form a modular lattice. But no important consequences of these additional conditions

are known. They have been studied by H. Grell, Math. Annalen 97 (1927), 490-523; W.
Krull, Math. Zeits. 28 (1928), 481-503; W. Krull, Ideattheorie, Ergebnisse series, Berlin,

1935.
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least one roaximal element, by the chain condition, each Mi consists of e and all

X contained in m,- and no other maximal element.

In the case of algebraic number theory, the maximal ideals are the prime

ideals, and the einartig ideals are the prime-power ideals. Indeed, in any
integral m-lattice, every maximal element m is prime, since xy ^ m anrl x ^ m
imply X — e, whence ^ = ey = (a; ^ — xy my m.

Hence the following result may be regarded as a partial generalization of the

Fundamental Theorem of Ideal Theory.

Thboeem 9. Let L he my integral m-lattice satisfying the ascending chain

condition. The sMattice S generated by the sets Mi of einartig elements is the

cardinal prodvet Mi X M2 X MzX ••• of the Mi

.

Proof.’ By (10), each Mi is an interval sublattice (dual ideal) closed under

multiplication. Again, if a: € Mi and y € JIfy [i 9̂ f\, then x ^ y is not con-

tained in any maximal element, and so x w y = e. The same remark holds,

by (10), if X = xi /-N • • ^ x» [xi € Mi] and y 6 M„+i . Hence, by Thm. 7

and induction, the interval sublattice generated by the Mi is their cardinal

product- In the presence of the ascending chain condition, we can extend this

result to an infinite number of factors, provided all but a finite number of

“components” are e.

Caution. Though the Mi are closed under multiplication, their cardiaal

product need not be.

Ex. 1. Show that any m-lattice which satisfies the ascending chain condition is a residuated

m-lattice.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that any lattice with 0 and / becomes a residuated mdattice if we define

xiy » I.

(b) Show that if we adjoin an e > J, we get an integral, residuated cw-lattice (Ward-

Dilworth).

(c) Show that any isotone multiplication in a chain defines an w-lattice.

(d) Show that 0, 1, form an m-lattice under multiplication, whether the *^in-

determinate^' product Ooo « wO is defined as 0, 1, or oo i

Ex. 3. Show that, in a residuated integral w-lattice, p is prime if and only if p:x > p
implies xSp*

Ex. 4*. Show that the free modular lattice with three generators cannot be made into an

integral w-lattice. (Ward-Dilwortb)

Ex. 5*. Show that the following conditions on an integral m-lattice are equivalent and

imply distributivity: (i) (a:h) w {b:a) «« e, (ii) a: (6 /-%<?)» (a w 6) w (a s-/ c), (iii)

(6 w c)i:a “* (hza) w
Ex. 6*. Let s be any ideal in an integral m-lattice satisfying the ascendii^ chain condition.

Define the radicaX of $ as the join r of all x such that ^ 9 for some n » n(a?).

(a) Show that g a for some n.

(b) Show that if a ia in the sense that a& £ a and a $ a imply h* ^ a

for some n, thenr is a priiQQO ideal.

Ex. 7* Give a short direct proof ofThm. 8, based on Newman^s Thm. 4, Ch; X.

3Bx. B*. Show that if l:(l:ap) « « ai^i in an integral residuated m-

lattice L, then L is a commutative l-groiip. (Cfetaine)

•^ Q. Birkhofif, Bull- Am. i«tatli.'Soo.'40 (i984), 6i»-ld ; TTardi-Dilworth U, TSm. 8.3].
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Problem 91 . Develop a theory of subdirectly irreducible integral »i-lattices.

Problem 92. Develop a theory of ira-lattices in which also a(x ^ y) = ax ^ ay and

(xy-\y)a = za /-N ya.

4. Isotone, semicontinuous, and subhannonic functions. Consider the

class N of all real functions fix) of a real variable x, such that x ^ y implies

f(x) ^ fiy)’ Such functions may be called isotone or non-decreasing. If we

define / ^ ^ to mean fix) ^ gix) for all x, then we get the lattice (Ch. I,

§7), where R is the real number system. We can make N — R^ into an m-

lattice in either of two ways.

We can let fg denote the composite function gifix)), gitdng an associative,

non-commutative multiplication. Then fg w fh and fig ^ h) both assign to

each X the larger of gifix)) and hifix)) ;
and fh ^ gh and if g)h both assign the

larger of hifix)) and higix))

;

hence we define an m-lattice.

This construction gives an m-lattice (f from any chain C. Note that, with

chains, an isotone function is the same as a join-endomorphism. It is this

class of operators which gives an w-lattice in the general case.

Example 4. The join-endomorphisms of any lattice L form an Z-semigroupM

.

Indeed, we have xi$ ^i) = xQ x6i ,
which is a join-homomorphism since

ix ^ y)i9 V../ 61) = (a: y)e ^ (a; y)ei — xB ^ yB ^ xBi v-/ yB

= xiB B\) w yiB 61).

Multiplication is usual endomorphism multiplication. Thus

xiB Bi)62 = ixB a:^i)^2 = xBB^ xBiB^ = xiBBz BxBz),

xBiBx w 62) = xBBx ^ xBBz = xiBBx BBz).

This completes the proof.

We can also let our auxiliary operation consist of forming the sum h — f g

of two functions defined by hix) = fix) + gix) for all x. The class of all isotone

real functions is closed under addition and join. The fact that it forms an Z-

semi-group.is therefore a corollary of the following principle.

Example 5. Let G be any complete Z-group; we write the group operation -f-

and the identity as 0. Let R be any subset of G which contains 0, which contains

a: -h y if it contains x and y, and which contains V®a whenever all Xa exist and

have an upper bound. Then 5 is a complete Z-semigroup.

Indeed, (l)-(l') hold in any Z-group (Ch. XIV, §10). The rest of the proof

is obvious.

For the same reason, the class of all upper semiconiinvaus real functions forms

a complete commutative Z-semigroup, if the group operation is taken as addition.

So does the class of all siibharmonic functions of one, two, or more variables.

So, incidentally, does the class of all nowhere positive subharmonic functions,

etc., etc.

In the case of subharmonic functions, the residual 0:a has an interesting in-
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tsrpretation. It is the join of all subharmonic functions having the same
boundary values as the superharmonic function — o; hence it is harmonic.
Generally, harmonic functions are subharmonic functions h with additive sub-
harmonic inverses, and all h: a are also harmonic (have inverses).

Ex. 1. Prove ttat the join-endomorphisms of any chain form a distributive lattice.

Problem 93. Is the lattice of all join-endomorphisms of an arbitrary lattice semi-modular?

5. Algebra of relations. Let P be any class of elements a, /3, 7,
• • • . By a

binary (or dyadic) relation on P is meant any rule r which says, of each ordered

pair (a, jS) of elements of P, that either the relation r holds between a and ^ (in

symbols, ar/3), or that it does not hold (in symbols, aT'$).

If P consists of n elements ai, •
•

, one can establish a one-one representa-

tion of relations r on P by “relation matrices”
j|

r,y
||
of zeros and ones. This

is defined by

fl if aira<
(15)

.

(0 if air'aj (i.e., otherwise).

Thus the equaHUy relation e corresponds to the identity matrix, = 1 and

eiy = 0 if i j. The nvll relation 0 corresponds to the zero matrix, 0,7 = 0

for all i, j ;
the universal relation I to the matrix J.v = 1 for all i, j.

We define r g s, corresponding to the logical concept “r implies s,” as follows

(16) r ^ s means that cw/S implies as0.

Thus in the finite case, it means r,/ ^ sa for all i, j. Using the relation matrix

representation (which is easily extended to the incite case), one sees

Lemma 1. Under inclusion, the relations on a fixed dass T of lA elements form

the atomic Boolean algebra

2•

**
. We can therefore define r ^ s, r s, and r' as

usual. Thus r' has the meaning of paragraph one, and a(r s)0 means either

ar^ or cts^. Again, a relation r is reflexive if and only if r ^ e.

Besides these Boolean operations, we have the fundamental operation of

(relative) mvUiplicaUon of relations, defined by

(17) a(rs)i3 means axy and 7S/3 for some 7 € P-

Thus a relation r is transitive if and only if r® g r. It is a one-one transforma-

tion if and only if ra; = xr = « for a suitable “inverse” x; moreover in the case

of transformations (one-one or not), (17) reduces to the usual definition of trans-

formation multiplication.®

• This is why I have adopted the tenniaology of multipUeation and products, instead

of the older terminology of relative multiplication and relative produ<^. I have also

abaadoned the older notation (r;») in favor of the more compact notation rs.
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I shall now list some fundamental laws of the algebra of relations,“ which sup-

plement the Boolean identities already covered in Lemma 1.

Theoeem 10. The relaMons on P form a Boolean dsemigroup R(T) with zero 0,

identity e, and largest element I, under indusion and multiplication. Moreover

(17) rs ^ e' implies sr ^ o',

(18) e':{e':r) = r for cdl r,

(19) e':(rsy « Ce':s')(e':r'),

(20) if r > 0
,
&ien I r I = 1.

Proof. All statements except (17)-(20) are obvious. It is a corollary that

cdl identities of Thm. 1 and Thm. 3 apply to the algebra of relations. We now prove

(17)-(20).

If rs ^ e', then raSa ~ 0 for all i, k; this means that r* — 1 implies sa — 0.

This implies st^ik = 0 = (sr)^ = 0 for all k, i, whence sr g e', proving (17).

Further, if we set sji = 0 when r* = 1, and 1 otherwise, sr ^ e'; hence the

largest s = e':r satisfying sr ^ e' is obtained from r by transposing subscripts

and interchanging zeros and ones. If we do this twice, we obviously get r,

proving (18). We postpone the proof of (19), but prove (20) by noting that if

r > 0, then some r^ = 1, whence every (JrJ)^ ^ htUilsk = 1.

Law (18) is closely related to the properties of the converse f oi a relation r,

usually defined by

(21*) affi if and only if ^ra.

Since e':r is obtainable from r by permuting subscripts and interchanging zeros

and ones, we have

(21) f = e':r'.

Hence we do not need to treat conversion as an undefined operation, though it is

usually so treated. We now obtain (19) as another way of writing

(190 rs = Sf,

whose proof is trivial. This proves Theorem 10; we define a relation algebra as

any system satisfying the conditions of Thm. 10.

In any residuated lattice, for any fixed element a, the correspondence r —» a:r

inverts inclusion. By (18), the correspondence r —» e':r is its own inverse, and
so one-one; hence it is a dual automorphism. H^ce

(22) f *= e'lr' = (e':r)0

** See C. S. Peirce, Mem. Am. Acad. Arts. Sci. 9 (1870), 317-78; E. Schroder [1, vol.

Ill]; J. C. C. McKinsey, Jour. Symbolic Logic 6 (1940), 85-97; A. Tarski, ibid. 6 (1941),

73-89.
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Further, r —> is the product of two dual automorphisms, and so a lattice-

automorphism, giving

(23) = f ^ g, r'^s ~ f f =

This is obvious from (21*), but we have preferred to prove the result as a cor-

ollary of Theorem 10, from (18).

We shall now discuss the implications of (17). It obviously implies e'lr =
e'x'.r—^that the residual e’:r is left-right ssnmmetric. It also implies

(24) If (rir2 • • • r„_i)r, ^ e', then rn(rirj • • • r^i) ^ e';

in other words, the n-ary relation riti • • • r„ g e' is irwariant under cyclic

permuiations.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that a relation is symmetric if and only if r <= r, and transitive if and only
if r* ^ r.

(b) Show that a partial ordering may be defined as a relation p satisfying p /-> p
— e and p* =« p.

(o) What do p ^ p = 0 and p» S p imply (cf. Chap. I, §1, Ex. 1)? What about

p^ p = 0 and p® *= p?

(d) What do a* — a = d and a S e signify?.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that, for all r, rf is symmetric.

(b) Show that f « r' is strictly impossible.

In Exs. 3-5, base your conclusions on Thm. 10 alone.

Ex. 3. Prove that, if ox = *o «« e for some x, then a »» d, so that e.

Ex. 4. (a) Show that pi ^ e',p £ (e':t), andp' § 1 are equivalent.

(b) Show that r« i = 0 if and only if rst $ e'. Infer that it implies «i r = 0.

Ex. 5. Show that, if r > 0, then rf^ e > 0, whence rf > 0. (Hint: Use Ex, 4.)

6. Structure and representation theory. We know (Ch. X, Thm. 7) that any
Boolean algebra is isomorphic with a subalgebra of the Boolean algebra of all

subsets of a suitable class of points. Also, any homomorphic image, sub-

algebra, or direct union of Boolean algebras is itself a Boolean algebra. We
shall now show that one cannot hope for a similar theorem about relation algebras.

Lemma 2. Every Boolean m~lattice R mfh 0, e, 1 whidi satisfies (20) is simple—
that is, it has no proper homomorpJm images exept itself and fhe one-element

dgebra 0 = e = 7.

Proof. Let B be any congruaace relation on R. Unless $ is the equality rela-

tion, some f > 0 satires r » 0 (mod 6), by Thm. 8, Ch. X. Hence, by (20),

I Ts fri m 707 “ 0 (mod B), and so (again by Thm. 8 Ch. X) every se s 0

(mod B).

But (20) holds in every subalgebra of a relation algebra, which contains 0,

e, I—^i.e., is closed under these zero-ary operations. On the other hand, (20)

is violated in the direct union of two relation algebras; hence direct union of

tm relatim algebras is not isomorphic to a subalf^a of a relation algebra, even

thou^ tibe corresponding fact is in Bodean algebm and in matrix algebra.

It follows that file concept of a ^‘rderfaon algebra” is aaoobipKras. All the
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laws of Han. 10 are preserved under the formation of subalgebra and (trivially)

homomorphic image—^but if we wish to consider the class of algebras generated

by i2(r) under these operations and direct union, we must use differ^t postu-

lates.“

Again, it is not known whether or not every abstract algebra satisfsdng the

conditions of Thm. 10 is isomorphic with a subalgebra of some JB(r). (Though

it is known that every “simple” matrix algebra with finite basis is a full matrix

algebra over a divisibn ring.) Most discussions define a “subalgebra” as a sub-

set contaiaing 0, e, I, and closed imder Boolean operations, multiplications,

and conversion. The results of §5 suggest requiring closure under residuation,

of which conversion is a special case.

We illustrate the possible complexity of subalgebras of relation algebras by

the 82-element subalgebra of the 512-element algebra of all relations on three

elements, generated by 0, e, I and the first matrix of Fig. 9. This has for mini-

oil 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 0 0 1

0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1,

. Fig. 9

1 0 0, 0 1 0

mal elements the other relation matrices of Fig. 9. A more symmetrical ex-

ample is the following.

Example 6. The subsets <S, T, U, • • • of any group G form a relation algebra,

if we let B denote the set of all inverses of elements of S, and ST the set of sdl

products st[s ^ S,t € T].

We represent this system as a subalgebra of the algebra R{G) of all relations

on (?, as follows. We identify each 5 with the relation v'. xay means that

y 6 in other words, that xs = y for some s ^ S. We leave it to the reader

to verify that S S -^T, S', and S have the right meanings.

Thou^ we cannot obtain a representation theorem for general relation

algebras, we can reconstruct B(T) as a relation algebra, by using a trick from

the |W^derbum theory of semisimple algebras.

DBViNirsnoN. A left^deal element of a relation algebraB is an element x sruih

Uuxtlx ^ X.

Since I(Jx) = (JI)x g Ix, every Ik is a left-ideal elemwt; since I(a: w y) =*

Ix s^Iy ^ X w y, if Kandy are left-ideal elements so is K v^y.

LTgMMA 3. The left-ideal elements of any Boolean mrUdHce B wUh I satisfying

(17)-'(19) form a Boolean svbalgdxra dosed under nmUipUcation.

Proof. If Ik is a left-ideal element, then Ix ^ t — 0 implies ®l ^ I = 0

by Ex. 4, §5, hence 0 <=> xl = x(}T) ^ I = Ix <•>. It, by Ex. 4 again. Hierefore

“Both MoEinaey (op. oit) and Tarski (op. oit. XXXII) assume (20). The logioal

difficulties (decision problem, elimination problem) of the algebra of relations are discussed

in Tarski, op. cit., pp. 88-0, and in references cited there. Note also H. Behmann,,Math.

Annalen 86 (1922), 163-229, esp. $19; W. Ackermann, ibid., IIQ (1934), ^0-413; and Albert-
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the complement of Ix, which is the largest element disjoint from Ix, is a left-

ideal element. Since x ^ y'^& left-ideal element if a: and y are, it follows that
the left-ideal elements are a Boolean subalgebra. Finally, any right-multiple xy
of a left-ideal element x satisfies I(xy) = (Ix)y g xy.

Now let mi, • •
• ,

m, be the minimal left-ideal elements of R. For any r ^ R,
define r<,- = 1 if m.T S m,-

, and r.v = 0 otherwise. (In the latter case,

mjT ^ m,- = 0.) One can prove that r,-,- = 0 if and only if f = 0 (by Ex. 4 again.)

Moreover (r v..- s)is = ra 5,7 . To prove that the representation is homomor-
pWc we must assume that every rfimi covers 0 (is an atom); this is however true
ifjB = B(r). It is not true in Example 6.

Ex. 1. Show that the preceding construction "represents” the direct union R(V) X B(T*)
of two relation algebras as a “subalgebra” of R(r -F T*), except that I has an altered
meaning.

Ex. 2. In any relation algebra A, let the “points” be ,
• • • , . Define qa = pilpj

.

Discuss the “representation” of A so obtained. (Thus if (20) is assumed, qmqbi = qa.)

Problem 94. Obtain a set of postulates on the operations of relation algebra, satisfied by
an algebra if and only if it is a subalgebra of an 22 (r), closed under: (a) 0, c, I, Boolean
operations, and conversion, (b) same, plus residuation, (c) same, where the new I can be
different from the old 7.

7. Boolean, matrices. The relation algebra R(T) can also be regarded as the

algebra of all join-endomorphisins of the Boolean algebra A of all subsets

of r. To establish this interpretation, it is convenient to represent the elements

of A as characteristic functions / = (/i,
• • /„). Then the transform g = fr

of f under the endomorphism corresponding to r =
|| rn ||

is defined by gj =
Vfira- This su^ests considering, as analogs of relation algebras, the w-lattices

of join-endomorphisms of given distributive lattices—and possibly of other

lattices, though the author does not know when the join-endomorphisms of

non-distributive lattices form lattices.

Another analog of relation algebras is furnished by the n X n matrices with
coefiicients u,- in a fixed Boolean algebra A. These form a Boolean algebra

ifjwe define

(24) (r ^ s)fy » ^ Sts ,
(r «)</ = us ^ sa , (/)« = r.J

.

We can also define (relative) mnMiplication by

(25) {rs)ij « V (r* «*/)•
k

We can define 0, by

(26) Of/ = 0 and In = I for all t, j

(260 «« T, and = 0 if t 3 .

Tha always defines aa l-semigrot^), and it defines the algebra relations al"

ready discussed in case A is the two-element Bodlean algebra 2.

We fAuA not disouss sash Bodban linear associative algebras forthar here.”

u See J. H. M. Wedderbum, Aimals of Mstb. SB (im), 185-94; also Ch. X, $9.



CHAPTER XIV

LATTICE-ORDERED GROUPS

1. Definition; positive elements. We shall be concerned below with lattice-

ordered groups, or l-groups, in the following sense.

Definition. An l-group G is (i) a lattice^ (ii) a group, in which (iii) the in-

clusion relation is invariant under all group-translations x a + x + h. If 6
is a partly ordered set satisfying (ii) and (iii), it is called a partly ordered group,

or po-group.

We shall use the additive notation for the group operation below, in place

of the multiplicative notation of Ch. XIII. Corresponding to the use of a + 6,

we shall let —a denote the group inverse of a, a — 6 denote a + (— &), —a + 6

denote (—a) + b, and na denote a+ • • • + a (n summands).

In any po-group, condition (iii) is obviously equivalent to

(1) X y implies a + x + b^a + y + b, for all a,b ^ G,

In an Z-group, it is equivalent to the distributive laws

(2) a + fa; V-/ 2/) = (<* + a;) w (a + y) and {x ^y) + b ^ {x + b) ^ {y + b),

or to their duals; we leave the proof to the reader.^

Hence any l-group is an l-semigroup in the sense of Ch. XIII, and all the

results of that chapter are valid. However, it will almost always be easier

to prove results about Z-groups directly.

Definition. An element a of an l-group G is called positive if a ^ 0. The

set of all positive elements of G will be denoted G+.

Theoeem 1. Any po-group G is determined to within isomorphism by the set G^
of its positive elements, since

(3) a ^ 6, 6 — a € (?+, and —a + & are equivalent conditions.

Moreover (i) 0 S (?+, (ii) if x,y G G^, then x + y ^ (?+, (iii) if x, y G (?+

and X + y — 0, then a; — p = 0, (iv) for all a G (?, a + = f?"*" + a.

Conversely, if 0 is any group, and (7+ is a subset of 0 satisfying (i)-(iv), then conr

dition (3) defines Gas a po-group.

Proof. We get (3) easily from (1); thus a ^ b implies 0 = a — a^6 — a.

Condition (i) is trivial; moreover since $ ^ 0, t ^ 0 imply s + t^s + 0'^

1 The distributive law (2) was used to define commutative Z-groups by M. H. Stone [6].

The foundations of the general theory of Z-groups were first given in G, Birkhofi [6].

214
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0 + 0 = 0, (ii) holds. Under the hypotheses of (iii), 0 = a: + y^x, y^O
by (3), whence x = y = 0, proving (iii). Finally, by (3), a + (?+ and (^ + a
both define the set of all a, proving (iv).

Conversely, let (? be a group, and 0 any subset of G which fulfills the conditions

listed; define a: ^ by (3). Then conations (i), (ii), (iii) imply the rules PI,
P3, P2 defimng a partly ordered set, respectively. Again, suppose x — yQ G+,
and use (iv) injthe form (iv') (?+ = —o + (?+ + a. Then

(a + x + 6)
— (o + y + &) = o + ® + 6 — h — y — ct

- a + (x — y) — a e G+;

hence (1) holds, so that G is a po-group.

Remark. Conditions (i)-(ii) assert that G+ is a semigroup. Condition

(iv), in the form (iv'), asserts that G+ is invariant under all ioner automorphisms

of G. The easiest way to show that a given system is an Z-group is usually to

verify these conditions, and then to use the following result.

Theorem 2. A yo-growp G is an l-group if and only if, for all a ^ G,

o s_/ 0 = o+ exists.

Proof. If G is an Z-group, then obviously a 0 exists for all a. Conversely,

let G be any po-group in which o+ exists for aU o. By (2), we have

(4) (a — 5)+ + & = [(o — 6) V-/ 0] + & = a w 6 for all a, 6.

But (a — 6)+ + 6 exists by hypothesis; hence a b always exists. Dually,

since x ^ 0 implies 0 = x — xSO — x = —x and conversely, the correspond-

ence X —> —X is a dual automorphism. Hence

(5) — (—o <-• —b) = a ^b always exists.

Ex. 1. Prove that the following laws hold in any po-groups:*

(a) » ^ and imply x+ y^x'+ y',

(b) x^ y implies a — x + b^a — y + b,

(c) X^ p - — (-* + (x - p)'*') = -(x — p)+ + X.

Ex. 2. Prove in detail the equivalence of (1) and (2) in any group which is also a lattice.

Ex. 3. Show that an Z*group may be defined as a group, with a second binary operation

v.r which is idempotent, commutative, associative, and satisfies (2).

Ex. 4. Show that an Z-group may be deWd as a group with a unary operation a -* a*

(standing for a 0), wlfich is invariant under all inner automorphisms and satisfies:

(i) 0* = 0, (ii) 0 = 0'"— (—c)*, (iii) the binary operation (o — 6)* + 6 is associative.

Ex. 5. Show that one can dispense with the associative law of addition in Thm. 1, if one

assumes that, given o 6 <7 and x, p € there exists * 6 (? such that a + a =
® + (y + «)•

* More or less detailed proofs of Exs. 1-4 be found in G. BirkhoS [6].
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2. Examples. We sTia.n now illustrate the wide prevalence of Z-groups in

mathematics by some simple examples. la all cases, Theorems 1—2 afiord the

most convenient way of verifying the conditions defining Z-groups. We start

with commutative or “Abelian” Z-groups.

TilTgTYiplA 1. (? is the additive group of real numbers; consists of all those

which are non-negative.

Example 2. G is the group of all positive rational numbers under multiplica-

tion (the integer one is the group identity) ; G"*" is the set of all positive integers.

In tltig case is the numerator of x when reduced to lowest terms.

Example 3. G is the group of all vectors x = (x', a/') with two real com-

ponents, under addition; G+ contains x if and only if a:' > 0, or »' = 0 and

x” ^ 0.

All of the “vector lattices” discussed in Ch. XV are commutative Z-groups.

We select two examples.

TTlTamplA 4. G is the additive group of all continuous real functions defined

on the interval 0 ^ x ^ 1 ; G"*" consists of all those which are non-negative (sat-

isfy f(x) ^ 0 for all x) . Here/+(x) is, for all x, the larger of /(x) and 0.

Example 5. G is the additive group of functions of bounded variation on

0 ^ X ^ 1 with /(O) = 0. G+ consists of all such “non-decreasing” functions

(functions for which x ^ y implies /(x) ^ f(y)). Here /^(x) is the positive

variation of /(x), in the usual sense.

An instructive example of a discrete non-commutative Z-group is the fol-

lowing. (Such a group must be infinite, by Thm. 7.)

Example 6. G has three generators a, h, c of infinite order, and defining rela-

tions a + b = c + a, a + c = b + a, b + c = c+b. G^ contains

ma + rtb + n'c i£ and only if m > 0, or m = 0 while « ^ 0 and n' ^ 0.

We give two examples of non-commutative Lie Z-groups.* We can lexico-

graphically order the two-parameter non-Abelian Lie group, as follows.

Example 7. G consists of all couples (x, y) of real numbers, addition being

defined by the formula

(x, y) + (x', y') = (x rl- x', e^’y + y').

G'*' consists of those couples with x > 0, or x = 0, j/ ^ 0.

Example 8. G consists of all matrices X of the form /l o c\

pictured at the ri^t, under matrix multiplication. X^O X = l016j
means a > 0, or a = 0 and & >0, ora = Z> = 0 and c ^ 0. \0 0 1/

The following important example of a non-commutative infimte continuous

Z-group has been discussed in some detail by Everett and TJlam [1]; see also S. S.

Batty and A. G. Walker, Quar. Jour. Math. 17 (1946), 145-52.

Example 9. G consists of the order-preserving homeomorphisms of the

interval 0 ^ x ^ 1 under substitution. G"^ consists of those satisfying /(x) ^

» See G. Birkhoff, Lattice-ordered Lie groups, Speiser Festschrift Volume, 209-17, for

» discussion of Lie Z-groups.
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X for all X. As a lattice, G is thus a sublattice of the lattice of Example 4, but
the group operation is different. Thus f+(x) is the larger of x and /(x).

Ex. 1. (a) Prove in detail that Examples 1-5 are Abelian i-groups.

(b) Prove that Examples 6-9 are J-groups.

Ex. 2. Show that the following systems are po-groups or nearly so, but are not in general
lattices

:

(a) G consists of the integers under addition; 6'^ consists of the integers n greater
than two.

(b) G is the multiplicative group of all rational numbers not zero; (?+ consists of

all integers.

(c) G is the additive group of a field of characteristic infinity, which is “formally
real” in the sense that x* + Xj + • •

• + x“ = 0 implies Xi = X2 = • • • = x„ — 0. G+ is

the subset of all sums of squares.

Ex. 3*. Generalize Example S to the additive group of all valuations of bounded variation

on any lattice L, satisfying »[0] - 0. (Hint: See Oh. V, Thm. 17.)

Ex. 4*. Generalize Example 9 to the group of lattice-automorphisms of any chain, under
substitution.

Problem 95. Characterize abstractly, as groups, as lattices, and as 1-groups, the 1-groups

of all lattice-automorphisms of a general chain. (Remark : The automorphisms of a chain
C are the same as those of the completion Q by outs of C. At least in many cases, the
points of C correspond to ideals in the l-group, having the &ven point for fixpoint.)

3. Digression: directed groups as semigroups. By a diredbed group, we
mean a po-group having the Moore-Smith property

(6) Given a,b € <?, there exists c € <? with c ^ o and c S &.

Evidently any ^group, being a lattice, is a directed group.

Lemma 1 (Clifford*). In any po-group, the Moore-Smith property is eguwor

lent to the assertion that

(7) Every element is a difference of positive elements.

Proof. Assuming (6) with b = 0, we get a = c — (—a -f c), where c ^ 0

and — o + c = —a H- (c — a) H- o ^ — a + 0 + o = 0. Conversely, if a =
a' — a" and b = b' — b", where a', a", b', b" are positive, then c —

o' -f 6'

is an upper bound to a and b.

We sl^ now show that any directed group is determined to within iso-

morphism by the semigroup of its positive elements, ordered by the diviability

relation. It follows that Z-groups can be repirded as the natural extensions to

groups of a well-defined class of semigroups. The construction of the ordered

additive group of all integers from the semigroup of positive integers is included

as a special case.

First, note that the set 5 of all positive elements of any directed group G
satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) of Thm. 1, and also the cancellation law

(8) x-fo-p + oGr6 + a:==6 + i( implies » == y.

* A. H. CUflord, Ammls of Math. 41 (1940), p. 467.
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By (8) and (iv), assumed only for 5, we see that

(9) Given a, a: € S, exactly one Xa £ S satisfies x + a a + Xa.

We can restate these conditions as follows. is a semigroup satisfying the

cancellation laws. In S, o ^ 6 means that & is a left-multiple of o, or equiva-

lently, that fe is a right-multiple of a. That is, o ^ 6 means 6 € 5 + a =

a -f-

In any such semigroup, x + a + b = a + Xa+b = a + b + ixa)b

,

and

x-\-y + x-k- a-{-ya = d + Xa + Ha- Therefore we have

(10) (a:a)s = ®o4* snd {x + y)a == aia +

These rules are obvious in groups, where lo = —a + a? a. The subtle fact

is that they are valid in any semigroup® S which satisfies the cancellation law

(8) and the weak commutative law S a — a S for all a 6 51- We can

construct a group G out of the formal differences (6, a) = (6 — a) of elements

of S, by letting

(11) (b — a) == (d — c) in (? mean 6-}-c==d + acinfii,

(12) (6 — a) -h (d — c) in G be ((6 + da) — (c + a)),

where 6 d#
,
c H- a are in S'. Simple calculations show that formulas (11)-

(12) always define a group, in which &e couples (6 — 0) form a semigroup iso-

morphic with S, and that (6 - a) « (6 - 0) - (a - 0) m the group G. Using

Thm. 1, we conclude

Theobem 3. A directed group may be defined as the extension to a group G

of a s&mgrdup S in which (i) iftc cancellaMon law holds, (ii) S + a = a S /or

alia € S, (iii) a -1- b = 0 implies a = b = 0.

CoROLLABT 1. An l-group may he defined as in Theorem 3, if one assumes fur-

ther (iv) any two elements ofX hose a least common multiple in S.

In fact, (iii) is not really essential, if we are wihmg to introduce an equivalence

relation.

Ex. 1. Show that the negative elements of any f-group form a residuated I-semigroup, with

a:b » (a — b)", but that the positive elements do not.

Ex. 2. Show that a commutative integral Z-semigroup A consists of the negative elements

of some Z-group, if and only if A satisfies the cancellation law.

* The semigroup extenmon to a group under these hypotheses is due to A. Malcev, ifber

die Eiribeitung von associativer Systetnen in Cfruppen, Mat. Sbomik 6 (1939), p. 331. The

application to Z-groups is due to von Neumann (see G. Birkhoff [6]).
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4. Basic algebiaic rules. Since the correspondence a: —> — x is a dual auto-
morphism, so is the correspondence x —*-a — x + b

,

and we have, in any 1-group

(13) a - (x ^ y) + b = {a - X + h) ^ (a — y + h).

Setting X = a and y = bia (13), we get

Theoebm 4. In any l-group, we have for cdl a, b,

(13') a — (a ^ b) + b = b ^ a.

Corollary 1. In any commutaMve l-group, we have

(13") a b = {a ^ b) (a ^ b) for all a, bf

In Example 2 of §2, the modular law (13") specializes to the celebrated iden-

tity ab = (a, b)[a, ?>] of number theory.

Definition. The positive part a+ of an element a is a 0; the negative part

a~ of aisa ^ 0; the absolute
|
a

|
o/ a is a s.x —a.

Setting 6 = 0 in Corollary 1, we get

Corollary 2. For any «, o = a+ -I- a~.

In words, every element of an 1-group is the sum of its positive and negative

parts (so-called Jordan decomposition).

Theorem 5. Any l-group is a distributive lattice.

Proof. By Bergmann’s Cor. 1 of Thm. JL, Ch. IX, it is enough to show that

a ^ X = a y and a x = a ^ y imply x = y. But by (13'), they imply

X = (a /-s x) — o •+• (x o) = (o ^ j/)
— a -h (y w o) = y.

Theorem 6. In any l-grotip, we have

(14) a ^b = 0 and o ^ c = 0 imply a ^ (6 -f- c) = 0,

(14') a w 6 => 0 and a w c = 0 imply o vx (6 4- c) = 0.

Proof. Using duality, this is a special case of 'Thm. 7 of Ch. XIII. However,

we give a fresh proof of (14). Since a, b, c are positive, clearly o ^ (6 -f- c) ^
0. But by the dual of (2),

0 = 0 +• 0 = (a .^ &) -1- (a c) => (a -f- o c) ^ (6 -h a c)

= (o -h o) .-s (o + c) (h -h o) ^ (& -h c) S o .-N (6 -h c).

We can reword Thm. 6 in terms of the important concept of disjointness.

• Historical note. Cor. I was discovered by Dedekind [1, p. 133], and rediscovered by
H. Freudenthal (1, p. 642). The distributive law was also diwovered, in the commutative
case, by Dedekind [1, p- 135], and rediscovered by Freudenthal, loo. cit. The concept

of absolute was introduced by Kantorovitch [1]. The generalizations to non-conunutative

groups are due to the author [6].
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Definttioit. Tvx> positive elements a and b will be called di^oint—in syvibols,

a ± b,—if and only if a ^ b = 0.

In Example 2 of §2, this specializes to the concept of relative primeness.

Thm. 6 asserts that the set of positive elements disjoint to any a is closed under

addition. Further, if we assume a 6 = 0 in (130, get, since b a =
a ^ b,

Lemma 1. Di^oint elements are penmetahle,

(15) If a ^b = 0, then a + b = b a.

Lemma 2. If b ^ c = 0, then (b — c)+ = 6 and (b — c)~ — —c.

Proof. By our preceding formulas, (b — c) ^ 0 = (b w c) — c =
b — (b ^ c) + e — c <= b, and dually.

Lemma 3. If na ^ 0, then o ^ 0.

Proof. Expanding by the dual of (2), n(a ^0) = na ^ (n — l)a (n — 2)a

/-,••• a ..-s 0. But if no /-N 0 = 0, this equals (n — l)o ^ (» — 2)a ^ ^
0^0= (n — l)(o 0). Now cancelling, we get o ^ 0 = 0, as desired.

Combining Lemma 3 with its dual, we get

Theorem 7. In an l-group, every element except the identity has infinite order.

Another corollary is the fact that, in any commutative Z-group, na ^ nb im-

plies n(o — 6) S 0, and soa^b.

T.ibmma 4. The positive and negative parts of any element are disjoint,

(16) Far any a, (a ^-/O) .-^ (—a wO) = a+ .-^ (—o“) = 0.

Proof. Clearly — (o ^ —a) = —a ^ a.. Hence 2(o ^ —a) =
(a —a) — (a ^ —a) ^ 0. Hence by Lemma 3, o w — o ^ 0, so that

(dualizing) o —a ^ 0. Using this and Thm. 5, we get (o w 0) ^ (—a w 0) =
(o ^ —o) 0 = 0. Incidentally,

|
a

|
= 0 implies o w —a — a ^ —a, so that

a = —a, 2o = 0, and o = 0.

Theorem 8. In any hgroup, the dhsolvte satisfies

(17) If o 0, then
1
a

[
> 0, while

| 0 |

=* 0.

(18)
1
no

1
= 1

n

1-1^1 for any integer n,

(19) |o - 5| = {a 1)) ““ (a ^ 6)j

(20)
1

(o 6) — (o* 6) 1 ^ 1
o — o*

1
and dually.

Proof. Formula (17) follows from (19) with h = 0. This also gives
1
a

1
=»

— a“, but by Lemmas 1 and 4, o+ and o” are disjoint and permutable.

Hence no = n(o+) — n(a~), and by liim. 6 and induction, n(a+) ^ n(--a~) = 0.
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Hence by Lemma 2, (na)*^ = and (na)~ = n{dr). This impKes (18)

for positive n. The result for negative n now follows since
\
—x

\

— \x\.

We next prove (19); of course we cannot assume (17) or (18). Justifying

the successive equations by Cor, 2 of Thm. 4, group algebra, and (2) and its

dual, respectively, we compute

\
0/ 6

j
= (<z 6)"^ ““ (c 6) == [(c 6) s-/ 0 “b &] — [(ct — b) /-\ 0 -f*

= (a 6) — (a ^ b).

Finally, to prove (20), expand the left-hand side by (19) to get a b

a* — (a ^ (a* ^b) ^ a ^ a* ^b (a ^ a*) w b, using the distributive

law (Thm. 5). This reduces to the case a ^ a*, since by (19) the right-hand side

of (20) is o V-/ a* — a /-N a*. In this case, writing a = i -f a* [^ ^ 0], we have

a ^ b ^ (t + a*) ^ b ^ t + [a* i-t + b)] ^ t + (a* ^ b).

Right-subtracting a* ^ b, we get (20) since t
—

|
a — a* |.

Ex. 1. Show that if a;, 2/ ^ 0 in an 2-group, then a^ (a; + ^ (a^ a?) + (a ^y).
Ex, 2. Show that the free 2-group with one generator is / X J, where J is the 2-group of

ordinary integers under addition and the usual order relation.

Ex. 3. Show that in any commutative 2-group A, for any positive integer n, the correspond-

ence a; na? is an isomorphism of A with an 2-subgroup of itself.

Ex. 4*. Define a ^‘valuation” from a lattice L to a commutative 2-group G as any single-

valued function v[x] from L into G which satisfies (12") . Generalize the theory of metric

lattices (Ch. V, §7) to this case.^

Ex. 5*. Show that in Example 9, na ^ nb need not imply a ^ b (Everett and Ulam [1,

Thm. 11]).

Ex. 6*. Show that (20)-(20') hold in any po-group in which, if 0 ^ a; ^ a -f b [a, b ^ 0],

then a; « « -f 2, where 0 ^ s ^ a, 0 ^ 2 ^ b.®

Ex. 7*, Define an 2-loop as a loop (Ch. VI, §1), which is a lattice, in which every ‘Uoop-

translation" a; (a -f a;) -1- b is an order-automorphism.

(a) Show that any 2-loop is a distributive lattice.

(b) Show that [b — (a^ b)] -f- a « aw b =* b (a /-n b) -|- a], and a -- (a b) =»

(a w b) — b. If a, b commute, then (13") holds.

(c) Show that the positive parts of a — b and b — a are disjoint.

(d) Show that if we define 1 • a « a and (ii 4-1 )a « na -h a, then na ^ 0 implies a ^ 0,

and na « ka for even one k <n implies a = 0.

Problem 9d, Characterize abstractly, to within isomorphism, the free 2-group with two

generators.

Problem 97. Find a generalization ofThm. 3 which is valid in any Z-loop.

In virtue of Thm. 13, the only essential generalization is, however, to non-Archimedean,

simply ordered groups.

^ For Ex. 6 and the significance of this condition, see F. Riesz [2] and G. Birkhoff [6,

Thms. 49-60J; also Lemma 3 of Ch. XV, |7, and A. Bischof, Schr. Math. Inst. Berlin 6

(1941), 237-^. For Exs. 2*3, see G. Birkhof [6, Thms. 17-18]. The results of Ex. 7 are

due to L Kaplansky (letter to the aut^r). Som^ of the results are true more generally

for 2-quasigroup». See D. Zelinsky* BuB. Afia. Math. Soc. 54 (1948), 175-183,
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5. Ideals- It is well-knowTi that the congrueace relations on any group G are

the partitions of G into the cosets of its different normal subgroupsN

.

There-

fore, the congruence relations on an Z-group are those decompositions into cosets

of normal subgroups which have the substitution property for the two lattice

operations—or equivalently, by (4)-(5), make a ^ b (9) imply o+ s 6+ (0).

Definition. By an l-idecA of an l-group G is meant a normal subgroup of G
which contains with any a, also all x with

1
rt

] ^ |

a |.

Clearly and 0 are Z-ideals of G; they are called improper Z-ideals; all other

Z-ideals of G are called proper Z-ideals. Again, let N be any Z-ideal of G, and

suppose that a,b € If a ^ x ^ a o Z>, then

I
X

I

= X —X ^ (a ^ b) — (a .^ &) = 0 ^ ~b —a

= la| w
\

b\ g ia| -b
|
61 .

Hence x 6 AT, and any Z-ideal of an Z-group is a corwex Z-subgroup.

Theobem 9. The congruence relations on any l-group G are the partitions of

A into Gie cosets of its different l-ideals.

Proof . If ZV is the set of elements congruent to 0 under a congruence relation,

then a € AT and
|

x
|
^ 1

a
|

imply a ^ “-a ^ x ^ a a; hence 0^0^
a: < 0 V./ 0 mod N, and so x € iV. Conversely, if iV is an Z-ideal, then x ^ x*

modN implies \{x -^y) - {x* ^y)\^\x-x*\hy (20), and thereforex ^y^
X* ^ y mod N. Using left-right symmetry and duality, we see that the

partition of G into the cosets ofN has the substitution property for both lattice

operations, completing the proof.

Again, the congruence relations on any algebra A are a complete sublattice

of the lattice of all partitions of the elements of A (Ch. II, Thm. 4). Therefore

the congruence relations on any Z-group G are a sublattice of the lattice of all

congruence relations on G, when the latter is regarded purely as a lattice. Since

this is distributive (Ch. II, Thm. 5), we obtain

Theorem 10. The lidedls of any l-group Gform a complete distributive lattice;

hence so do the congruence relations on G.

Combining with Ch. VI, §8, Ex. 2(a), or paraphrasing suitably the argument

of Ch. II, §8, we get

Theorem 11. Any two representations ofan l-group Gas a direct union {cardinal

product) have a common refinement. If the lattice of all congruence relations on

G has finite length, then G has a unique representation as the direct union of indecom-

posable factors.

• We follow the terminology of Stone [6]. The concept of Z-ideal is due to Kantorovitch

[1 ,
p. 165, conditions Thms. 9-11 are due to the author, who called Z-ideals '‘normal

subspaces” in [LTJ. F. Riesz [2] called them “families presque completes.” Eakutani

has used the term Z-ideal slightly differently.
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Different proofs of these resxilts may be found in G. Birkhoff [6].

Ex. 1. Prove that any i-ideal of an Z-group is a convex Z-subgroup, using the lemma of
Ch. 11, §5. Prove that conversely, if G is Abelian, all its convex Z-subgroups are Z-ideals.

Ex. 2. Prove that the congruence relations on any Z-group <? satisfy the infinite distributive
law (9) of Ch. II.

6. Units. The concept of a unit is very useful, especially in the case of com-
mutative Z-groups.

Definition. By a strong of an l-group G is meant an element e € G
suck that, for any a ^ G,ne > a for some positive integer n. Two elements a and
bofG are caUed disjoint if and only ty

|

a
] |

6
|

= 0. A positive element c E G
is called a weak unit if the only elemeni disjointfrom it is 0.

Lemma 1. Any strong unit is a weak unit.

Proof. By Lemma 3 of §4, any strong unit is positive. By Thm. 6, for any
e, e .-s o — 0 implies ne ^ a = 0 for all n. But if c is a strong unit, ne a
for some n, and so e ^ a = 0 implies a = ne ^ a = 0, whence e is a weak unit.

Not all weak imits are strong units. For example, the additive Z-group of

all continuous real functions on the domain Oga:<-l-«hasthe weak unit

f(x) = 1, but no strong unit, since for no n and/(a;) ^ 0 is nf(z) ^ [f(x) -f xf,
for all X. On the other hand, in the Z-group of all bounded real-valued functions

on any domain, the function/(a;) = 1 is a strong unit.

Even in Z-groups without weak units, Z-ideals may have strong units; such
Z-ideals are called prindpcd Z-ideals. In fact, in any commutative Z-poup, every
positive element is a strong unit for an appropriate Z-ideal (F. Eiesz [2, p. 188]),

as we now show.

Theobem 12. In any commutodive Ugroup, for any a > Q, the set J{a) of all b
such that

1
6 1
<na for some positive integer n forms an Mdeal having a as strong

unit. Moreover J{a) is {he smcdlestl-idealwhvJi contains a. .

Proof. If
1
6 1
< maand

|
c

|
< no, then clearly

|
& ± c

|
< (m -1- n)o; while if

I
&

I
< mo and

|
a:

| g |
b

j, then 1
a:

|
< mo; hence j(a) is an Z-ideal. Obviously

o is a strong unit of J(a). Finally, any Z-ideal which contains o must contain

every no and so all b with
|
b

[
< no.

Now let A be any Abelian Z-poup. Unless A is amply ordered, by the in-

variance of order under poup-translation it win contain an element a such that

neither o ^ 0 nor 0 ^ a. For this o, o+ > 0 and —a" > 0 will be disjoint,

by Lemma 4 of §4- Hence, by Thms, 6 and 12, J{a+) and J(— o~) will be dis-

joint Z-ideals. By Thm. 9 of Ch. VI, we infer

w The ooneept of a strong unit goes back to Archimedes; that of weak unit is due to
Freudenthal [1). The useful terms “strong unit” and “weak unit” are due to Bohoenblust;
they will be used extensively in Ch. XV.
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Lemma 2. A commutative Ugroup is either simply ordered or subdireetly re-

dwible}^

Now, by applying Thm. 10 of Ch. VI, we get immediately

Theobem 13. Any commutative l-group is a suJbdirect union of simply ordered

l-groups.

Ex. 1. Show that the conclusions of Thm. 12 hold for any element a in the group-theoretic

centrsJ of a non-commutative Z-group.

Ex. 2. Show that, in Example 6 of §2, the set J(c) is not an Z-ideal.

Ex. S. (a) Show that, in any Z-group, the set {a}* of all elements disjoint from any fixed

element n is a subgroup which contains, with any &, all a; satisfying
|

a;
| ^ |

6 [,

(b) Infer that, in any commutative Z-group, the set
|
a J

* is always an Z-ideal. Show

this is false in Example 6 of §2.

Ex. 4. Show that any Z-ideal T of an Z-ideal S of an Abelian Z-group A is itself an Z-ideal

of A, but that this need not hold in non-commutative Z-groups. (Try Example 6 of §2.)

Ex. 5. (a) Show that if the ‘‘structure lattice” of all Z-ideals of a commutative Z-group

has finite length, then every Z-ideal is principal.

(b) Show that the principal Z-ideals of any commutative Z-group A form a topo-

logically dense sublattice of the structure lattice of

Problem 98. In a Lie Z-group, do na ^ nb imply a ^ h? Are the results of Ex. 3b, Ex. 4,

and Ex. 6a above valid in any Lie Z-group? Is every Lie Z-group simply connected?^*

Problem 99. Are Ex. 4 and Ex. 6a valid in any Z-group having a finite number of generators,

in the usual group-theoretic sense?

7. Simply ordered groups; Archimedean case. A simply ordered group^

or ordered group, is usually defined as a po-group which satisfies

P4. Given x, y, either x'^y or y '^x.

That is, it is a po-group which is a chain in the sense of Ch. Ill—or equiva-

lently, in which every element is positive, negative, or zero. Being a chain,

it is a lattice, and hence an Z-group.

We have seen (Thm. 7) that in any Z-group, every element except the identity

has infinite order. Conversely, one can show^^

Theorem 14. Any abstract commviative group A whose elements are all of

infinite order can be made into a simply ordered group.

Proof. In such a group, the equation nx « ma has at most one solution.

For nx — ny implies n(x — 2Z)
= 0, hence x ^ y. If na; = ma has a solution,

we denote it {m/n)a, and observe that all the laws of vector algebra hold for

the multiplication by rational scalars so defined.

This is Thm. 36 of G. Birkhoff t6]. It is olcsely related to Satz 14 of P. Lorenzen,

Ahatrakte Begrundung der mvltiplikatwen Ide^dtheorie, Math. Zeits. 45 (1939), 633-63.

1® Exs. 3-6 are Thm. 22, the Remark on p. 311, and Thms. 28-29 of G. Birkhoff [6].

1® For these questions, see G. Birkhoff, Lattice^dered Lie groups^ Speiser Festschrift

Commentarii Math. Helvetic!, 209-17.
i< This result is due to F. Levi, ArOhmetisphe Gesetze im Gebiete diskreter Gruppen,

Rendic. Palermo 35 (1913), 225-36. An interesting algebraic study of Abelian groups

without elements of finite order has been made by R. Baer, Duke Jour. 3 (1937), 63-122,
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By a well-ordered rationed basis for A, we mean a well-ordered (finite or in-

finite) subset of elements a* of A such that every non-zero element of jA is a
finite rational combination

niOad) -f • • • + TirOcw [a(l) < • * • < a(r)]

of the ffla ,
while ^niaaia = 0 implies that every = 0—or equivalently,

— 0 implies that every mt/rii = 0. The existence of well-ordered

rational basis can be proved directly, since any maximal well-ordered rationally

independent subset is a basis. Finally, relative to such a basis, any element of

A not 0 may be called positive or negative according as its first non-zero coef-

ficient mi/rii is positive or negative. This “lexicographic” ordering of A clearly

defines from it a simply ordered group.

CoEOLLAET. A commufative group is the additive group of an l-group if and

only if it has no element offinite order except the identity.

In the logical foundations of analysis, an especially important role is played

by ordered groups which are “Archimedean,” in the following sense.

Definttion. An element a of a po-group is cadled incomparably smaller than

a second element b (in symbols, a ^^b) if and only ifna ^b for any integer n.

A po-group is called Archimedean if and only if a <^b implies a = 0.

Otherwise stated, a <<b means that 6 is an upper bound for the entire cyclic

subgroup generated by a. Thus in Example 3, (0, 1) 'SC (1, 0); in the construc-

tion of Thm. 14, oi Os 2> 03^ • • • . It is easily verified that the relation <SC

is antisymmetric and transitive, and that any subgroup of an Archimedean i-

group is itself Archimedean with respect to the same order relation, whether

it is an I-subgroup or not. We note further

Lemma 1. An l-group 0 is Archimedean if and ordy if

(*) na ^ b for aUn = 1, 2, 3,
• • implies o g 0.

Proof. If Q satisfies (*), and Tta ^ b for n = 0, dbl, ±2, • •
•

,
then na ^b

and n(— o) ^ 6 forn = 1, 2, 3,
• • • . Hence by (*), o g 0 and —a ^ 0, proving

0 = 0. Thus Q is Archimedean; the proof is validl in any yw-poup.

Conversely, suppose G is Archimedean, and na ^ 6 for all n = 1, 2, 3,
• • •

.

Then »o+ = (na)+ = naw0^bv^0asinthe proof of Thm. 8, for » = 1, 2,

3,
• ’ • . But naA g 0 ^ 6+ forn = 0, —1, —2, • • •

;
hence ned- g b+ forw. =

0, dbl, ±2, ’ • • . Since G is Archimedean, we infer a+ = 0 and o = o+ +
o" ^ 0, q.e.d.

Lemma 2. A simply ordered group Q is Archimedean if and only if any e > 0

is a strong unit.

Proof. If ajdiy e > 0 is a stremg linit, tli^ a^^ 0 implies n ( a f > hfor all b

and appropriate »; but
[
a

f
= h^ce (=fcjj.)o > b for some », wheuoe'(? is

Archimedean. Cemvers^, if, <? is ^fr^hnerfean, lien, jby Leipi^a l,ne ^b
for all« is impossible; hence some ne > blloranye > 0, and so e Is a strong unit.
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Lemma 3. In a dmply ordered group
^
na ^ nb implies a ^ fe, and so na = nb

implies a = 6.

Proof. Unless a ^ we have a <b, whence na < nb since addition is order-

isomorphic. This is contrary to hypothesis. We note that na = rd> does not

imply a — 6 in the Z-group of Example 9.

Theorem 15. Any simply ordered Archimedean group 0 is isomorphic to a

subgroup of the additive group of all real numihers^ and so is commutative

Proof. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. For any a 6 t?, we can define the set L(a)

of aU rational fractions m/n \n > 0] such that me ^ na, and the set (7(a) of all

m/n with me ^ na. By P4, every m/n is in L(a) or J7(a), equality occurring

only if = na. Again, by the Archimedean property, ’-me < a < me ior

some m; hence neither L(a) nor XJ{a) is void. Further, if m/n 6 (7(a) and

m'/n' ^ m/n, then m'n ^ mn'. Hence m'ne ^ mn'e ^ n'na and so, by Lemma

3, m^e ^ n'a, unplying m'/^' € (7(a). Hence, using duality, L(a) and (7(a)

are the two halves of a Dedekind cut in the rationals. Again, no two distinct

elements a and b can determine the same cut, or we would have (a — 6) ^ e.

This establishes a one-one correspondence a^ a',b <r-^b' between G and a class

R of real numbers, which clearly preserves order.

It remains to show that a *4- 6 in corresponds to a' + 5' in R. This may
be shown by choosing, for arbitrarily large n, me g na g (m -h l)e and m'e S
n6 g (m' + l)e; then L(a + b) contains (m + m')/n and U(a + b) contains

(m •+• m' + 2)/n; we leave the remaining details to the reader.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that the Z-ideals of any ordered group form a chain.

(b) Show that, if the Z-ideals of a commutative Z-group G form a chain, then G is

simply ordered.

(c) Show that the Z-ideals in Example 6 of §2 form a chain, though the group is not

simply ordered. Infer that Thm. 13 cannot be extended to non-commutative Z-groups.

Ex, 2. (a) Show that any commutative Z-group without proper Z-ideals (congruence rela-

tions) is a subgroup of the additive group of real numbers, and conversely,

(b) Show that a commutative group without elements of finite order can be

made into an Archimedean ordered group if and only if its cardinal number is bounded
by the power of the continuum.

Ex. 3*. Let G be the additive group of all continuous real-valued functions defined on the

interval [0, let J be the Z-ideal of all functions /(ai) such that fix) = 0 for all x >
Nif) (i.e., ^‘ultimately identically zero”)-

(a) Show that G is Archimedean but that G/J is not.

(b) Show that f g in G/J is equivalent to / = Oig) in the usual Bachmann-
Hardy-Landau notation.

This result is due to 0. Hblder, Leipz. Ber. 53 (1901), 1-64, esp. pp. 13-14; see also R.
Baer, Jour. f. Math. 160 (1929), 208-26; H. Cartan, Bull. Sci. Math. 63 (1939), 201-5; F.

Loonstra, Proc. Ned. Akad. Wet. 49 (1945), 41-6. Lemma 3 is due to F, W. Levi, Proc.

Indian Acad. Sci. 16 (1942), 256-63; see also ibid. 17 (1943), 199-201. Four postulate sys-

tems for ordered Abelian groups are given by A. Tarski in his Introduction to logic- See
also L. S. Rieger, Vestn. Krai. Ceske Spol. Nauk. Trida Mat.-Prir. 1946, no. 6, 31 pp,,

where the idea of a cyclically ordered group is introduced.
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(c) Show that, givea/i ^ ^ fz S •• • countable, one can always construct g such
that every fi <^g in G/J. (Thm. of duBois-Reymond)

.

Ex. 4*. Show that if G is an Archimedean 2-group, and if the center of G contains the
commutator subgroup of G, then G is commutative (Everett and Ulam [1, p. 210]).

Ex, 5*. (a) Show that, in any ordered group, mx + ny — ny mx implies a: 4- 2/ = 2/ + ®
(B. Neumann).

(b) Show that, in any ordered group, -a - 64*aH-6<lal + 16|, but that
this is not true in Example 9 of §2.

Ex. 6*. Show that the free group with n generators can be made into an ordered group,
using the method of Thm. 14 and Ex. 5b as guides (Everett and Ulam [1, §§6-7]).

Problem 100. Are Exs. 5a-5b valid for Lie Z-groups?

Problem 101. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions that an abstract group be
group-isomorphic with an ordered group.

Problem 102. Determine all ways in which the free group with n generators can be made
into an ordered group, resp. an Z-group. Same questions for the free Abelian group with

n generators, if isomorphic ordered groups are identified.

8. Ordered fields. An. ordered ring may be defined as a ring which is a
simply ordered group under addition, in which

(21) the product of any two positive elements is positive.

Since a(— &) = — oi, this guarantees that the product of any positive element

with a negative element is negative, and that the product of two negative

elements is always positive. An ordered ring which is a field is called an ordered

field.

Example 10. Let F consist of 0 and ordinary semi-infinite formal power

series in x, with real coeflScients a* and with (positive or negative) integral

exponents

(F) p(x) =5 anPi:^ + (a» 7*^ 0].

If we define

^CkX^ +
and

we get a well-known field. If we define/ > 0 to mean that the leading coefficient

> 0, we get an ordered field.

In Example 10, we could have taken coefficients in any ordered field without

affecting the construction, llius, by induction, we can make an ordered field

out of power series in n variables. One can also construct rmi<xmmviotwe

ordered fields (alias ordered skew fields or ordered division rings) as follows.”

Example 11. Let G consist of 0 and the power series

(Gi) giy) * + . .
. tp« 5^ O]

D. Iplbert, Gr%ndlagm der Geon^rUf 7th ed.; K. Reidemeister, Qrundlagm der Geo^

miriet P* 40. Ordered fields are also ffiscussed by P. Dubrell, Alg^re^ vol. 1.
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with, coefficients ph in the ordered field of Example 10. Let addition and order

be defined as in Example 10. But let the definition of multiplication stem

from the basic formula yx — 2xy, so that if p = 2)“ a&a:*,

^/p = y a* y = r{p)y,

and geBerally

{i:auxW){T.hkX^y") =

Since p —> r(p) is an automorphism of the coefficient field, this defines a ring i2.

(This is like the basic construction of cyclic algebras and ‘^crossed products.”)

Moreover one can extract inverses in (? by successive divisions of leading coef-

ficient by leading coefficient, with remainder of lower degree. We leave to the

reader the proof that exact division of any monomial by any other (non-zero)

monomial, on either side, is possible.

Generally, let F be any ordered field or skew field. Given positive a, &, -P,

by definition either a <5C &, or 6 a, orna ^ h and nh ^ a for sufficiently large n.

In the latter case, we write a '^b, and say that a and b have the same order of

magnitude. Since is an equivalence relation (we omit the proof), this ter-

minology is legitimate; and we can even define an order of magnitude as one

of the equivalence classes defined by

Theobem 16. The ^^orders of magnitude^^ of any ordered field or skew field

themselves form an ordered group}^

Proof. Since nx ^ b yl and only if anz = n{ax) ^ db and symmetrically,

the “ordering” by <SC is preserved xmder all group translations x — axai
,
and

so is the relation of having the same order of magnitude.

Thus in Example 10, this ordered group is the additive group of the integers;

the leading exponent of f(x) determines its order of magnitude; this interpreta-

tion is closely related to Ex. 3 of §7.

The theoiy of lattice-ordered rings and fields is not yet even in its infancy.

Thus no system of postulates has been developed applicable to the algebra of

n X X matrices ^ =
1|

a*/ 11,
lattice-ordered by letting A ^ 0 mean that eveiy

an ^ 0. Neither has a discussion been given, from the ordered ring point' of

view, of the Jordan algebra of X ^ ey^^^tric matrices, partly ordered^by

letting JL ^ 0 mean that A is non-negative definite.^®

See H. Hahn, Uber die nichtarchimedischen Orossensysteme, S.-B. Wiener Akad. Math.-

Nat. Klasse Abt. Ha, 116 (1907), 601-53. Incidentally, Hilbert, op. cit., has shown that

any ordered group can be embedded in the multiplicative group of an ordered field or skew

field.

The reader’s attention is called to Ex. 2(c), §3; to P. Jordan, J. von Neumann, and

E. Wigner, Annals of Math. 36 (1934) , 29-64; to S. W. Steen, Proe. Lond. Math. Soc. 41 (1936),

361-92; 43 (1937), 629-43; 44 (1938), 398-411; to A. A. Albert, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 46 (1940),

521-22; and to W. Prenowitz, Am. Math. Monthly 53 (1946), 439-49. Relevant also are

Artin*s penetrating papers on “formally real” fields, discussed in van der Waerden [1,

Ch. X]. (See Ex. lb below.) See also J. G. Mikusinski, Comptes Rendus 224 (1947),

1686-7.
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Ex. 1. (a) Show that the positive elements of any ordered field, commutative or not,

form an ordered group under multiplication.

(b) Show that in any ordered ring, any sum of squares is positive.

Ex. 2. Show that any Archimedean ordered field is isomorphic with a subfield of the ordered

field of real numbers.

Ex. S. Show that Example 10 contains the field of rational functions as a subfield. What-

power series does 1/(1 + correspond to?

Ex. 4. Show that, in Example 10, n need not be an integer, but might be any real number.

(In this way we include irrational algebraic functions.)

Problem 103, Can Example 3 of §2 be made into an ordered ring?

9. Complete Z-groups. The real numbers under addition, and many other

Z-groups of importance in analysis, satisfy the following condition.

Definition. A po-group G is called complete (c-^omplete) if and only if every!

non-void (resp. countable) bounded set has a g.l.b, and a Lub.

Let X be any element of any po-group G. If s is any upper bound for the set

[nx], then by invariance of order xmder group translation, so are s + a; and

s — X. Therefore {nx} cannot have a least upper bound unless a; § 0 and a? ^ 0,

proving

Lemma 1. The set of all integral multiples (powers) of a non-zero element of

a po-group cannot have a hub.

Therefore, apart from the trivial case (? = 0, no po-group can be complete or

even cr-complete in the sense of Ch. IV; this is why we have modified our ter-

minology.

Theorem 17. Any subgroup of a p-compUte po-group G is Archimedean, and

even ^Hntegrqlly closed, in the sense that

(*) na ^ b, for all n = 1, 2, 3, • • • and fixed b, implies a g 0.

Conversely, the completion by non-void cuts of any integrally closed po-group A is

a complete po-group}^

Proof. By definition of ^-completeness, na g i> in (? for all n - 1, 2, 3, • • •

implies thatc^ \/na exists. But this implies c + a == V (^ + l)a ^ \/na ^ c,

since the set of (n + l)a is a subset of the set of all na. And this implies a g 0.

Conversely, let A be any po-group; we form the completion A of A by non-

void cuts, as follows. Any non-void subset X of A, the set U(X) of whose

upper boxmds is not void, determines a unique cut^ (L(U(X)), U(X)) in A

—

« For this result see Arnold, Mat. Sbornik 36 (1929), 401-7; L. Kantorovitch, Doklady

IV (1936), IS-'ld; KrulPs v-Gruppensatjs, Jdecdtheorie, p. 120; P. Lorenzen, Math. 2eits.

46 (1939), 633-63; A. H. CMor^ Annals of Math. 41 (1940), 466-73; J. Dieudonn4, Bull,

Soc. Math. France 69 (1941), 133-44; Everett and Ulam [1], The non-commutative case

was first treated by Everett and Ulam; the extension from <fireoted to p^-groups is new.

Hem L(Y) denotes the set of aU lower hounds of the set Y. We ^ume familiarity

with Ch. IV, §7, in which l/(Z) is denoted Z* and L(Y), F+. Note that the two void

cuts correspond to elements re^giectively. .
?
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hence a unique element of A. Moreover X and Xi determine the same cut if

and only if UiX) = UiXi). Conversely, every element of A is determined in

this way by one or more X.

We define addition in A by lettingX + Y denote the set of all x + 2/ [® 6 X,

y € F]. This is never void; neither is U(X) + U(Y). This addition is evi-

dently associative ; moreover the set A~ of x ^ 0 in A can easily be proved to

be an identity under addition in A—^i.e., U(X 4- A~) = U(A~ 4- X) = UiX),

for all X. Finally, addition is single-valued: substitution of equal summands

leaves sums equal. For if UiX) = UiXi), then u € UiX 4- Y) means u ^
X 4- y for all X £ X. This means u — y^x, oiu — y 6 UiX), acu — y £

UiXi), or « — jt/ ^ xi for all Xi £ Xi,y £ Y, that is, u 6 UiXi 4- Y). Hence

UiX) = UiXt) implies UiX + Y) = UiXi 4- F); similarly for right-hand

mimmnnHg . Again, X g Xi (interpreted equivalently as set-theoretic or order-

inclusion) clearly implies X -f 7 g Xi 4- 3^; hence addition conserves order.

It therefore remains to show that inverses exist. This we now do.

Let —U denote the set of additive inverses of elements of UiX); con^der

Z = X + i-U). Since x ^ « for aU « £ UiX), s = x 4- (-«) ^ 0 for all

z £ Z; hence 0 £ UiZ) and UiZ) ^ A+. To show that Z is the identity, it

therefore suffices to show that every c £ UiZ) is positive. Indeed, suppose

« ^ a: 4- i—u), that is, c 4- « ^ for all x £ X,u £ U. Fix . Then since

c 4- Ml k X for all X € X, = c 4- «i € UiX). Therefore, for all x £ X,

c 4-M2 = 2c4-«i^x; hence c 4- «« € UiX). Iterating this process, we get

, Mi , -Ms ,
• • such that c 4- M„ = MC 4- Ml ^ ® for any x £ X. Hence

ni—c) = —nc ^ —X 4" Mi for «i ,
any x € X, and all n = 1, 2, 3, • • • . But

by (*), this implies —c ^ 0, or c ^ 0, q.e.d.

CoEOLLART. A directed group is a subgroup of a complete l-group if and only

if it is ^‘integrally closed.”

For in a directed group O, every pair x, y has an upper bound, hence a l.u.b.

if G is conditionally complete.

Ex. 1. Show that a po-group is <r-complete if and only if every finite or countable non-void

set of positive elements has a greatest lower bound.

Ex. 2. (a) Show that if the positive elements of an 1-group G satisfy the descending chain

condition, 0 is complete.

(b) Show that the adchtive group of the integers is the only ordered group in which

the positive elements satisfy the descending chain condition.

Ex. 3. Show that the partly ordered completion by outs of any po-group Q can be made
into a semigroup, in which x ^ p implies x-\- a^y + a and 5 -1- x S b 4- p for all o, 6.

Show that if G is directed, this partly ordered semigroup is a conditionally complete

lattice.

Ex. 4*. Show that not every Archimedean directed group is integrally closed.

Ex. 5*. Let S be a commutative semigroup under multiplication, in which the cancellation

law holds and ob = 1 imply a = b = 1, Let G be the usual extension of jS to a group; de-

fine a “»-ideal” of (? as a subset V which contains, with any p 6 <?, all sg [«€<?].

(a) Show that the »-ideals of G form a complete 1-group if and only if S satisfies the

condition (**) a"
|
b“c for fixed a, b, c and all n implies a

1
b.

(b) Extend to the non-commutative case (see Thm. 3).
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Ex. 6*. Under what conditions can the completion by cuts of a directed group G bemade
into an Z-semigroup?

10. Infinite distributivity. By definition, any group translation of an l-

group is a lattice automorphism. Hence it carries infinite joins and meets

into infinite joins and meets, respectively. This fact may be expressed formally

m the infinite distributive laws

a + yxct= V (a + Xa), o + A «« = A (a + a:«),

(22)

yXa + b = V (*« + b), hXa+h — A{,Xa-\- b).

Similarly, since every correspondence of the form x-^a — x + bisa dual

automorphism, we have the law

(22') a — VXa + b = A {a — Xa + b), and dually.

Now let i; = Va:* • Then, for all a and a,

0 ^ (a ^ v) — (a ^ x„) ^ V — Xa hy (20).

But A(v — Xa) = V — yxa = V — V — 0 hy (22'); and by what we have just

seen, 0 = A [(a v) — (a ^ »«)] ^ A (v — »«); hence

0 = A [(a ^ ») — (o ^ Xa)] = (o ^ ») — via ^ »«).

Transposing, we get the first of the infinite distributive laws

(23) a \/Xa ““ (a Xa) and a A^ Xa “ (a v.. Xa^

;

the second follows by duality. Sumnoarizing, we have“

Theobem 18. The infinite disiribiUive laws (22)-(23) are valid in any complete

l-group.

CoROLLABT. Any <r~eomplete l-group G is a topological group and a topological

lattice in its order-topology: Xn x and yn —r y imply a:« + —» a: + j/,

Xn ^yn-^x ^y, x„ ^y„-^x ^y.

Proof. The case of the group operation is typicd. We let = Vh>nXh
and Vn = Vi>»y* ;

then by definition (Ch. IV, §8), Av^ — x and Avn = y.

Also by definition,

Lim sup {Xn +• ^n} = A { V (Xm + SZm)} = A { V (®A + 1/*)}
n f»>n n A*A;>n

= A { V [ V (*4 + y*)]} = A { V [«» + !>»]} = A {m» + »„},
n h>n n n

This result is due to Kantorovitch [1, Thins. 10-21], who assumed commutativity.

As noted in G. Birkhoff [6] (cf. Thm. 19 bdow), commutativity does not enter into the

proof. See also C. J. Evcarett, Duke Jour. 11 (194»4), 109-19, and Evm*ett and Warn [1,

pp. 211-12], for the Ex. below; ^so [LT, |140]*
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using (22) twice. Again, given m, n, tim + i + fm+» ;
hence, using

(22) twice more,

A {wn + ^ A [um. + «n} = A { A (itw H" I'n)} = A {«»» 4* 2/}
= 2: + 2/-

n »w,n n »»

Dually, T,im inf {a;« -f 2/n} ^ a: + 2/» completing the proof. The proof for the

lattice operations uses (23) in place of (22) ;
see Thm. 14, Ch. IX.

Bx. 1. In an I-group Q, let x„-* x mean that there exist t« f », | x, such that in ^
S Un for all n. Call (a;,} o-regidar whenever, for some »» i 0, |

— ic»+,
I ^ Vn for

all positive integers n, p. Prove that if every monotone o-regular sequence converges

to a limit, then every o-regular sequence o-converges. Do these imply that 0 is v-com-

plete? Note that every convergent sequence is o-regular.

11. Closed 2-ideals. Let J be any complemented Z-ideal of an Z-group O,

•with complement J'. Then any a 6 <? has one “component” o' \d.O/J, and

one a" in <?//'; moreover since J J' = 0, o is determined by, the pair

(o', a"). Further, J consists of the pairs (0, o"), J' of the pairs (o', 0); and,

since J + J' = G, (o', 0) and (0, a") exist for any (o', o'') € Q. This proves

that complemented l-ide(ds correspond to direct factors of G.

We now extend our earlier definition of disjointness, by letting o X 6 (in words,

a and & are disjoint) mean
[
o

| |
Z>

|
= 0. Using the terminology and nota-

tion of Ch. IV, §5, we then define J* as the set of aU 6 = (6', b") X (0, a") for

all a = (0, a") € /• This clearly means
j
6"

| [
o"

[
= 0 for all a" (including

a" = b")—hence b" = 0. Conversely, always (6', 0) X (0, o''). Therefore

if / is complemented, J' = J* and J sz J" — J**.

More generally, let S* be the “polar” of any subset 5 of a complete Z-group G.

If {&«} is any subset of S*, meaning that
|
&« |

/-.
|

s
|

= 0 for all s € and if

V I
ha

1
exists (i.e., if the set of all is bounded), then by Thm. 18, V I 1

/-n

1 5 I
= 0, whence, since 0 ^ |

Vha
|
^ V

i
ha 1, |

Vha
|

/-x
1
s

|
=0, and so

V h« € S*. Further, if h € 5* and o € Si*, then

(24) 1
h -f c

I ^ I
h

I
-I-

I
c

[

-+-
1
6 1,

since — |h| — |c| — Ihl S h-f-cg |hl4- lc| -i- |h|; hence by Thm. 6,

b + c € S*. Also, if h € and
j
c

| ^ |

h
|,
then c 6 5*—and, in particular,

—h ^ S*. Hmice ^is a closed Absolute stibgroup of <?, in the sense that: (i)

yS* is a subgroup, (ii) if h ^ S* and
j
c

] ^ |
h 1, then c € S*, (iii) if every ha €

S* and Vh« exists in 0, then Vh« € 8*. We now discuss closed absolute

subgroups, ultimately showing that they are complemented Z-ideals.

Evidently any closed absolute (i.e., convex) subgroup which is a nonnal sub-

group in the group-theoretic sense is a closed Z-ideal in the following sense.

Debinttion. An l-ideal J of a complex l^oup G is called closed if and only

if it contains, with cmy hounded stAwt {£«}, cdso Wxa

® Closed Z-ideals are the “families completes” of F. Riesz [2]. Riesz proved Thm. 19

for principal Z-ideals, assuming commutativity- We avoid this assumption.
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Remark. Since the correspondence x —» —x leaves J setwise invariant and
inverts order, it follows that J also contains A x^ . Further, since any Wdeal
is convex, closure in the above sense is equivalent to topological closure in the

order topology.

For any subset T of a complete Z-group G, clearly T ^T* = 0. We next show
that, if T is a closed absolute subgroup, then also T + T* — O. To show this,

we define the T-component Xt of any a: ^ 0 of <?, by Xt- = supi^j- x ^ Z; by hy-

pothesis, Xt € T. Clearly 0 ^ Xt x-, hence, writing x = a:,. we have

^ 0. Moreover for any k 6 T, since x? + 1
Zi

1
6 T, we have

Xr ^ X ^ (xr + i I) = (air + «) ^ (Xj. + | |)
= Xj- + (« ^ | | ),

whence «
| |

= 0 for all Zi ^ T, and sou ST*. Thus every positive x € <?

can be written t + u[t £ T,u £ T*]. But now, the positive elements of T
and T*, being disjoint, are permutable (§4, Lemma 1). Hence, for any x ^ G,

we have

X = x+ — (—X ) = (Z + «) — (Zi + -lii) = t -\- u ~ Ui — k

= (Z - Zi) + (« - ^1),

so that T + T* = G. Moreover since the elements Z — Zi of T are permutable

with tibose u — Ui of T*, both T and T* are nomud subgroups of G = T + T*;

hence both are (closed) Z-ideals. Since they are complementary, we conclude

Thbobbm 19. For any Z-ideoZ J of a complete l-group G, thefoUowing assertims

are eguivalent: (i) J is compUmenied, (ii) J = J**, (iii) J is closed. If they hold,

then J* is the complement of J.

Since any intersection of closed Z-ideals is evidently closed, we obtain the

following useful corollary.

CoROLLABT. The dosed (f.e., complemented) Udeods of any complete l-group

form a complete Boolean cdgeira.

Ex. 1. Show that any positive element a of a complete Z-group (? is a weak unit for the

closed Z-ideal o**.

Ex. 2. Show that any Z-group is a topological lattice and a topological group in its order

topology.

Ex. 3. Let S be any subset of a complete Z-group 0. Show that G is the direct union of

S* and S**.

Problem 104. Is any po-group a topological group and a topological lattice in its interval

topology?

Problem 105. Is there a common abstraction which includes Boolean algebras (rings)

and Z-groups as special oases? (Note that all Boolean rings can be completed, but not

all Z-groups,}

12. Ccgi^ete Z-f^coups are cimunutafive. Let G be any ccmplete Z-group.

For any element c € G, we have c” € («"')*; hence the decomposition of G intq

the camplementary Z-idaate (0+)’'^ and (c'')* allows us to reduce any qu^tion
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regarding any c £ G to the two special cases c ^ 0 and c ^ 0. We shall use

this principle several times in establishing the following remarkable result*

Theorem 20. Any complete l^rotip G is commutative.

Lemma 1. If all positwe elements of an l-group G are permutahle^ then G is

commutative.

Proof. = + + + — a . If

positive elements are pennutable, then a“^ and a"” are pennutable with b'^ and

6~; hence a+ + a~ + + & == 6"^ + & + a"*" + a
,

completing the proof.

Hence, in Thm. 20, we need only consider the case of positive a and b. Again,

by the remark above, we can confine attention to the cases a — 6 ^ 0 and

& — a ^ 0, and to the cases —a — & + a + 6^0 and —a — & + ct + & ^0.

This gives us four cases, of which a ^ 6 ^ 0 and (by left-right symmetry)

& + a^a + 6is typical. We define ^ by — a + 6 + = 6 + ^, so that ^ ^ 0.

We further define 6n = -na + b + na,tn ^ -na + t + na, for every integer

n; thus the , U are the transforms of 6, t under the group of inner automor-

phisms generated by ic—

+

+ Observe that since 0 ^ 6 ^ a, the inter-

val [0, a] being invariant under all these inner automorphisms, we have 0 ^ bn

^ a for all a. Moreover we can prove = & + ^ + + • •
• + in by induc-

tion, since

n—>1

—a + (& + ^ + + • * * + tn-d + o = —a + &+ a + E (~ ® + ®)

= (& + i)+il + i2+*** + in.

Now suppose ii== —a + t + a'^t. Then, for any integer n, tn^i -- tn —

--na + (ti — i) + na ^ 0, since inner automorphisms preserve order. Hence
•••, and, for any positive integer n, we have

i4“ii4"i2d“ ••• 4* in-i ^ —

b

+ b^+i ^ o,*

Hence, by Thm. 17, i ^ 0; but Z ^ 0 by hypothesis; hence t = 0.

Similarly, consider the case h S t. Then we have as above 0 ^ i ^
i-i ^ i-2 ^ S ••• - Also,

5=sa-}-(6 + i) — a=a^ + &“a + ci + i’*"^“ a + b — a +

and so a + & — a — 6 “ i-i . By induction on n, we can show that

5-_n-.i =! a + (6 "" i--») ““ a — 6 — i_i — i-2 * • • “*
.

®® Known for some time in the simply ordered case; conjectured for Z-groups in G. Birk-

hoff [6], The first proof for Z-groups was given by Iwasawa, Jap. Jour, Math. 18 (1948),

777-89. The present proof follows the lines suggested in G. Birkhoff [6].
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Hence, for any positive integer n,

nt ^ t-n. "} i-n—i 4- • • t—i -f- i—i — —
a, — &_»— i 4- o -f- 6 = — b ^ b.

Hence if ^ if ^ 0 and so i = 0 as before.

But, by use of components, we can reduce the general case to the two eases

ti ^ t and ti g t, projecting onto (4 — t)+* and (4 — i)+**. Hence, in any

case, t = 0, and a 4- & = ?> 4- a, completing the proof.

Corollary. Any Archimedean directed group is commutative.

Ex. 1. Prove Lemma 1 in full detail.**

Ex. 2. (a) By a component of a positive element e of an f-group A is meant an element e'

such that e' /-s (e — e') = 0. Prove that the components of any positive e £ A form a

Boolean algebra.

(b) Show that if A is a complete Z-group with weak unit e, then the factors of A in

direct decompositions correspond one-one with the components of e.

Ex. 3. Show that e is a weak unit of a complete Z-group A if and only if x.^ne -* x for

all* 6 A.

Ex. 4. Show that any complete Z-group is either isomorphic with the ordered group of the

integers, or is isomorphic with the ordered group of all real numbers, or is directly de-

composable.

Ex. 5*. Show that a complete Z-group either satisfies the chain condition, or has at least the

cardinal number of the continuum.

Problem 106. Find necessary and sufScient conditions that an abstract group be group-

isomorphic with an Z-group. (Cf . Problem 101, §7.)

13. Chain condition for elements. We now consider ^groups whose ele-

ments satisfy the following chain condition

(0) every non-void set of positive elements includes a minimal member.

In such an 1-group G, any element which covers 0 will be called a prime.

It is easy to prove that G is a complete 1-group, and so commutative. How-
ever, we prefer to give a self-contained discussion from basic principle, assuming

only the algebraic formulas of §4.

Lemma 1. Any two primes are permwtdble.

This follows from Lemma 1 of |4. It is a corollary that the primes generate

an Abelian subgroup, conasting of all elements which can be expressed as sums

niPi -f • • 4- n,p, of multiples of a finite number of distinct primes, with posi-

tive or negative integers »,• as coefficients.

Now let o > 0 be given, and consider all those differences a — which

are positive. By the chain condition, one d these must be minimal, and so

cannot ccmtain any prime q (or else a — (2»<pf 4- g) would be smaller). Again,

by the chain condition, every positive element b except 0 contains a prime,

** Ex. 1 is due to Freudeuthal [1]; Ex> 2 to &. Boohaer and E. S. Phillips, Annals of Math.

42 (1941); Bxs. 3-4 to G. Birkhoiff 161.
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namely, some minimal x such that 0 < x ^ b. Hence our minimal difference

must be 0, so that a = ^n(pi

.

But every element can be expressed as a difference of positive elements:

c = — (—c)+ for all c, hence

Lemma 2. Any element not 0 can be expressed as a sum of integral multiples

of a finite nwmher of distinct primes, os o = nipi + • * + n,p,

.

Putting Lemmas 1—2 together, we infer that O is Abelian. Again, if all wj

are positive, then clearly a is positive. Conversely, distinguishing positive

and negative coefficients, if a = mipi -{-•*•+ mrPr ~ n-iqi — ... — ^ 0,

then miPi -j- • • •
-f- mrPf ^ + • *• + Wigi ;

but by Thm. 6, since distinct

primes are disjoint, this implies njg, + • ’ • + = 0. Hence

T.Timm

A

3. In Lemma 2, a is positive if and only if every ni is positwe.

It is a corollary that a is zero (positive and negative) if and only if every n,-

is positive and negative, which is absurd. It is a corollary that the representa-

tion of 1 is unique; for if a had two different representations, their

difference would represent 0, whence all coefficients would be zero. We can

summarize

Teceorbm 21. Let O be any l-group which satisfies the chain condition. Then

G is commutative, and each non-eero element of Q can be expressed uniquely as a

sum of integral multiples of distinct primes. Such a sum is positive if and only

if all coefficients are positive.^

Ex. 1. Show that, in Thm. 21, G is determined to within isomorphism by the cardinal

number of the set of its primes.

Ex. 2. Show that the Z-ideals of G correspond one-one to the subsets of its primes, and

form an atomic Boolean algebra.

14. Structure of non-Archimedean, commutative Z-groups. We can obtain

an interesting analysis of the structure of any commutative Z-group, the (dis-

tributive) lattice of whose Z-ideals has finite length. Indeed, by Thm, .13, any

commutative Z-group in which the Z-ideal 0 is meet-irreducible is simply ordered.

From this (cf. Ex. 1, §7) we conclude

Lemma 1. The structure lattice of a comrmUative l-group in which the I4deal

0 is meet-4rreduc0>le is a chain.

But now if / is any Z-ideal of an Z-group the Z-ideals of A which contain J

form a lattice isomorphic with the lattice of all Z-ideals (congruence relations) of

A/J\ indeed, this '‘Second Isomorphism Theorem^^is a principle of universal

algebra. Combining this observation with Lemma 1, we get

Lemma 2. In the distributive lattice of all Pideals of a commutcdwe Pgroup^

the elements which contain any meet-irreducible element form a chain.

For the commutative case, see M. Ward, Duke. Jour. 6 (1940), pp. 641-651 j
also A.

Clifford, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 40 (1934), p. 829, Thm. 2. The result was fre^d from the

hypothesis of commutativity in G. Birkhoff [6, Thm. 37].
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Hence the sets of meet-irreducible Z-ideals which are contained in the dif-

ferent maximal Z-ideals of the Z-group are without common elements, and are

unrelated by inclusion relations. It follows that either there is only one maxi-

mal proper Z-ideal, or the partly ordered set of the meet-irreducible Z-ideals is

a cardinal sum of two or more components. In the latter case, by Thm. 5 of

Ch. IX and formula (6) of Ch, I, the lattice of Z-ideals is a direct union. Hence
it .^contains two proper complementary Z-ideals, and by paragraph one of §11

the Z-group is a direct union. We thus reach the following useful conclusion.

Theorem 22. Let G be any commutative Ugroup, the lattice of whose l-ideals

has finite length. Then either G is a direct union (i.e., cardinal product)
^
or it

contains a maximal l-ideal M which contains every other proper Uideal,

Ex. 1. For given po-groups G and H, let G + H denote the set of all couples ig, h). In

G + H, let (flr, h) + (g', W) be defined as (gr + gr', ^ 4* ^0, and let (^, h) ^ (g', h*) mean
g ^ g' and h ^ h'. Show that the direct union (cardinal product) (r + H so defined is

always a pc-group, and is an Z-group if and only if both G andH are.

Ex, 2. For given po-groups G and H, let G^H denote the same group as the G 4 JET of

Ex. 1, but let (^, h) ^ h') be defined to mean g > g\ or g ^ g* and h ^ W. Show
that ^ ®H is always a po-group, and is an Z-group if and only if G is simply ordered and
H is an Z-group, except in the trivial case that H consists of 0 alone.

.

(Of. Ch. II, §7,

Ex. 2.)**

Ex. 3. For any Z-group (j, let S{0) denote the lattice of all Z-ideals of G, ordered by set-

inclusion. Show that, in the notation of Exs. 1-2 and the generalized arithmetic notation

of Ch. l,S{G + E) = iS((?)-/S(H),whereas^(G®F) = S(M) e S{G).

®*Por further results see the Harvard Doctoral Thesis of Murray Mannos (1942); see

also H. Shimbireva, Math. Sbornik 20 (1947), 145-78.



CHAPTER XV

VECTOR LATTICES

1. Introduction* Abstract function spaces, unknown forty years ago, have

shed so much light on the theory of functions that their study is now recognized

as an important branch of mathematics. Usually, as in the case of Hilbert

space and Banach spaces, this study has been based on an analysis of the prop-

erties of distance in vector spaces.^

The author believes that an analysis of the properties of order in function

spaces is equally deserving of attention, and may prove equally fruitful. The

present chapter is devoted to this analysis; in addition, all of the material on

Z-groups and commutative Z-groups, deduced in Chapter XIV, is applicable.

We begin by defining partly ordered vector spaces and vector lattices.

Dehnition. a partly ordered vector space is a vector space V with real scalars^

which is a po^oup under addition^ and in which^ for any positive scalar X, a; Xr

is an automorphism. If V is a lattice^ it is called a vector lattice) if it is condi--

tionaUy complete or a^complete^ it is called a complete or a-complete vector lattice^

respectively.

Thus vector lattices, complete vector lattices, and o’-complete vector lattices

are respectively Z-groups, complete Z-groups, and <y-complete Z-groups, in which

multiplication by scalars is possible, conforming to the usual rules of vector

algebra, and also to the rule that a; -*-> Xa; preserves order if X > 0, and inverts

it if X < 0. We shall assume below familiarity with the contents of Ch. XIV,

in which such Z-groups have been discussed. We recall also that any vector

space is a commutaUve group under addition.

Vector lattices over ordered fields other than the real field may also be studied.^

LemmAl 1. In a vector lattice
y
every l-ideal is a subspace, and hence a congruence

module for all algebraic operations.

Proof. Let J be any Z-ideal. If a 6 /, then a+ € and cT € /• Hence,

for any positive integer n, na'^ £ J and -^noT 6 J- Hence for any positive X,

and so for any X, Xa”** € J and Xa*" 6 J- Therefore \a = X(a+ + a“) = Xa+

\a ^ J.

1 See M. H. Stone, Linear transformations in Hilbert spaces and their applications to

analysis, New York, 1932, and S. Banach [1].

The concept of vector lattice is due to Kantorovitch [1] (and earlier announcements).

Preudenthal [1] developed the idea independently, attributing his inspiration to F. Biesz [1 ].

2 See A. F. Monna, Nederl. Akad. Wet, 52 (1943), 308-21 and 654-61, and ibid. 53 (1944),

385-99. Postulates for complete vector lattices have been discussed by A, Judin, XJchenye

Zapiski Leningrad 83 (1941), 57-61.

238
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In [LT], Z-ideals were called “normal subspaces.”

Ex. 1. (a) Let G be any Z-group which is also a vector space. Show that, for any positive

rational scalar X, » —*• Xx is a lattice-automorphism.

(b) Show that this need not be true for multiplications by irrational scalars in the

vector space of all real numbers, under some orderings. (Hint : Of. Thm. 14, Ch. XIV.)
Show that it need not be true even under orderings making the real numbers into a
complete Z-group. (Hint: Use group-automorphisms.)

Ex. 2. Show that, in any o-oomplete vector lattice, the operation of multiplication by
a real scalar X may be defined in terms of addition and order, and so need not be intro-

duced as an undefined primitive concept.

Ex. 3. In the plane of all vectors (x, y), let (x, y) ^ 0 be defined to mean x 0 and

y S \/x; and let (x, y) ^ (x', y') mean that (x — x', y — y') > 0. Which of the

postulates for a vector lattice fails?

2. Examples. The simplest vector lattice, and the prototype for aill vector

lattices, is of course the real number system R. This is a one-dimensional vector

space, having the positive numbers and zero as its non-negative elements. By
Lemma 2 of §6, Ch. XIV, combined with Thm. 15 of Ch. XIV, one can show

that R is the only vector lattice without proper Z-ideals (i.e., the only “simple”

vector lattice in the sense of universal algebra). Again, we have

Lemma 2. Any direct union of vector lattices is a vector lattice.

The proof is left to the reader. It is also easy to show that if the original

vector lattices are complete or <r-complete, then so is their direct union. It is

a corollary that the spaces i?" of all vectors [aii
,

• •
•

, *„] with n real components,

Rf of all infinite sequences xi ,
xg ,

aij
,

• • • of real numbers, and ij* of all real

functions /(a:) defined on the interval 0 ^ a; ^ 1 are complete vector lattices.

These notations are self-explanatory, if one admits the power notatiim of Ch. I,

and imagines d and c as denoting countable infinity resp. the power of the

continuum.

It is also clear that any subspace of a vector lattice, which is a sublattice as

well, is a vector lattice. That is, if a subset contains with any / and p also / -h gr,

/ fif )/ every ?*/» then it is a vector lattice relative to the same operations.

These hsrpotheses are satisfied by tihe following sets of functions: the subset

B of consisting of all bounded functions; the subset (6) of R^ consisting of all

bounded sequences; the subset C of E* consisting of all continuous functions;

the subset (c) of Rf' consisting of all convergent sequences; more gmer«dly, by

the continuous functions C(,X) on any topological space X. They are also

satisfied by: the set Z)(X) of functions on any such X which admit only a finite

number of discontinuities; the set M of measurable functions (in the sense of

Lebesgue) on the real line; the subset hP having summable pth pbweBf ;
set

(Z”) in of all sequences with finite
|
Xk [**.

Finally, let r be any (infinite) group of one-cme transtforxnatjions of a epece X
into itself, and call a function “almost pwiodic” (in the sense of Bodmer) when

every infinite sequence of its transforms uialer r contains a unfortfdy convergent
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subsequence. Then the real functions on X almost periodic under T satisfy

our hypotheses.^

Most of these examples are discussed as metric or topological vector spaces

in Banach [1], whose notation we have adopted whenever convenient.
^

We determine all vector lattices of finite dimension, as follows. Any

such vector lattice V is either a direct union of vector lattices of lower dimen-

sion, or it contains a tmique maxnnal Wdeal ilf
,
by Thm. 22 of Ch. XIV. This

M itself be a vector lattice of lower dimension, and may be treated by

induction; moreover by paragraph one of the present section, the quotient-

algebra V/M is the real number system R. It is now easy to diow that V ==

Ro Mjisx the sense of Ex. 2 of §14, Ch. XIV. We conclude

Theorem 1. Every vector lattice can he buiU up from R
hy direct and lexicographic union.

CoroIiLARy. Every Archimedean finite'-dirrieneional vector lattice is isomorphic

to for some n.

Infinite-dimensional Archimedean vector lattices need not be even isomorphic

to a subalgebra of R^^ for any cardinal number As noted by Nakayama

(Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 18 (1942), 1-4), a vector lattice V can be represented

as sruch a subaJgebra if and only if the intersection of its maximal Wdeals is 0.

Kaplansky has noted that the real functions on 0 ^ a? ^ 1, continuous except

at a finite; number of simple poles of second order, ai/ (a? ui)^, form an Archi-

medean vector lattice, the intersection of whose maximal 1-ideals consists of all

continuous’ functions and so is not 0.

Ex. 1. (a) Show that if S is any vector sublattice (subalgebra) of any power ofE, then

' the* intersection of its maximal 14(leals is 0.

(b) Using the result of paragraph one of §2, prove that conversely, if the intersec-

tion, of, the maximal ideals AT of a vector lattice V is 0, then V is a vector sublattice of

some po;wer of It.

Ex. ‘2. T>et‘F be an w-diihensional vector lattice; let JIf be a proper Z-ideal of V which

contains every proper Wdeal, so that V/M i2; let 6 be any positive element not in M.

. (a)' Show that, for any a; € AT, we have x e. (Hint: Consider the principal

i-ideal with strong unit
|

a?
|

.)

(b) infer that, for any a? € Af, Xe + i ^ 0 if and only if X > 0, or X 0 and as ^ 0;

that is, infer that V ^ M.
Ex. 3. Show' that there are respectively 1, 2, 3, 8, 18 non-isomorphic vector lattices

of dimensions 1> 2, 3, 4, 5.

3. Other examples; completeness. Other vector lattices can be constructed

by fonning quotient-spaces (i.e., homomorjdiic images) T/J of known vector

lattices V, modulo Z-ideals J.

Function theory abounds in examples of Wdeals of vector lattices. For

instance, the set of functions equal to zero except on a finite set is an Z-ideal in

s If A f= / V-/ fir, and h(aTn) is any sequence of transforms of A, then we can choose a sub-

sequence and a subsubsequence on which both/and g converge uniformly, whence so does A.

^ This is the main result of the Harvard Doctoral Thesis of Murray Mannos (1942).
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12°, and in their vector sublattices. So is the set B of bounded functions.

Moreover ifM and are defined as in §2, then every Jlf*" is an Z-ideal of M ;

so is every (f) an Wdeal of

Similarly, the setN of functions vanishing except on a set of Lebesgue measure
zero (so-called “null functions”) is an Z-ideal of 12° and its vector sublattices.

It is even a, <r-ideal, in the sense that it contains with any countable set fi , the

least uppCT bound V/<.
Furthermore, the quotient-algebras (“vector quotient-lattices”) M/N and

M^/N. .define the usual “spaces” 8 of measurable functions and V, as vector

lattices.. Another interesting vector lattice is the space {M ^ B)/{N ^ B)
of bounded measurable functions modulo null functions.

It is a curious fact that L* and (f), thou^ equivalent as metric linear spaces

(to Hilbert space), are not isomorphic as vector lattices. For there exist in

(Z*) positive elements whose positive subelemeuts are simply ordered; L*

contains no such elements.

We have already observed that 12”, and 12° are complete vector lattices.

Moreover since Z-ideals are convex, we know

Theokem 2. Any Irideal of a complete {a-comphte) vedor lattice is itself com-

plete (resp. a-complete).

It is a corolla^ that the spaces B, (Z>), QF) andN are complete vector lattices.

Now consider the space <S of measurable functions /(a), modulo null functions.

Let X(f, a) denote the set on which /(®) g o. Then X(f, a) is an order-pre-

serving function Jrom the infinite interval R: (— », +<») to the complete

Boolean algebraJf of Thm. 15, Ch. X. Moreover if X(f, a) = X(g, a) for all a,

then the set on which
|
f(x) — g(x)

|
< 1/n for all n is nuU; hence f(x) — g(x)

is a null function and/ = g. Again, for any / € info X(f, o) = 0 and supo

^(f) <*) == Conversely, any X(a) ha'ving the properties just described is an

X(f, o)—snd f(x) can be constructed throu^ approximating steprfmictions

assuming countably many distinct values. Since, finally, / ^ p is equivalent to

X(f, a) S X(g, a) for all o, we conclude

LEaiMA .3. The space 8 is leMice-4somorphic with the set of functions from B to

M which are isotone and satisfy info X(a) = 0 and supo X(a) = I.

But this is a convex subset of_the lattice , in the notation of Ch. I, §7,

and the. latter is c(»nplete sinceM is. Hence

Thbobem 3. The space 8 of measurable functions modido null functions is

a complete vector lattice.

It is a (Jorpllary that the vector lattices L* and SB are complete, since they are

Z-ideals
,

(convex subsets) of the space 8. On the other hand, the space C is not

even v-camplete.

Ex. 1. Prove that the apace C is not <r-complete.

Ex. 2. (a) Call a vector lattice “v-full” if, whenever on a# = 0 for all t j, V o< exists.

Show that il(f is <r-full.
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(b) Show that any commutative J-group can be extended to a v-full f-group, and

similarly for vector lattices.

Problem 107. Is every vector lattice a homomorphic image of a subalgebra of a direct

union of replicas of R? (Cf. §13.)

4. Order and star topologies. The reader may recall, from Ch. IV, §§8-9,

the definitions of order-convei^ence and star-convergence for sequences in

general tr-laLtices. We shall now consider special properties of thesfe topologies,

true for vector lattices.

We have already shown in §10 of Ch. XIV that the algebraic operations

X + y,x ^y,x ^ y were continuous in the order topology of any v-complete

Z-group. Actually, by taking some care about the existence of limits, the

proofs may be extended to arbitrary 1-groups. Thus in particular, in any

l-group,

(1) E /„ i 0 and i 0, then (/» + gr,) i 0.

We shall now prove the continuity of scalar multiplication.

Lemma 4. Lei V be any <r-complete ve-ctor lattice. Then

(2) If K —* 0 and f is fixed, then X„/ —> 0,

(3) If X„— and then \nfn-^\f-

Proof of (2). We shall show that |X„/1 = lX„| • |/|—>0. But in this case

we can show that Lim sup
(
2XJ'

|

= 2 Lim sup
|

X„/
(
= Lim sup

|
X«/

( ^ 0,

whence Lim sup
\
Xnf

\
= 0. This shows

i
Xn/

1

—* 0, implsdng Xnf —* 0.,

Proof of (3).
I
Xj; - X/

1 ^ (sup
|
X«

| ) •
|
/„ - / 1

+
|
X„ - X

|
•

| / 1,

and the right-hand side order-eonverges to zero by (2).

Combining the preceding results, we get

Theokbm 4. Under its order topology, any e-cmvplete vector laMte is a topo-

logical linear space and topological lattice.

But it is easy to show that in any case, functions continuous with respect

to a convergence topology are ipso facto continuous in the associated star-

topology (one need only take successive subsequences from arbitrary sequences).

This gives -tihie

CoKOLLART. Under its star topology, any (x-compUte vector loMice is a topo-

logical Umar space and topological lattice.

E.X. 1. Show that (2) is not true in all vector lattices.

Ex. 2. Show that star-convergence in the space S is equivalent to“convergonoeiameasure,”
in the usual sense that/« -> 0 means that, given « > 0, iV exists so large that for alln> N,

l/n(^) I ^ con a set of measure at most c. ([LT,p. 113]; Kantorovitch, Comptes Rendus
Paris 201 (1935), p. 1467.) Show that order-convergence is “convergence almost every-

where,”
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5. Relative unifonn convergence. Following a basic idea of E. H. Moore,®

we shall say that a sequence {/»} of elements of a vector lattice converges

“relatively uniformly” to an element /, if and only if, for some u and X„ i 0,

I /« — / I
S: Ku- First we shall correlate this relative imifoim topology with the

order topology.

Lemsja 5. In any (r-eomplete vector lattice, a sequence {/„} arder-converges to

f if and only */!/«—/

1

^ Wn for some Wn i 0.

Proof., ,^ince a: x — / is a lattice automorphism which leaves absolutes

of differences unchanged, we can assume / = 0. In this case, = V l/*l

provides the desired sequence. The converse is immediate, since Lim sup
| /« |

^
Lim =.0, and dually.

Theokbm 5. In any c-complete vector laitice, relative uniform convergence

implies order-convergence. The reverse implication holds, if Un i 0 implies thod

some sequence {kunik)} is bounded.

Proof-. — / I
^ hnii and X„ J. 0, then {/„} order-converges to /by (2)

and Leioiiila 5. Conversely, if
| /« — / 1 ^ ,

where j. 0, and if « is an

upper bound to the itinw , then \fn— f\ ^ u/k for all n > n{k).

The above hypothesis' holds in the “regular” case of Kantorovitch.® It holds

in the space S, since
i
Unix)

|

< 10 except on a set of measure at most 10,
for all n > NQi), provided NQi) is large enough. Similarly, it holds in the

spaces i”.. It does not hold in the spaces B, (b) (see [LT, p. 114]).

It is ^ily, proved that, with respect to relative unifonn convergence of se-

quence^ as ju^ defined, formulas (8)-(10) of Ch. IV, §8, are fulfilled. However,

condition (11) of Ch. IV, §9, need not hold; neither need every derived set be

closed.^ , But, as in §9 of Ch. IV, the first defect can be eliminated by defining

relative uniform star-convergence to mean relative uniform convergence of some
subsub^uence of every subsequence. We shall show in §9 that, in the case

of Ban^h
,
spaces, this relative uniform star-convergence defines the metric

topology
;
hence in this case, the second defect is eliminated also.

' The JVw Haven Mcdhematicat Colloquium, New Haven, 1914, pp. 31, 39; see also Bull.

Am. Math. Soc. 18 (1912), p. 334. A similar definition is givenby Kantorovitch [l,p.l42].

For Co?, I below see A. Youdine, Doklady URSS 27 (1939), 418-22; [LT, p. 121]; and B.

Nagy, Comm. Math. Helv. 17 (1944), 209-13.

• [1]. see Thip. 26. In his original paper (DokladyURSS IV (1935) , pp. 13-16)
,
Kantoro-

vitch used a weaker defiiution: that if X» i 0 implies -->0, then {«,] is bounded. This
weaker defiiution apparently is satisfied in the spaces B, (6).

’’ The latter defect was considered by Moore, op. cit., p. 40. Most of the results of §§5-11

are due to the author, [LT, §§141-61); see also Abstract 43-3-21 (1937) of Bull. Am. Math.
Soc.; Proe. Nat. Acad. Sci. 24 (1938), 135-9; and P. Riesz [2]. Bounded functions from
partly ordered linear spaces to Banach spaces were considered earlier by L. Kantorovitch

and B. Vulich, Compositio Math. 6 (1937), 119-65. See also B. Vulich, Doklady URSS
82 (1948), 475-R
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Ex. 1 . Prove that any <r-complete vector lattice satisfies the following “generalized Cauchy

condition”: f/«( is order-convergent if and only if
| |

—>^0 as

.

Ex. 2*. Generalize Lemma 6 to arbitrary Z-groups.

6. Additive functions between vector lattices. In §§ 6-8 we shall consider

the functions T: f —^fT from a vector lattice F to a complete vector lattice X.

We shall restrict our attention to “additive” functions—^to functions tririch ^tisfy

the identity (f + g)T = fT + gT.

It is well known that the additive functions between any two vector spaces

themselves form a vector space, if one defines XT and T + 1/ tbrou^ the

identities /(XT) = \(fT) and f(T + U) = fT + fU. In the present case,

this new vector space can be partly ordered, as follows. ' ' •

Definition. The additioe function T is non-negative if and only ifitis isotone,

in the usual sense that

(4) f = g f implies fT ^ gT in X.
.

This is obviously equivalent to requiring that f — g ^ 0 imply if — g)T ^ 0

—^in words, that T eariy positive elements into positive elements (pr.O, which

we call positive). . . m! .

Teceobem 6. Under the preceding definition, the additive functions from F to

X form a partly ordered vector space.
’ '

'

The proof that they form a po-group is a corollary of Thm. 1 of Ch. XIV

:

condition (iv) follows from commutativity; (i) and (ii) are trivial; we now

prove (iii). Suppose T + 17 = 0, T ^ 0, and ?7 ^ 0. Then g 0 implies

jT ^ 0 and ^ gU — —gT-^Q\ but gU ^ Ohy the hypothesis 17 ^ 0; hence

gU = Oforallp ^ 0. But this implies/f/ = (/+— (—/)'*‘)f7 = /+17 - (-/)+f7 =

0, or ?7 = 0, completing the proof of (iii). Thm. 6 now follows since clearly, if

X ^ 0 and 17 ^ 0, then \U ^0.
On the other hand, they need not form a vector lattice (see Ex. 1 helow). To

get a vector lattice, we must restrict ourselves to what may properly be called

“bounded” additive functions.

Ex. 1. Using a “Hamel basis” with respect to rational scalars, construct ah additive

function from JZ to 22 which is “unbounded” in the sense of §7.

Ex. 2. Show that if condition (iii) is omitted in Thm. 1 of Ch. XIV, we can still get a po-

group by redefining a =• h to mean that both o — 6 and 6 — o are in G*.

Ex. 3. Define the partly ordered vector space of Thm. 6 as X^, and denote direct unions as

products. Which laws of ordinary algebra remain valid in the resulting calculus?

7. Bounded additive functions. Indeed, if an additive functiem T from

F to X lies in any vector lattice, then the set {T, 0} must be bounded—^i.e.,

additive functions U and V must exist, such that F ^ 0, T ^ 17.

Definition. An additive function T wiU be called bounded if and only if the

set { T, 0} is hounded above and below.
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Lemma 1. If T is bmended, then it carries hounded sets (i.e., sets H satisfying

a ^ H ^b)in F into hounded sets in X.

Proof. If c g A ^ i>, and V ^ T,Q ^ U, then

Ar = aP + (A - a)T ^ aP + (A - a)U ^aT + Q>- a)U,

and dually, hT '^bT + {Jo
— a)F. Hence the set of AT [A 6 H] is hounded.

Lemma 2. If T carries hounded sets into hounded sets, then T"*" = T ^ 0

exists. In fact, fT'^ = supos^s/icT if f '^
0, and fT+ = f+T+ — i—f~)T'^ in

any ease. .

• Lemma 3. In any l-group, if x ^ g + h [z ^ 0, g ^ 0, h ^ 0], then z =
s + t, where 0 ^ s and 0 g < g A.

Proof of Lemma 3. Set s = x then

t= -z ^g + X - ~g + X ^ g S -g + (g + h) ~ h.

Obviously 0^<^A,a: = s + <.

Proof of Lemma 2. Firstly, the T* defined is additive. Indeed, by

3, sup a:!r for 0 ^ a: S (/ + ?) is sup (y + z)T = sup (yT + zT) for Q,^, y ^ /,

Q ^ z ^ g. And this is (sup yT) + (sup zT), since on one . hand tl^ latter

is an upper bound to the yT + zT, and on the other any upper ^o(pid,to all

yT + zT contains yT + sup zT for every fixed y, and hence sup yT + sup zT.

It remains to show that !r+ = T w 0. But clearly / ^ 0 implies f{Tf T) ^
fT — fT — Q and/(2!+ — 0) ^ OP — = 0; hence T'*' is an upper bpimd to 0

and T. Conversely, if is any (additive) upper bound to 0 and T, then for all

a: between 0 and/,

fU ^ xU + (J - x)U xT + (J - x)(i xT,
:

whence/([^ - r+) = /I/ - /5r+ ^ 0 for all/ ^ 0, and « ^ r+.

Theorem 7. The bounded additioe functions from F to X form a vector laUice.

This is embedded in the partly ordered vector space of Thm. 6, and contains every

vector UMce so embedded.

Proof. If F g 0, r ^ tr, and 7* ^ 0, P* ^ IT*, then clearly V +-V* ^ 0,

T -h T* ^ ll + V* and 7 ^ 0, XP ^ X?7 or the reverse for dll X; hBhce the

bounded additive functwns form a subspace of the vector space of Thm. 6.

By Thm. 2 of Ch. XIV,’mis subspace is a vector lattice. And by the first re-

mark of the present section, every vector lattice embedded in the partly ordered

vector space of Thm. 6 is contained in this subspace.

Thboeem 8. Fach of the foUomng conditions is egtmdent to boundedness:

(i) P carms hounded sets into bounded sets, (ii) T is the difference iff nonrtegalm

functions.

Proof. By Lemma 1, boundedness implies (i); by Thm. 7 above and Cor. 2
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of Thm. 4 of Ch. XIV, (i) implies (ii). Finally, if IT ^ 0 and U ^ 0, then

—T— U^T—U^T+U; hence (ii) implies boundedness.

Ex. 1. Show that, in case X is the real number system, any additive functional is a valua-

tion. Show that it is “bounded” if and only if it is of “bounded variation” in the sense

of Ch. V; §10. Infer that, for X real, the results of §7 are equivalent to those of Ch. V,

§10 .

Ex. 2*’. Generalize the theory of valuations, including Ch. V
, §10, to the ease of functions

with' values in a general complete vector lattice—in a general complete 1-group.

8. Functionals and conjugate spaces. We now restrict ourselves to the

case that X is the real number system, recalling that the analysis of real-valued

functions 0r “functionals” on abstract spaces has attracted especial attention

from mathematicians ever since the pioneer work of Volterra and Fr&jhet (see

Banach [I] for modem viewpoints and problems).

We the conjiigate space F* of a vector lattice F as the vector lattice

(Thm. 7) of all bounded additive functionals on F. We shall show in Thm. 11

that this definition effectively specializes to the concept of a “conjugate space”

as treated in Banach [1], though apparently quite different from it.

SuiTprisih^y, it includes as another special case the notion of a “Dualraum”

introdue^ by Koethe and Toeplitz.* Hence it seems destined to play an

important role in future functional analysis, especially in view of its simplicity

and intfiiisic character.

Without attempting profundities, we shall prove the important relation

F ^ (F*)*.' Indeed, every / 6 F defines an additive functional 4> on F*: <t>(T) —

ff. Mdrfeover every such 4> is bounded; since f = f — we need only

prove this in the ease / ^ 0. But if / ^ 0 and V ^ T ^ U, then/V ^ fT ^
fU

;

and it follows that the <j>(T) on any bounded set (closed interval) are bounded.

The extensibility of positive linear functionals on Banach lattices has been

treated by M. Krein, Comm. math. Kharkov 14 (1937), 227-37; see also M.

Krein, Doklady URSS 23 (1939), 745-6, 25 (1939), 723-6, and 28 (1940), 18-22;

and V. Suiulian, ibid. 30 (1941), 394-8. Additive functionals have further been

considered by A. G. Pinsker, Doklady URSS 55 (1947), 299—302.

9. Banach lattices. Every known example of a Banach space (or “espace

(B)" in the sense of Banach [1, p. 52]) is also a vector lattice in a natural sense.

Moreover, in every case, the ordering f S g and the norm function
1| / H are re-

lated by the. following condition

(5) 1/1 ^ I? I
implies 11/ II g 11 9 il.

« Jour. fUr Math. 171 (1934), 193-226. To prove our statement, wo assume what is true

in all the examples cited by these authors; that F contains every (0,
» *

•
, 0, 1, 0,

* * •) and

contains \x
]
if it contains x. For in this case, every positive functional assumes some

non-negative value X* on Xk , and sup 2 \kik on 2 ^kXk . Hence every positive functional,

and therefore every difference of positive functionals, yields an absolutely convergent

S X*
1 I,

and so is in the Koethe-Toeplitz Dualraum. Conversely, if u is in the Dualraum,

then the positive and negative Uk define new monotone additive functionals, whose sum is u.
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A vector lattice which is a Banach space and satisfies (5) will be called a

Banach lattice. One shows easily that, in any Banach lattice,

(6) 11/ II
= III/

1

II
for all /.

We shall show next that, in any Banach lattice L, metric convergence is equiva-

lent to relative uniform star-convergence, and that the continuous additive

functionaiI»;on L are simply the bounded additive functionals. Hence, in all

known
, cases,! concepts can bo replaced by simple order concepts.^

No' vector lattice L which contains a seqwncc {/„} such that all se-

quences '{X'*/„) are order-bounded, can be made into a Banach lattice.

Proof. Suppose L w'ere made into a Banach lattice, and set Xn = ^i/||/» 11-

If u were an upper bound to all X„/„
,
then

1|
k

||
would have to exceed every n,

since
|| II

= «•

Lemma, 2. The operations f -h ff, f ^ y, and f ^ g are metricaUy uniformly

continuous, in any Banach lattice.

Proof.! By definition and formula (20) of Ch. XIV, we have

K/o?) - (f o6f)i g l/-/*l,

whether^ o ;denotes +, or By (5)-(6), this implies the corresponding

metric .mequality; hence all three operations are uniformly continuous, with

modulus of continuity one, in the usual metric 1|/ — (7 1|.

CoROLLARy. If On = u, 2"-! 12^-1 *». = ^ metrically, and

On ^ ^ bn for all n, then a ^ x ^ b.

Lemma 3. Any separable Banach lattice has a weak unit e.

Proof. Let {/«} be any countable, metrically dense subset of L. Define

e = )E«-i 1/* 1/2“
11 /n ll-

For any (/ > 0 in L, we have
1|

- /» 11 < \\g ||/10,

for some n. Moreover e ^ g == 0 would imply (7 ( I A |/2"
|1 /„ H) ^

g ^e and so g ^ 1 /« 1

= 0. But ? ^ 1 /» 1
= g [(fn ^ 0) - (fn 0)],

and substitution of g for /« in this expression moves it through at most

11 9 ll/5» by Lemma 2. Since ^ ^ [(g ^ 0) — (g ^ 0)j - g, this implies

11 {g 17* 1) - » II ^ il ff 11/5. and so
fif 1 A I

> 0. Hence g ^ e

ig 1A l)/2’‘ IIA 11
> 0, and c is a weak unit. This result is duo to Freuden-

thal [ll, p. 648.

Theorem 9. In any Banach lattice, metric convergence is equivalent to relative

uniform star-convergence.

* Sinbe them order coampte nqily also to aoD-metrio topologieal Hnear spaoos, as in

tho Duairauan of Koethe and ToepJitz, it would seom worthwhile to parallel the usual theory

of uietrio Mnsfr t^paeea and normed rings by a mlf-oontained complete theory of vector lat-

tices and lattioe-ordered rinipi, with applieations to specific cases. Such an analyiSHB has

not yet been niade. Cf. R. C. James, A. D. Miidial, and M: Wyman, Bull. Am. Math.

Soc. 63 77M; M. H. Stone, Annals of Dfoth. 48 (1947), 851-6.
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Proof. By the homogeneity of both topologies, we need only consider con-

vergence to 0. But if
1
/n

1
^ and Xn i 0, then clearly

1| /» i| S ||
X»^

jj
=

jXftl * i 0. Thus relative uniform star-convergence implies metric

star-convergence and so metric convergence. Conversely, if 1|/«11
— 0, we

can so choose nik) that H/nw 11 0, and then construct v ^ ^ILikfnO:)

with
1 ^ 1

1’ lA.

Since a ^ x ^ b implies
||

a; H ^ 1|
a

|| + |1
& — a

1|,
order-boundedness of a

subset of a Banach lattice clearly implies metric boundedness. The ec^verse is

not however usually true. Thus in and (f), there is no upper bound to the

eiements of norm one—^though in the spaces B and (b) there is. .
But in all

cases, we have the following remarkable result.

Theorem 10. Metric ^‘boundedness*^ and order-boundedness (§7) are equiva-

lent^ for additive functionals T on a Banach lattice
» [

Thus the condition that T should ^‘carry bounded sets into._bouQd^ sets’’

is the same, whether interpreted in terms of metric boundedness or order bound-

edness.

Proof. If T is boimded metrically, then, for any a > 0, 1 |
<: a implies

II
X

11 g II
a (I; hence

\
xT\ ^ ||

a
|1

• H T 1|, and the xT form a bounded set.

Conversely, if T is metrically unbounded, then a sequence {x^] exists with

11 in II ^ 2^” yet
I
XffT

|
T + oo * Hence, by the Cor. of Lemma 3/the elements

a = and 6 « Y^n^ixt bound a set of y on which yT is unbounded;

that is, T is order-unbounded.
‘

'

Ex. 1. Show that the spaces S and cannot be made into a Banach lattice. (Hint:

Let/„(a;) = 1 if 0 < a; < 1/n, and zero elsewhere.)
‘

*

Ex. 2. Show that no infinite-dimensional “or-fulP* vector lattice (cf . Ex. 2, §3) can be made

into a Banach lattice.

Ex. 3. (a) Show that if /» is a decreasing sequence of elements of a Banach, lattice which

converges metrically to 0, then it order-converges to 0.

(b) Show that, in any Banach lattice, a metrically convergent sequence* star-con-

verges to the same limit.

Ex. 4. (a) Let F be any Banach lattice in which i 0 implies that some sequence [kun (t)}

is order-bounded. Show that order-convergence in F implies metric convergence; and

that star-convergence is equivalent to metric convergence.^®

(b) In the Banach lattice (6) , let Un. be the sequence composed of n zeros followed

by all ones. Show that the sequence (ttnl order-converges to 0, without converging

metrically or relatively uniformly.

10. Uniformly monotone norm. We shall call the norm in a Banach lattice

^^uniformly monotone” when, given e > 0, one can find 5 > 0 so small that if

/ ^ 0, flr
S 0, and ll/ll = 1, then \\f + ^|1 ^ 11/|] + a implies H p |1 g e.

We ahn.11 call a Banach lattice with a uniformly monotone norm, a UMB-UjtHce.

Thus the space L obviously has uniformly monotone norm, since H / + 1|
=

II / II + II D-
Similarly, the ^aces L” and (.V) have uniformly monotone

norm, and so they are UMB-lattices. In fact, any metrically, clo^ sub-

space and sublattice of any UMB-lattice, is clearly itself a UMB-lattice.

For a recent related result, see H. Nakano, Proe. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 19 (1943), 10-11.
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On the other hand, the norm in the spaces B, (b), and C is not uniformly mono-
tone.

Theorem 11. In a UMB-latticey any metrically hounded set of elements^

which is a ^^directed set” in the lattice order, converges metrically.

Proof. We can confine our attention to the successors of a fixed element a,

and so, since / —> / — a is an isometric lattice-automorphism, we can assume
that all elements /« of the set are non-negative. Again, by changing the scale,

we can assume ||/« H ^ 1 for all a. But in this case, if a is so chosen that

li/« 11 ^ sup
11 fa 11

- s, we wiUhave H H ^ « for all/^ > /„ /proving

our result.

Corollary. Any UMB-hUice is a complete vector lattice.

For if a set has an upper bound, so do the joins of the finite subsets of the

set, and these form a metrically bounded directed set.

Theorem 12. In a UMB-lattice, order-convergence and relative uniform con-

vergence are equivcdent.

Proof. By Thm. 5, it is sufficient to show that

(7) Un i 0 implies H t*. H i 0 in any UMB-lattice.

For (7) implies that, for some nQc),
|1 «„<*) H ^ 1/^2*; hence the inhnitc linear

sum kun(k) exists and is (Lemma 3, §9) an upper bound to the sequbnce

By Thm. 5, this implies the equivalence of order- and relative uni-

form convergence.

We now prove (7). By Thm. 11, {«»} converges metrically to soraea. By
Lemma 3, §9, o v-. 0 = 0 and o for all n; hence 0 ^ a ^ for all n,

and so a — 0, as asserted.

Corollary. Star-convergence and metric convergence are equivalent, in any

UMB-laiticef^

Finally, we may note that Thm. 10 may be extended to functions T with

values in any UMB-lattice. The second half of the proof need not be changed.

As regards the first half, note that since any two decompositions of the interval

0 ^ ® ^ / have a common refinement, the xT [Q ^ x Sf] form a directed set.

Hence if T is metrically bounded, so are the xT, and by Thm. 1 1 they converge

to a supremum fT+. Dually, the xT have a lower bound, and so T is order

bounded.

Ex. 1. Show that (7) is false in the space (ft).

Ex. 2. (a) Prove that the spaces and (I*) are UMB-spaoes.

(b) Show by a direct counterexample that the spaces C and (b) are not UMB-spaoes.

** This oordilary is closely related td reWilts of Kantorovitch (Oomptes BendiSEi, 201

(1935), p. 1457, and [1, p. 154]). The ease oS AL-spaces is covered in Thm. 15 of Ch. V.
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Ex. 3*. A Banach space is called “uniformly convex’’ (J. W. Clarkson), if there exists a

single-valued function 5(«), positive if « > 0, such that if ||/ 11
= llff ll

= 1 and
|| / —

p II ^ c, then IIK/ -t- 5) II £ 1 - S(«)- Show that any uniformly convex Banach

lattice, is a UMB-lattice.

11. A decomposition, tiieorem. Let L be any UMB-lattice, and X(/) any

bounded additive functional on L. We shall show that \(f) decomposes L into

components on which \(J) is positive, negative, and zero respectively. First

Lkmi4a 1. Let JV+, N~, and iV’“ be defined as the sets off such that 0 < a; ^ | /

1

implies \(x) > 0, \(x) < 0, and \(x) = 0, respectively. Then iV+, N~, and JV®

are independent l-idecds.

Proof. Suppose f € -V"'' and g € Then 0 < a: ^ | / -t-
|
implies

0<a:^l/l4-lS'|, whence x = y fi- z, where 0gy^|/|,
and 2/ > 0 or s > 0; hence X(a:) = \{y) -f X(z) > 0. That is, N* is closed

under addition. Again, if / 6 iV and
|
A

1 g |/ j,
then 0 < x ^ 1

h
|
implies

0 < * ^ 1 / 1, whence X(x) > 0 and h € We conclude that N'^ is an Z-ideal.

Similarly, JW and iST® are Z-ideals.

Now, since Z-ideals form a distributive lattice, the Z-ideals iV+, N~, and N®

must be independent if ^ N~ = N~ ^ W® = ^ N'^ = 0. But this is

almost trivial:!!/ 0, then/ € JV'*’ implies X(
| / ] ) > 0,/ € implies X(

| / j) <
0, and / 6 W® implies X(

j / [ )
= 0; these conditions are mutually exclusive.

Theobem 13. L is the direct union of N+, N~, and iV®.

Proof. By the italicized statement of Ch. XIV, §11, paragraph one, and

Lenuna 1 above, it is suflcicient to show that L is the linear sum of the sub^aces

(note Lemma 1, §1) iV'"’", N~, N°; that is, that L = -h N~ -f iV®. To prove

this, we first require uniform monotonicity to prove

TiiiiMMA 2. The functumed \(x) attains its supremum M on any interval 0 ^
« ^ /.

Proof. Choose Xi so that X(xi) > ilf — 3“*; we shall show that p = lira

sup (xi)
—^which exists by the Cor. of Thm. 11—sati.sfies \(g) — M. Indeed,

X(x<, Xi) = X(fl:,) + X(x,) — X(x< /-. xy) > M — 3“‘ — 3“^

whence X(xi ^ Xi+i ^ Xi+n) > M — (3"'* -h • + 3
’

") exceeds

M —2-3”‘. Passing to the limit once, Jlf ^ X(sup*s.{a^4 }) ^ Af — 2- 3”*.

Pas^g to the Ihnit similarly again, by continuity in the metric topology, which

(Thm. 12, Cor.) implies continuity in the order-topology, we get X(p) = M.
The relation L — N+ If -|-W®is now obvious from

T.TirM-wA 3. In Lemma 2, let u be the infimum of the x between 0 and f such thai

X(x) = M
; define v dudUy; letw = f — u — v. Then u € W+, v € N~, w 6 N®,

andf = M -t- 9 -f-

Proof. The existence of u and v (and thus of w) follows from the complete-

ness of L. Again, if X(x) = \(y) = M, then X(x ^ y) + X(x ^ y) ^ 2M.
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But \(a: ^y) ^ M and \{x y) ^ M, and so \{x ^ y) = X(z ^ y) = M.
It follows by Theorem 11 and continuity that X(u) = M. Moreover 0 < a: g
implies \{u — x) < \(u) and so X(a:) = X(«) — X(m — x) > 0; hence u € AT"*".

Dually, V € N~. Hence « a = 0 by Lemma 1, whence u + v = u<^v^f
and 0 ^ w ^ /. Finally, 0 < x ^ to implies X(x) + X(m) = X(x 4- m) ^ XC^u),

whence X(x) ^ 0. Dually, it implies X(x) ^ 0, andsoX(x) = 0. Hencew €

But / = « + *' + «’ is obvious, completing the proof.

Ex. Show that Lemma 1 holds in any vector lattice, but that Lemmas 2-3 andThm. 13 are

not true in the space C.

12. Integral representation. Let V be any (7-complete vector lattice with

a weak unit e. By a resolution of e, we mean a monotone increasing family of

components e\ of e, such that

(8.) \ < (t implies fix ^ e,,
, Limx..,«ex = e, Limx__«Cx = 0.

With respect to any such “resolution of the identity,” we can define integrals

as follows.

For any finite M, and any partition v of the interval —M S X ^ M into

subintervals Xf_i g X ^ X<
,
we may form w, = ^^nd Vt =

2<X<(ex( — exj_i), these we regard respectively as under and over approximations

to the integral. If jt and re' are any two partitions, then one shows easily that

tv ^ Ur^r' ^ Vr^r' ^ V,/
j
morcover \vt> — Ur

\ g 2ee, where « is the length

of the largest subinterval of « or jt'. Hence, since 2«e i 0 as e J, 0 by (2),

the Ur and v, approach the same limit g. We define this limit to signify the

symbol

(9)

ptn

g - I
Xdcx-

This defines bounded integrals. We define

(10) X dex = Lim
n-»oo

in case this limit exists, in the sense of order-convergence.

We have just seen that each resolution of fi on a bounded interval defines a

bounded inte^al g', clearly
| g |

^ Me for some finite M. Conversely, let g be

any element of V which is hounded relative to fi in this sense—^i.e., for which « is a

strcmg unit. Then we can define ex as the oomponmat of e in the dosed f-ided

having (Xe — g)* for strong unit. It is not hard to show that (9) hd<te, with

respect to this resolution. More generally, we can diow

THXoRBac 14. Any element f of a e-eomplete mdor lattice V ttwoh unit e

can be represented as an inkgrd (10).
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Proof. For any positive integer n, we construct the bounded truncation f„

of /, by

(11) fn = —ne ^ (f == (—ne ^f)^ne (see L5).

Then the sequence of ft = 0 ^ (f ^ ne), which is bounded above by f*, con-

verges to a limit f* ^ /+, by <r-completenese. But, as in C3i. XtV, §11, we can

show that (/'*' — /*) == 0, whence /^ — /* = 0, and so ft 1 Dually,

ft- i f, whence

(12) u = ft + ft -^f^ + r ^ f,

in the sense of order-convergence. Hence (10) holds, where /„ = fin ^^
as previoudy.

The preceding representation was first suggested by Freudenthal [1], who
however made many unnecessary assumptions. We can make it unique if we

add the requirement^ that ex = sup„<xe,, , for all X.

But iiow, We note that the closed HdeaJs of V, whichform a complete Boolean

algebra, can them^lves be represented by open-and-elosed subsets of a compact

Boolean space S (Ch. XT, Thm. 3). Using this representation. Stone [6} has

shown that V can be represented by functions which are finite and contimmts

on S, except perhaps on a nowhere dense set; moreover vector and lattice

operatibns have their usual meanii]^, except that nowhere dense sets'are ignored

throughout. Von Neumann (xmpublished lectures given in April 1940) has

obtained essentially identical results. Moreover S. Kakutani and M. and S.

Exein^ have characterized the vector lattice of all continuous functions on an

arbitrary compact Hausdorff space. The basic fact is that such a vector lattice

has a strong unit e (any weak unit is strong), and that it can be made into a

Banach lattice if one defines

(13) 11 / 11
= inf X.

|/|sx»

13. Additive set functions and (I/)-spaces. Consider the class L(A) of all

bounded valuations f[x] (Ch. V, §6), which also satisfy/[O] = 0, on a fixed Boolean

algebra A . Under any isomorphic representation of A as a field $ of sets, L{A)
may be regarded as the class of all bounded, additive set-functions on #.

This representation of “Lebesgue-Nikodym” type has been developed further by J.

Dieudonh^, Annals of Math. 42 (1941), 547-65; Bull. ^o. Math. France 72 (1944), 193-239;

M. Nakamura and G. Sunouchi, Proo. Imp. Acad. Tokyo.lS (1942), 333-5; C. B. Rickart,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 56 (1944), 50-66; M. Cotlar and E. Barantonello, Pobl. Inst. Mat.
Univ. Nac. Litoral VIII (1948), No. 3.

M. and S. Krein [1], andDofclady IJRSS 27 (1940), 427-30; S. Kakutani, Proc. Imp. Acad
Tokyo 16 (1940), 63-7; Annals of Math, 42 (1941), 994-1024; H. F. Bohnenblust, ibid., 1025-8.

Also, J. A. Oarkson, Annals of Math. 48 (1947), 845-50.
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Lbmma. Jf v[x] is a valuation on any Boolean dlgehra, then the vatialion of/[it]

on any chain o = So < *1 < • • < Xn = h is equal to that on some chain a ^ y
^ b of length two.

Proof. Let y be the imion of o and the differences xt — Xi-i =‘ Xi ^ iLi
such that »[a;i] > t;[a!j_i].

It follows that being bounded is equivalent to having bounded variation

(Ch. V, §10). We know already (Ch. V, Thm. 17) that the valuations of

bounded variation on any lattice form a vector lattice; hence L{A) is a vector

lattice. V We shall now show that if we define the total variation as norm,

becomes a Banach lattice. But by the lemma, the total variation of f[x] is|,f

(14) 11/ II
= sup (CfW - /[O]) + (/[i] - /[a:])} = sup {/(*) - /(«')}.

Moreover,.sinee the bigger f(x) is, the analler is /[a:'] = /[/], — /[»], we have
further

(140
^

1!/ 11
= sup,/[x] - inf*/[x] = sup {2/[x] - /[/]}.

Theorem 15. • If we define norm in L(A) as total va/naiion (i.e., by (14)-),

then L.(4) becomes a Banach lattice in whidi

(16) iff>0andg> 0, then \\f + 0 ll
= ll/ll + ||p||.

Prbof. For relatively complemented lattices, being bounded is equivalent to

having bounded variation (Ch. V, §10). But we know (Thm. 17 of C9i. V)
that the Valuations of bounded variation on any lattice form a vector lattice.

Next, L{A) is a Banach ^ace. For clearly |lqf|| = tcj • ||/|1. Again,

!!/'+ fir II
Sup, {/[*] - fW] + - g\x']]

^ Sup,., [fix] -m + gb] - gm == 11/ II + Ik 11-

If / 7^ 0, then /[x] 9̂ 0 for some x. Hence either fix'] = /[*], and
1 1 / (1 ^/ (I) =»

2f[xl > 0, or JT;®]
jxS fix'], and 1I/|| ^ Max{/M -- fWlflx'] - fW']] ,==

I
/[»] “ /I®'] 1

> 0- Thus / 0 implies
|| / 1|

> 0, and L(A) is a metric vector

space. Kna%, if
|1 /m - /» 1| 0, as w, » », then, for any x, ||/«t®]

-
fnM II

—* 0; hence we may define /(*) = Lim„..*,^»[x]. llxis f[x] is clearly

additive, since all /» are; moreover clearly flO] - 0 and |l/n - / 1|
0. If

/ > 0, clearly/[x] - fW] g /[/] - /[O]; hence

(140 .
if / > 0, then 11/ H * /[/].

This immediately implies (15).

It imkams to prove that
I / 1 itfl impliee ||/l| ^ WsW- But by (15),

writing 5 - j p |
-

[ / 1
0, it is sofScieBt tb prove thstt ||/ 1|

-
|| |/ 1

1|. This
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we aow show. By §10 of Ch. V, /+(/) = sup/N and Til) = More-

over f[x'] = f[I] — /[x]. Hence

11/11 = Sup {2/M - /[/]} = 2/+[/] - f[I]

^
= /+m - rm = i/i m = ii i/ 1 ii. by (i4o.

Definition. A Banach lattice which satisfies (15) toiU be called an abstract

{L)-space.

CoBOLLAEY. The bounded valuations which satisfy f[0] == 0, on any Boolean

alg^a, form an abstract {L)-space. Any abstract (L)-space is a UMB-lattice.

There is a close connection between abstract (L)-spaces and measure and

probability. This we now formulate.

Definition. By a “distribution” or “probability functional” on a Boolean

algebra A is meant a positive valuation p{x] which sofo'sjies p{0] = 0 and p[I\ = 1.

If A is a Boolean o-algebra, and if p[V ^ 52“-ipb»], tb^n p[x] is called a

“ff-distribution.”

The relation of such distributions to probability has been discussed in Ch.

XII, §9; see also Ch. X, §12, for the relation to measure theory.

Theoeem 16. The set D{A) of distributions on A consists of the positive ele-

ments of L(A) having norm one. It is therefore metrically closed, convex, and has

diameter two at most.

Proof. By definition, D{A) consists of the positive elements satisfying /[J] =
1. But if / > 0, then H/ H = /[J], proving the first statement. Again, both

the set of / ^ 0 (by Lemma 3 of §9) and the “unit sphere” of / of norm one are

metrically closed; hence so is their intersection D(A). While if p > 0, g > 0,

\ > 0, y > 0, \ + y = 1, then \p itq> 0; and if besides H p |1
=

|] g H = 1,

then
11
Xp -f /*g II

= X
11 p II -f M 11 g II

= 1- Finally, if p, g € D(A), then

Up - ff II ^ Up II + 11 -ell = 2.

Remark. The distance function ||p — g|| is the ^‘stochastic distance’^ of

Nikodym and Mazurkiewicz.^^

Ex. 1. Prove that (15) and (16) imply Kakutani's condition, that if z y » 0, then

\\^ + y\\ « \\^-y\l
Ex. 2. Extend the lemma of the text to all relatively complemented lattices.

Ex. 3. Prove that a distribution plx] is a <r-distribution if and only if Xi a?,- «*= 0 for all

i j implies p[V?-ia?i] « Sf-ipM-
Ex, 4. Show that every x ^ A defines an element wi* of the conjugate space of Zf(A), by

=*= fl^h

O. Nikodym, Fund; Math. 15 (1930), 131-79; Mazurkiewicz, Monats. f. Math. u. Phys. 41

(1934), 343-53. The metric for the traditional “convergence in probability*' is implied

by convergence with respect to this
1 1 p ^ ^ 1 1 ,

but fails to yieldaBanach space.

S. Kakutani [1, condition DC}. A study of Banach lattices in which, for some real,

single-valued function <^(X, fi)^ x ^ y ^ 0 implies I1
a? + p ll

« <^( ||
a? |1, 1| y U) has been

made by F. H. Bohnenblust, Duke Jour. 6 (1940), 627-40. Exb, 2-5 below are taken from

[LT, §§166-S]. Ex. 4 is greatly generalized in S. Kakutani, Annals of Math. 42 (1941),

p. 1021, Thm. 15.
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Ex. 5. Show that the diameter of D(A) is zero or exactly two.

Ex. 6. Extend the results of §6 to the case that A is a ‘‘generalized Boolean algebra*'

without I.

Problem 108. Can any <r-complete Z-group be extended to a full, complete, vector lattice?

14, The <r-distributions. We now consider the subset L^{A) of cr-additive

valuations on a Boolean cr-algebra Jl, satisfying /[O] = 0—and the corresponding

subset Dc{A) of er-distributions.

Lemma. Each of the following continuity conditions is equivalent to a-additivity:

(i) i 0 implies f[xn] 0, and (ii) Xn x in the order-topology implies

/W f[x].

Proof. Since j/«
—

> 3/ if and only if a:„ J, 0 exists satisfying \yn — y \ S x„,

where \yn — y\ denotes the symmetric difference between y„ and y, conditions

(i) and (ii) are equivalent. But V Li®. thxni hence if/ is continuous,

/[V?_ia:<] = Lim [V Lia:.] ^ E"-i/[a:<]- Conversely, since a:»|0iaiplies®i= VLi
(xi- aji+i), where (a:.- - a:.-+i) ..-n (xj - Xj+i) = 0 if i 5^ /, /M = 23“-i/[a:i - 2:4+1]

if / is ff-additive. But this clearly implies /[a:»] = “ ®i+i] 0> conn-

pleting the proof.

Thbobem 17. If A is a Boolean cr-algebra, then Lg{A) is a meirically closed

l-ideal of L(A).

Proof. Since |/[x»]
| g ||/„ — / || + /mW, if every /„ is continuous and

II /« — / 11 0, then a:„
J, 0 implies /[»«] —» 0; thus Z/,(A) is metrically closed.

Ihat L.(A) is a vector subspace of L(A) is trivial; it remains to prove the “norm-

ality” condition: that / € Lc(A) and 0 < g ^ | / 1
imply g € Lc(A). But in-

deed, imder these hypotheses »« J,
0 and 0 ^ ^ a;„ imply yn —*0 and so

fb/*]
-* 0; hence sup 0 s », s *„ l/W 1

—* 0. But by hypothesis and the

Lemma of §13,
1 1 ^ 1 / 1

[««] ^ 2 sup 0 s »» s I I; therefore

g(xn) 0. By the lemma above, this implies g 6 Lg(A), completing the proof.

CoROiiLABY 1. For any Boolean a-algebra A, the set of a-additive vahuniions

f[x] of A satisfying /[O] = 0 is an abstract (L)-space. Hence the a-addiHoe set-

functions on any a-field of sets form an (distract (L)-space.

CoRounaBY 2. The a-distribuHons on A form a metrically closed, corwex siib-

set of L(A).

Ex. Show that any <r-additive distribuilon on a Boolean <r-algebraA is necessarily bounded.

15. Reftresentation of separable abstract (L)-spaces. let L be any separable

abstract (L)-gpace, with a countable, metrically dense subset of elements fi ,

/*,/»,••*. We Sketch a proof of the fact that L can be embedded in the apace

(L) defined in § 2.

We define a weak unit, as in Lemma 3 of §9, by

e -SI/. 1/2* ll/ll >0.
hml

(17)
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We let A be the complete Boolean algebra of all closed Z-ideals of A. If / is any

such closed Z-ideal, and if J' is its complement, we can form by Thm. 11 and

metric completeness the join ej of all elements x ^ e such that x ^ y = 0 for

all 2/ 6 J'- Likewise, we can form moreover ej ^ ejt = 0, e/ + ej> = e.

Thus A is isomorphic to the complete Boolean algebra^* of all components of e.

Since this is a separable, metric Boolean algebra, it is isomorphic (Thm. 15,

Ch. X and Thm. 10, Ch. XI) with a subalgebra of the measure algebra of all

measurable subsets of the interval 0 ^ a; ^ 1, modulo sets of measure zero.

Similarly, for any / 6 L and any closed Z-ideal J, we can form (/"')/ and

(f~)j ;
hence fj = if% -f (Dj • That is, every / t L has components on

every J.

In order to represent f by completely additive valuations, we need one more

remark. The fimctional

(18) \(f) = 1I/+II -iirii= I1/+II -ii(-/)+ii

is a linear functional of norm one on L; the proof is as follows. We wish to

prove that X(/ + g) — X(/) -b X(^), that is, that

ll(/ + ^)+il - IK-/ - = li/+ll - !!(-/)+ II + IK"- II -IK-?)+ll-

This follows, transposing, from the following identities

M =
II (/+ ?)+ II + II

(-/)+ 11 + II
(-?)+

II
-

II (/+ + (-/)^ + (-?)1l

= \\(f + g)^+(J^-f) + (g^-9)\\

= m+g) - 0]
- (/ + ?)+/++ g+11

= ||[0 - (-/ - ff)] +/+ + ?-*-|| = IK-/ - ?)+ll + 11/-^
II + IK+II-

Trivially, X(c/) = cX(/). We now associate with each / € L, the following

functional on A,

(19) /(/) = xa.).

By Thm. 11, X(/j) = /(/) is <r-additive. Furthermore, since (/ -f- g)j =
// -f- gj and (c/)j- = cfj

,

addition in L corresponds to addition of valuations.

We next show that H/ 1|
is the norm, sup

|| \{fj) - X(fj>) ||,
introduced in Thm.

15, for set-functions. For all J,

I|X(/,) - a lll/fll - ll/rll - 11/^ II + II//7III

a ll/J II + lUt. II + 11/7 II + 11/7 II
- II/* II + lir II - ll/ll.

The results here aud below are mostly due to Kakutaui [1]; see also M. and S. Krein

[1]; the exposition is new. The results of §§13-14 may be found in [LT] and in Kakutani

[1]. A discussion of spaces of continuous functions (conjugates of abstract (L) -spaces)

may be found in Kakutani [2], and in M. and S. Krein, Doklady URSS 27 (1940), 427-30

and I. Vernikoff, S. Krein, and A. Tovbin, 30 (1941), 785-7.
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But for the particular J generated by /'*'
as weak unit, we have

= fj' = f - fj = and so \(Jj) = Wf^W,

UU) = -lini, and |iX(/.) - \(fr)\\ ^ ll/ll.

Combining these inequalities, we get our result. Finally, it remains to show
that/+(J) = Supxg/ (K), so that lattice operations have the same Tnftfl.ning as

for valuations. But since /(jFC) ^ for all if g J, the inequality

in one direction is obvious. The reverse inequality follows again by projecting on
the closed Z-ideal H of L generated by /+, and setting K = J ^ H, giving

f(J ^ L) = /+(/).

We note further that, since norm and lattice operations are preserved, and

since infinite joins are merely metric limits of finite joins, and since any ab-

stract (I/)-space is a complete lattice, the f(J) are a cbsed sublattice of the

complete lattice of all a-additive valuations on A. We summarize.

Theorem 18. Any separable abstract (L)-space is isomorphic with a cbsed

subbttice and metrically cbsed linear suhspace of the “concrete” {L)-spaee of all

Lebesgue inbgrabb functions f{x) defined on the unit interval 0 ^ a: ^ 1, modulo

functions vanishing almost everywhere (i.e., except on a set of measure zero).

Problem 109. Generalize the results of §15 to arbitrary abstract (L)-spaces, using the

Theorem of Loomis to pass from Boolean <r-algebras to sets.

16. Further references. Because of limitations of time and space, I have not

included various other results about vector lattices, but shall give only refer-

ences.

Abstract Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym Theorems and integration theories

have been given by B. Vulich, Uchenye Zapiski Leningrad 83 (1941), 3-29;

A. Bischof, Schr. Math. Inst. Univ. Berlin 5 (1941), 237-62; E. Foradori,

Deutsche Mat. 4 (1939), 578-82 and 5 (1940), 37-43; J. Dieudonn6, Bull. Soc.

Math. France 72 (1944), 193-239; and A, Pinsker, Doklady URSS 49 (1945),

8-11 and 168-71. Various interesting properties of Z-ideals (alias normal sub-

spaces) have been proved by S. Bochner and R. S. Phillips, Annals of Math. 42

(1941), 316-24. See also S. Bochner, ibid. 48 (1947), 1014-61.

The representation of vector lattices has been treated by K. Yosida, Proc.

Imp. Acad. Tokyo 17 (1941), 121-24 and (with M. Fukamiya) 479-82, and

18 (1942), 339-42. See also A. G. Pinsker, Doklady URSS 65 (1947), 379-81

and G. P. Akilov, ibid. 57 (1947), 643-8.

Applications to completely monotone functions have been given by S. Bochner,

Duke Jour. 9 (1942), 619-26, and by S. Bochner and Ky Fan, Annals of Math.

48 (1947), 168-79.
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Applications to the ordinary theory of differentiation and differential equa-

tions have been ^ven by W. M. 'Vi^ybum, Am. Math. Monthly 47 (1940),

1-10—^the basic definition being due to F. Riesz, Pisa Annali (1937), p. 191. A
discussion of abstract differentiation has been given by Anne O’Neill, Duke
Jour. 12 (1945), 89-99.

Applications to functional equations have been given by L. Kantorovitch,

Doklady DESS 4 (1936), 219-24, and Acta Math. 71 (1939), 63-97.



CHAPTER XVI

ERGODIC THEORY

1. Cyclic sem^roups of transition operators. We shall be concerned below
with cyclic semigroups of transition operators on (L)-spaces, in the following

precise mathematical sense.

Definition. A “transitim operator” on an ipbstract) (L)-space L is an addi-

tive operator which carries distributions (i.e., positive elements of norm one) into

distributions. A ^‘cyclic semigroup” of operators on a space S consists of an
operator T and its powers^

, T^, ••• (^discrete case), or else of a family of opera-

tors T defined and continuous in r for all positive real r and satisfying T'T’ =
for all r,s {continuous case).

The case of transition operators on (L)-spaces is distinguished from the

general case® of semigroups of linear operators on Banach spaces, by the fol-

lowing useful result.

Theorem 1. Transition operators are either isometries or contractions: they

satisfy \\fT - pT
1| ^ 11/ - P ||.

Proof. Since /T — gT = (/ — g)T, we need only show that
||
AT

|| g ||
A ||.

But
II
A+T

II
=

II
A+

II
and

||
h~T

|j = ||
h~

||, since T carries positive (and so

negative) elements of norm one into similar elements. Hence

l\hT\\ = llA+r-h A-Tll g llA+ni + IIA-T 1|
= HA+H -h H A"

|1
==

||
A ||.

2. Interpretation; finite-dimensional case. In case L is finite-dimensional,

it is easy to determine ail possible tranation operators. For by Thm. 1 of Ch.
XV, L is then the space of all Ti-vectors / = [fi ,

• •
•

, /n] with / ^ 0 if and only

if every fi 0. Hence the transition operators on L are the n X « matrices T =•

11
tij 11

such that (i) every ta ^ 0, and (ii) ta 4- • * • +<«#=» 1 for all i. In
other words, in the finite-dimensional case, transition operators are what are

usually called “matrices of transition probabilities.” These are very well

known; it is precisely their behavior which is discussed in the theory of finite

“depaadent probabilities,* alias “Markoff processes.”

* If T* is my traruntioa operator, ihea all its powers are transition operators; hence the
most g«Mral (ilMaete eyelic seaigeoap of transition operators is given by the powers of

an arbitrary transition operator T.
* For the general ease, see F. Hille, Puneiional analysts and semi-groups, Am. Math. Soc.

Colloquinin Pablieatlons, vol. 81, New York, 1948.

* See M. Frtohet, Ifithedfs dss/onaflains orMiraffes, tiMon'e dee tsinments en chatne • -

iWis, 1088, where farther refhrenees tDorasiiM Uteratore on this sabiest may be found.

269
‘
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From the numerous (see Exs. 1-2 below) realizations of such matrices by

“stochastic processes,” we select one illustration.

Example 1. Let i = 1, 2,
• •

-
,
521 denote the possible arrangements of a

pack of cards. Describe the shuflfliing habits of a dealer by saying that in one

shuffle he transforms the pack from state i to state j with probability Uj . Let

S and T be successive shuiffles by different dealers. The total transition prob-

ability Uij from state i to state j will be the sum of the probabilities u{i, k, j)

that the pack will pass from i to j through the different intermediate states k.

And if S and T are independent, we will have^ u(i, k, j) = Siktkj ,
whence ua

is the matrix product ST,

Hence if a single dealer shuffles repeatedly without changing his habits, the

effect of n shuffles is 7”", corresponding to a discrete cyclic semigroup of transi-

tion operators.

Ex. 1. Show that the transition probabilities of radioactive disintegration can be de-

scribed by a continuous cyclic semigroup of transition operators between the elements.

Ex. 2. Let T be any nXn matrix satisfying conditions (i)-(ii) of the text. Using n rou-

lette wheels and suitable rules, invent a '"game” corresponding to T.

Ex. 3*. Show that if L is n-dimensional, then the most general continuous semigroup of

transition operators on L has the form ^ E exp (iZ), where (i) E is the most general

transition operator satisfying E^ * E, and (ii) Z is the most general nXn matrix having

non-negative terms off the principal diagonal, and having the sum of the terms in each

row equal to zero.

Ex. 4*. Let S be a system with finite or countable discrete "states” i = 1, 2, 3,
• *

*
,
and

let s, t be fixed times. Let SI be the Boolean <r-algebra of all propositions of the form: S

is inZ at time s and in Y at time t, where Z, Y are arbitrary sets of states. Let p :
p(Z, Y)

be any c-distribution on SI.

(a) Show that the p{i, j), where i, j are individual states, determine p uniquely.

(b) Define the matrix || ta ||
as p(hj)/p(h ^ Vih -f) > 0, and as otherwise

(Kronecker delta) . Show that this is a matrix of transition probabilities.

(c) Show that, apart from cases where some p(i, I) — 0, there is a one-one cor-

respondence between ^-distributions p(Z, Y) and matrices of transition probabilities.®

Problem 110. Extend the results of Ex. 4 to the case of a continuum of states.

3. Interpretation: general case. Cyclic semigroups of transition operators

arise in probability theory under very general conditions, which will now be

described.

Probability was defined mathematically in Ch. XII, §9, as a “valuation”

(or measure function) p[X] on a Boolean algebra SI, which satisfied p[X] ^ 0

for all X 6 SI and p{I] = 1. In Ch. XV, §13, it was shown that the class of all

probability functions on any fixed 31 was a closed, convex set P in an abstract

(L)-space, and that the diameter of P was two, apart from trivial cases. In

Ch. XV, §14, the same was shown to be true of the set of all <r-distributions on

any Boolean <r-algebra.

Frequently, the elements X, F, • • • of SI represent properties of a system S

4 J. L. Coolidge, An introduction to maihemcUical probability, Oxford Press, 1925, p. 18.

® This correlates our definition of a transition operator with the notion of a "stochastic

process” as defined by J. L. Doob.
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obsen^able a 'posteriori, while for each t > 0, pi{X\ 6 P represents our best

a priori prediction of what the state of will be t units of time from some initial

instant. Suppose that the following additional condition is also satisfied:

(*) If s < t, any Ps ^ P determines pt = PaTs,t uniquely, regardless of the

values of Pr for r < s.

We can then argue as follows.

Hypothesis with frequency X, and hypothesis g, with frequency m. should

yield inference pfr,,t at time t with frequency X» and inference qsT^.t with fre-

quency Hence (X.p, + = \,p,T,,i + . Since (admissible)

distributions must go into admissible distributions, we infer that every T,,t

is a transition operator.

Further, if r < s < t, then for every admissible p,

,

PtT,,i - Pi = p,T..t = ijprTr,a)T»,t - Pr(Tr.,T.,t).

Hence = Tr.t • Let denote !ro,« . If the 2V,» are temporally homo-

geneous, in the sense that for all r, u. To,,, = Tr,r+H ,
we infer directly =

Hence we have a continuous cyclic semigroup of transition operedors when-

ever we have temporal homogeneity and (*) holds.^

Discrete cyclic semigroups of transition operators arise similarly whenever

(as in Example 1) the state of S changes through any sequence of transitions

due to repetitions of the same cause, provided that S has time to “forget” its

entire previous history between successive transitions.

Ex. Show that a two-parameter family of transition operators can satisfy Tr.,T,,t =
T„t for all r < s < t, and also T’^T’ = for all m, » > 0, even though, To.u ^ T
in general. (Hint: Let 2',.. =• E, where E is idempotent.)

4. Specific illustrations. The following are typical examples of “sto-

chastic processes,” represented by cyclic semigroups of transition operators.

Example 2. A Geiger counter records cosmic rays,^ at an average rate of X

per minute. Let 31 be the Boolean algebra of all sets X, Y, • • - of integers

n — 0, 1, 2,
• • • . Ijet P([X] be the a priori probability that the total number n

of cosmic rays counted in any t minute interval will be in X. This is a sto-

chastic process.

An exact formula can be developed briefly as follows. In a time interval of

At minutes, the transition probabilities are nearly expressed by the infinite

In this connection, we note a direct relation between the concept of a transition opera-

tor and the laws of thermodynamics, quite apart from Fourier’s differential equations for

heat conduction. Let the thermal energy of each region R of an insulated solid I be h(,R) ;

let the thermal energy five minutes later be X*(B). Then conservation of energy makes
h{I) » 1 imply h*(I) *• 1, and the second law of thermodynamics implies that everywhere

positive temperature, relative to any aero, is preserved.
’’ Example 2 typifies the “Poisson case” of A. Khinchine, Di« aaympioHache Gttetze der

WahraeheinliMeitsrechnung, Berlin, 19^, Ergebpisse series. Khinchine does not stress

the semigroup aspect; see also Ex. i below. See also A. Khinchine, Statistical mechanics,

translated by Q. Gamow, Dover, 1948.
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square matrix = (I + \AtJ)/{l + XAi), where I is the identity matrix, and

J has ones immediately above the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere—whence

J” has ones n spaces above the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. Passing

to the limit,

= Lim (T*‘T = Lim (7 + Xi//«)7(1 + WnT
n-^^QO n--»oo

= e“"‘(7 + \tJ + + • • • X”<V7»! +•••).

There follows the well-known formula

(1) pdX] = XT/nL
neX

Example 3. Let S be the position of a tiny particle suspended in a liquid,

and undergoing “Brownian movemaat” imder random molecular bombardment.

Let its position be (01,02, 03) at time t = 0. Let SI be the Boolean algebra of

all “elementary” subsets (Ch. XI, §1) of ^ace. For each X € 3[ and positive

real number i, let VtW\ be the probability that the particle will be in X at

time t, as far as this can be determined from knowing the position at i = 0.

The anal3rtical treatment of this case is more difficult. However, Kolmo-

goroff* has ^own that if we assume (as in §3) that we have a cyclic semigroup

of transition operators,® that these can be expressed in the form of integral

equations, and the phenomenon is spatially homogeneous and isotropic, then

(2) P([X] =
X

for a suitable coefficient of diffusion X.

It is to be noted that in Example 3 the transition operators involved are not

powers in the ordinary sense of an infinitesimal transition operator; in fact,

they do not even have inverses.^® Hence the semigroup involved cannot be

extended to a group.

Ex^ple 4. Let v{t) denote the instantaneous vector velocity of a fluid of

known turbulence characteristics at a fixed point P and variable time t; let

the mean velocity and »(0) be known. Then for each elementary subset R of

' A. KolmogoroS, Die analytische Methoden der Wahrscheinlichkeiisrechnwng, Math.
Axmalen 104 (1931) , 414^^58, and Zur Theorie der stetigen zufaUigen Prozesse, ibid.

, 108 (1933)

,

149-00. I only indicate his precise assumptions; the final formulas has been obtained

earlier by Einstein and Smoluchowski.
' The assumption of the independence of successive transition operators is not fulfilled

over extremely short intervals of time. If it were, by a well knoivn theorem of Wiener,

the particle would have an infinite mean velocity.

That this was true for the transition operators involved in heat conduction (last foot-

note of §3) was already observed by Kelvin; see J. C. Maxwell, Theory of Heat, London,

1872, p. 244. For special ways in wUeh semigroups can be generated by infinitesimal oper-

ators, see G. Birkhoff, Product integration, M. I. T. Jour. Math. Phys. 16 (1937), p. 1^; E.

Hille, Notes on linear transfomuUiona II, Annals of Math. 40 (1939), 1-47, and op. cit. supra.
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the velocity or “hodograph” space, let pt[R] be the probability that v ^ R at

time t, as far as this is predictable. (This may not be a semigroup.)

Example 5. Consider the n-body problem of Newtonian gravitation theory,

mentioned in Ch. XII, §4. If our Icnowledge of the n-body system S at time
i == 0 is expressed by the probability^ function p[X], then at time «i it is expressed

by Pi[X] = 2>[Xt“‘], where t is the transformation of phase-space induced in

time <1 by the differential equations of motion.

Ex. 1. Describe analytically the statistically predicted decomposition products of a radio-

active element after a time lapse t, in terms of the matrix of transition frequencies of

it and the elements into which it is decomposed. Take a specific example, such as radium.
Ex. 2. Show that if the inverse of a transition operator T esdsts and is a transition operator,

then T is an isometry. Infer that if the space L on which it operates is finite-dimensional

,

T is a permutation matrix.

Ex. 3. Write down specific analytical formulas for t in the case of the two-body problem,

in Example 5.

S. Types of transition operators. In the usual discussions of Markoff pro-

cesses,^ it is necessary to give separate formulations for discrete and continuous

physical systems, and often a third formulation for the “deterministic” case

as well. Our more geometrical approach avoids this multiple formulation, and
has the added advantage of giving easily visualized means for distinguishing

the essentially different cases. To show this, we first consider cases in which

Theorem 1 assumes special forms; we use the notation of §3.

Consider the “tychistic” case of “independent probabilities,” in which pT
is independent of T, as in the case of successive throws of a pair of dice. This

is the case where P is contracted to a point by T, and L projected onto the axis

throu^ this point. Again, in the antipodal deterministic case of classical

mechanics, we have an isometry of L.

It is the intermediate “stochastic” case which is typical of the theory of

dependent probabilities: here the set P is contracted somewhat, but not to a

point. A case of especial importance is that in which the following condition,

itot signalized by Markoff, is fulfilled.

Hypothesis of Markoff. For some r, there is a positive lower bound d in L
to the transforms pT of distributions p. This means that d > 0 and that

d ^ pT for all p € P-

This is fulfilled in Example 1, since shuffles differing by a transposition are

Our knowledge is not exact, because of limits on instrumental precision; in the theory

of errors, it is often assumed to be given by a Gaussian distribution. For a detailed dis-

cuaricm of the relation between differmdal equatioiui of motion and transfonnatiens of

phase spaee, see Q. D. Birkbcff, systems, Am. Hath. Soo. Colloquium Publica-

tions, Tol. 9, New York, 1907 ; atoo H. Poincard, tAfMiodss nawtlUs dt la mtcanigm cUeaU,

Paris, 1«(9. ;
. ;

i

,

** EoUnogoroff, loe. rit.; Doob, Trans. Am. Math. Soo. 42 0987), 107-40s with a
useful bibliography. S. Boehner, Annals of Math. 48 (1947), 1014-41, sdvee an abstract

treatment.
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always possible in practice, and the symmetric group is generated by transposi-

tions. It is also fulfilled in Example 3, provided the liquid is in a bounded

container, and in Example 4. It is not fulfilled in Examples 2 or 5. We shall

now study its consequences.

6. Stable distributions; Markoff’s theorem. We first define a distribu-

tion p to be “stable” under a transition operator T, if and only if it is a fixpoint

of T—that is, if and only H pT = p. In this case, by Thm. 1, distributions

originally near p stay near p under T and its iterates.

Theorem 2. The set of points of any (L)-space left fixed by any transition

operator T is metricodly closed, a siAspaee, and a sublaUice.

Proof. Since T is continuous, the set is metrically closed in L. Since T

carries upper (lower) bounds into upper (lower) bounds, and is a contraction,

it carries the unique upper bound x = f g to f and g, which satisfies

11/
- a: 11 + II

a: -
11 ^ | 1 / - j ||,

into itself.

It is a corollary that the “stable distributions” (the intersection of the sub-

space of Thm. 2 with P) are a closed convex set. Hence the number of stable

distributions is either zero, one (the “metrically transitive” case^®), or infinite.

The metrically transitive case is the most interesting, but all three cases are

possible. Note the following example.

Example 6. Let T carry * = [xi, Xi, xs, • • •] into [0, Xi, X2 ,
• •

•], in the

(L)-^ace (1). Then T is an isometric transition operator; yet xT — x only

if X = 0.

In various cases, stable distributions can be found explicitly by special methods.

Considerations of symmetry are often helpful (see Exs. 1, 6* below). Again, if

the pT* are bounded above, then p* = Lim sup„^«pr” is a positive fixpoint of

L, and p*/ H p* H is a stable distribution. In the finite-dimensional case, the

characteristic polynomial of the matrix H Us 1|
of transition probabilities can of

course be used; the existence of a positive characteristic vector®* follows from

the preceding remark and Thm. 1.

We shall now show that if the Hypothesis of Markoff is satisfied, we always

have the metrically transitive case.

Theorem 3. If Markoff’s Hypothesis is satisfied, then there is a unique stable

distribution po . Moreover the pT^ tend to po uniformly, with the rapidity that the

terms of a convergent geometriced progression tend to zero.

n In the sense of G. D. Birkhoff and Paul Smith, Structure andlyeis of surface transforma-

tions, Jour, de Math. 7 (1928), p. 365.

M This result is due to G. Frobenius, Cber McOrizen aus mchtnegaliven Elementen, S.-B.

Berlin (1912), 466-77. A more general proof can be based on the fact that, projeotively,

the non-negative vectors of L form a simplex, and the fixpoint theorem of Brouwer for con-

tinuous transformations of simplexes; cf. Aiexandr<^-Hopf [1, p. 480]. For a recent at-

tempt to extend these ideas to the infinite-dimensional case, see E. Rothe, Am. Jour.

Math. 66 (1944), 246-64.
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Proof. Let p, g € P be given. Set h=‘p^q,f=p — h, g = q — h, ij.=
1 - \\h\\. Then/, g ^ 0, |i/j| = ||g|| == M,and

i| p - g |1
= ||/|| + ||g||

=
2m, by Ch. XrV, (19), and Ch. XV, (6) and (15). Also, since T is additive,

p!r — qf = ff - gT. By the additivity of norm (Ch. XV, (15)),

ll/r - gr
II
= ii/r y + y gr y

- 2 y /r ^ gr y = 2m - 2 y/r ^ gr y

.

Evidently / = mPi for some distribution pi ; hence by Markoff’s Hsrpothesis

fT lid-, similarly, gT id-, hence fT ^ gT ^ gd. By obvious substitu-

tions in preceding equations, we infer

ilpr - qT\\ = y/r - gry ^ 2m - 2M||dy = (i - ||dy)2M.

Since 2m = 1| p — g 11, we conclude the following important

Lehmma. T contracts P uniformly; in symbols

(3) llpr - gry ^ (i - ydiDUp - gy.

Theorem 3 follows from (3) and simple geometrical considerations.^ Indeed,

if 'k > nr, then pT = (pr”"’')(r)“ lies in the transform of P under the nth

iterate of T. These form a nested sequence P S PT ^ PT' ^ ^ P2”"’ ^
•

•
,
and by (3) the diameter of PT’’ is at most 2(1 —

1 1

d y
) ". Hence for any

p € P,
11
pT* — pT’° y g 2(1 — y d y )“ if a, A: > nr. Thus the pT satisfy

Cauchy’s convergence test, and, P being a complete metric space, they con-

verge to a limit po

.

Furthermore, po is stable. For since pT —>• po as s —> oo
,
and T is continuous,

pTT —
» poT

;

but pT"’’’’ —»• po as s —» «>
,
and so por = po . The uniqueness

of Po ,
and the fact that it is the same for all p, now follow from (3).

CoEOLLARY 1. In the case of a discrete semigroup, far any fixed p. Sup pT ^
P + ^h-oipT — p)T is finite. 'With continuous semigroups. Sup pr is

similarly finite if the pT are bounded on 0 ^ r < ro for some ro > 0.

Remark. This follows since T is continuous in r.

CoBOLLAEY 2. Let Ti ,
•

•
, T» be any sequence of transition operators, and

denote lnij.tp pTi 'by di . Then

(4) II p(rT, ••• Tn) - gcr r* ••• r») II ^ 11 p - g 11
• n d -

11 di id.

Historical note. Thm. % wa» fiwt proved for finite matrices by Frobenius, op. cit.

The geometiioal half of the proof goes back to C. Neumann, who used it to solve Dirichlet’s

problem for convex regions (cf. Picard's TraU^ 2d ed., vol. 1, p. 170). It was

used by Picard (op, cit,, voL 2, p* 801) to prnve the existenoe of solutions of certain non^

linear differential equatioxis. The geometrical approach to the theorem on matrices

was sketched by G, Eajchmann ((3omptes E^dus 100 (1^), p. 720; of, J. Hadamard, Atti

Oongresso Bologna 6 (1928) * 138H3)* The general case was first treated by the author,

Proc. Nat, Acad, Sci. 21 (1088),
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Ex. 1. Show that in Example 1, the distribution which assigns to each arrangement the

probability 1/52! is stable.

Ex. 2. Show that if L is finite-dimensional, the conclusion of Thm. 3 implies Markoff’s

hypothesis, and that so does the inequality (3). Show that these converses need not

be true if L is infinite-dimensional.

Ex. 3. Show that if L is finite-dimensional, Thm. 3 holds whenever, given p, « € P, there

exists a number r such that gT^ > 0. Show that this is not true in the infinite-

dimensional case. Show that (3) implies Thm. 3 in any case.

Ex. 4*. Let 11 iii |I
be any matrix of non-negative terms from an ordered field, such that

the sum of the terms in each row and in each column is one. Show that it is a weighted

mean of permutation matrices.^*

Ex. 6*. (a) Let T « jj
i*,-

||
be any n X n matrix of transition probabilities satisfying

Markoff’s Hypothesis. Show that the components of the unique stable (fistribution

(pi ,
• -

•
, Pn) are rational functions of the ,

and obtain explicit formulas if « 3.

(b) Using Bayes’ Theorem, show that the equations pita = pstTi define from T

a unique ‘‘probability of causes” matrix T'^in case all p»* are positive.

(c) Show that T = T always, and that T"" = T if and only if^^ thiUiUh = tuUiiik

for all f, /c.

Ex. 6*. In the kinetic theory of gases, consider the problem of n elastic spheres of equal

mass. Show that the distribution which assigns in the (6n - 1)-dimensional phase-space

of all positions and velocities compatible with a given total kinetic energy K, a prob-

ability density proportional to the product of volume in the configuration space, by area

on the (3n — 1) -dimensional sphere of velocity-distributions compatible with iiC, is in-

variant under the transformations of phase-space corresponding to the passage of time.

Then letting ^--> 00
,
obtain Maxwell’s law of velocity distribution.

Problem 111. Extend the result of Ex. 4 to the infinite-dimensional case, under suitable

hypotheses.

7. Ergodic elements. It is clear that in the deterministic (isometric) case

of classical mechanics, the transforms pT" of non-stable distributions cannot

converge, since H pT""^^ — pT"
1|

== H pI" — pH identically. Nevertheless, as

is weU-known, their averages pn (z2mpT^/N in the discrete, Jo^ pT ds/N

in the continuous case) do frequently converge; theorems proving this con-

clusion are usually called ^'ergodic theorems.”^*

Since Markoff’s Theorem 3 is much stronger than ergodicity, it seems natural

to try to prove ergodic theorems which apply simultaneously to the deter-

G. Birkhoff, Revista Univ. Nac. Tucuman 5 (1946), 147’-61.

This simplifies a result of Kolmogoroff, Math. Amxalen 112 (1936), 155-61.

IS Ergodic theorems have a philosopical bearing on statistical mechanics, but the connec-

tion between the two is still incomplete. For a historical discxission of the connection,

see G. L. Birkhoff and B. 0. Eoopman, Recent contribvMom to ergodic theory^ Proc. Nat.

Acad. Sci. 18 (1932), 279-82; also E. Hopf, EtgodeTUheorie, Berlin, 1937, and N. Wiener,

The ergodic theorem, Duke Jour. 5 (1939), 1-18. Proofs of the ergodic theorem in classical

mechanics were first given by J. von Neumann, Proc. Nat, Acad. Sci. 18 (1932), 70-82, and

G. D. Birkhoff, ibid. 17 (1931), 660-66. The latter’s “pointwise ergodic theorem” is ap*-

plicable to individual paths, and hence more relevant to dynamics; its proof is, inci-

dentally, combinatory and so lattice-theoretic in spirit. See also Nelson Dunford and

D. S. Miller, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 60 (1946), 538-49; H. R. Pitt, Proc. Camb, Phil. Soo. 38

(1942), 325-43; W. Hurewicz, Aimals of Math. 45 (19^), 192-206; P. R. Halmos, Proc. Nat.

Acad. Sci. 32 (1946).
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ministic, stochastic, and mixed case. This idea has occurred independently

to various authors;'* we shall carry through the details in §§8-10.

First, let {T'] be any discrete or continuous cyclic semigroup of linpiar opera-

tors on a Banach space B. We shall call an element f € B “ergodic” if and
only if the averages of the/T', defined above, converge metrically to a fixpoint.

Example 6 of §6 shows that, even in the case of transition operators on (L)-

spaces, there need exist no fixpoints except 0; hence we cannot hope for an
ergodic theorem in the real sense of the word, in all cases. We can however
prove the following result.

Theorem 4. The set E of elements ergodic under any cyclic semigroup {T"}

of linear isometries or contractions of any Banach space is a metricaJly closed stib-

space. It contains all its images and antecedents under {T'].

Proof. If the means g, of / and g* of /* converge to a and a* respectively,

then the means g, -h g* resp. Xg. oif + f* resp. X/ converge to a + a* resp. Xo;

hence E is a subspace. It is equally easy to show that E is metrically closed.

For 11/ — /*
II
< « implies Hfif* — 1|

< «foraUs. Henceif ||/'“’ — /*||—»

0 as n —» 00
,
and every /‘"’

is ergodic, the = lim,-<»fl'i’‘^ converge metrically

to a limit o. Moreover

||?:-a||g||^:-p«|| + lUr’-a'’‘Ml + l|a'’‘'-«ll.

But the first and third of these terms are bounded by j]/* —
||
and so are

arbitrarily small when n is large. While for fixed n, the second tends to zero

as 5 00 . Hence Qt —> a as s , and/* is ergodic. Finally, that E contains

all its images and antecedents under HT is obvious, since every /T’’ has the same
limit of means (if any) as/.

But any metrically closed subspace of a Banach space is ipso facto weakly

closed, hence^

CoKOLLABY. The Bct E is closed under the weak topology of the space.

A. Khinchine, op. cit., and J. L. Doob, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 36 (1934), 769-76 and
44 (1938), 87-150, observed that (in the “tychistic** case) sequences of independent dis-

tributions were expressible as a single measure on a product space. Hence if certain other

conditions are ful^led, the classical ergodic theorem of G. D. Birkhoff applies, and yields

various results. The finite-dimensional case was treated in another way by M. Fr4chet,

op. cit. supra, p. 109. The cases in which T is defined by an integral equation was also

treated by Fr4chet, Bull. Soc, Math. France 62 (1934), 68-83.

The present direct formulation was first treated by the author, Proc. Nat, Acad. Sd; 24

(1938), 154-^, where weak convergence was proved. The improved results given in the

text were substantially obtained by F* Eiess, Borne mem ergodic theoremSt Jour. Lond.

Math. Soc. 13 (1938), 274-S, and by S. Kakutani and K. Yosida, Operator iheor$tie<d treat-

Tmtd qf Markojfe procssa, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 14 (1938), pp. 286, 333, 363. F. Kiess

gives an interesting historical review, mentioning his own earlier work, in Commentarii

Math. Hdv. 17 (1946), 221--39. See also M. Fr4ohet, Eevue Sci. HI. 79 (1941), 407-17; W,
F. Eberlein, Proc. Nat. Acad, Sci. 34 (1948), 43-7; H. Nakano, Annals of Math: # (1948),

638-66.

According to Banach {1, p. 133J, 'Veakly” if and only if fo^ ^very (bounded)

linear lunctionsl X, X(«<) X(x}« The resxdt 1^ one of Banfoh^s tUMekamM the-

orems; a complete proof is given by Banach (I, ^. 63*% and 113-4}.'
^ ^
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8. Ergodic theorem. We now obtain a general sufficient condition for an

element of a Banach space to be ergodic.

Theorem 5 (Ergodic Theorem). If the means of the fT" lie in a weakly

compact set, then f is ergodic.

Proof. By hypothesis, some subsequence {sr,(i)} of converges weakly

to a limit a. But every/ — /T** is ergodic, since if s> r,

•-I

E (/ - /nr"
S jbrcO

r—1 «+r—

1

Z/r* - E fT'‘
k-O k-t

^ 2r/s,

so that the means of its transforms converge metrically to 0. (A similar formula

holds for continuous semigroups.)

Hence every difference / — g,it)

,

being a mean of / — flT ,
is in the set E of

ergodic elements. But this set is weakly closed (by the Corollary of Thm. 4)

;

hence f — a is in E. It remains to show that a is in E—whence f — Cf — o)

+ a will be in E. But this is an obvious corollary of the

Lemma. If any si^sequence {g'.ci)} of the g, corwerges metrically or weakly to

the limit a, then a is afixpoint.

Proof. One can assume |1/|1 = 1 without losing generality. But in this

case, for any positive integer s and any k < s, s(g, — g,T'‘) is Z^o fT' —

resp. fo fT' dr — fLkfT dr in the discrete resp. continuous case.

In either case,

(4) \\g, - g.T^W ^ ‘Ik/s.

Now with metric convergence,
||

— o
||
—^0 implies

|| gttfiT’’
— aT*

||
—» 0

for any k. But
|| ||

-» 0 by (4); hence
|i
a - or*

1|
is less than

any positive constant, and a = oT*. Similarly, with weak convergence,

~ 0 for every linear fimctional X and every /c; hence for all

X, X(o — or*) is less than any positive constant. Hence X(o) = X(or*) for

every X, whence a — oT*.

Whether or not the theorem holds whenever theT are continuous linear opera-

tors is an undecided question.

9. Corollaries. From Theorem 5, one can infer directly

CoROLLAKY 1. Let {T'} he any cydic semigroup of linear isometries or con-

tractions of a Banach space which is finite-dirnensioriol, a space (L^), or a space

(P) (p > 1). Then every element is ergodic under \T'}.

For in the finite-dimensional case the unit sphere is metrically compact, and

in the other cases it is weakly compact. A direct proof can also be ^ven for

the spaces (JP) and (JF) (p > 1), which applies to any “uniformly convex”

Banach space.^*

See the author's The mean ergodic theorem, Duke Jour. 5 (1939) ,
19-20. For the proper-

ties of the spaces considered, see Banach [1], pp. 84, 130-1.
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COEOLLAEY 2. If a ^ fT' g b for all r, and the Banach space is the space (L)

or (1), thenf is ergodic.

In words, / is ergodic if its transforms are bounded lattice-theoretieally.

This follows immediately from the well-known fact that the set a g g h is

weakly compact.

CoEOLLARY 3. If the function f(x) = 1 is invariant under transition operodors

'T on the space (L), then every element is ergodic.

For the condition a g f{x) g h for all x is preserved under {?"}, since transi-

tion operators are linear and order-preserving; hence by Corollary 2, all bounded
functions are ergodic elements of the space (L). But bounded functions are

topologically dense
;
hence the argument is completed by Theorem 4.

In particular, Corollary 3 applies to measure-preserving point transformations

of any space a of finite total measure. But, as noted by Liouville, with any
Lagrangian dynamical system, the flows T* of phase-space corresponding as in

Example 6 to lapses of time t are measure-preserving in Hamiltonian coordinates,

since*® under these pi = dH/dqi and $»• = —dH/dpi . Hence Cor. 3 applies to

any Lagrangian system whose total measure is finite (i.e., usually, whose phase-

space is compact).

Now consider the kinetic theory of gases. As in Ex. 6 of §6, we can find a

stable distribution. Hence if we could prove that the flow with a given energy

was “metrically transitive,” we could conclude that the time average of velocity

distributions always approached this distribution. But this conjecture has

never been proved or disproved.

10. Extensions. We are now ready to extend Corollary 2 to arbitrary (L)-

spaces; the extension is due to Kakutani.*® Let IT" be a discrete semigroup of

transition operators on an abstract (L)-space L. For any f € L, the /JP" when
combined linearly and lattice-theoretically generate a separable closed subspaoe

S of L. By Thm. 18 of Ch. XV, this may be embedded in the ordinary space

(L). Hence the/T", bein® bounded by Inf {/T"} and Sup {/T”} in S, lie in

a weakly compact set. Hence Cor. 2 applies also to discrete semigroups

on abstract (L)-spaces. To pass to the case of continuous semigroups, we
need merdy restrict our attention to the means of p = fi fT dr under the

discrete semigroup IP*, IP*, IP®, • • •
. We conclude

Thboebm 6. Any elemeni f of an abstract {L)-space, whose transforms under

a cylic semigroup of transition op&rators are bounded lattice-theoreiieaMy, is

ergodic.

Theorem 7. If an element f of an abstract {L)-space is ergodic under a eydic

semigroup of transition operators, <md 0 ^ » S /, ^sen x is ergodic.

** An infinitcBimal transfonnation 4i « X< conserves volume if and only if Div X «
2 dXt/S9t 0. In the above case, the divergence is S9*H/ap«Sqi X » 0.

** Mean ergodic theorem, in dbetraci (L)-»paees, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo 15 (1939), 191-3;

see Kakutani [ll for details.
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Proof. Let and denote the sth means of x and / respectively; since

transition operators are positive, 0 S Vs ^ Os for all s. But by hypothesis, {^4

converges to a stable distribution n as s —> ;
hence

li
— iVs cl) W ^ II 9s — (9s ^ a) W 0-

By Thm. 6, ^ a is ergodic for all s; hence the ^“^ergodic oscillation^’ lim sup«,g'-+oo

11
— Vs' \\

of 1C is bounded by any positive number. For since every x — y»

is ergodic, as in the proof of Thm. 5, it is equal to that of every ,
and this is

bounded by every
1| 2/« ^ II

since ^ a is ergodic. Hence it is zero,

and X is ergodic.

It is not however true in general that the ergodic elements of an (L)-space

form an Z-ideal (normal subspace). To see this, consider Example 6 with / =

[1, - 1, 0, 0, ' • •]. Then / is ergodic, whereas /+ and/^ are not.

11. Poiacarg’s recurrence theorem. Closely related to the Ergodic Theorem

is Poincare’s well known Recurrence Theorem (Wiederkehrsatz), for deterministic

processes in a phase-space of finite total measure. We shall now see how far

t.hi\q result can be extended to stochastic processes/^ In order to find this out,

we first make the relevant hypothesis.

Hypothesis A. For some e > 0 and / with 0 ^ ^ e, we have eT = T .

The relation of this hypothesis to that of invariant measure (needed to ex-

clude Example 6), is obvious. In the deterministic case treated by Poincar^,

Hypothesis A implies

(6) / ^ lim sup {fT} = /
n—»QO

In the deterministic case, whfflre we are dealing with characteristic functions of

sets, (5) is moreover equivalent to

(50 Lim/^ m lim sup {/IT*} = /.
yn.>»>Q0 n—^80

Our main conclusion is the following.

Theorem 8. Hypothesis A implies (50, for any transition operator T.

Proof. Denote limsup„-«, {/P*} by in the language of Ch.X IV, §11,

Theorem 8 asserts that / is in the closed 1-ideal J(/*) generated by f*. To prove

fhia, let ^ = / — lim»-,«/ ^ mf* be the component of / in the complement J'

of and let p* = lim sup«_«{pr”}. Then since p g /, we have p* ^ f*.

Moreover since J(J*) and J' are disjoint Z-ideals, p ^ = 0; hence p p* = 0.

The theorem is clearly tantamount to p = 0; this we now prove.

This question was raised by M. iECac, On the notion of reourrence in discrete stochastic

processes. Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 5^(1947), 1002-10. Kac treated the case of countably

many discrete states.

“ See especially Ex. 1, loc. cit., where what we have here denoted J(,f*) would bo de-

noted (/*)•*.
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Evidently g ^ e = ^ + {e — whence

g s\g g*] + \g {e - ^*)] = o + gr ^ (e - gr*) g e - J*.

By definition of g*, evidently also g*T == g*. Therefore Hypothesis A is still

satisfied if we substitute ei = e — g* for e and g for /. Further, since g S ei

and eiT — ei

,

every gT ^ ex, and so g* ^ ex. Hence we can argue as before,

getting g g ei — g* = e — 2g = . Repeating the argument k times, we have
e — fcg* S g ^ 0 for all k. Hence g* = 0 and

1| g [j ^ ||
g*

|[
= 0, completing

the proof.

Ex. 1. Prove that Hypothesis A implies (5) in the deterministic case.

Ex. 2. Prove that for any iV, Hypothesis A implies

(5'0 Lim/^ (/P^ -h +/r^+*) =* /,
k^co

in the general case, ,

Ex. 3. Prove that Hypothesis A need not imply (5), or even

CO if

(5"0 V fT^ « Lim V */,
n-al nail

in the general case, (Hint: Try the idempotent case.)
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